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FOREWORD 

This practical teaching grammar for students who already have a reasonable 
knowledge of Biblical Hebrew was initially developed over the period 1990 
to 1992 as a handbook for courses in Rabbinic Hebrew at the University of 
Granada. Each unit concludes with vocabulary and twenty exercise texts re
lating to the grammatical point at issue in the unit. The exercises are gener
ally drawn from tannaitic literature, and the student should find everything 
required to deal with them in the book. Many of the early exercises come 
from Abot, which, although not typical of the Mishnah, is more accessible to 
the beginner in rabbinic language and thought. 

Each unit is divided into six sections: Introductory text. Morphology 
(including a presentation of diachronic matters). Grammar and usage. 
Phraseology, Vocabulary, and Exercises. The introductory texts and short 
explanations are designed to introduce the student to the language and con
cepts of the tannaim. Each introductory text exhibits the linguistic feature 
covered by the unit, although it serves primarily as a starting-point for dis
cussion of literary, theological, historical, and methodological issi^s. 

Overall, the work is divided into four parts: Nouns (including pronouns 
and adjectives). Verbs, Particles (including prepositions, conjunctions, and 
adverbs), and Clauses. The part dealing with clauses includes sentence syn
tax and the use of the conjunctions, but excludes the syntax of the noun and 
of the verb, which are dealt with in the first two parts. 

The Introduction gives an account of the present state of Rabbinic He-
brev^ research, including a discussion of (1) the relationships of early—or 
tannaitic—Rabbinic Hebrew to its later—or amoraic—variety, to classical 
and later Biblical Hebrew, and to the Hebrew of the Dead Sea Scrolls, and 
(2) the nature of Rabbinic Hebrew as a spoken language in the light of mod
em studies in phonetics, vocabulary, and dialect. The Bibliography at the 
close of the book should be helpful to readers wishing to pursue particular is
sues further, although it is not exhaustive. 

It is not only the pedagogical orientation of this book that clearly sets it 
apart from M.H. Segal*s A Grammar ofMishnaic Hebrew (Oxford, 1927), 
but also its use of manuscripts—rather than printed editions—of the Mishnah 
(notably Codex Kaufmann), its general avoidance of later—amoraic—^Rab
binic Hebrew, and its inclusion of texts from the early midrashim. 

Texts from the Mishnah follow either C. Albeck's edition or, if preceded 
by *K', Codex Kaufmann. For the Tosefta, the editions of M.S. Zuckerman-
del and S. Lieberman are followed, and for the Mekhilta, Sifra, Sifre to Num
bers, and Sifre to Deuteronomy, those of J.S Lauterbach, I.H. Weiss, 
H.S. Horovitz, and L. Finkelstein, respectively. 
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INTRODUCTION 

1. The language of the Torah by itself the language of the wise by itself 

The student who reads a Rabbinic Hebrew text for the first time will usually 
be surprised and somewhat disconcerted by a series of striking differences 
from the grammar of Biblical Hebrew, among them the following: 

Merger of final mem and nun, with masculine plurals usually ending 
in nun; 

Relative particle -0 instead of l??t̂ ; 
Genitive particle ^0 'of, partially replacing the construct chain of 

classical BibUcal Hebrew; 
Very frequent use of JTH 'be' with participle; 
Complete disappearance of the w<2w-consecutive; 
Loss of the infinitive absolute and of special forms for the cohorta

tive and jussive. 
Nowadays, Rabbinic Hebrew is generally treated as an historically dis

tinct phase of the Hebrew language, and the saying attributed to Rabbi 
Johanan in AZ 58b—the language of the Torah by itself, the language of the 
wise by itself—^reflects early awareness of its distinctiveness. 

In the development of Hebrew, four major periods are discernible: BH 
(Biblical Hebrew), RH (Rabbinic Hebrew), MH (Mediaeval Hebrew), and IH 
(Israeli, or Modem, Hebrew). This wide-ranging classification allows for 
further subdivision and transitional phases. Thus, BH can be subdivided into 
Archaic Hebrew (AH), the Hebrew of archaic poetry; Biblical Hebrew (BH) 
proper, the standard language of pre-exihc prose writings; and post-exilic, or 
Late Biblical, Hebrew (LBH), whereas RH naturally divides into Early 
Rabbinic Hebrew (RHl), the language of the tannaim; and Late Rabbinic 
Hebrew (RH2), the language of the amoraim. This study will focus on RHl. 

2. Tannaitic Hebrew (RHl) and Amoraic Hebrew (RHl) 

In political terms, the tannaitic period is that of the 'restoration' of Judaism 
after the disasters of 70 and 135 CE; from a literary and theological perspec
tive, this period witnesses the compilation, classification, and editing of an 
immense corpus of oral law, which is presented, and defended, as being a 
logical development of the written law of the Bible. The vast literature that 
emerged over this period (from 70 CE until halfway through the third cen
tury) is evidence of the enormous labour and exceptional ability of the tan-
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3. RHl, a spoken language 

Given the highly technical nature of tannaitic hterature (legal, halakhic, ex
egetical), we have to specify what is meant when we say that RHl was a 
spoken language. It could have been spoken just in academic circles, for 
teaching or in court—in the same way that Latin was used in mediaeval 
scholarship and, until quite recently, in the Roman Catholic church—^but not 
in everyday life. We know, in any case, that the early rabbinic texts in the 
form they are preserved in the Mishnah postdate any original spoken version 
of such material by a considerable period, during which the writing down of 
the oral law was prohibited (see Rabin 1976, 1008; Stemberger 1996, 31 -
44)—although there were a few incomplete collections of written halakhot, 
systematic editing of such works is assumed not to have begun until around 
300 CE. 

Even so. these considerations do not mean that RHl should not be re
garded as a popular, spoken language. Indeed, it is generally believed that the 

naitic teachers who developed the Mishnah, Tosefta, halakhic midrashim 
(Mekhilta de Rabbi Ishmael, Mekhilta de Rabbi Shimeon ben Yohai, Sifra to 
Leviticus, Sifre to Numbers and to Deuteronomy, Sifre Zutta, etc.), as well 
as non-halakhic works such as Seder Olam Rabbah. 

The language of these works clearly differs from BH, as is evident from 
the most cursory examination, and also has features that distinguish it from 
the Hebrew of the amoraim (RH2), who, from the fourth century, compiled 
the Jerusalem Talmud, early haggadic and homiletic midrashim (Genesis 
R^bah, Leviticus Rabbah, Pesiqta de R ^ Kahana), and the Babylonian 
Talmud. The main difference is that in the RH2 period Hebrew hegm to die 
out as a spoken Imiguage, being replaced in this r6le by Aramaic. Other fea
tures include the enormous Aramaic influence on RH2 in morphology, vo
cabulary, and grammar, the large number of Graecisms, and a return to bibU-
cal vocabulary and constructions. Indeed, the dictum of Rabbi Johanan given 
earlier occurs in connection with the claim of a Babylonian amora that the 
plural form D'**:5m. 'sheep', attested in the Bible, was more correct than 
ni'pnn. E.Y. Kutscher (1972b, 57) makes the important point that if a BH or 
Aramaic form is not found in the tannaim but 'reappears' in RH2, it was 
probably never employed by the tannaim at all but is an amoraic innovation 

M. Bar-Asher (1990a, 208) lists three characteristic features of RH2 (see 
also Sokoloff 1%9): the demonstrative '^bT\, first person singular imperfect 
with initial nun (reflecting Aramaic influence), and the expression in0D 
something' used in the sense of n̂2?"*?D 'a little'. While some RH2 texts can 

give the appearance of a linguistic mosaic, other amormc compositions, such 
as Midrash Rabbah to Song of Songs (see Giron 1988-89; 1990), employ the 
language mA style of the tannaim. 
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Dead Sea Scrolls, specifically the Copper Scroll and also the Bar-Kokhba let
ters, have furnished clear evidence of the popular character of MH. 
Moreover, the faithfulness and care with which oral traditions can be trans
mitted is well known. For example, in the Mishnah (Eduy 1.3) it is stated that 
'each person has to speak in the language of his teacher'; however this is to 
be understood exactly, it clearly functions as a guarantee of fidelity of 
transmission of rabbinic statements, and in the light of this it comes as no 
surprise that the Mishnah itself records sayings of Hillel in Aramaic (Abot 
1.13), doubtless because they were originally formulated in that language. 
Findly, without denying the technical nature of most tannaitic Hterature, the 
language of which would clearly have differed from the daily vernacular, 
within the tannaitic corpus itself there are also popular sayings and parables 
(meshalim), exempla (ma'asiyyot), testimonies, and descri|Hive narratives re
lating to, for example, the royal liturgy in Sot 7.8 or the festival of first fruits 
in Bik 3.2-8, which display a more lucid and popular style. 

In terms of dialect geography, at the time of the tannaim Palestine could 
be divided into the Aramaic-speaking regions of Galilee and Samaria and a 
smaller area, in Judaea, in which Rabbinic Hebrew was used among the de
scendants of returning exiles. To the south of Palestine, North Arabian di
alects would have been spoken, while in the nordi there were probably a few 
isolated areas where Phoenician was still spoken. Greek would have been 
predominant in Hellenistic cities and, along with Latin, was employed as the 
language of Roman administration, used in official documents and inscrip
tions as well as in politics and commerce. There would also have been lan
guages spoken by Jews in the diaspora, as well as Biblical Hebrew with its 
prestigious and insistent presence in the temple cult and synagogue liturgy. It 
is not simply that at this time there were many languages spoken in Palestine 
but that the same person would speak a variety of languages. To be more 
precise, the following three situations are possible (following Rabin 1976). 

1. Bilingualism/multilingualism, typical, for example, of exiles who re
turned speaking both Hd^rew and Aramaic or of the chilcfren of marriages of 
Hebrew- and Aramaic-speakers; 

2. Lingua franca, used by speakers of different native languages who 
would adopt it as a common 'second' language for communication among 
themselves in, for example, the realms of administration, commerce, or 
liturgy— ŝuch a language does not require perfect fluency, and, for commer
cial purposes, for example, an elementary knowledge suffices; 

3. Diglossia, or the use, as determined by social convention, of a native 
language at two levels, popular and literary, is found to some extent in all 
languages (it is pmicularly striking in the differences between spdcen and 
literary Arabic), ^ d it is noticeable that switching between levels is not easy 
for all speakers. 

It is obvious, then, that all three situations would have been commonly 
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4. Foreign influence in vocabulary 

Given the sociolinguistic facts as described, it is hardly surprising that we 
find incorporated in RHl many features of vocabulary and grammar from the 
surrounding languages. Recent studies suggest that about half the vocabulary 
of RHl coincides with that of BH, while of the remainder, a large proportion 
is shared with Aramaic, with a significant number of Greek—and to a lesser 
extent Latin— l̂oanwords, as well as words of Akkadian or Persian origin. 

4.1 The legacy of Hebrew 

We begin with m obvious fact, namely, that the Bible does not include all 
the Hebrew vocabulary spoken in biblical times. In the light of this, it is quite 
possible that RH has conserved a number of ancient—but non-biblical̂ — 
Hebrew words. Among those recognized as falling into this category are "Itn 
'return', "̂ 00 'harvest olives', I^J^ 'uproot', 'necessary', and '̂ îriD 
'spleen'. 

found, and it is against this background that the use by the same writer of 
Hebrew and Aramaic or the abundant production at this time of Jewish litera
ture in Greek—the New Testament, apocrypha, pseudepigrapha, etc.—is to 
be explained. 

As a lingua franca, Greek was doubtless employed in a myriad different 
day-to-day situations, and BH would have served a similar function in litur
gical contexts. 

Given the different stages and styles of RH, we may conclude that 
Hebrew-speakers could have found themselves in a situation of diglossia, 
with the language of the Mishnah and midrashim belonging to a level that re
quired a relatively high degree of education in order to understand its gram
mar and terminology. 

Bearing in mind the small area in which it took root—post-exilic 
Judaea— ît is generally accepted that the decisive factor in the extinction of 
RHl in Palestine was the suppression of the Bar-Kokhba revolt in 135, with 
the consequent ravaging of the land, deportations, and an exodus to Galilee. 

Although we know that even in the fourth century Hebrew was still used 
in Palestine for conversation (1^1*? n p P ) , along with Greek, Latin, and 
Aramaic (see Mishor 1989), its linguistic isolation and the transfer of 
Judaean intellectuals to Galilee caused RH to lose its literary character and 
the ability to develop. In Aramaic-speaking Galilee, the descendants of 
Judaean exiles found it increasingly difficult to maintain RHl as a Hving lan
guage, with the result that Aramaic became dominant and a new scholarly 
language, RH2, emerged (see Kutscher 1972b, 57ff.). 
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4.2 The influence of Aramaic 

Perhaps as a reaction to earlier scholarship, which had viewed Mishnaic 
Hebrew as an artificial language—either Hebraized Aramaic or Aramaized 
Hebrew—^M.H. Segal understated the influence of Aramaic on RH. In fact, 
without detracting from the independent status of RHl, the presence of 
Aramaic is obvious, not simply in loanwords and loan-translations but also in 
the basic grammatical structure of the language, in the inflection of nouns 
and verbs, as the following examples demonstrate. 

1. Pronominal suffixes of the second person singular masculine and 
feminine in or (see Unit 4.4). 

2. The imperatives ''in 'be' (singular) andilH 'be' (plural), alongside the 
corresponding Hebrew forms i n and Wi (see Unit 21.5). 

3. The second person singular masculine pronoun Wi, perhaps an archaic 
dialect form (see Nm 11.15) that has re-emerged under Aramaic influence 
(see Unit 1.4B). 

4. M. Moreshet (1980a) registered 210 RHl verbs derived from Aramaic 
as against 241 from BH. 

5. Common words like rati? 'father', 'mother', HOT 'hour', and ]1DD 
'mammon, wealth' are Aramaic loanwords. 

6. New nouns are frequently patterned according to the Aramaic mor
phological patterns n*pi3j? and n ^ p n (see Unit 9.5-6). Aramaic vocalization 
can also displace what would be expected in Hebrew, for example bb'D 
'general rule, generalization' for*Pl*P2>. 

7. Aramaic influence is also visible in the addition to H '̂̂ pfp-type nouns 
of the suffix nv, expressing verbal action (see Unit 9.10), for example n̂ b*'D2 
'fulfilment, act of fulfilHng', m̂ *̂ ©] 'elevation, act of raising up'. 

For some words, early forms, not found in BH, have been preserved, for 
example, the s i n g u l a r ' n i g h t ' (Nid 4.4) as against BH i^ib'^b^b^b and b'^b; 
whereas b'b and b'*b are secondary forms resulting from the loss of the 
second diphthong, Tlbb results from the reduction of this diphthong lay lay 
> layla, with the final he as mater lectionis), and it is only in RH that the 
shape of the original form of the word has persisted (see Bar-Asher 1990a, 
204). 

As might be expected, BH words commonly undergo semantic develop
ment in RH, for example TIVO 'grain' > 'money', nriTD 'doorpost' > 
'mezuzah (attached to doorpost)', ub'iV 'eternity' > 'world', 1T2 'cut' > 
'decree', Upb 'take' > 'buy', andnCDÎ Q 'deed' > 'event'. 

A word that has thus acquired a new meaning will sometimes undergo a 
change in its morphological shape (see Unit 9) or in its gender or number 
(see Unit 10); note, for example, the forms, H^OK 'food', TlO^bn 'walk', 

'honour', "]̂ n Qal 'go', Pi'el 'walk about'. 
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4.3 Greek and Latin loanwords 

See Unit 12. Although there is an abundance of Greek words in RHl, which 
became even more pronounced in RH2 (however, it is not always clear when 
a form entered the language), Greek has not had any significant effect on the 
morphological or syntactic structure of Hebrew, but has simply enriched the 
lexicon of RH. The following are a few of the more obvious examples. 

1. Loan-translations (caiques), translated verbatim from Greek into 
Hebrew, include rilQH HQ''̂  'you have spoken well (literally, 'beautifully')' 
(xaX&q exicaq) and DipD'̂ PDO 'in every case (literally, 'from every place')' 
(ex navxbq tp6icot>). 

2. Greek words ending in -r| usually have a Hebrew plural in -a'ot, 
which recalls to some degree the plurals -ai and -ae of Greek and Latin (see 
Units 10.6; 12.5C). Some native Hebrew words have also adopted this fea
ture in their plurals, for example Hit̂ lpD from TT)pU 'ritual bath'. 

3. Various Greek words compounded with apxi- ('chief) have passed 
into RH, for example '•pnr"'DnH 'chief judge' (apxiiudex) (Genesis Rabbah 
50.2). In Abot 1.8, there is a striking example, in which this Greek prefix has 
been placed before a native Hebrew word, yielding the sequence U^Tl ''DIH, 
found in Codex Kaufmann and later rather clumsily erased in order to 
Hebraize dpxi- as ̂ Dl1i? 'arrangers of (see Sznol 19«>). 

4. Only a few verbs are taken from Greek (Moreshet 1980a lists just 
thirty from Greek and Latin), of which some are native Hebrew denominal-
izations of loanwords, for example 003 'base' (fromPdcn^ 'base'), 2̂ 1 'join' 
(fromH/̂ et)Yo<; 'yoke'),DC^*P 'assault' (from hf\Grr\q 'robber'). 

8. Aramaic has been instrumental in changes of gender in certain 
words—for example, 013 *cup' is feminine in BH, with the feminine plural 
niote attested in RH (Pes 10.1), but in the singular it is treated as masculine 
for the purpose of agreement with adjectives: ]i2?HnOi3 'first cup' (Pes 10.2). 

9. Numerous Aramaic particles have entered RHl, for example l̂ ^P 
'not', generally used iti disjimctives or as an alternative—negative—ccMidi-
tion ('and if not'; see Units 23.1 IB; 28.7C). The adversative 'but rather' 
is simply a contracted form of Aramaic ]K— t̂he BH equivalent is 

10. Although the relative particle is a native Hebrew fonn, the extent 
of its use has been influenced by the Aramaic relative '1. 

However, it has been emphasized that not all the Aramaisms of RH are nec
essarily of recent origin, with some deriving from a common Semitic substra
tum, and others reflecting a reverse influence, of RH on Aramaic. Statements 
about the correspondence of the two languages in other areas, such as the 
syntax of the verb, Ukewise have to be formulated with care. 
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4.4 Akkadian and Persian 

Akkadian vocabulary has come via Aramaic, as, for example, with b)yr\V) 
*cock% 'document (of divorce)', D12*in 'targum, translation'. The Persian 
administration of Palestine also left its m ^ in a few words like i n i 'rose'. 

5. BH and RHl—two different languages 

Nowadays the status of RHl as a popular, spoken, language is no longer in 
question, and the Unguistic debate has a different focus, namely, whether 
RHl should be regarded as the last stage of BH, that is, as representative of 
BH as it developed in the {X)st-exiHc period, or, instead, as a dialect that was 
already in existence before the exile, which had carried on evolving along
side BH as the language of a particular group or area and which— f̂or what
ever reason—emerged as a literary idiom in the rabbinic period. 

In support of the first position, it is clear that every language develops 
over time, and in the case of RH, there are several clear examples of such de
velopment. 

1. New conjugations, such as the Nitpa'al and NufaU have to be under
stood as the result of popular desire to find a more expressive way of stating 
reflexive and passive verbal relationships. Both examples mentioned result 
from a merger with the Nifal—of the Hitpa 'el on the one hand and of the 
Pu'al on the other (see Units 15.3C; 15.4D). 

2. The same tendency is seen in the conjugation of stative verbs, like « T 
'fear', as reflexives or intensives, thus: t̂ THp. 

3. In vocabulary, semantic changes and the incorporation of new words, 
especially from Greek and Latin, imply diachronic development. Aramaic 
vocabulary in particular requires detailed study in this respect (see above, at 
the end of §4.2). 

4. The first person plural pronoun, ^̂ tj* 'we', has been constructed by 
analogy with "̂ Ĵ  T and with the first person plural object suffix, exemplified 
in ^nD0 'he has kept us'. Similarly, the demonstrative 'these' has sup
planted biblical Ĥ t̂  in an attempt to express more clearly the demonstra
tive's plural reference, employing the V ending of the third person plural of 
the verb in the perfect. 

On the other hand, it is also clear that RH witnesses to a very early form of 
the Hebrew language, as seen in the following examples. 

The extensive Greek vocabulary of the meshalim (see Unit 12.7) shows the 
influence of Greek in the popular language and the high degree to which it 
had been integrated within RH at all levels. 
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1. widespread in BH and reflected in Ugaritic 'an, is used in RH 
to the exclusion of the alternative BH form, "33 .̂ 

2. While Aramaic influence might be responsible for the widespread use 
of riK 'you' as a masculine pronoun, it is also found in the Bible at Nm 
11.15. 

3. The feminine demonstrative nt/1t 'this', which replaces BH flt t̂, 
seems to have come from a northern dialect of Hebrew (see 2 K 6.19; Ezk 
40.45; Ho 7.16; Ps 132.12). 

4. The relative particle -2? 'that, which' (not a development from 12%) is 
found in Akkadian and Phoenician as well as in some of the earliest biblical 
texts (Jg 5-8; see Unit 8.3-4). 

5. The extent to which the use of final nun in place of mem became 
widespread is perhaps due to Aramaic influence, but the phenomenon itself 
probably reflects a dialect feature of nasalization found at a very early stage 
of the language, as evidenced by the Mesha stela (in Moabite) and by Jg 
5.10. The use of nun is not limited to plurals, in K BB 6.6 we find 

'']3 "[1"̂  'the way of the sons of humankind', although in the printed 
editions the form p)^ has been systematically 'corrected' to BH DltJJ. 

6. The RHl second person singular masculine perfect ending in nn-, 
alongside standard BH H-, is also found in early BH, for example Ps 8.4,7; 
68.10; see Unit 16.4A). ' 

7. The archaic third person singular feminine perfect termination in T)-
instead of H; reappears in lamed-he (lamed-alef) and lamed-yod verbs in RH. 
The form is also attested in the Siloam tunnel inscription (riTT 'it was') and 
sporadically in the Bible (see Units 16.4B; 17.5B). 

8. The plural fllQ''̂  'days' for n'0\ may be due to the influence of 
Aramaic nQi\ although it is also attested at Dt 32.7 (see Unit 10.11). 

9. In the use of the tenses there are also archaic features, for example 
'7|*'pni V^T "112̂  ]p bv 'even unto the nest of a bird your mercy reaches' 
(Meg 4.9), where the durative function of the imperfect is evidenced (see 
Unit 18.12). 

These examples show clearly that RH may be regarded neither as an artificial 
creation nor simply as the result of evolution from BH. Certain phenomena 
are best explained by assuming that RH was a living dialect even before the 
exile and that it developed alongside—but not out of—BH. That is the con
clusion of M. Bar-Asher (1990a, 205): 'We have to recognize that it is not a 
matter of two successive stages of the language, but of two different syn
chronic systems, reflecting two different dialects. In other words, RH is not 
the direct result of BH, but rather a related dialect'. 

It is not difficult to imagine where and by whom this language was spo
ken. For C. Rabin (1976, 1015), it was the language used by the inhabitants 
of the area known in post-exilic times as Judaea; for E.Y. Kutscher (1972b, 
57ff.), this area was more precisely that of Jerusalem and its environs, to 
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6. RHl LBH and the Hebrew of the Dead Sea Scrolls 

The eruption of this dialect into literary expression had begun centuries be
fore in various contexts, as demonstrated by the presence of RH syntax and 
vocabulary in the Hebrew of the later books of the Bible (LBH) and of the 
Dead Sea Scrolls. The following are a few examples (others may be found in 
Qimron 1986, 98-104). 

1. The BH Hifil participle is formed according to the pattern b'^pO 
(masculine), n'7''tppO (feminine). RH, as ever seeking greater expressivity, 
adds the feminine marker H- to the second form, hence, n^DpO, on the anal
ogy of the Qal participle, for example, nnTlt^ n"llD TW^T} 'the woman 
cannot impose a vow on her son' (Sot 3.8). But the same pattern is already 
found in Esther: ni2Q n n o t ^ ' E s t h e r did not tell' (Est 2.20; see Unit 
19.7A). 

2. ]Vp 'scorn, shame, opprobrium' is a technical term in tannaitic litera
ture (see SNm 35 [H 39]; 116.1 [H 130]) that had already appeared in Esther 
(1.18). 

3. The RH genitive particle b^ 'of appears in Ca 3.7 (along with the 
characteristically RH phenomenon of proleptic possessive suffix on the pre
ceding noun): nb*:?0'p0InSD nDn 'behold the couch (Hterally, 'his couch') of 
Solomon'. b'Qi also occurs in the Temple Scroll and Copper Scroll from Qum
ran and in the Bar-Kokhba letters. 

4. The Book of Jonah makes an obvious effort to imitate classical BH. 
But even here, in the space of two verses (Jon 1.7-8), we find, first, RH 
•'Q̂ tDB 'on whose account?', followed by an attempt to recast this expression 
in a more classical mould: 'Ub 10t^3. 

which the exiles from Babylonia returned. It is clear that RH was the 
language of the Pharisees, in which their literature was composed and in 
which it was for so long faithfully transmitted; it was the language of the oral 
law, scandalizing the (priestly?) Qumran sectarians, who called it a 
'blasphemous, uncircumcised language' (see Hodayot 2.18-19; 4.16-17; 
Damascus Document 5.11-12, cited in Rabin 1976, 1018). What we seem to 
have in RH is a further sign of the Pharisaic revolution and one of the keys to 
its success—the ascent of the common people and their language to the realm 
of religious discourse and debate. There is an obvious analogy here with sim
ilar phenomena in the western world, where the introduction of vernacular 
languages into the Roman Catholic liturgy has marked the conclusion of a 
centuries-long struggle. 
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8. Differences between manuscripts and printed editions 

A superficial comp^son of printed texts of the Mishnah with texts found in 
the earliest manuscripts reveals a large number of lin^istic and even literary 
differences. Evaluating them is of the essence in attempting to uncover spo
ken RH. The following are some of Uie differences between C. Albeck's edi
tion of the Mishnah (Jerusalem, 1952) and Codex Kaufmann (K), dated be
tween the eleventh and thirteenth centuries and unanimously agreed to be the 
best witness to the language of the Mishnah. 

1. In Abot 4.20, Albeck re^s } 3 i ^ ^ » 'Elisha ben Abuiah' and 
^DV''31 'Rabbi Jose', while K h ^ rF;3||3iK^*?§ 'Elisha ben Abijah' 
nor 1 'R. Joseh'. Which of the two better reflects the original orthography 
and pronunciation? 

In the same text, Albeck reads four times IDfpn 'tte oat who learns', 
while K has 1^T\ in the same sense. TTie first is an active participle, the sec
ond an kitransitive, stative, p^ciple. Are we to believe that over time active 
forms replaced earlier statives (see Unit 19.3A)? 

Also in Abot 4.20, Albeck reads Uinv bo%b 'for him who e ^ grapes' 
and K reads O**??? b'lD^, where it is clear that the vocalization does not cor
respond to the consonantal text. Given the existence of a Pa'ol participle, 
should K's reading be regarded as more consistent with the spoken 

7. The influence ofBH on RHl 

RHl should not be reganJed as a homogenous body of literature. Some tan
naitic literatiu ê displays a relatively high level of influence—much of it in
evitable—from BH, and we find that biblical structures and meanings have 
not yielded to their r^binic counterparts. Three examples, drawn from the 
woric of M. Bar-Asher, are as follows: jussives, although virtually obsolete in 
RHl, are retained in Abot (1.8; 2.4, etc.; see Unit 18.4-5); the denominative 
form ^"^nnn 'he began' (from Ĥ TTri 'beginning'), found throughout RHl, 
gives way to the standard BH Hifil form bm (root bhn) in Tam 2.2-3; the 
verb np^ , which in RHl gradually develops the meaning of 'buy' (Meg 3.1), 
is still found at RS 1.9 and elsewhere in the biblical sense of ^take'. 

Analysis and evaluation of textual sources is required in such instances, 
to ascertain whether they represent m earlier stage of literary RH or, instead, 
a later revision. But in any case, the prestige of the biblical language was 
such as to maintain certain BH forms in the face of a popular tendency to re
place them, for example, the infinitives robb 'to go', Wh *to give', and 
b':>^b 'to eat', which were used alongside their rabbinic counterparts '^''b, 
f?b, and byb (see Unit 20.3). E.Y. Kutscher claimed that siKh remnants of 
BH 'were not part and parcel of M[ishnaic] H£ebrew]' (Kutscher 1972b), but 
that one should not draw wider conclusions from this. 
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9. RH phonetics 

In order to evaluate the differences described in the preceding section and to 
place them in a sociolinguistic context, a close consideration of the various 
phonetic phenomena of RH is required, for it is clear that phonetic develop
ments have not always been consistently represented in orthographic 
practice. 

1. There has been a weakening, though not a complete disappearance, of 
the gutturals, as shown by the Greek transcriptions of Aquila, Th^otion, 
and Symmachus. Usually, this is a purely phonetic phenomeiK>n with no con
sequences for orthography. In Meg 24b, there is an explicit testimony regard
ing the inhabitants of various Galilaean villages, who did not distinguish alef 
and ayin or he and Aer. Doubtless it is diis phonetic confusion that helps ex
plain the change from OIH to OliP at Abot 1.8 (see above, §4.3.3). 

2. There are some instances in which a different pronunciation has had 
morphological repercussions and created a new word, as, for example, at Taa 
3.8, nw 3P 'he made a circle' instead of the expa:ted TiWi 511 (we find a simi
lar phenomenon at Ben Sira 37.29, where two mediaeval manuscripts have 

langu^e? 
1, In Abot 5.2, Albeck reads f p-̂ PPQ r n 'they were continually 

provoking', f tO^ (literally, *and coming') is a characteristic participial usage 
of RH, indicating modality—of movement, progression, etc. (similarly, 
•?[̂ 1m 'and going', " t i n 'and going down', etc.; see Unit 19.14). Yet it is 
pr^isely | ^ 3 ^ diat is lacking in K and in other good manuscripts. 

3. In Sheq 2.5, Albeck reads n c ^ a p ^ P ^ m D n i : ^ 
'whatever he might offer in the name of a sin offering or in the name of a 
guilt offering'. K reads D^Q instead of and other manuscripts have O^D. 
Is the earlier form, or UWD, and if it is the latter, does UWO or HBO bet
ter reflect Palestinian pronunciation (see Unit 22.19-20)? 

4. In Naz 2.7, Albeck reads ]5 'b n*;?!'©?*? in^ ^riH 'I shall be a Nazirite 
(for) when 1 have a son'. K has -05 *when' instead of -i2?D*?. The same phe
nomenon is frequently found in respect of other texts, leading us to ask 
whether the longer form -^Db is a later development (see Unit 27.8). A simi
lar question arises in connection with the conjunction n 3 'in order to' 
followed by the infinitive, and -©nD 'in order that' followed by the 
imperfect (see Unit 30.8), for which K sometimes just has the infinitive or 
imperfect, as, for example, at Ber 1.1; 2.2. 

5. The differences sometimes go beyond the purely linguistic, as, for ex
ample, at Pes 10.5 (introductory text in Unit 29), where K lacks completely 
the citation of Ex 13.8. Similarly, at Abot 3.17 (introductory text in Unit 8), 
K does not cite Jr 17.6, 8. This seems to reflect a midrashic tendency over 
time to introduce biblical passages in justification of hal^hic statements. 
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the form ^innrr'PK, apparently for BH 25Pnn"bt̂  'do not enjoy yourself). 
Elision of intervocalic he in Hifil and Nifal infinitives is attested in nu
merous verbs, for example O'BVh 'to enter' > OJD'*'?, msnb 'to be cut off > 
rr\3'b, l?isrfp 'to uncover oneself > i?!?"*̂ * andni^in^ 'to multiply' > 
ViXirh (see Units 9.5C; 15.4A, E). A few instances of the same phenomenon 
are ahready attested in BH, for example t̂ n*? 'to bring' < KOH^ (Jr 39.7; 2 C 
31.10) and 1*PID33 'in his stumbling' < fy^irq (Pr 24.17). 

3. Alefai the beginning or end of a word may lose its consonantal value 
and function simply as a mater lectionis. For example, the verb l^ti 'remain' 
has given rise in RH to a Pi'el form T 0 'he abandoned', which uses the 
same pattern that is found in the Pi'el of Dip 'arise', namely, D'p 'he 
established'. Continuing the analogy with Olp, we may surmise that the Qal 
foim of It̂ S? was pronounced not 'he left', but without the alef as 'W, 
just like Dp 'he arose' (see Units 15.4B; 17.4B). 

We also find that original lamed-alef verbs can be treated as though they 
were lamed-he~giwing rise to such forms as ̂ 3t̂ 1p and r̂"1p 'we called' and 
IDt̂ D̂ and 3̂"'2iD 'we found' (see Unit 17.5A)—and vice-versa—thus, some 
lamed-he verbs take an ate/when suffixes are attached, for example 'he 
prepared them' (Par 3.5) and ITTW^V 'they prepared him' (Toh 1.5). 

Similarly, at the beginning of a word alef cm alternate with he, and we 
cannot be sure whether the written forms and ]yT\ 'where?' or T\1M and 
nisn 'haggadah, legend'—in which the first form in each pair corresponds to 
the Palestinian tradition and the second to the Babylonian—reflect different 
pronunciations in which Aramaic influence has had an effect on the weaken
ing/confusion of the gutturals. 

4. There is clear evidence thsit het continued to receive a guttural pro
nunciation. Even in the amoraic era, the Greek word KXe%G\>bpa 'bowl' was 
transcribed as ^y^O *̂?n (Genesis Rabbah 49), and in Miqw 9.4 het is con
fused with fricative kaf, 'soilings of < ""Ui^^nb, 

5. In respect of the bgdkpt consonants, RH has clearly taken part in a 
general process of spirantization evident in Hebrew and Aramaic dialects of 
the period, and we find Greek chi regularly transcribed as kaf for example 
fc^pnsn 'prefecture' ( E 7 C A P % { a ) and OIDHD'̂ 'PIQ 'general'(7coXeM.apxo<;) in 
SNm 131.1 (H 170). But the interchange of bet and pe in, for example, nsp 
for BH n?? 'bald' (Bekh 7.6) or V:p2nb for V:pBnb 'to break up' (Taa 2.9), 
shows that a plosive reahzation of these consonants was still maintained (this 
interchange is also attested in very early Hebrew sources; for example, Arad 
ostracon 24 reads D*T'pnm for BH DTpSHI 'and appoint them'). Spiran
tization of bet is evident in its interchange with waw or waw-waw, as in the 
case of TiTlT and TlHy 'Jabneh, Jamnia' or and T1K 'air'. 

6. To judge from the Greek transcriptions, there were just two sibilants, 
with zeta representing zayin md sigma representing samekh, sade, sin, and 
shin, although this might simply reflect the inability of one language to 
represent the phonemes of another. However, RH orthography has retained 
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all five sibilants, although some interchange of samekh and sin—for example 
BH ^nto, RH e^no 'bum', BH Vm, RH I?02 'step—and zayin and samekhr-
for example BH "[OQ, RH :iTD 'mix'—indicates that in pronunciation they 
tended not to be distinguished. 

7. The altemation of final mem and nun is a characteristically RH phe
nomenon, reflecting an old dialect feature (see Unit 10.5A), in which 
Aramaic has had a considerable influence. 

8. Assimilation of consonants occurs as in BH, although in the Hitpa 'el 
and Nitpa'al conjugations, the taw of the prefix has a greater tendency to be 
assimilated in RH (see Unit 15.4D). 

Instances of dissimilation are common in transcription of Greek words, 
for example n"*?n.n 'pearl' (^apyapiTti^) at Kel 26.2 and 
*praetorium' (icpaitwpiov) at SNm 134.5 (H 180). Metathesis of consonants 
is also found, as in the case of Greek Xi|iT|v 'port', transcribed in the 
Babylonian tradition as b''02—compare the textus receptus of Emb 4.2, 
^D3^ ^ ViT\^ UVB 'on one occasion they did not enter the port', with the 
version in K, ]±h ÔD? ^b rm DPS. 

9. Prosthetic alef'xs frequent in the transcription of Greek words begin
ning with a double consonant, for example *7DT̂  < ap.iXr| 'razor, scalpel', 
H;:)0DI|!5 < ^evoq 'foreigner', n''bCD:i« < GToXri 'garment' (see Unit 12.4). 
Prosthetic alef can also be found in native Semitic words, such as blW^ 
'thumb' (Yom 2.1) and rT'aK 'in, within, where' (see Unit 22.6A). 

The reverse phenomenon, loss of initial alef especially in proper names, 
for example '^iVb < 'ViV^ 'Eleazaf or -^wb < 'Eliezer', is another 
feature attested in inscriptions and the presence of which in Palestine is 
evidenced by the Gospels in the name Lazams (Jn 11.1, etc.). 

10. As already noted, differences in pronunciation from one dialect to 
another are evident in the manuscript tradition. To the examples already cited 
may be added the proper name 'Hillel', thus vocalized (pbT\) in the printed 
editions but rendered as bhri in K and other westem manuscripts, reflecting 
' E X X T | X in the Septuagint, and demonstrating the existence of different di
alects in Palestine. 

Other examples from K include "1̂ 3*7 (Latin libellarius, librarius) 
'scribe', for n'?3*?,'70S0 (Latin subsellium) 'bench' for *70E)0, HQ^fin 
'arrogance' for HSii^n, and t̂QCD 'in case' for fc^D0. In the first two instances, 
K has retained the original Latin vowel, while nS2i1n exemplifies a tendency 
to replace original short M by an <?-vowel. 

11. The shift of -em to -um in, for example, UD > D̂ © 'name' probably 
results from labial assimilation. Assimilation also occurs with r, as in Oll"1p 
> Olinlp 'spade' j l T > 'lopSaviiq 'Jordan'. 

12. Vowel dissimilation occurs in the vocalization OiD**] for Greek vopxx; 
'law'. 
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10. The traditions and dialects of RHl 

M. Bar-Asher has attempted to classify and evaluate the written and oral tra
ditions of the Mishnah and place them in a sociolinguistic context. For the 
Mishnah, Bar-Asher distinguishes a Palestinian and a Babylonian branch, 
with the Palestinian variety represented by manuscripts of the Mishnah 
alone, that is, without the Gemara of the Babylonian Talmud, whereas the 
Babylonian branch is represented by the text of the Mishnah incorporated 
within manuscripts of the Babylonian Talmud as a whole. The differences 
between them are easily noticed by any reader of rabbinic texts. Some of the 
more obvious are as follows. 

1. Orthography. Word-final diphthong -ay: Palestinian''- o r ( e . g . 
'Shammai\"r 'Yannai'), Babylonian t̂̂ - (̂ KQCD,''t̂ r); final syllable -a: 
Palestinian H- (e.g. TXypV *Akiba'), Babylonian t̂ - (t^D'^pr); interconsonantal 
-a-: not represented in Palestinian (e.g. p 'here'), B^ylonian -fĉ - (JKD); final 
-e: Palestinian H- (e.g. HOT 'Jose'), Babylonian -̂ COT). 

2. Pronunciation. Palestinian 'because of, in the name of, nn in 
'instruction', Ttr j 'pig'; Babylonian D̂ ©Q, n^l in , nnin . 

3. Morphology. Plural of nouns in HV (see Unit 10.6B): Palestinian Ht-
(e.g. ni'O P̂D 'kingdoms), Babylonian DVV (nr̂ D^PD); preposition ]D 'from' 
with third person singular suffixes (see Unit 22.6C; 22.14): Palestinian 3̂DD 
'from him' and HDDD 'from her', Babylonian 3̂0**̂  and H^Tl; Pu'al participle 
(see Units 15.4C; 19.5B): Palestinimi OSro? 'reduced', Babylonian or^D. 

4. Syntax. Palestininian: relative -0 followed by pronoun and participle 
(e.g. K Abot 5.2: |n2t!iD]n2? 'which they destroy', fD'!pq]n0 'which they 
estabHsh'), Babylonian: relative -0 followed by participle (printed editions: 

The 'Babylonian' forms do not have to be generally or originally due to 
the influence of Babylonian Aramaic in the Babylonian Talmud, but might 
instead be genuinely Palestinian, as indicated by the use of 3̂0̂ 1 and rrSD'̂ n, 
ni'lo'^D, and D:?^D in the Dead Sea Scrolls; Babylonian -0 followed by par
ticiple (without an intermediate pronoun) is also found in LBH (Ec 9.12; 
10.5; Ps 133.2-3). There is an interesting re-evaluation of 'Palestinian' and 
'Babylonian' characteristics in Friedman 1995. 

Within the Palestinian branch, Bar-Asher further distinguishes two traditions 
of pronouncing the same consonantal text, a westem tradition represented by 
manuscripts from the area of Italy (MSS Kaufmann, Parma A, Cambridge, 
Paris, Florence), and an eastern tradition, represented by MSS Parma B and 
Antonin 262. To give but one example, the westem nominal type ]*pOp (e.g. 
Î T? 'robber') is read in the east as j'p^p (ĵ TiS). Again it has to be said that 
the westem forms are no less Palestinian than the eastern ones, as indicated 
by numerous Greek transcriptions and the oral tradition of different commu
nities. 
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11. Conclusion 

In the face of the complex issues raised concerning the texts and traditions of 
tannaitic Hterature, the words of M. Bar-Asher (1987, 12), especially those of 
his final sentence, are encouraging, and provide a rationale for the present 
work: These distinctive features, be they early or be they individual scribal 
peculiarities, are an integral part of any linguistic description. They must be 
noted, investigated, and clarified. They must not, however, distract the 
student of mishnaic Hebrew from the main task at hand, namely, finding and 
collecting features common to all manuscripts and describing the language 
according to all its branches and traditions'. 

In conclusion, both textual and pronunciation differences signal the exis
tence of dialect variants within the spoken Hebrew of tannaitic Palestine and 
the need for further detailed analysis of texts in order to advance our under
standing of this subject. 
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UNIT ONE 

PERSONAL PRONOUNS 

I Introductory text (Abot LI) 

o''»"'n3':> D''3pn W's^p ^©in**! nnoD^ ''JOD rrm %p r\m 
. n n n i n9*TO nD« nn .n^piiiin n o p •'̂ t̂iĴ  mnoo crt^^^]^ 

Moses received the Torah from Sinai and transmitted it to Joshua, Joshua to 
the eiders, the eiders to the prophets, and the prophets to the men of the Great 
Assembly. They are the ones who made the three statements. 

1. The concept of tradition is absolutely basic to Judaism. The word-pair 
nOD-^ip (cf. English masorah and kabbalah) expresses the reception and 
transmission of the Torah in an uninterrupted chain of tradition, *Moses re
ceived the Torah and transmitted it'. The terminology is reflected in New 
Testament passages (icapa8{6(D^i, TcapaXafipdv©) that emphasize the faith
fulness of the process of gospel transmission—transmitted to you first that 
which I in turn had received (1 Co 15.3; cf. 11.23). 

The Torah from—or received at—Sinai is not simply the Bible, which is 
a material copy of the Torah, but also its interpretation or spirit, which 
Judaism labels as the oral Torah (nB^brsS? nniPl). In the naive representation 
of Moses receiving the written law and the oral law at Sinai, there is an obvi
ous implication, namely that the text of the Bible has to be read and transmit
ted within the tradition of Israel (see Pea 2.6; Eduy 8.7). KlpD 'Scripture, 
reading' and rf30D 'Mishnah, repetition' are two other terms that express the 
Torah in its double aspect. 

2. The Great Assembly or Synagogue refers in Pharisaic tradition to the 
assembly of the people, who, on returning from exile, congregated around 
Ezra to hear the law (Ne 8). Although it is unUkely that the Great Assembly 
ever became a regular institution, it is around the time of the return from ex
ile that the resurgence of Judaism and the special place in it of the Torah is to 
be placed. 

n Morphology 

3. The following is a comparative table of RH and BH pronouns. 
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Person RHform BHform 
Ics 
2ms nm 
2fs m m 
3ms 
3fs 
Icpl 
2mpl ]/hm 
2fpl u/]m n:m, ]m 
3mpl ]/Dn hn, nnn 
3fpl D/[n 

4. Observations. 
A. The form •'D3t«J T has disappeared in RH except in solemn liturgy 

and, of course, in citations of biblical texts, being replaced by ''l^, a popular 
form already found in BH that has almost entirely supplanted OiK in the 
literary idiom of LBH—Chronicles systematically replaces OiJK in Samuel 
and Kings by ''̂ t̂ ; at Jon 1.9 both are found together (in Ugaritic the form 'an 
is attested). 

B. m 'you', undeniably influenced by Aramaic, is frequently used for 
the masculine, for example pbOD î ")T n^DD m 'you will destroy the descen
dants of Amalek' (SDt 67 [F 132]) and ¥0 m m 'if you do not come' (K 
Ned 8.7). It is also found at Qumran and three times in LBH (Jb 1.10; Ec 
7.22; Ne 9.6), where the Masoretes have vocaHzed according to the qere— 
nm. Such 'corrections' are commonplace in printed editions and 
manuscripts of the Mishnah. But bearing in mind that the reading with 
masculine reference also exists in BH (e.g. Nm 11.15), it is possible that here 
we have an archaic, dialect, form, which, under pressure from Aramaic, only 
rose to the literary surface in the final phase of BH and during the rabbinic 
period. 

C. In the first person plural, RH 'we' has completely replaced the BH 
forms 1303̂  and ^Tll, the result of internal development in Hebrew, whereby 
the first person plural suffix in forms like 13"JQ2? 'he has kept us' is used to 
form a plural pronoun corresponding to that of the singular, ''St̂ . 13Kt is 
attested at Qumran and as a ketiv at Jr 42.6. When occasionally ^^Tjy^ re-
emerges, it is due to copyists, who, perhaps unconsciously, have reinstated 
the biblical form. 

D. In the second and third persons plural, RH has simplified the various 
BH forms (a similar phenomenon is the suppression of forms like H^'pbpn), 
resulting in the merger of masculine and feminine pronouns. Aramaic influ
ence and the characteristic altemation of final mem and nun are both seen 
here. 

5. As in BH, personal object pronouns are suffixed to m, -b, -3 , ^K, bv, 
etc. or directly to finite and infinitive forms of the verb. It is only the plural 
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Ill Grammar and usage 

7. RH uses the personal pronouns rather less than BH. They tend to be 
employed for purposes of emphasis, a function that is especially obvious 
when pronouns are preceded by or follow verbs, which already include refer
ence to a subject in their affixes. Frequently, an even greater emphasis is 
provided by an associated particle with adverbial or adjectival force, for ex
ample, 'also, indeed', D? 'also', iQl̂ P 'himself, 'n)iV 'myself, etc. 

8. Just as in BH, the third person pronoun, singular or plural, can be used 
as a copula in noun clauses, as in "lpi?n t^in 2}"]"IDn ^ 'study is not the most 
important thing' (Abot 1.17) or "lini^nMDlsn t^^H "̂ t̂  Dt̂  'if I am impure/pure' 
(Naz 8.1). For greater emphasis, the pronoun may come at the end of a 
phrase, as in K n̂ "^ns CDilpH 'the holy one, blessed be he' or 
t«Jin -^b^ Tm'^ r\rm no 'everything you see is yours' (SDt 19 [F 31]). 

9. A particular way of emphasizing the subject is to anticipate it with its 
corresponding pronoun. The expression "llnDH 'the one who is purified 
may stand up' is made more emphatic in Par 5.5: "linisn i^imDil? 'that one, 
the one who is purified, is the one who may stand up'. 

10. The previous example indicates the demonstrative use of the per
sonal pronouns, found also in constructions like K^nn DV3 'that day', fre
quent in BH, in which the pronoun, preceded by the article, functions as an 
adjective with demonstrative value, 'that, those', alongside the other 
demonstratives, HT 'this' (masculine). It 'this' (feminine), 'these'. 

11. A characteristic feature of RH is the placing of the pronoun prolepti-
cally before an object, as in "̂IC?'''̂  urb nDHD HQ 'What use was it to them— 
to the Israelites' (Mek 17.11 [L 2.144]), Dl«'? Î P p i p Q 'they do not 
come near to him—to the man' (Abot 2.3), or Dlt̂ *P f) |nDll? I**!̂  'they do not 
stand by him—by the man' (Abot 2.3); however, K tends not to use the pro
leptic pronoun—at Abot 2.3 the 1̂  is omitted both times and at Abot 1.17 K 
reads yi't) TH 'they were to our rabbi' as against in printed edi
tions. 

IV Phraseology 

12. "IQiH TVT\ t̂ ^n 'he used to say' is a common formula used to introduce 
a saying of an authority who has just been cited. The construction T[\T\ plus 

active participle that alv^ays takes the object-marker m before an object pro
noun. 

6. The negative particle 'there is not' takes personal suffixes without 
epenthetic nun, thus " r̂̂  'I am not' (for ^art^), '^T^ 'you are not', i^K 'he is 
not' (for 'she is not' (for n2rt^), ]rt^ 'they are not', etc. 
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V Vocabulary 

'but rather' (adversative particle) 
I'pt̂  'these' (demonstrative) 
3ni^ 'friend' 
nOl^-T'rin (n^nn from the root "in]) 'bind-loose, prohibit-permit' (cf. Mt 

' 16.19; 19.18) 
TiT3 'robber' 
H n n 'pillage, robbery' 
11 'judge, deduce logically' 
n n 'behold' (contrast BHmn) 
•"nn 'beloved' 
]?n '(synagogue) cantor' 
n^3i5 (Latin tabula, tabella) '(writing) tablet' 
SJniD 'study, investigation, exegetical or homiletic commentary' 
nolo '(suspected) adulteress' 
"IjPP 'root, principle, essence' 
OB (q)av6<;) 'torch. Intern' 
n ^ l ? 'pericope, section (of the Bible)' (e.g. nolongns 'the section concern

ing the suspected adulteress' [Nm 5.12-31]) 
nsp 'withdraw' 
-2? 'that, which' (relative pronoun corresponding to BH 12?t$) 
10(p 'prize, recompense' 

VI Exercises 

.Dnni?o rnn b^ rw^ n n t̂ in .pni^n |1PQ0D b'^ lolo s?*'̂  o1]yo3« .i 
.ntoi?onfĉ *p«npj?nfĉ n̂(DniOT .2 

.]n tm^]5 î nr ^rh "ovn nn-'D^n niẑ Do .3 
."^n^ii?BSo0^Vc^ 

.i^^n'^racnipnDoVQn .5 

participle conveys continuity and iteration, as a rhetorical device to signal the 
correctness or permanent validity of what is being said. The pronoun, which 
is not strictly necessary, adds a special emphasis that can be conveyed by a 
rendering such as 'this is what he used to say'. 

1 3 . \ ^ ' ) T \ p i 'and in the same sense it says' is frequent in the tan
naitic midrashim, with t̂ lH always having reference to a biblical text, and is 
employed to introduce new texts intended to confirm a particular exegesis. 

14. nm n n 'behold, you can argue the case yourself is used in the 
tannaitic midrashim to introduce an analogical, or gezerah shawah, argu
ment. 
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UNIT TWO 

DEMONSTRATIVES 

I Introductory text (SNm 84.2 [H80]) 

wr 'n "B bv ,-iDi« im niriDi ,rnb - a i a n i 'n nmp nm nm'^ 
if)bn omnD "-m lo^^pn^ i ^ o . pD 'o nniDni I P C 'H bv^ 

Moses exclaimed. Arise, O Y. [Nm 10.35]. But a scripture says. At the voice 
of Y. they encamped and at the voice of Y. they decamped [Nm 9.23]. How 
can these two scriptures be fulfilled? 

1. A typically rabbinic form of exegesis is to put somewhat 
contradictory texts alongside each other in an attempt to harmonize them. 
The text above endeavours to resolve the contradiction between Nm 10.35, 
according to which Moses used to give the command to decamp, and Nm 

.«in * -̂iiDn niDD]... m -^nion 4 I I D D I D K I .7 
.Tnn2?nsni}^^n"ioi5^ .8 

• . n o f n i ^ ^ n ^ .9 
.^np'^ t̂ n̂ ... n^ i i p n .10 

.n̂ *?i? iiyro nipio Wnnr n^ne rrmv t^n . 11 
Tt^i ODsn ™ m .1^ u'lom i^t^ p n p ^̂ rj-n::!. 12 

.-[*:?Qn ^BD t̂ 'pK n i n •'Dt̂  -fBO im ?n-n3 n r ^ nn ' 'DS^ . 13 
.DDiD© nDp« «^ ]rrnK .14 

.'pKncT'DiDnnn .15 
. j i n n ^ n n .16 

ĉDipQ nn^i «in ]DI ,TOns t̂ *:̂  oipD bo2 nT?21**!̂ . 17 
.ra'nDKip'»i]*:?^n2r''Dn 

."I'̂ 'Q bm inniK Kinn ]2n t> 'pn^. 18 
.2?pDQn"'nt '̂:'t<im . . .copnnz^nn'PD-ibD^m^ms^nDnr^n^ .19 

.*:5'::5nm-Tnr^ .20 

Sources. 1. Abot 1.3. 2. Abot 1.17. 3. Abot 2.8. 4. Abot 2.14, 16. 5. Abot 
3.1. 6.Abot4.22. 7.BB5.2. 8.Dem6.11. 9.Pes9.10. 10. Shab 1.3. 11. 
Yom 3.10. 12. Mek 13.21 (L 1.185). 13. Mek 14.21 (L 1.228). 14. Mek 
14.2 (L 1.233). 15. SNm 1.10 (H 4). 16. SNm 22.4 (H 25) et passim, 17. 
SNm 23.3 (H 28). 18. SNm 86.1 (H 85). 19. PesR 14. 20. Shab 31a 
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II Morphology 

3. The RH demonstratives listed below display a number of differences 
with respect to their BH counterparts. Some, like ^b^, result from develop
ments within RH itself, while others, like It or Ht, appear to derive from an 
early dialect of BH. 

Meaning RHform BHform 
'this' (masc.) nr 
'this' (fem.) ir nm,nt,lT 
'these' (common) 

nt̂ T tends to be replaced in RH by IT or, less often, Ht, apparently a northern 
dialect form (see 2 K 6.19; Ezk 40.45; Ho 7.16; Ps 132.12), which reap
peared in LBH. nt and it are probably older forms, cognate with Aramaic 
while r\tk\ is a secondary form, with P- suffixed to emphasize its grammati
cally feminine character. The replacement of nb^ by is to be understood 
as resulting from an internal development within RH, whereby the plural 
reference of the particle is made more explicit by replacing the H- of nb\^ 
with the V of the third person plural of the perfect. 

4. RH, especially in the amoraic period, also uses the following longer 
forms of the demonstratives. 

Meaning RH form BH form 
'this'(common) \bn nT^n,T^n 
'this' (common) T\bri — 
'this' (fem.) iT̂ JH nt^pn, T n̂ 
'these' (common) ivbri — 

nbn is an abbreviated form O^bn > T*pn > H^H), while ^bbn is a contraction 
of n^n and ^b^, and a form typical of the Palestinian amoraim, although 
already common in both SNm and SDt. In our introductory text, i^bn is 
lacking in MS Vatican 32. 

9.20-23, according to which it was God himself who gave the command. 
How can both texts be fulfilled? How can they both be valid? 

2. The rabbinic expression 'fulfilment of scriptures' extends beyond the 
fulfilment of prophecy to the truth or verification of the Bible as a whole, and 
is typically associated with the verb ^^p in the PVel, 'establish', and Nitpa'al 
or Hitpa'el, 'be established'. 
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in Grammar and usage 

5. Apart from n*pn, which is only employed as a pronoun, the demon
stratives are used both as pronouns, for example 1Qlt̂  HT 'this one says' or 
t^^nt 'this one comes', and as adjectives, for example HTH D^lJ^Il 'in this 
world', t^bi] on^HD 'these writings', and I^KH yO^U 'all these miracles'. 
As adjectives, they usually follow the noun, for example It nO"JB 'this pas
sage', but sometimes precede it, for example C)*11D HT 'this interpretation' 
(Ket 4.6) or n^lV 1T 'this testimony' (Naz 3.2), perhaps due to the styhstic in
fluence of Aramaic. The BH noun clause construction, exemplified by 
I3iin2 nr 'this is its interpretation' (Gn 29.12), is also found in RH, for ex
ample 

moTi mii? I T . . . n iTD rrnv IT 

It is the testimony concerning concealment ... it is the testimony 
concerning impurity (TosSot 1.2). 

6. In listing a number of items, repetition of a demonstrative expresses 
succession, movement, or reciprocity (see Unit 7.7A), as in the following 
texts: i7 «n HTI t> 2^ (Oim «3 HT 'one after another, they were 
coming, ploughing, and resting' (SLv 26.13 [W 11 lb]), "h^) t:>^ yWl 'these 
and the others [i.e. the followers of Hillel and Shammai] agree' (Shab 1.9); 
1Tb nbvd7 IT 'one on top of the other' (SDt 10 [F 18]). 

7. The particle m strengthens its originally determinative or deictic 
force. 

A. With third person suffix attached, it has a demonstrative and some
times emphatic function, as in Dfri Inlt^ 'this very day' or 

bv^Bn mvb 'pob lb nQ« .DHDI^ bi;isn ini« ODDDI 

That worker entered with them. The king said to that worker (SLv 
26.9 [WlUa]). 

B. It is used to emphasize a subject (as sometimes in BH, e.g. Jg 20.46, 
and especially in LBH) or, in the form -0 Ht̂ , a clause functioning as subject, 
for example "110t«{ inv n^l) t̂ lHCp m 'the one that appears alongside it is for
bidden' (AZ 4.1). The subject of a passive sentence may also be introduced 
by (as also, for example, at Gn 27.42). 

C. m as object-marker is employed less often than in BH, and RH 
maintains the preference found at Qumran for object pronouns attached di
rectly to the verb. 

8. In BH, the use of U^V, literally 'bone', in the sense of 'the same' is 
attested, in phrases like DTH D2iP5 'on this very day' (Gn 7.13, etc.). This 
usage is continued and developed in RH, so that (a) Ui^V can also apply to 
persons and (b) 02̂ 5? with suffix is used as a demonstrative particle with in
tensive or reflexive value (see also Unit 7.4), as in 

nDTn« ntfrno na^v nmn 
The woman herself is to bring her document of divorce (Git 2.7). 

9. The locution -D^V ^3 means 'absolutely, totally', for example: 
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IV Phraseology 

11. nnDblPIl-1^1117 ubivb 'in this world-in the world to come'; ubiV is 
a word that has undergone a clear semantic development in RH, from 
'eternity' to 'world', employed in eschatological contexts in constructions 
that contrast the present and future worlds. 

12. "U^Vb^ 'all of it, absolutely, without exception' (see above, §9; for 
other examples,'see Sot 2.3, SNm 70.2 [H 67], and SDt 1 [F 343]). 

V Vocabulary 

-[t?jn 'how?' 
DV^ 'sense, cause, reason' 
HDT ' Yavneh, Jamnia' (near to modem-day Jaffa) 
yb 'cynical, wicked' 
niQ 'mle, norm, quality' 
"lOB 'permit, exempt' 
ni?Q '(Tynan) coin', plural niî D 'money' 
nwi2 'in the name of, in the capacity of, in virtue of 
pop 'occupy oneself with' 
intilS (icpoOopov) 'vestibule' 
nDbn 'study' 
TObri 'pupil, disciple' 

VI Exercises 

.c i ib ntplQ nt n n nnln n n n ]n"]n yv(\, wynW . i 
.t^nn rfyivn - i l i tnsb noin mn nblOT .2 

.«3n Dbli?n "n boo ntn nbiin nn io D t̂opoi nnieJn? nnt?? nP5^ ns ; .3 
^T2^ Dn-}n«bi2̂  vTDbnn ,ibbn Dnnn ncpb?? in;? ^o b3 .4 

.nbi^mmnnnn/nniobrappi^^^ .5 
]niDB ibt^i ... ]niOB.'.. ni2Qn -in«*:^nt^i neon "B'r^-nt^ .6 

thr\ n n r o bm ]n^v bo 
These two crowns [of priesthood and kingship], in their totality 
(SNm 119.3 [H144]); 

n n D̂ tDO-'b nnnt^ DDKP bD 
All their ancestors, without exception, were robbers (SDt 343 [F 
396]). 

10. For the demonstrative use of the article followed by third person 
pronoun, see Unit 1.10. 
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UNIT THREE 

ARTICLE 

I Introductory text (Abot 1.17) 

.n(pi?DnKbt^ ,"ipOTi^n2?"!ian^b 

The important thing is action, not words. 

1. In rabbinic usage, (from the root SJll 'seek') refers to the inves
tigation and study of Scripture, and is in this sense broadly synonymous with 
n o b n 'study'. C?"]1D can also denote the exposition and clarification of 
Scripture, with one of its two plurals, DiSJ'l'lD, meaning 'interpretations' and 
the other, D''I2?"}1Q, employed for rabbinic commentaries of an exegetical or 

.nb-'DFinp 

.nn^B D-133 D-'DDn nnti? ]? -)T;?bt«j n n cJii shnp m .8 
' '.rni:^D2 tr\)$ nfeii? nbm niriDa rn lTs bpii^ n | fc^^D3 .9 

.n¥« n m DICDD itbni^^irn .10 
. i tn iDnbn^ .11 

.nnnn ncDbcDDnn^m .12 
.nmraniQiT.13 

c?nm i<3 nti ib nm c?nm nr ,D ]̂n 2?̂ «n imi<b n m . u 

.no3D3 «b nnsn nnii^i n n s n bD IO3D] . 15 
?ni?© nnit^D n o n HCDQ n n b . 16 

,n-iDn ^ntn cbirn ,n-)Dn ,rt^b ncD - a i o n i « n n c?23n mDn niDn . 17 
,)i<ypv} n n3-T .t̂ Dn o b i r n 

. • r r n m b D P O ••'Kno ibKi Drrn^ib uv^ •"'I^'^OQ ibt^. 18 
pna^Q •'Dt̂  yen nt^ii « 3 , n n n i n ^ -^xb nrm. ivmn rm rmvi n o . 19 

. i b b n c r n n n 
"inn2?"[i"a nQit^bnnn ,Dnnpn2?Q''3t< nQ«2?nsmm>^ .20 

Sources. 1. Abot 3.2. 2. Abot 4.16. 3. Abot 4,17. 4. Abot 5.19. 5. Abot 6.2. 
6. Ber 3.1. 7. Git9.5. 8. Ket 4.6. 9. MS 3.3. 10. Yeb 13.7. l l . A R N l ( S 
1). 12. Mek 12.2 (L 1.15-16). 13. Mek 12.5 (L 1.32). 14. SLv 26.13 (W 
lUa). 15. SLv 26.13 (W 11 la). 16. SNm 93 (H 94). 17. SNm 112.4 (H 
121). 18. Genesis Rabbah 1.15. 19. PesR 14. 20. PesR 14. 
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n Morphology 

2. In Abot 1.17, each of the three nouns is preceded by the article: 
CJllSn, "Ippn, ntoi?©n. The definite article as prefixed ha- (accompanied by 
strengthening of the following consonant where possible, or, where not, by 
alteration of the length or quality of the vowel of the article itself) entered 
West Semitic relatively late (see Meyer 1992, §32.1) and, although uncom
mon in AH poetry, remained in this form in BH and throughout the subse
quent stages of Hebrew. 

in Grammar and usage 

3. In origin, the article functioned as a demonstrative with deictic func
tion. It is used less widely in RH than in BH. 

4. As in BH, the article can be used as a vocative, as in "̂ bDH 'O king', 
and this usage has given rise to certain expressions that have survived as in
terjections, for example onbt^n 'by God', WO^Tl 'by heaven', Hlini^n 'by 
the service (of the temple)', and ntn]iî Qn 'by this abode' (i.e. the temple). 

5. Adjectives and participles used as nouns can also take the article: 
2)5*0 'that which is dry', Dnnvn 'those who go down', jnipn 'the readers'. 

6. As a general rule, the article is repeated before an attributive adjective 
accompanying a definite noun, as in BH, for example ntn W^^ri 'this man', 
b1l2n D'H 'the great sea' (i.e. Mediterranean). Very often, though, an indefi
nite noun is followed by an adjective with article, the purpose of which is to 
emphasize the importance of the attribute (expressed by the adjective) for the 
noun or relative to other, indefinite, adjectives. For example, in Mek 13.2 (L 
1.133), we find 

ni3l©«nr[ nin30D m^inn^n n n ^ 
The latter tribulations erase the memory of the former 

and at TosSot 1.2 

Which one is the first testimony? 
In both instances, the use of the article seems to emphasize the adjective: the 
last of the tribulations (in contrast to all the earHer ones), the first of the tes-

homiletic character (although this form never appears in the tannaitic litera
ture). 

Although Judaism gave a special place to the study of the Torah 
(nnin nDbn) as the activity for which humankind had been created (Abot 
2.8), the saying quoted above, attributed to Simeon ben Gamahel, demon
strates awareness of the tension that could exist between study and practice 
(n©?0). 
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timonies (as more important than any subsequent ones). 
7. As well as such semantically significant usages of the article with ad

jective, there are also many set phrases or technical terms where the article is 
attached to the adjective alone. Such expressions include nbiisn np3D 'the 
great synagogue', ]i2?K"!n UIJ^ 'the first human being', V^^T}©TO 'the wicked 
serpent', bp03n 'the ox to be stoned', and ]tbi?n n?0 'the upper gate'. 
The construction is also occasionally evidenced in BH, at least according to 
the Masoretic pointing, for example "fŜ Ĵ H ^^^b 'to that rich man' (2 S 
12.4). 

8. In the reverse situation, where only the noun has the article, the adjec
tive is sometimes to be understood as forming a circumstantial clause: 

bm^m bv rr:m}, j^KI n pyu bv w^m; 
They are to be trusted concerning vegetables when they are raw but 
they are not to be trusted concerning cooked (vegetables) (Pea 8.4). 

In other words, n p'TH functions at a certain level of grammatical analysis 
as a noun clause: 'the vegetables are raw'. In adjectival constructions of this 
kind, the absence of the article may be attributable to such factors as scribal 
error and vernacular usage for which we lack the evidence to analyse system
atically. 

9. Various other expressions, especially construct chains, are regarded as 
intrinsically definite and, therefore, regularly omit the article. Examples in
clude n-linnQbn 'the study of the law', n i l n b'V 'the yoke of the law', 
nnin I D D Ihe crown of the law', blia ]ni) 'the high priest', D^D b]?5 
'person/beast with defect', nQtj5D''QDn 'the sages have said', flt^'^n"^ 
'courtesy, work', and WIOH n^bn2 'deeds of mercy'. Probably in the altema
tion of DiCD l^"" 'the impulse of goodness' and Vl IT 'the impulse of wicked
ness' with Dl^n "12̂*' and vyi "IT the article has a euphonic purpose, avoiding 
two consecutive stressed syllables (Waldman 1989, 133). 

10. In proverbs and aphorisms, the absence of the article points to a 
general or universal significance, as in 

One who increases Torah, increases life (Abot 2.7), 
with which we might compare 

nvirrmy^my 
The fear of Y. is the beginning of wisdom (Pr 1.7), 

nnn-bH{ HDS^ I ^ P 
The bUnd and the lame will not enter the temple (2 S 5.8), 

and 

With great wisdom comes great vexation (Ec 1.18). 
Here again, though, there is little consistency, and N.M. Waldman (1989, 
132) rightly contrasts Mak 2.3 ]5n bV nbi2 2^71 'the parents are exiled be
cause of the children', with Ml 1.6, rHK inv]^^ 1??^ |3 'sons honour fa
thers and servants, their masters' (although here it also has to be borne in 
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IV Phraseology 

12. bi?lDbl3TOnK2 'this text is there to teach about', in reference to 
the teaching expressed by a particular verse or longer text that has just been 
cited. Because of that, the article should be rendered as a demonstrative, 
'this', and 3^n3, literally 'written', as '(scriptural) passage, text', thus, 'this 
text', 'the verse in question', etc. 

V Vocabulary 

•"12 'cause, be the cause of, bring about' 
nOln (hi. of no*') 'respond, admonish, argue against' 
ninn (hi. of n3"l) 'increase, multiply' 
n̂ '̂ S?'; 'class, school, rest' 
]\^20 'from here' 
D"'!pn5 (ntp. of Dip) 'be fulfilled, continue, endure' 
TO 'fence, hedge, protection' 
nn t̂o 'conversation' 
nfc) (BH mm 'survivor, remnant' 
riTyD 'abode, divine presence' (used as a substitute for the divine name) 

VI Exercises 

ntfro bv ,"iDifĉ  n;n t în .nbiian n o p n.̂ ô o n n pni^n ]1i?Q0 . i 
.onon nib^n? bv] .nipvn bm ^nnirn bi? naiv nb)vn o n n i 

An^vh nvn Dii2 ^nmn nv nw6 n^no Qltĵ '̂lOt b2i .wnon I - I D ^ ^ D D .2 
.irnb^ î oDnTO D''«3n nn^qbnn irilz î pv-in D^D Dipob ibrii .3 

.n^-?[niDi?nn1niiDbnn5^^ .4 
.nDDn ngiD ,nT?r ng-© ,D^n n^-^ ,n-i1n ngio .5 

.«3n dTiVj) ''Tj lb ,n-jin nil ib mp .6 
.Drrjn nrps? ,nnin nni urvT2 ̂ i onsri'?? cn0 .7 

.fT^ ITl "^'^^ ^"^"^^ "ĴaD f n n ^ ,nnln bv vhv bspon b3 .8 

mind that in BH poetry, following the example of AH, the article is often 
lacking in situations where in prose we would expect to find it). 

11. The article is not employed before a noun introduced by b© 'of if 
the noun is referred to proleptically by a suffix attached to the preceding 
noun (see Unit 4.14), for example b01T 'the hand of the poor' (Shab 1.1) 
and inlDD D"Î  bw TPh^ 'a person's agent is like the person themself (Mek 
12.3, 6 [L 1.33, 40]). In such cases, the second noun is regarded as already 
definite due to the construction in which it occurs. 
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.nop f«,n-iin yv^ m ,n-i1n J-'H ,nDp m .9 
.DipD lb f nnn ^b f t̂ î n^tp lb y^ um ^b ft?;. i o 

.nb^bn j^bn t^b ^nri jiPDrr ,bti{''bD3 ]3 ]31 n o ^ . 11 
. i n n i b r'-̂ o n2?p ptDt̂ nn DT^ J2 

.nbD n^i? boi: OTin ct̂ n: n n npc? nnii^n. 13 
.]D n^©]; crf:^n ,ib im .14 

qiDbbninDnt^n .15 
.m]i©Hnn ninDcra m jnnnn nn^ i . 16 

ymiT] UD i n p ,rn r n̂ e?t̂ in] n î ̂ onnt̂  "[D2? n« mi? t^-p^ t^bi. 17 
.•':mnD©D'»prai 

.D ŝncD n̂ D n s t̂ b ,rn t)^ -annni rri?b n i s n m ^nzn . 18 
.o^i?2ir)n o n n p]-n2?n «bi ,rn t)^ I D I D D ] o^d' nm^ ^nim^ .19 

. nmnb b^y^ nm n n n m n-iini?n ,ps-iQ n not^ .20 

Sources. 1. Abot 1.2. 2. Abot 1.5. 3. Abot 1.11. 4. Abot 2.2. 5. Abot 2.7. 
6.Abot2.7. 7.Abot3.2. 8. Abot 3.5. 9.Abot3.17. 10.Abot4.3. 11.Ker 
1.7. 12. ARN 1 (S3). 13.ARN1(S4). 14. ARN 38 (S 114). 15. Mek 12.3 
(L 1.26) et passim, 16. Mek 13.2 (L 1.133). 17. Mek 13.2 (L 1.134). 18. 
SNm 124.2 (H 155). 19. SNm 124.12 (H 157). 20. SDt 1 (F 3). 

UNIT FOUR 

POSSESSIVE PRONOUNS AND THE GENITIVE PARTICLE SHEL 

I Introductory text (SNm 78.4 [H 76]) 

lb nn-'tDQ nm im bcD i n n pb m 
.Dbip n m 101̂ 2? bs? i n n pb iQini bp 

If they treat the son of a human family well, how much more the son of the 
family of the-one-that-spoke-and-the-world-was. 

1. This is a comment on Nm 10.29: Moses said to Jobab son of Reuel the 
Midianite Come with us and we shall treat you well. Jobab is representa
tive of the proselyte, a person who is not by birth a member of the people of 
Israel, but who incorporates himself into it. 

2. The text contrasts the son of a human family (literally, *son of the 
house of flesh and blood'), that is, a proselyte, with the son of the divine 
family (literally, *son of the house of the-one-that-spoke-and-the-world-
was'), that is, a native Israelite. The collocation 'flesh and blood' in rabbinic 
literature emphasizes the fragility of human beings compared to the power of 
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4. The RH possessive suffixes coincide with those of BH, except for the 
second person singular masculine ("};) and feminine in which the influ
ence of Aramaic can be seen and which are reflected to some degree in the 
Greek transcriptions of Hebrew in the second column (Secunda) of Origen's 
Hexapla (third century CE). These characteristic RH forms were retained in 
good manuscripts and in the Sefardi and Yemenite oral traditions, although 
in printed editions they have been 'corrected' and assimilated to their BH 
counterparts. In the second and third persons plural, BH final D- is frequently 
replaced by ]- and vice-versa. 

Person RHform BHform 
Ics 
2ms 
2fs 
3ms 
3fs 
Icpl 
2mpl 
2fpl 
3mpl 
3fpl n/]-ui 

(It should also be noted that as well as the endings D- and ]- there is another 
possessive suffix, D''-, which has generally been 'corrected' in manuscripts 
and printed editions.) 

5. In addition to the possessive suffixes, RH has developed an indepen
dent possessive pronoun, which consists of the particle followed by 
pronominal suffix (with strengthening of the connecting b , thus "'b^, etc., as 
seen in the table at §7, below). 

6. b2? is made up of the relative 'that, which, who' (see Unit 8) and 
the preposition -b 'to, of, and corresponds to the BH formula of possession 
'bnm (1 S 21.8; 1 K 4.2, etc.), literally 'which is to', that is, 'belonging to, 
of. 

Although printed editions normally write bt^ as a separate word, good 

the creator (the one who by a mere word calls the world into existence). 
3. "IDim b p (also written IDim b lp in some of the best manuscripts, for 

example MS Vatican 66) is a stereotype phrase (Hterally, Might and heavy'), 
here used to introduce the second term of an a fortiori comparison (if... how 
much morel). Argument by "IDlmbp is the first of Hillel's rules for the inter
pretation of Scripture (see Unit 26.8C). 
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Person With shel Meaning 
Ics ^b^ my, mine 
2ms ^b^D your{s) 
2fs yb^ your(s) 
3ms 1b(p his 
3fs nb^ her(s) 
Icpl our(s) 
2mpl uipb^ your(s) 
2fpl utpb^ your(s) 
3mpl their(s) 
3fpl their(s) 

8. M.H. Segal (1927, §385) rightly notes that the genitive construction 
with b^ is a genuinely Hebrew development, not an adaptation of Aramaic 
n or-1. 

i n Grammar and usage 

9. As we can see from the translations in §7, the independent possessive 
pronoun (i.e. b^ + suffix) may be used Hke a noun (e.g. ^b0'^b0 'what's 
yours is mine') or simply as a replacement for a pronominal suffix (e.g. 
'^b^ in place of n i l l 'my word'). The latter usage is standard in connec
tion with loanwords that fit uneasily into normal patterns of Hebrew word 
formation, or when a suffixed pronoun would have to be added to each of a 
series of nouns or to an expression consisting of several words. But in the 

manuscripts show that it was originally prefixed to the following noun, with 
assimilation of the -H of the article if necessary), for example DTIDTb^ 'of the 
sacrifices' and "^bob?? 'of the king'. The structure is already found in LBH at 
Ca 3.7 (nbbspbtilraD nan 'behold, the couch of Solomon') and also in the 
Temple Scroll from Qumran (6.1: DlẐ in̂ bs? 'of bronze'); the construction 
nnbe? 'of Rabbi (GamaUel, etc.)' occurs twice in late second-century CE and 
twelve times in mid third-century CE tomb inscriptions from Beth Shearim. 
Thus, it would seem that bcp as a separate word was a mediaeval scribal cre
ation. On the other hand, the discovery of the same form in a fragment of a 
letter from Bar-Kokhba (5/6IfevEp 5: ymn TTW 'which were of the gen
tiles') means that we can no longer regard it as a purely mediaeval phe
nomenon- It also shows, as E.Y. Kutscher (1971, 1602) points out, 'that the 
dialect of the Bar-Kokhba letters is not identical with MH as it is known to
day', and, more generally, that we should be aware of dialect differences 
within RH, as strikingly reflected in the use of bc?. 

7. Corresponding to the BH structures b im, fjb im, ^b im, etc. we 
have, then, the following series of forms based on b^. 
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15. ^b^O,'^b^^ 'of mine, of yours': the forms ^b^, "jbp, etc., which 
originated as relative clauses ('which is to me', 'which is to you'), can 
function as possessive pronouns ('my', 'your') or as nominalized relative 
clauses ('that which is to me, mine', 'that which is to you, yours*), which can 
also be employed predicatively ('what's mine is yours', etc.). By means of 
such forms, we find at Abot 3.7 concise and alliterative expression of a 
fundamental doctrine of Judaism, namely, that a human being is a creation of 
God and can give nothing to God which does not in fact already belong to 

majority of cases, like BH -b IWi, is used instep of the construct rela
tionship for stylistic variety or for the sake of emphasis. 

10. In RH, as in BH, the genitive relationship is also commonly con
veyed by means of a construct chain, where two or more nouns are linked to
gether in such a way that the first noun 'belongs to' the second, and the sec
ond to the third, etc. The final noun, or nomen rectum, remains in its 
'absolute' state, that is, it undergoes no changes in the iX)sition of its accent 
(that is, where it is stressed) or, consequently, in its vowels. Any preceding 
noun, or nomen regens, however, is converted into a 'construct' form, that is, 
a form which usually does undergo such changes, and, in any case, does not 
bear the accent of the construct chain as a whole; that is borne by the nomen 
rectum {See Umi 11). 

11. However, in RH the use of biSf becomes ever more frequent, and, like 
the constnict chain, it expresses not only relationships of possession but also 
other close associations that might exist between two nouns. In such cases, 
b(D may more accurately be rendered by 'made from', 'consisting of, etc., 
for example nmb^nbntp 'tablet of gold' (Yom 3.10) and bcp nlD^ 
U'p^-^ 'seven classes of just ones' (SDt 10 [F 18]). 

12. As a general rule, is employed when a construct chain would be 
unwieldy or unclean if, for example, there is more than one nomen regens 
and/or the nomen regens or nomen rectum consists of more than one word, or 
if the nomen regens is a loanword for which no special construct form exists, 
or if, for any reason, a construct chain might be difficult to interpret. 

13. Given that there is often no clear motive for the use of b0 rather than 
the construct chain, it is also possible that the use (and abuse) of b^ has been 
affected by Aramaic practice. 

14. A typically RH device (akeady seen in Unit 3.11) is to anticipate the 
word to be introduced by bw by means of a suffix attached to a nomen re
gens, as in 1nlD3 D"TK b0 Inibc? 'a person's agent is like the person themself 
(Mek 12.3, 6 [L 1.33, 40]). The construction also occurs in LBH, at Ca 3.7 
(see above, §6); in RH it is especially common when the noun following b0 
is a personal name. 
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VI Exercises 

.Dibs? =^iin Dibcp nrm ,]inn«b9 '̂ 'T '̂PPO "in rw^ bbrr . i 

/(93nnTirrnnb^i]3'^^ .3 
. i b ? ? 3 nnrr -fiDn I I D D n*; ",ip1» nT -̂̂ ^^ '̂ni . 4 

.niDbDT9 riDlbeJ? bbsriD'nn ,nDiH D'̂ jnbn n^xn n i .5 
,Dnb'n nn-'toi ,D^nn^W i*::! ̂ r rnq^P n?^ ,"iDiK or5"}n |3 HOin n i .6 

•̂ bc? ^b(p... n-̂ Dirn rfip it '-^b^ -̂ bari nd Holt̂ n ,cnra ni'io i^aiK .7 
\vm;'w -̂ bcyi "btp̂  "bffii . T o n ,lV91 i^l iWl 

.:n nto of ""Kfm,. 10 

.rrvm b© bi? urm riBb nrmi n n n t^b .12 
.DipD ^7\)r\ yww bmtrm. 13 

.n:itn n m b^ n^n ^ H D n n n rn̂ nDn nnbin . 1 4 
.i*:^f"Tc:)bQnr©b.i5 

Dbipn ^xx^ rm-ii nira bs? rri^n HD ]n: ."iD-â  nt irb^ n .16 
.TO oiDnsn onb . n 

.ib2?nDnbi?32n^mi-T©n-]bD .18 
.pi?pD'»pn2i'TOnirDi?n2? .19 

. D n n UY'^ ^ Dn̂ 32 mriDiz? .20 

Sources. 1. Abot 1.12. 2. Abot 2.1. 3. Abot 2.2. 4 . Abot 2.10. 5. Abot 3.2. 

God: ib0 ̂ bCT) r\m^ ,1bQ?Q t> ]n *Give him of (that which is) yours, for you 
^ d yours are his'. 

V Vocabulary 

non (ptin«) 'platform' 
n m ^central, halfway, average, common' 
OlDlsn (iSicapxoq) 'governor' 
rrgii 'jug, flask' 
]1rn 'outer' 
nobD 'kingdom' (especially in reference to the Roman empire) 
DipQ 'place' (also in metonymic reference to God as omnipresent) 

'exit'; :n/nil0 "̂ l̂ îD 'the outgoings of (i.e. evening after) the sabbath/a 
festival' ' 

p-^DbS (^paitcbpiov) 'palace' 
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6. Abot 3.10. 7. Abot 5.10. 8. Yom 5.6. 9. Suk 4.10. 10. Suk 5.2. 11. ARN 
2 (S 14). 12. Mek 15.1 (L 2.6). 13. Mek 15.1 (L 2.19). 14. SNm 78.1 (H 
74). 15. SNm 134.5 (H 180). 16. SNm 136 (HI82). 17. SDt 3 (F 11). 18. 
SDt 9 (F 17). 19. SDt 10 (F 18). 20. SDt 10 (F 18). 

UNIT FIVE 

INTERROGATIVES 

I Introductory text (ARN 4 [S 21]) 

rnnt^ -[bin m)^n' n n m 0"b2?i-ra ^2ir ^KDT p ]:nr pn rrn nnt^ nvB 
oipn nnn t̂ inc? nt bv i3b n « ^v^n^ n im .nnn mpnn n n nt^-n 

nnt^ nnaD i]b ^ b b ^ b''^ ,b\^i2)' un^m^v n DnsDo© 
^b^ T.2isn ion n nmiiD pnon mbnii nt ,nrt^i .nmoo t^nc? 

. p "1 :̂ 2?in]n3T 

Once, Rabban Johanan b. Zakkai was leaving Jerusalem and R. Joshua, who 
was coming behind him, saw the temple in ruins. He exclaimed. Woe to us, 
for the place where the sins of Israel used to be expiated lies in ruins. He 
replied. My son, do not torment yourself, for we have a form of expiation 
that is as (effective as) that. What is it, then? Deeds of mercy; as it was said. 
For I desire mercy and not sacrifice [Ho 6.6]. 

1. The destruction of the temple at Jerusalem by the Romans in 70 CE 
was of enormous consequence throughout the Jewish world, not simply be
cause of national pride but also, and perhaps more profoundly, for religious 
reasons. Without the temple, and, therefore, without the opportunity to offer 
atoning sacrifices, the people would remain with their sins before God for 
ever. From this abject situation, the rabbis were able to point to the prophetic 
tradition: love for one's neighbour and acts of mercy can take the place of 
sacrifices. 

Dnon n^bnil, Uterally 'fulfilment of mercies', is the technical term for 
acts of kindness. Lists of such acts are to be found in Sot 14a, Ecclesiastes 
Rabbah 7.1-3, Targum Neofiti to Gn 35.9, Targum pseudo-Jonathan to Ex 
18.20 and Dt 34.6, and, in the New Testament, Mt 25.35-40. Jewish tradition 
gave particular emphasis to attending weddings and congratulating newly-
weds and to burying the dead and consoling the bereaved as acts of kindness 
(see PRE 16-17). 
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2. RH shares with BH the interrogative pronouns n 'who?' and HD 
'what?', n is used with both mascuHne and feminine nouns, generally in ref
erence to persons, rarely, to things, whereas HD usually refers to things rather 
than persons. As in BH, the vocalization of HD varies, although it usually be
haves like the article in that it strengthens the first consonant of the word that 
follows. In this respect, the pointing nn^'t^inQ 'what did you see?', instead of 
rp^^n HQ, at K Eduy 6.3 is noteworthy, as here K treats resh as a non-guttural 
consonant, strengthening it with dagesh rather than compensating for lack of 
strengthening by increasing the vowel length of the inteirogative. (In fact, 
resh with dagesh is typical of the eastern tradition of Hebrew and only rarely 
appears in K; see Unit 8.2 and Bar-Asher 1987, 13-14.) 

3. RH has also developed another interrogative structure: 

Meaning RH form 
which (one)? (masc.) nrt^, 
which (one)? (fem.) irt^, 
which ones? (common) ^bpit̂  

The forms nrt^, irt^, and ib'̂ K are composed of the old interrogative particle 
"'̂  and the demonstrative pronouns HT, It, and iv^. In both manuscripts and 
printed editions, b'^^, the proper form of the plural interrogative, is often 
written like the demonstrative iv^. 

The form n p ^ , in the sense 'whither?, where is?, which?', is found sev
enteen times in the Bible. In RH, the singular nrK sometimes, as in our in
troductory text, has feminine reference and is to be pointed not nm but nrt^. 

In LBH, at least as represented by Ecclesiastes, the feminine demonstra
tive nt came to prominence as a phonetic variant of nt, although it is also 
found, always in the company of nt, in earlier texts (Jg 18.4; 2 S 11.25; 1 K 
14.5; 2 K 6.19), as well as in Ezekiel (40.45), regarded as transitional be
tween classical BH and LBH; eventually, in RH, the nt form became lexical-
ized as It (which also appears twice in the Bible, at Ho 7.16 and Ps 132.12). 

n̂t̂ K and "̂ nlrHl are evidently composed of the interrogative and demon
strative particles followed by a suffixed pronoun; in important early 
manuscripts like K, these forms are also written as separate words: ^Tl nt "'K 
andt^'Tlift?. 

4. M.H. Segal (1927, §82) claimed that the semantic development of the 
RH interrogative can be traced clearly within BH. Thus, at I S 9.18, 
n^nn rrn n p ^ , the nt does little more than emphasize ''̂  as an independent 
interrogative, 'where?' (hence, 'where is the house of the seer?'), whereas at 
2 K 3.8, nbVl YTl^ ^r^^^ the emphasis has passed to the demonstrative par
ticle, so that the sense is not so much 'where?' as 'which? (hence, 'which 
way shall we go up'?); this second usage is the one that survived, and is 
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in Grammar and usage 

5- is only used as a pronoun, whereas nD can function as a pronoun or 
as an adjective. Both forms may be preceded by a preposition, for example, 
'D'm 'with whom?', ^Db 'to whom?', nob 'to what?', 'by whom?', nD5 
'by what?', etc. 

6- In exegetical literature, the contraction inD is commonly used for 
K n̂ no 'what is he?, what is it?' when asking about the meaning of a biblical 
text. Thus, at Mek 17.8 (L 2.138), inDD^-'D-l, Hterally, 'Refidim, what is it?', 
means 'How is one to interpret refidimT In the Tosefta and various midrash
im, particularly Sifre to Deuteronomy, the expression "IDlt̂  ^nD, literally 
'what is it saying?', is also frequently employed to introduce one of a series 
of biblical citations and means 'what does this text add?' (here, as in the for
mula "IDlt^K^npi 'and in the same sense it says', already encountered at 
Unit 1.13, t<̂ n always refers to a bibUcal text). 

7. Although the combinations -2? and -0 no may represent indefinite 
pronouns, 'whoever, whatever' (see Unit 6.7), this is not always so. For ex
ample, they are used with very definite reference in the divine 'name' 
•bll? Tni 1Dt^0 "'Q 'the-one-that-spoke-and-the-world-was' (see the introduc
tory text of Unit 4) and in the saying recorded at Abot 2.14: 

omp^st^b ym^ nn vi 
Know what you have to reply to a heretic. 

Sometimes, as in the Bible (e.g. 1 S 20.4 and Est 9.26), the relative particle 
(-©) is omitted, for example ^TTV\\ ''D ib 'it has no-one to make it permis
sible' (Men 4.3) and nD ^b l̂ t̂ J *I have nothing to reply' (Kel 13.7). 

8. nD can also be used to introduce the first term in a comparison: 
^)^ , , . nD'Hke this ... also that', mn ynf\n ^m ,.. D« nD 'if this is so ... is it 
not correct?/it is correct', IDim bp ... Dt̂  nD 'if it is true for this ... it is even 
more true for that'. Such formulations are common in rabbinic arguments 
that employ gezerah shawah or a fortiori deductions (see Unit 26.8; there are 
numerous examples in the tannaitic midrashim), M.H. Segal's interpretation 
(1927, §§463; 499-500) of the nD here as exclamatory, 'whatl' is debatable; 
whatever its origins, in RH it simply functions as part of a lexicalized ex
pression introducing the first term in a comparison. 

9. nD in particular is also found as part of numerous adverbial expres
sions, for example nDD 'how much?', nDD3 'for how much?', nDD 11? 'how 

clearly seen in texts like Ec 11.6, nrit^ ntn "KDD''nt ""tfj 'which one will be 
successful, this one or this one?', where there is no trace of the locational 
sense found in the Samuel passage. To Segal's observations, we might add 
that the later, non-locational, meaning of Tim is also seen in the early post-
biblical book of Ben Sira (30.40), according to Segal's own reconstruction: 
n3l2?pDn "^nn nmi %y which way will you seek him?'. 
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IV Phraseology 

12. n p n "13in nob 'what is this like?'—parables (or narrative mesh-
alim) are usually constructed around a series of rigidly defined formulas: 

A. bmu 'a parable' or bm fm^ 'they recounted a parable'; 
B. HQil n n i n nob 'what is this like?, to what might it be com
pared?'; 
C,-'?'toa(n)'; 
D. at the end, the parable's relevance to the lives of the audience or 
to biblical interpretation is usually stated, with such statements gen
erally introduced by p i , "̂ D, "̂ D*?, etc., 'therefore, in the same way'. 

These narrative formulas are found not only in the rabbinic meshalim but 
also in the parables of the New Testament. 

13. n ^ n n o , ^-l no, n'^Hl no 'what did he/they/you see?, a lexicalized 
expression meaning 'what is the reason why he/they/you?, what is 
his/their/your basis for?', for example: 

far?', nob 'why?\ HD ̂ BD 'for what reason?', and HD ̂ "312)3 'on account of 
what?'/ 

Frequently, a preposition is attached to an interrogative, as in 
n m n n n r n ''obmo 

Whose were the cattle? (Mek 14.7 [L 1.201]). 
Compare Jon 1.7: 

On whose account has this misfortune come to us? 
10. Although inrt^ and ^HlrK only function as pronouns, nm, ^m, and 
may be used as pronouns or as adjectives, for example 

nnrimb rrimnn wnm tp^ vrmn^ 
And they examine which stones are likely to break (BM 10.1) 

and 
^Dip9 "ibm DSrRD V^T 

And it is not known who have changed and who have progressed 
(TosNeg 2.7). 

11. Tim, ^m, and̂ '̂̂ t̂  imply a choice, as in 
rfP3D TT3n niKQtsrr fpt̂ t bv 

For which contaminations does the Nazirite have to shave? (Naz 
7.1) 

and 
nziOTiv^vir'm] 

And I do not know which of you two (Naz 8.1). 
Followed by the relative -2?, they are employed demonstratively to specify 
one of a group of items, for example n^T2? irt^ t̂**?̂^ 'he will bring that 
which he wishes (from among the offerings promised)' (Men 13.7). 
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V Vocabulary 

P'\^ 'tree' 
ndjP? 'request' 
T^DTi 'permit, make suitable or kosher' 
nsn 'make use of, benefit from' 
Tl'Tl 'advantage' 
ybn 'take off sandal (etc.), perform the ritual of halisah (Dt 25.5-10)' 
won 'thermal waters' 
nnntD 'Tiberias' 
Uy 'fulfil the law of levirate marriage, marry the widow of a deceased 

childless brother' (Dt 25.5-10) 
niBD 'expiation, atonement' 
-275 'when' (contrast BH imn) 
"irip 'permitted' (from the root "IPD) 
m; 'beautiful' 
ninv 'transgression, sin' 
I'hv 'rich' 

VI Exercises 

7mno'o^vbm&:>'\ ;b'0'b'^y^ .1 
\j?nrbvnbnovi .2 

. nnlCD it •'HJ ^t^ii î ^y .3 
bov nm -D ':d? vr\ onp'B^b nrwm no vn a 

.HT n^'no'i ,nT ]b'\^ n ^ r n n .5 
?-)B? mn nm... bno lobn innn mn n\ HDIK «ait ]? .6 

. ipbra no^n in^hv ^nm... l"):î ~nt̂ 5 CD5l̂ n 
mn nob ]p\ [ K I D ^ H ] noibn.'., ?nDii mn nob ibi [ K lobn] labn .7 

[ K -TQ^pn] nobn... ?nQn mn nob D'^^spn-p [ K nobn] loivn... ingii 
?np1i mn nob n':p^n^]o 

.nyn-'cp ]no nm bv '^nno ,DnDii^ tronn .8 
.ni^T© ]no irn^p f i n n^ytn ]no 'imb nyo r^^m pvcm .9 

'^rfiin pbrib rrt^a no 'nib nm 
They said to R. Ndhunia, What is your basis for distinguishing your 
norms (i.e. for establishing new rules) (Eduy 6.3). 

It is commonly used in exegetical literature, for example ID^b D''QDrT It^l HD 
'On what basis do the sages interpret?' (SNm 77.4 [H 71]) and 

nb^vn nbM2 ityb n̂ 'Ki no 
What is your reason for saying one holocaust (may be offered) for 
another? (SLv 1.3 [W 5c]). 
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UNIT SIX 

INDEFINITE EXPRESSIONS 

I Introductory text (Abot 3.9) 

iriDDn ,lnDDn*p nDilp lt«prr n^i;??""^? ,iDi« «oi i ]5 n3̂ ]n "31 
.nqfpnD inDDi ]"t< ,ifĉ Dn nti^i-j^nDiip lnD?nV'^3i ,nD';pnD 

,nD!pnp ifiDDn ,inD3nD ]"31D rf^v^-bn ,ID1« n;n mn 
.np'ipnp iHDDn ]"><',rtoiDD n3 ip IDDDTO'"*:'?') 

Rabbi Haninah ben Dosa says. All whose fear of sin exceeds their wisdom, 
their wisdom will endure, but all whose wisdom exceeds their fear of sin, 
their wisdom will not endure. He also used to say, All whose deeds are 
greater than their wisdom, their wisdom will endure, but all whose wisdom is 
greater than their deeds, their wisdom will not endure. 

1. Haninah ben Dosa was a charismatic miracle-worker from Galilee. 
Some authors have compared him to another Galilaean, Jesus of Nazareth. 
Haninah's declaration emphasizes the tension that exists between study and 

itrboTi u'o^o ntDS omDno ntos mis ' : ' bvn^' I K I n o , lo 
T^^icrb Dib iDiD ID it̂  "]H^D':J n^iD Din I D . 11 

mm ii)(D mn2?nb mKi ID .12 
?D^2iii rnc; i D i unb nrmn p n I D ^ B D . 13 

?nnnD ^DHD •"'piẑ n^n o-'Drr mpDi fc^i3 I D " B D . 14 
.r':?n3 5?C?IT -['?n t<*:J2? I D r]^i?n TOD n t ^ i . I S 
.^rapD m2?p3 iDDi mnv ni^Di? i r ^ i t^i . 16 

D̂ D':?2? pnb niiD^^n nnDCD I D nnDD pnb iDt̂ Di niDcz; ]î D iDt^:. 17 
.D-'D'TO ]t̂ D ni'iDKi niDC? f]K 

.onp^ nrt^ i?ir ... nn^iD . 18 
?iniDmnDnnDn . i9 

m Dn̂ 2?DD n-'D I D .mnn miD D I ŝ t̂  ^313 onniD • ' ' D I D .20 
.D''i?iTn m T2?3D D i o ^ i ; i T 

Sources. 1. Abot 1.14. 2. Abot 2.1. 3. K Abot 2.9. 4. Abot 2.14. 5. Abot 
3.7. 6. K Abot 4.1. 7. Abot 4.20. 8. Ber 6.4. 9. Yeb 2.2. 10. Mek 17.8 (L 
2.138). 11. Mek 17.11 (L 2.144). 12. SNm 22.6 (H 26). 13. SNm 87.2 (H 
86). 14. SNm 89.5 (H 90). 15. SNm 136 (H 183). 16. SNm 136 (H 183). 
17. SDt 64 (F 130.1). 18. SDt 67 (F 132). 19. SDt 71 (F 134) et passim, 20. 
SDt 71 (F136). 
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n Morphology 

2. RH's only indefinite pronoun is D̂ D̂ '(not) anything, nothing', which, 
according to M.H. Segal (1927, §437) probably has its origins in HD̂ t̂ D"'::?? 
(Uterally, 'all something', i.e. 'everything, anything'). 

3. Other terms that function as part of indefinite expressions, in RH as in 
BH, include: 

A. the interrogatives '0 'who?' andHD 'what?'; 
B. various nouns of generalized reference, such as DltJ and ^'\^ 
'person', 'ThB 'someone', ^3 'all', and 121 'thing'; 
C. a number of grammatical constructions. 

in Grammar and usage 

4. The indefinite function of DltjJ 'person, (some)one', D"Il̂ '"*:53 'every
one, anyone', and D115^]''î  'no-one', of 121 '(some)thing', ")3"T""*73 'every
thing, anything', and of ")31]''t^ 'nothing' can be seen at Abot 4.3: 

DiK y^w ,121 bob rbm 'nn um bnb n "nn b^ 

Do not despise anyone and do not allow anything to seem impossi
ble to you, for you will find no-one for whom there is not a time and 
nothing for which there is not a place. 

In fact, this usage is presaged in the Bible, where we find at Ec 9.15 the 
following: 

mil ]?ODn izTt̂ n̂ nt?? id\ ^b mm 
And nobody had mentioned that poor man. 

"bD may be used as an adjective with any noun, giving that noun a gen
eral or indefinite sense, as in 

imbo lov y^ nnin b3 
Any (study of the) Torah that is not accompanied by work (Abot 
2.2), 

D-̂ D̂  ro^ miw np33 bn 
Any assembly that gathers in the name of heaven (Abot 4.11), 

and 
ywb ^D? n̂ n̂ HD^ bv ^m,., ©ipn '2nD bn 

practice. The dialectic contrast in which the statement is couched is typical of 
Semitic rhetoric. But Ifaninah does not claim that the one excludes the other, 
as if wisdom and practice/piety were incompatible. Set against the isolated 
wisdom of the scholar, which can lead to pride, he affirms the superiority of 
charity and humble piety, which form the basis of a pure and enduring wis
dom. 
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Any holy writings ... in whatever language they are written (Shab 
16.1). 

In addition, the formula DipD'̂ ^DD in every case, whatever the circum
stance' is used to confirm the overall validity of a conclusion. 

5. The expressions [l^pntD^b^, mTVitb^, and ]Tj^''b'D are employed as 
adjectives or pronouns and convey the sense of 'whatever it (e.g. quantity, 
character, etc.) might be', for example K̂ HID'̂ 'D ]''DrTS)2 'with coals in what
ever quantity' (Shab 1.11), |n5P*7D3flDl«lp^O»^'^t^ 'these things, what
ever their quantity, are prohibited and cause prohibition' (AZ 5.9). 

6. Statements of universal validity usually begin with ' ^ 3 followed by 
participle (see the exercises at the end of the unit), as in several mishnayot 
from Abot, for example D'̂ DS? bhlBTi 'anyone who profanes the 
heavenly name' (4.4). 

-^bn 'whoever' is used in the same way, for example ^lD"Jrt^"^D 
'whoever is not able' (Hag 1.1). 

7. The interrogatives ''D and HD can also have indefinite significance, par
ticularly in the sequence -©HDAQ 'whoever, whatever' (see Unit 5.7) and es
pecially when preceded and reinforced by 'bn, as in nKT; '̂'D*PD*p^D^D 
'feeding whomsoever' (BB 8.7). In the earliest stages of Hebrew, |D appears 
to have had a similar function, as at Dt 33.11: IIQ̂ p"*"]?? 'whoever rises up'. 

8. The terms [Kpn©D, [t̂ fncClS, and ]nro have the sense of 'something, 
any amount, the smallest quantity' and are usually employed with adveri>ial 
force, for example IHĈ D HÎ ID Dlfĉ  'whoever is wrong in the smdlest matter' 
(Pes lib), «'}n2?D3maDbn3n 'iron kills, whatever its size' (SNm 160.5 [H 
217]). In AZ 5.8, mrWO is found alongside t̂ n̂0~*:5̂  in the same sense; M. 
Bar-Asher (1990a, 208) claims that in Babylonian amoraic literature the first 
form eventually replaced the second. 

9. is usually found in negative sentences of the type ubn TWV ^ 
'he didn't do anything', for example D l ' ^ D f K m i r n i m m t f ? ( D 
third and the fourth don't have anything' (Qin 2.3), although it can fimction 
as a negative word in its own right, as in CJ'DS?̂  t̂ 'Pt̂  ir*:']? lb ST 'he has 
nothing for us except rain' (MS Erfurt TosSot 3.7, the import of which is 
clearer in MS Vienna: 'he only inconveniences himself for us to the extent of 
giving us a couple of drops of rain'). 

10. riKpD '(a) part (of), some (of)' (derived from H^p }D 'from the end 
of) has a partitive function and usually governs a genitive, for exmnple 

nv^D ]n:^pm tT5??l WIPP 
Some of them were hungry and some of them were sated/ 
While some were hungry, others were sated (Abot 5.8). 

11. An indefinite structure is also formed by partitive |D 'some (of)', as 
at Mek 15.18 (L 2.80): UT\02b)^ .DHDnn ^DHDran 'some he seized, others 
he slaughtered, others he crucified' (see also Unit 22.14). 

12. [nr3i*?S 'so-and-so, such-and-such' can be used pronominally or ad
jectivally with reference to both persons and things, as at Yeb 16.6: 
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IV Phraseology 

1 4 . D'*1Q1>^'there are those who say', a formula employed to intro
duce divergent opinions. 

1 5 . DlpD"b3D 'in every case, whatever the circumstance' (see above, 
§ 4 ) . This appears to be a loan-translation from Greek C K I C A V T O Q xponov: 

upn bon ,rn "i nniDn] I T T mip, iot> i^nbn 
The text says. It will be holy [Nm 6.5]—whatever the circumstance! 
(SNm 25.5 [H31]). 

V Vocabulary 

n n 'despise' 
n-iks 'drought' 
113 'clarify, select, choose' 
c]12 'body, essence' (as in T\12V 'B'):^ ni?32? 'the seven basic transgressions, the 

seven capital sins') 
'bring' (hi. of t<in); in liturgical language, 'offer'; in exegetical texts, 

'include, cite, expound' 
]V0 'load, carry, demand, require', nrD3p31i?p 'requiring safekeeping' 
KK; 'go out'; in legal parlance, 'fulfil an obligation' 
C^ob (plural rPOOb; hi]aT{\q) 'robber' 
niipiQ (plural of lI?iD 'appointed time') 'days on which festivals are held, 

holidays' 
]iDD 'money, wealth' 

np 'TbB DlpOD ''ThB ©"̂ K ]3 'TbB 
Such-and-such a person, the son of such-and-such a person, from 
such-and-such a place, is dead. 

1 3 . Statements of general application, in which the subject is not speci
fied (with a second or third person form of the verb or a participle [see Unit 
19.11]), comprise a further class of indefinite expressions. An example is 

nsnn iDcp ip n':m n^nn nnin rnQb m 
If one has studied (literally, 'you have studied') much Torah, one 
will be given (literally, 'giving to you') an abundant reward (Abot 
2.16). 

To this category belongs the standard formulation of conditional sen
tences in legal and sapiential contexts (see Units 17.10-12; 19.19; 28.4-5), 
for example fc^^;... H^nvni^apipi t^np 'if one reads, albeit without 
clearly enunciating the letters, one has fulfilled one's obligation' (Ber 2.3) 
and DJID*;?? "jn^ ̂ ''^'^b T0D2 DniDH 'if a person assigns their property to their 
children, that person must write it down' (BB 8.7). 
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roriQ 'metar 
130 'hope'; D ' ' B 130 'cordiaHty' 
I^V 'give/take tithe' 
b^bB 'pepper' 
nî ^lB (plural nî DĴ lB) 'punishment, retribution' 
n31-^rD 'increase-decrease', n31ip-tD:^1D[P] (pu. participles employed as 

adjectives) 'much-Uttle' 
'drawing of water', 13̂ 1̂(2̂ 1 wn 'house from where water is drawn' 

(in reference to the temple fountain in the court of the women, from 
where water was carried in procession for libations during the festival of 
Succoth) 

nnn© 'dawn, morning, morning prayer (in synagogue)' 

VI Exercises 
.nia; D"5S 1303 nit^n in m bnpn i m .i 

' .t^Qnt^^3pDn3ii3ipn^^ .2 
t>m^Bn\n^'ivbniHDDmrj^^3"i^ni^'^ii/nirti . 3 

'^^im^ 
Ao}^^ ,3ii:D 02? n^p .oibtp n s i p ,npi:^ raip .4 

T"!̂  11"̂  '^'^'^ ̂ '^'^^^ ^"'7? l'̂ "̂ ^ '^1* i3pp p i i s n bn .5 
,t^3n D^ii?^ pbn ]"t^..'. nliiJian m nnpni rr^im *:?^npi .6 

'.DiK^3pipî n?DDnwH .7 
.Dl«^3^B3mi'^D2?"im .8 

]n:^pD ,ni3i? nx '30 bv nb'iVb ]^K3 nt^riB 'm nv3^ .9 
.D":?3& ]n^pDi DOPi ]n:̂ pp ,«3 rni^2b0 3Pi ,]nc9:̂ p |n:̂ ppi 

' ' .t̂ ;̂',l3m*7 i?;p2?n t^^i i?p2? t^iipn . 1 0 
.r3K b2? TSHD 3131^"'?iD ,̂ b3 ?]i2p lirtiJ. 11 

wnb^ mnn iK D ^ Q ' ^ I D P ] zr^vio nv^^ o^gnp D'̂ '̂ PDit̂  id:^ ^p .12 
[K n t o D p ] niDriD nîpii?! D'^gnp 

. inc? b3 nlDnp ̂ rni 0̂093 ̂ ro .,..mnw b3 rbt?B. 1 3 

.rp^p nnDto nt«5i K*:? nnmBri r?3 nnpto ntjii ^p b3.14 
. nDt̂ *:5Q TOi?© li? DI'PD ortD ] m i n nit^ ^ t i . 15 

.01̂31'? nnncD^ ,12100 '::'3 I3DQ t^:... it^3i D '̂OO^P ^van. 16 
?o'*:>3 ]ii;o ' ' ^3 -jino t^^r ':ii:>Bb mt^i ,ybv m vnm. 17 

.131 b 1DK2? "̂o*:? ?noii i 3 i n n o ^ . 18 
.ni'PDn'::' viv^ "o mnnb ?r31 131Q3] t̂'̂ p̂ŝ  o ,iQt« no*? .19 

.t^INCDQ3 rroQ *7Ti3ncD n"3pn ':Bb rrn i':'^ . 2 0 

Sources. 1. Abot 1.15. 2. Abot 1.17. 3. Abot 2.1, 4. Abot 2.7. 5. Abot 3.5. 
6.Abot3.11. 7.Abot4.1. 8.Abot4.10. 9.Abot5.8. 10.Ber2.3. 11. Hag 
1.1. 12.Hagl.5. 13. Shab 9.6. 14. Suk 5.1. 15. ARN 11 (S 45). 16. ARN 
11(S47). 17. Mek 22.3 (L 3.107). 18. SLv 1.2 (W 4c). 19. SNm 22.3 (H 
25). 20. SNm 160.5 (H 217). 
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UNIT SEVEN 

REFLEXIVE AND RECIPROCAL STRUCTURES 

I Introductory text (Pea 1.1) 

,fĉ 2n ub'ivb t> niyp ]njprn mn nb'ivn onTiiTS ^pit^ 01^2? crnan t>\^ 

These are the things whose fruits one enjoys in this world and whose capital 
remains for one in the world to come: honouring one's father and mother, 
acts of kindness, and making peace among people. But the study of the Torah 
takes in all of them. 

1. Judaism holds that any action, good or bad, must have its recompense; 
if that has already come in this life it must not be expected again in the next. 
However, certain deeds, such as those mentioned in this text, endure for ever, 
and reward for them is obtained not only in the present world but throughout 
eternity. The belief in heavenly reward/punishment also underlies numerous 
New Testament texts, such as Lk 6.20-38 (the beatitudes), 14.12-14, and 
18.28-30 (a further instance of a double reward, both on earth and in 
heaven). 

In the final clause, the expression IJp conveys the idea of 'con-espon-
dence' (see Unit 26.6A), and we might translate more literally as 'the study 
of the Torah corresponds to all of them'. ni ln TiObri 'study of the Torah' has 
to be understood in an extended sense that encapsulates both study and 
practice: the Torah tells us exactly how to carry out good deeds and prevents 
us from claiming ignorance of them. 

Note that in the first line K re^s HD̂ pHD 'is raised' for nD!j? 'stands (i.e. 
'remains')', employing the Hitpa'el in its 'middle' sense (see Unit 15.10D). 

n Morphology 

2. RH lacks specific reflexive or reciprocal pronouns ('myself, etc.), making 
use instead of: 

A. followed by a suffixed pronominal object C*:', 'p, fr, etc.); 
B. the Nifal and Hitpa 'el/Nitpa 'al conjugations of the verb; 
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C. various expressions based on nouns such as 2?D3 'soul', U*''! 
'Ufe% 1̂2 'body', 3h> 'heart', and, most importantly, D2iP 'bone'. 

in Grammar and usage 

3. followed by pronominal suffix. 
A. The construction is commonly used to express the reflexive, as in BH, 

for example D"*??] 'HD '^d7 i^TTpl 'and Lamech took two wives for himself 
(Gn 4.19), with which Abot 2.7 might be compared: 

D*plr *»!n i7 mp nnln n p i t> 
If one acquires for oneself the words of the Torah, one acquires for 
oneself the life of the world to come. 

However, K omits I':' both times, indicating that it is a kind of 'superfluous 
dative', which adds little to the meaning of the text; for a similar phe
nomenon in K, see Unit 1.11. 

B. Especially with verbs of motion, the construction can carry instead a 
'middle' or 'ingressive' sense, as at AZ 5.4,1*:' "̂ *?n 'he betook himself, he 
went away', Mek 12.1 (L 1.7-8), 'b'f>^ ,.rbnim 'I shall run away ... I 
shall go away', or Hor 1.2, rrn VlTlub b ^pn,,. i n n jmi ')b •2?'' 'he kept 
himself at home ... he betook himself to a distant land'. 

C. Ambiguity is often inevitable and only the context cm show whether, 
for example, 1':' IDtJ means 'he said to another' or 'he said to himself, he 
thought'. 

4.0^5?. 
A. With pronominal suffixes attached, UliV 'bone, essence' forms not 

only an emphatic demonstr^rtive ('this very'; see Unit 2,8-9) but also an au
thentic reflexive pronoun, as in lQ2ii?̂  n]p DIO UD riDp 'whoever gains repute, 
gains it for himself (Abot 2.7). 

B. Apart from 'iO^Db, the forms andlQl̂ Pp also occur. Their pre
cise meaning can only be resolved in context: 'by oneself, 'separately', 'on 
one's own initiative', 'with one's own abilities', 'without coercion', etc. At 
Shab 19.2, iQKJ?5 nn lD2ii?51\ ]Pr, the sense is 'each one is applied separate
ly'; similarly, AZ'58b, nQ2ii;'̂ D^DDn|10*:>inQ:j:i?'?nnin]T0*:?, appears to 
mean that BH and RH are autonomous languages (see Introduction); at Ber 
1.3, •''Cpp^n ''3BP 'ty^vn ^15501, the sense is 'I myself was in danger because 
of the thieves'. At SLv 1.15 (W 9a), to indicate that in die burnt offering of 
birds the head and the body are burnt separately, we find 
^a^vb ia:iVb mnn 'the head by itself and the body by itself. A variant 
of 1D^PP is rbm 'of itself, as at BM 7.9: ]iT*?|̂ P 1«32? ]PT5 'when they 
come of their own accord'. 

C. tl^V y2b i rn, ]DiSi? yf? j r ? , Hterally, 'between himself and himself, 
'between them and themselves', etc., implies 'on his/their own, in private, in 
a hushed voice', and so on. At Bik 1.4, private prayer (iD^P ]''3^ 1^2) is dis-
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tinguished from that of the synagogue: 
iDl« ,nppn r?32 mn0D^... lolt^ Aa^v ynb i r g ^^sno 

And when he prays on his own, he says ... and when he is in the 
synagogue, he says. 

5. Expressions using D'*';n, and ^12. 
A. The following example (Abot 4.5) shows how the reflexive is ex

pressed in the first half by the Nifal and in the second by D̂ 'TI: 
Dbli?n ]D nn b^t nnln n o n o nDnan b3 

All who gain themselves (financial, etc.) advantage from the words 
of the Torah are taking themselves (literally, 'his life*) away from 
the world (i.e. they are working towards their own destruction). 

B. 0S] is commonly used with reflexive significance in BH, for example 
Jos 23.11: DD'̂ nsJE)]':? lî DDrnDe?2T 'and watch yourselves closely'. The same 
usage continues, although less frequently, in RH, as, for example, at SNm 
131.1 (H 169): -I]1DDnKnint^1"]2?D]nt^nini^, literally, 'you have lost your 
soul and you have lost your money'. 

C. *̂ 12 only rarely occurs in reflexive structures, for example: 
np'rm D I D ^i:b 'rmn ^] 

And I have found nothing better for myself than silence (Abot 1.17); 
nrnnn bv l a p p im ,n-)inn m i3Dpn b3 

Everyone that honours the Torah is honoured themselves (literally, 
'his body') by humankind (Abot 4.6); 

Testimony concerning oneself (TosKet 1.6). 
6. The common formula bv b3p followed by a suffixed pronoun 

referring to the subject has the reflexive value of 'take upon oneself, accept, 
commit oneself, as in 13n mvnb rbv b3pon 'one who commits himself to 
be a member of a group'. 

7. Just as RH has no specifically reflexive pronoun, neither does it have 
one that expresses reciprocity ('one another', etc.). Instead, it employs the 
following devices. 

A. Repetition of the demonstrative, as in BH, for example: 
nimnwnm 

They freed one another (Yeb 11.5); 
itnt^lTniTi?a]n27]DT3 

When each testifies concerning the other (Ket 2.6). 
B. The BH collocation vn ... (Ẑ'̂K 'one ... one's companion' (e.g. Gn 

11.3), as in ini?TnK ^'t^ 13! "1? 'so that they do not injure one another' 
(Pea 4.4); 

C. 13n 'colleague, companion' followed by a suffix that refers to the ac
companying noun, especially in the construction nan*? ... literally, 
'between (a person/thing)... and their colleague', that is, 'some with others', 
'between these and those', 'reciprocally', etc.; examples include: 

r)3nb Dn« yn ubw mnn 
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Making peace between one person and another (Pea LI, quoted in 
the introductory text); 

••^nsp niz^o innrf? nip yn m 
If from one reed to another there is not a gap of three palms (Kil 
4.4, illustrating how 121 can be used of things as well as persons 
and animals). 

D. The Nifal form ^pbm 'they were divided', expressing discrepancy 
(see Unit 15.7C). 

IV Phraseology 

8. i2)S32 2^rir\0 'being responsible for one's (loss of) life, condemning 
oneself, placing oneself under sentence of death', for example 

]1DQ D ^ p irK ••••nnQn bn 
No-one sentenced to death pays a fine (Ket 3.2; see also BQ 3.10; 
Abot 3.4, 7-8; Hul 1.1). 

9. ID^P ynb i rg 'privately, on one's own' (see above, §4C). 
10. vbv bnp 'take upon oneself, commit oneself (see above, §6). 
11. innn^ nm 'let no-one say to their neighbour, let nobody 

say to anyone'; for example 
]tyD 'b ]m •^ '̂'n ^wbmi'n rurb nm }kbi 

In Jerusalem let no-one say to their neighbour. Drink wine and give 
me oil (MS 1.1; see also Shab 23.3; BM 5.9; Sanh 4.5; Abot 5.5). 

V Vocabulary 

ubtBn 'vanity, emptiness, annulment, uselessness' 
infT"]!! 'free (person)' 
nn5 'creature, human being' (plural ntlZl 'humankind') 
mnn 'bringing, taking' 
^b'^n (i.e. 'behold' and "|*p 'to you') 'here you are' 
1^T]\ 'cautious, prudent' 
yn 'guilty, condemned', yjinn 'be guilty, condemned', "I1CDB-Tn 'exempt-

under obligation' 
1̂ 39 'mint' 
lin*: 'Jethro' (Moses' father-in-law) 
-2? nn 'in order that, so that' 
IXp 'corresponding to, opposite' 

rf? 'wet and dry, liquid and dry food' (expressing totality) 
vnm 'coin' 
n ? (plural nns) 'fruit' 
1V'$ 'deprive oneself, abstain' 
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VI Exercises 

.np'̂ n© niD ̂ ^:h 'rmo i^bi jcroonn f2 ^rbns "n̂ , hn 2 

.]mv Y))^ ^*?^ Di^^ i':' ,ni2h2"]n'̂ nr m a 
\^^iymoT\\nn 

.iD2ii? ntoPD bv I I D S J I inlsd n t o n bv .6 
nb f i « n Di?':̂  I D I D nan nrn^p r^v *P5pan .7 

.-rmnr"mvrmimoi^ianru^inii;fnil]3rs^minit^^ne?"^Q .8 

.Dci^ :?nt K^T ,nQ« nncp]? cro nmnrf? n Wj-^a nâ^ .10 
^u^bviB f7 niitob innn*? D-ft«5 inm ,u0iwbv% nm I'am' ^b m 

l ^ n ,T\\ m nr j'̂ Qin nm onin? nip^DD no? D I ^ ^ . 12 
,]lmnn ni^^^ iDnina o-mn Wi>3C) Kin -^n? sriipb Q ' P ^ n -'D^PD 

,t> TCT nnm bm ^wro, iD2ii?D rr^v nm r r r >^b. 13 
. -an r̂̂D bv i2;s] ni?2iD*p r p ,nnQD j n i s ĵ n̂ p kdq: nin^on m noi .14 

.nn^Dn ni^m "|cdd] n« nios?^. 15 
,nm nt^*p rp *:>np ĵ 'p n'pD btD mm n r r i ^ .16 

.D^'p^iTb rbvi\ i^p] nvnrh nm t^w ^b^ n o . 17 
]rn ,nn3 02? nrr̂ n ^bm mbn , r n n n n D n i . 18 

^:imip'^vxnb 
.-[niDD nt< nnnt^i pi i i? m m m . . . - J^ IDD TO nnnKi -|2?23 mm .19 

.oDb nQi« c&npn "^QD ,DD7 noit^ m -^mvo ^b ^rb im .20 

Sources. 1. Abot 1.14. 2. Abot 1.17. 3. Abot 2.4. 4. Abot 2.3. 5. Abot 3.4. 
6. BQ3.10. 7. Dem 2.3. 8. Eduy 1.13. 9. Eduy 3.2. 10. Kil 4.8. 11. Shab 
23.3. 12. Sanh 4.5. 13. ARN 11 (S 46). 14. SNm 30.2 (H 36). 15. SNm 40 
(H44). 16. SNm 80.1 (H 76). 17. SNm 89.5 (H 90). 18. SNm 100 (H 99). 
19. SNm 131.1 (H 169). 20. SDt 5 (F 13). 

-^nii 'necessity' 
T'p, abbreviation of lDini*?p 'light and heavy', in the sense of 'how much 

moreV^-b T'p ... HD 'if this is so ... how much more the other!' 
j l p 'horn, principal, initial investment' 
nW] 'power, authority, government, liberty, permission', ni2?*l j**!... rT12iD 

'wine that it is prescribed to drink ... wine that one is free to drink' 
npTlC) 'silence' 
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UNIT BIGHT 

THE RELATIVE PRONOUN SHE-

I Introductory text (Abot 3.17) 

x'Tp tr^^ "̂ ô**"̂  ̂ '^'^ .y'^w^ "S^^c^ 
n;m ,nDi!^b' ^TB'*:?!? TiDSlm irnplin rma min i ,f rdnt^i 

IK n3nQ3 b n n n ]Ddi niD ̂ Inps rii^T t̂ î nnn^s liivn 
,LND5ND bm .p T n^oT] n^n t̂ *?i nnbD 

i ^ D ^ j-'snp rVl^"! ftDJDib rs^IJ^ ?nQin Kin np*p 
nomD ,iQlpQD 1ni« nifiD x^Sn nii^iDi n m nimnn 

on to^f "D niitT r̂ niz? nw: *::'3i''"̂ i?i D^P^^ 'J? *:?in9' f I ?D n*;ni 
. rn T n ' D T ] nitoPD ^ T Q ; ^*PI K̂n": ifb nnka n30ni i^i?! irf?i? rvm 

Those whose wisdom exceeds their works, what are they like?: a tree whose 
branches are abundant but whose roots are few, and when the wind blows, it 
uproots it and knocks it over, as it was said. He will be as a tamarisk in the 
steppe, and will not recognize good when it comes, for it inhabits a burning 
desert, salty and inhospitable land [Jr 17.6]. However, those whose works 
exceed their wisdom, what are they like?: a tree of few branches but 
abundant roots; even if all the winds in the world were to come and blow 
against it they could not move it from its place, as it was said. He will be as a 
tree planted next to water, taking root alongside a stream; when the heat 
comes it will not be afraid, its foliage will stay green: in a year of drought it 
will not take fright, it will not cease yielding fruit {Jr 17.8]. 

1. The explanation and application of Scripture is the most typical func
tion of midrash. In the passage jJ^ove, two texts from the prophetic tradition 
are adduced in settlement of the issue, possibly more theoretical than real, of 
the pre-eminence of wisdom (study of Torah) or deeds (fulfilment of Torah). 

The same question, couched in very similar terms, is found in the New 
Testament, where, at Mt 7.24-25, we read of those who hear and practise 
what they hear (wisdom with deeds) and of others, who hear but do not put 
what they hear into practice. 

In its version of the introductory text, K lacks the biblical quotations, so 
the passage is also of significance for the study of the development of 
midrash as a literary genre and how this influenced the textual transmission 
of the Mishnah. 
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II Morphology 

2. The BH relative pronoun is almost completely replaced in RH by 
-2), with reserved only for biblical quotations and liturgical texts. Where 
possible, -0 is accompanied by strengthening of a following consonant, ex
tending even to resh in the eastern tradition and occasionally in K, as at RS 
1.7,9:1t^n0, m-ip (see Unit 5.2). 

3. -2? cannot be regarded as a shortened form of 10^ that has developed 
over time, as it is also present at the earliest stage of Semitic in the form of 
Akkadian sa, as well as in Phoenician *s (with prosthetic alef) and Punic s-. 
In the Bible, it is attested in passages like Jg 6.17 CD2? " I 3 I D nntiJ^ ni« 'the 
sign of which you spoke to me'), four more times in Jg 5-8, as well as in 
other early texts. 

4. Probably because it was regarded as a northern colloquialism, -9 dis
appeared from the literary idiom of BH but re-emerged in the LBH period (in 
Ca, Ec, Ps, Jon, and Lm), where it alternates with "ICDK. then, appears to 
be a dialect form that was conserved in the vernacular language. E. Qimron 
(1986, 82-83) claims that while was rejected at Qumran as inappropriate 
for literary composition, the many instances in the Scrolls of b "ICDK 'which 
is to' (or simply -b 'of, to' on its own) echo RH usage of -C? (and more 
specifically b0). In the Copper Scroll and 4QMMT, b^ is used extensively. 

in Grammar and usage 

5. -(p's origins as a demonstrative particle is reflected in its use both as a 
relative pronoun in relationship to an antecedent and as a conjunction in rela
tionship to a following clause. A text such as 

UTV-mb 13X15 ^b^ 
at Ps 124.6 may be interpreted in two, not always mutually exclusive, ways: 
'blessed be Y., who did not/because he did not deliver us as prey to their 
teeth'. In many colloquial situations, -2? has a purely demonstrative r61e, for 
example ^P^C l̂K... ] m ... tDĈ S '(if) he stretched out ... and placed or 
(even if) he took away' (Shab 1.1). 

6. as relative. 
A. Like BH is indeclinable and requires further grammatical 

specification through the use of suffixes referring to the antecedent, which 
are attached to verbs or prepositions. Retrospective determination of this 
kind is exemplified by 

r\mbo npi? rrm bn 
Any Torah with which there is not (literally, 'which there is not 
with her') work (Abot 2.2), 

A field that gentiles harvested (literally, 'that harvested her') (Pea 
2.7), 
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and 
ubmT\' nn mrhin t\v^ IT 

That is the hour at which Jerusalem was ci^tured (literally, 'which 
was captured at her') (SLv 26.33 [W 112b]). 

B. -C9 can also be retrospectively determined by an adverb of place (Dtp 
*there\ UBO 'from there', and UDb 'to there', equivalent to 13, nayiDQQ, and 
rhhb) when the antecedent is OipD 'place' or has spatial reference, for ex
ample 09*? '^n^ DIpQn 'the place to which he went' (Pea 4.1). The same us
age is common in BH (e.g. 2 K 6.2). 

C. Retrospective determination may be omitted when there is no ques
tion of ambiguity, as in CTî  Vitrb blVWn D''C?3 ]̂''t̂ p Dippil 'and in the place 
that (i.e. 'where') there are no men, make the effort to be a man' (Abot 2.5). 

D. -0's originally demonstrative function is especially clear when it has 
as antecedent ''D 'who?', np 'what?', or *bD 'all', in structures like -2?''Q 
'who(m)ever', -2? no or i^ini? np 'whatever', and Kin0''':?3 'all/anyone 
who(m)' (see Unit 6.5-8), 

E. For the particle biZJ (i.e. -0 followed by 'to, of ) and the indepen
dent possessive pronoun, see Unit 4. 

F. Relative -2? is sometimes preceded by m with no clear antecedent. 
The resulting construction, -2? TO 'that which' may function as an object or 
as a subject, but its primary role is to indicate a greater degree of determina
tion, which is sometimes best expressed by rendering -0 m as 'with regard 
to that which'. In BH, a similar formulation, 12?̂ ^TO, occurs in structures in
correctly classified as independent relative clauses, which are in reality 
clauses introduced by determinative 10^ (see Meyer 1992, §115.5B-C, 
where Gn 49.1 is cited; for the demonstrative function of TO, see Unit 2.7). 
Examples of -2) include: 

12^3nnD02? no t̂ iii'̂  ,nnsD j n ^ © TO 
With regard to that which requires expiation, the dead are excluded 
as their soul £a:ones for them (SNm 4.5 (H 7]); 

b'n^\ b'^n^rb 13112? TO 
That which it is customary to immerse, let it be immersed (AZ 
5.12); 

nbun bmnb nio^ ,n^53 n^m nio^tf m 
That which is prohibited because it is carrion, it is prohibited to 
cook in milk (Hul 8.4). 

7. -2? as conjunction. 
A. With the meaning 'that', -0 introduces an 'object clause' where BH 

would employ '3 or 12?̂ .̂ In this sense it is also commonly used to introduce 
indirect speech, for example ^nni$«inn ^TW lOm b^ 'do not say that it 
will come after you' (Abot 4.14). an Ec 5.4 [LBH], we find im and to
gether: Cfe0n K*P1 ninrap nnrrt^^P ni^tj nto 'better is one who does not vow 
than one who vows and then does not fulfil the vow'. 
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B. Rarely, -2? also introduces direct speech, as in: 

He strictly commanded him. Eat the fish (Mek 14.5 [L 1.195]); 

Rabbi Papias gave testimony If one shaves for the first time on 
the thirtieth day (Naz 3.2); 

»3« 'b imD -yyb nm pm 
Deserving of credit is one v̂ ĥo says. My father said to me' (TosKet 
3.3). 

Usually, though, direct speech is introduced by an oath formula of the 
kind -2? |Dt«5, -2? TOQ^, |2 ip , or D3ip, all of which mean 'most truly', 'I 
swear', etc. The following example comes from SNm 15.2 (H 20): 

And the woman will respond. Amen, amen [Nm 5.22]: Truly I have 
not defiled myself, truly I shall not defile myself. 

The formula 'swear that' with personal subject is also used in 
this context, for example 

•̂ 3̂2 bv nnim iv ]K3D ^ b m n '^aon vnm 
I swear by your great name, I shall not move from here until you 
take pity on your children (Taa 3.8). 

C. After a biblical quotation, -CD can have explanatory or exegetical 
value, 'meaning/teaching/showing that', 'that is to say', etc., for example 

m p s : ,nnpi? nn^n ,rnD 'n -aiQ3] vit nvi\Ti 
And she will have offspring [Nm 5.28], (which is to say) that if be
fore she was bairen. now she is visited (with children) (SNm 19.3 
[H23]). 

A fuller version of the formula, IBbn 'teaching that' or -2? 'declaring 
that', is often found. 

Frequently, though, 'exegetical' has a final sense, 'in order that, so 
that', as in the common formula ikb^ '(this is written) so that one might 
not say' (see also Unit 30.6). 

D. Alone or in combination with a preposition, for example IV 'until, 
before', -2?'*5BD 'because', ^ 3 'when', or -Ĉ Q *after', -2? introduces causal, 
temporal, final, md consecutive clauses. Of special note is the use of causal 
-2? in the meaning of 'if, as in 'l)bB nw 1'*T3 T i n 'I shall become a Nazirite 
because/if this is so-and-so' (Naz 5.5) or 

nnspo HDbn ̂ w •'DD TO nspt^ 
May I bury my children if this is not a corrupt halakhah (Ohol 
16.1). 

8. The demonstrative function of -CD is especially striking in the 
adverbial construction -3 K^Cti introducing a circumstantial clause, for 
example nnV2 \kb^ 2)23 ninn 'whoever kills without witnesses' (Sanh 9.5). 
A similar construction, rOQ bv \kb^, is found at Abot 1.3: 
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ons bnjpb roQ \^b^ nnn-TO n^mmn 
Who serve the master, not for the sake of receiving remuneration. 

The structure -2}kb "ti^ is found only once in the Bible (Dt 8.9), but is well-
attested in the Manual of Discipline from Qumran. 

The construction -2 ... -3 is frequently employed to help express a 
totality by means of affinnation and denial, for example 

n3iQ3 ikbD .13103 n^r30 rrins yby^ 
The fruits of the seventh year can be eaten with thanks and without 
thanks (Eduy 5.1). 

With 'b for -3 , the construction is found at, for example, Makhsh 6.8: 

Whether deliberately or not. 
The following text exemplifies a structure often found in tannaitic ex

egetical literature: 
iDit^ um ,nTQi?3 nn '1131D31 b\r\wr m iDn3n no 

?nTDi?3 t^an n-rovn t^b^ iri^ ik .m^n^ 
Thus you are to bless the children of Israel [Nm 6.23], Standing. 
Standing, you maintain, but is it not the same whether standing or 
not standing? (SNm 39.3 [H 42]). 

9. The use of -Q? lK (see above, §5) gives an adversative character to the 
proposition that follows. The Mekhilta text already quoted (§7b) continues 

nm prw ii^ hidd nm npbm 
(Eat the fish) or you will suffer a hundred strokes you will pay a 
hundred minas (Mek 14.5 [L 195]). 

Similar are D'̂CDO'P imn̂ nCD It̂  n^2 'whether he shaved himself or robbers 
shaved him' (Naz 6.3) and tPnm vbv 111^2? 1« rrn rbo^ i f a wild animal 
devours him or the ram falls upon him' (SNm 112.4 [H 122]). N.M. Wald
man (1989, 134-35) repeats J. Blau's finding that a series of alternative 
propositions beginning with It̂  requires the repetition of the conjunction that 
introduced the very first clause (i.e. 'if ... or if, not simply 'if ... or'); simi
larly, each alternative in a sequence of indirect questions may be preceded by 

(see Pes 9.9, quoted at Unit 25.9). In other structures expressing alterna
tives, the it̂  may be omitted, for example 

vmb \kbm rbnitp ^b^ irnpc? 
If one slaughters (the lamb), but not for those who might eat it or 
are numberered (among those who might eat it) (Pes 6.6). 

When expressing a contrast, the verb of the antithesis is often intî oduced 
by the formula -2? t^im 'but, nonetheless, he', for example 

i32?D2? «ini Ab nm .ni© ]yn 
Where is my ox? He answered him. It's dead, but in fact it was just 
lame (Shebu 8.2). 
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IV Phraseology 

10. -'?i3")l??"TO *that which is the custom of, where "^ll *way' refers 
to something that occurs habitually; the formula as a whole is continued by 
an infinitive, for example 

inp^ 12pb 1311© HDI ^-^^ ^ItB'b 13-Il^'nt^ 
That which is normally burnt is burnt and that which is normally 
buried is buried (Tem 7.5; other examples include Dem 2.5; Shebi 
8.3; Orl 3.7). 

11. "10^30, literally 'which was said', a frequent way of introducing a 
quotation from Scripture to back up or exemplify a statement, usually ren
dered by 'as it is said'. 

12. -3t̂ *P01 . . . -3 'with ... and without'. See above, §8, and Unit 26.10. 
A related expression is -2? ]''y\... -Cp j ' S 'whether ... or', for example 

inn ] M P yy\... ]nn jnlpc; yn 
Whether they read them ... or do not read them (Shab 16.1). 

V Vocabulary 

t̂ 'pt̂  'im 'is it not rather?' (introducing an alternative interpretation) 
njK 'bind, unite, make a sheaf 
irm Ob'^^^) 'even if 
-ti 'B bv (B''m) 'although' 
rrn 'house', often with special reference to the temple: n''5n''33n 'in the 

presence of the temple' (i.e. before its destruction) 
yiVPn 'tribunal' 
nnns 'decree, law' 
^rnn (i.e. "I^nn) 'here I am' (BH D̂]n) 
tit 'move, depart' 
bbn 'totality, general rule, principle, or formula, generalization' 
np^ 'receive strokes, be whipped' 

'transport', 1?2D 'contact'; t^^Q/V^obbn 'the general principle applying 
to contact/transport' (case-law terms relating to the transmission of im
purity) 

]';3D (i.e. y^]0) 'from where?' (often used in exegetical literature to find out 
the biblical source-text of a particular conclusion) 

m 'guide, be in use, be applicable, be practised' 
'bite' 

0*̂ 93 nw&3 'raising of hands' (in blessing) 
î np 'fix, establish, determine' 
pW 'market, town square' 
Ipn 'prepare, correct' 
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VI Exercises 

.Di«n HDDO pnin-'iffii n r-i 

.^i)i2/nD^2?3]Vi'y0hp^nu^b^]rbmnthtIT\^ .3 
.-[^ n;DiT nr«9 '}rm ndf> i^uiiv jpnm .4 

iiyn f7 î nip Kin -^nn sJnpnd ^nnlng pQli?i is???? i t o i ^ ' s h ? y^ .5 
D*»toPDi nnln I t s '"s ̂ i? ^hd^hd nnlra d"'3S n^jpn .6 

' .'ran Dbii?3 p'^n f ^ ĉ'̂ niD 

umo 13 3nl3 lrK0 toi ^nio^ n.i^« [Kd©di mm b ^nlai? TO .8 
.nriDrn t̂ĵ rKDJDD] 

.HCDD ':̂ '7Db t̂ n K*:? mo bh^h m ^b ,«feD bbnb i?2o'̂ ^?'? TO .9 
.pi©5 init^ fi3lt^ ; f35 "lîW'? 13112? TO 'jnolt^ 'T?n. lO 

.n-in ,«in0 bn bom ^bm T\m3D. 11 
,n'om TT?^ b^hn b^von 'mb 'b hm. 12 

.r3S3 ̂ bm^ t b ? p^noit^ *7̂ n n-'Di , r B 3 ,DnQl« 'kdcd n4 .13 
.]n rvnn ^bm yi n o 3 ,]'»nQit̂  bbn n̂ nV̂ f i n^na ^"Tplî  't̂ acp 

"BO nniot!^ it /^rn hd pnrm iri h d ,n'iDiK i? ;ilQ3': •'nz?. 14 
TO ^crii? y^ It'^i nni? l6' .it b^ rhvn 'BO n n m In It ̂  n^i?3 

iT î mn IT^ .n iniD Dni;' N*PŶ9 toi ,n-}ioj^ nrnj? 2)̂ i9 
.nniot^ win nb f hc? toi ,niriiD d^33 mmn 

nm HTO .D^SDnit̂ ''2;33 i ' b '1 -i3-7D3]*:?«n(z?̂  "SDTO-f-innnD .15 
?D-'S)3 niK 2̂?33 t̂ *72?i •"'SD D^mmn ti^b^ ̂ m ^ ,0-̂ 23 rm^mn 

IK ,nni3P^ ,nDit̂  h t o .nniai^ ,rT ̂ n" nnnon] nor nnpn "ithi .16 
?nii3J)bi^^ini in5?^ 

3ni3 |i2;t̂ "i nmo ,n^3n "323 \^bm rrnn ^3S3 n3ni3 n^n3 no . 17 
.n''3n 3̂D3 ̂ bm vrnn ^323 

DipD ,nin3pn n''3^ 'b nnm no^ .pnb nnw nnvb ibm .18 
D''3r3D unnv 'b 2r ,i3"i i^ lotk .nm mb b^n' 'nn 

.n^b33 n30i2?n ym n\po .yn^b miinb 'b ,mr no^ .^h idd 
]D 71 'b mm m^ Mnvb nom nmb inon nnnn nob .bm .19 
bn\^nD ,nTT331^ i d k .w'^y^ pwn ]o n b mnm .pi2?n 

^3nn nm .n3D nm prw ik niDD nm npbvm it< Tin TO 
.bnit^ 

.i3in*7 DniiD32? ]i"in«n i t ,D n̂ ]d *:'«-)2r32? ]nn\^n rf^mn .20 

Sources. 1. Abot 2.9. 2. Abot 2.9. 3. Abot 2.10. 4. Abot 2.12. 5. Abot 3.2. 
6. Abot 3.11. 7. Abot 4.8. 8.AZ3.4. 9. Hul 9.5. 10. Shebi 8.3. 11. Shebu 
3.1. 12. Taa 3.8. 13. Yeb 13.1. 14. Yeb 16.2. 15. SNm 39.4 (H 42). 16. 
SNm 116.6 (H 134). 17. SNm 119.6 (H 146). 18. Mek 12.1 (L 1.7-8). 19. 
Mek 14.5 (L 1.195). 20. Mek 14.27 (L 1.245). 
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I Introductory text (Ber 1.5) 

]3D n n ,rrnTi? ]3 n t ^ ^ K ' m I T O .ni'p'^^? t n ^ D TO^^^". P ^ D T D 

]3 iWnn^ iv :rtfTbi crni^D TO-'i^ noKT® "not K*:?! n̂ cp D- 'PD?? 

Dnnni ?|"!ri p̂'*' ^ 3 Dn.:!;SD T^'^ ur-m inm ]mt> rm^^ 
•»p''',DnDlt̂  D'QDOi .nî "»*>jn -p" .o-̂ p̂ n ,"?[''̂ n p̂̂ ' 'tcD 

During the night, one has to mention the exodus from Egypt. Rabbi Eleazar 
ben Azariah said, I was already seventy years old and had still not been able 
to prove that the exodus from Egypt was to be recited at night until Ben 
Zoma explained it in accordance with what had been said: That you might 
remember the day of your coming out from the land of Egypt all the days of 
your life [Dt 16.3]: 'the days of your Hfe' refers to the days, 'all the days of 
your life' refers to the nights. However, (the) sages affirm: 'the days of your 
life' refers to the present world, 'all the days of your Ufe' includes the days 
of the Messiah. 

1. This is an example of the typical tannaitic enterprise of legitimizing 
halakhah through Scripture. The prescription that governed the praying of 
the shema' was that at night one did not have to recite the section about 
phylacteries (Nm 15.37-41) except for the final verse, which mentions the 
liberation from Egypt. What was the justification for this rule? Ben Zoma 
saw the answer in the apparently unnecessary use of 'all' at Dt 16.3, 
which he understood as a particle of 'amplification' ("'13*'")), that extends the 
meaning of 'the days of your life' to include the nights. It should be said, 
though, that the value of this halakhah does not in any way derive from the 
fact that it could be justified by Scripture but simply from its inclusion in the 
halakhic tradition, for in fact the rabbis rejected Ben Zoma's exegesis. 

As we noted in connection with the introductory text of Unit 8 (Abot 
3.17), here too K dispenses with biblical quotations. 

n Morphology 

2. The vast majority of RH nouns and adjectives are also found in BH or 
derive from old Hebrew roots. Even nouns taken from Aramaic are usually 

UNIT NINE 

NOUN PATTERNS 
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found to have counterparts from the same root in Hebrew. In many cases, 
Aramaic influence is seen in RH*s choice of noun pattern (see Introduction, 
§4.2.6-7), although these are also dways found, albeit to a more limited ex
tent, in BH. 

3. RH displays a great capacity for exploiting the noun patterns of BH 
for generating new words. Particularly striking are the patterns H^'^Dp, 
^1Dp/rr*79p, btl^pTih^U/n^pTJ, which express the verbal action of, respec
tively, the Qal, Pi* el, and Hifil conjugations, and *PDp, which is used to des
ignate persons who work in particular fields or hold particular offices. 

4. Nouns of type Tb'Op. 
A. Nouns of this pattern are created with ease by RH and greatly out

number instances of the same model found in the Bible—n1p'*10 'hissings' 
(Jg 5.16) is one of the few examples found in AH and in classical BH the pat
tern is only attested in texts of northern origin (for example, peiiiaps TTTn^ in 
the sense of iordship' at 1 K 15.13.). However, in the Mishnah alone, the 
n^lpp pattern has given rise to 130 nouns, such as Tb'm 'eating', tVT^l 
'bite', and np**ntD 'silence'. In the following example, H T T ^ and nSTlS have 
been created by RH from the verbs 1T3 and WTB: 

ncrns Dipn bnn H T T ] yv^ 
Abstinence always implies separation (SNm 23.3 [H 28]). 

B. The Tp'^p pattern can be realized in a variety of ways, so that we 
find, for example, most commonly m/3i?, then n T 3 9 , and then n"15? 
'transgression', but nTt2, then n"JT2, and then nT?2 'law, decree'. 

C* In lamed-yod and lamed-alef werhs, rfTtDp takes the form exemplified 
by n n 2 (plural n i n 2 ) 'creation, creature' (from the root ^12), The form 
Wl'p 'reading, recitation', found at Abot 2.13 in K, is often modified to 
nnpyni^np (root l^np), perhaps to distinguish it clearly from n n p 'village'. 
In ayin-yod and ayin-waw verbs, the rb'Op pattern is illustrated by T\mn 
'entrance' (root ^2), HD'̂ p 'establishing' (root Dip), T\T3, 'understanding' 
(root p3), and TiXVXl 'death' (root DIQ), which generally replaces its BH coun
terpart niD. 

5. Nouns of type ̂ lOp/Tl̂ pOp. 
A. Again, there are numerous examples of new nouns generated accord

ing to the b'^p pattern, expressing the verbal action of the Pi*el, or intensive, 
conjugation, as in TOI Ht̂  1133 'honouring father and mother' (Pea 1.1), 
UBTi b'bu 'profaning the (divine) name' (Abot 4.4), ''13n-tD1irD *mukiplica-
tion-diminution', 1131 'speaking', etc. Often, new formations replace older 
words, for example "•IVK, which is used instead of niKQ 'commandment', as 
in ^f> ^m n? iri 'this commandment is only for us' (SDt 345 [F 402]), 
although originally a slight semantic distinction might have been intended 
(the prcx̂ ess or act of commanding as again^ the commandment that results 
from this process or act; see below, §10). 

B. The frequency of the rfj^p vmiant, also found in BH, is clearly due 
to Aramaic influence. Examples include r t a p 'reception', l f ^ 3 'annulment. 
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in Grammar and usage 

9. The extraordinarily widespre^ use of the patterns nb'Op, b^^p, md 
nb^pn in the creation of new words is explicable in terms of a corresponding 
decrease in the use of the infinitive construct, which had previously func
tioned as a genuine noun, even to the extent of taking pronominal suffixes 

emptiness', and TiTO 'intention'. 
C. The passive and reflexive conjugations (Nifal md Hitpa'el) do not 

give rise to specific noun patterns; instead, nouns are formed from the corre
sponding active conjugations (Qal and Pi'el). Thus, for example, the verbal 
noun of the Hitpa'el Hl inn 'confess' is the *?Bp form "1T1 'confession'. On 
the other hand, the noun mn 'extermination', commonly found in the Mish
nah, is simply a form of the Nifal infinitive mnn (where the form with in
troductory -b 'to', i.e. monb *to be exterminated', has undergone elision of 
he, giving m.D''';̂ ; after removal of the -b, now regarded as nothing more 
than the lamed of the infinitive, the nominal form mn is the result; see Segal 
1927, §§116-17). 

6. Nouns of type b^pTih^pn/nbopn. 
A. Whereas the Ubopn pattern, exemplified by T\binn 'separation' and 

n p o a n 'interruption', is typical of Aramaic, '̂ tDprj and ^tDpH, as in lODH 
'loss',2?p'*rT 'comparison' (root2?p3), mdin'T} 'recognition' (root"!D2), are 
nominalized forms of the Hifil infinitive. 

B. From lamed-yod verbs are derived nouns exemplified by the word for 
'instruction' (from the verb n]): TimyiH in the Babylonian tradition, nn in in 
the Palestinian tradition. From pe-yod verbs come nouns like TimfiTl 
'extraction' (from ^T) and ni"j1n 'descent' (from lyj. An example of a 
noun derived from an ayin-waw verb is mnn 'bringing' (from KiD). 

7. Nouns of type b^p. 
Many names of offices, professions, and verbal actions conform to this 

model, for example "lp3 'cowhand', ]S0 'sailor', "ISO 'barber', 'judge', 
T";n 'debtor', 7171 'murderer*, and O'Tl 'tailor'. There is a striking concentra
tion of such tenns in Qid 4.14: 

;mm npn , |£c , nso boi ,im m m mj$ nob' \kb 

Let no-one teach their child (the office of) ass-driver, camel-driver, 
barber, sailor, shepherd, or shopkeeper, for each is the office of 
robbers. 

8. Nouns of type ]^ ip / [^op. 
This characteristically RH noun pattern, employed, like b^p, for agents 

of actions, professions, and permanent attributes, is conserved in the eastern 
tradition as ]bmp. Thus, for example, at BQ 10.5, ]b\^n HDriQ Um 'if it is on 
account of the robber', K reads ]bn^n. 
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IV Phraseology 

12. n ^ n niOt̂  ]"J10t̂  'the prohibition on them is a prohibition on 
(deriving any) benefit (from them)' (AZ 2.3; see also AZ 2.4,6, etc.), used in 
reference to unclean things from which no benefit may be derived in any way 
whatsoever, for example, by selling them to gentiles. 

13. ni^D10?)n 'loss that comes from fulfilling a precept', niDi^lOOn 
'loss that results from transgression'. The expression HlDto 1 3 3 5 HIKD "IpSH 
(Abot 2.1) means something hke 'what is lost by what is gained' (more liter-

and being governed by prepositions, for example Cl^iDB Ontri? *when they 
were (literally, in their being') in Egypt' (1 S 2.27). Already in LBH this 
kind of usage was beginning to give way to -2?? *when' followed by finite 
verb and eventually to the use of a noun as such. Using the verb t̂ :̂ ", 'go out', 
the process may be schematically represented thus: iTO]i3 'and it was in 
his going out' > IHKIJB 'in his going out' > *when he went out' > 
i'p^ in^'':i''5 in his exit'. In this chain of events, Qumran occupies an inter
mediate position (see Qimron 1986,72-73). 

10. In origin, such new nouns denoted the action of the verbs they derive 
from and are often incorrectly labelled 'abstract'. In fact, in many cases they 
have, over time, come to signify the result of an action rather than the action 
itself. Thus, for example, n")T2, '(action of) decreeing' came to mean the de
cree itself or the law decreed by it and, similarly, '(action of) command
ing' ended up by denoting the 'commandment' itself, un'^] '(act of) sitting' 
came to mean 'session', 'settlement', or the place or type of meeting, and 
HD^nn '(action of) cutting' came to mean, first, 'cut, slash', and then, with a 
dagesh in the kaf, the 'piece' that had been cut off. (E.Y. Kutscher [1971, 
1601] saw in nSTin a vestige of RH's attempt to form a special pattern, 
nb'np, to express the result of an action.) 

In some cases, semantic development went even further. For example, 
nrD0, literally 'habitation' (which, although frequent in the midrashim and 
targumim, occurs only twice in the Mishnah and not at all in the Bible), came 
to denote the divine presence and eventually was employed as a figure for 
God himself, as at SNm 161.3: 

Dmrn mo© one? B^mn bmi^' on n o o n 
How beloved are the Israelites, among whom, even when they are 
impure, the Shekhinah dwells. 

In other instances, though, the original verbal action sense has remained, 
for example TQ^-bbu 'honouring-profaning' andHD*'*:?! 'walking'. 

11. Clearly under Aramaic influence, nouns of the type Tp^Op can be 
made to re-express basic verbal action by addition of the old feminine ab
stract suffix DI-, for example DnOH ni*:?''02 'performing deeds of love' and 
D-'S? mem 'raising of hands'. 
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V Vocabulary 

(BH y^/]'^) *no(t)', used in front of words beginning with alef, e.g. 
"'fĉ  impossible' 

110H5 'prohibition' 
1 ^ 3 'empty, null' (participle/adjective from the stative verb b^n) 
112 'push, lead' 
nybrj 'walk' 
nmrt 'advantage, use, enjoyment, usufruct' 
10317 ioss, disadvantage' 
12?n 'suspect', 11©n 'suspected (of)' 
•̂ tpny^On 'set apart, hold back' 
nV'T 'weariness, work, effort' 
n^nb 'hiss' 
n^^pV 'sting' 
31p]? 'scorpion' 
t^plB (5tav8oKeiov) 'tavern, inn' 
HKD^IB 'separation, withdrawal' 

ally, *the loss [that comes through fulfilment] of a precept is in corre
spondence to its reward'). 

14. IT011313 *with just one word', a formula that concerns the miracu
lous ability of God to say many things with a single utterance, exemphfied by 
the giving of the ten commandments, as presented at Mek 20.1 (L 2.22): 

1TO(2; iQ*?D ,m '3 niQ©i rbm unnm bD m rrrrb^ i 3 i n 
•11 i(Dnb i2?2« "HCD I D , in« i i 3 n 3 D n 3 i rrmv oipDi 

i m i i i K i i 3 n 3 n i i 3 i n rrmv n"3pn imD I D ^ D ... ] D I Q I ^ 
-mv "]S3 i i 3 n i i 3 n J D I D I 

And God spoke all these words (Ex 20.1). This teaches that the om
nipresent one spoke the ten commandments by means of only one 
utterance, something impossible for flesh and blood .... It teaches 
that the holy one, blessed be he, spoke the ten commandments by 
means of only one utterance and afterwards specified them one by 
one separately. 

Other, more prosaic, examples can be found at SNm 102.2 (H 100) ^.d SDt 
233 (F265). 

15. D^ton ]1pn 'BD *for the maintenance of the world, for the good 
order of the world', for example Git 4.6: 

ym .Dbivn | ipn "^BD ,|n-Di nn bv m r nnnwn m f l i s yiA 
nb'\vnxpri';BO,]n^^^ 

Captives cannot be ransomed for more than their price, so as to 
maintain the order of the world. Nor may one liberie captives, so as 
to maintain the order of the world. 
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nrnn 'bestiality' 
rTD̂ DSJ 'spilling', as inD"pirO''D0 'bloodshed' 

VI Exercises 

.niln*? p n p p i n ingn m nrrt^... jinrn^^ro tTD*?rip . i 

bDnom ,n-]02n 133? nn3i? iDfei i ^ p frj^D l o s n D O T D .3 

rrm bq^ .pp nn20D nrv:m ra-^rp ̂ pt̂  ̂ n i D5? rrm iihr\ n s ; .4 

.'^nrrD'''a5*pin^ .6 
,non vb0 \rbmn T H T ,D^aDrf?(9'|-iit^ la? O D O H D nm .7 

m o n ? ! 
.nnao nr?© ,nnin n n i Dna'̂ a m p 3 0 l * t p ' .8 

.fip*'"ncf iiDDif? r o ,m©'-B7 r o c r n m .9 
.n?3 fH ,nWpK m ',wn p ^ n r ? fR J O 

.nnai? nnni? nD©i m̂2iD mniD ID©?? ,nn?i? mnia nnnm m:̂ D nniia m:y^. 11 
.nn-'H i3f3D p-ilB ,pin ]p IQKI? "^©im J2 

,npsn3 i-iD© rrmb irmvTmb nriD . o ' ^TO^ra niiD vnm .13 
ns?pi nnQ ,nDfe3 i iosn , 1 3 ^ iriD^f? n©p 

.iil p̂ r̂r nt ,12^'? irm n#p ^DDH 

.D^n ,ntDli? "̂ În t̂ ^ ,i'orr n̂feiin "̂ în ,iTa nfi?.yD n?© xpm 
.nnt nmai? R2 sr. r®i0 sr© nn^'D bn. 15 

... nv'^-in "̂ î? i n i ^ n f ^ B D ^ola^ nli^nijB nQna I ^ T D I ^ Q f H . 16 
.D^Qi ro-'ss© bv xiwm n ^ ,1091? O I K imn": ^b^ 

.rmn I I O K jniom ,jnio^ cr i s^ ' c n ^ n . 17 
.n^i^D r\m )kb m ,n ;^ ''H^^ID 11? i-KDt̂ in nb''>3 J>D© m n p D niDS |nn . 18 

©npn ^ im'' ipn Kir mn ,Kin -jT-in©iipn ^ S D t^r i i ^ i n mn©D . 19 
.^n©** 'r̂ î D©*? Kin -[inn 

.n'̂ 'TOi nbot< K ^ rrr^ ym .20 

Sources. 1. Abot 1.12. 2. Abot 1.17. 3. Abot 2.1. 4. Abot 2.2. 5. Abot 2.7. 
6. Abot 2.10. 7. Abot 2.10. 8. Abot 3.2. 9. Abot 3.13. 10. Abot 3.17. 11. 
Abot 4.2. 12. Abot 4.7. 13. Abot 5.12. 14. Abot 5.14. 15.AZ1.3. 16. AZ 
2.1. 17.AZ2.3. 18.Ber2.5. 19. SDt 343 (F 399). 20. TosSot 3.10. 
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UNIT TEN 

GENDER AND NUMBER OF NOUNS 

I Introductory text (SNm 112.4 [H 121]) 

xmvb niDH j"m]?3 mon , r « ^ ncD 12102] mnn m2n mnn niDn 
mm ©s^n nm2T\ ^ I D I K mn© "3*:? >t̂ i?D©^ n -b noK .t^n^pi? n 

niDH > ' n HQ .niD*pii? n © ^ 3 mnnD ©*TO nt^ 5;DI© nannn] 
.Dit^ ]T©^D n-nn n-Qi .t^nn ©s^n niDn 

That person will be exterminated with extermination [Nm 15.31]: will be ex
terminated, in this world; with extermination, in the world to come as well— 
words of R. Akiba. But R. Ishmael responded. Because it also says, And that 
soul must be exterminated (Nm 15.30], do I have to understand that there are 
three exterminations corresponding to three worlds? The Torah was speaking 
in the idiom of human beings. 

1. Here we see the clear difference of mood and method that distin
guishes AJciba and Ishmael. For Akiba, the structure of finite verb followed 
by its infinitive absolute alludes to the present and future worlds. But Ishmael 
insists that such a form of expression is simply a matter of emphasis, typical 
of the way in which human beings speak, which is also the way in which the 
Bible itself communicates. Because of that, inferences of the type drawn by 
Akiba are avoided by the school of Ishmael—the mention of the verb 
'exterminate' in the preceding verse confirms the absurdity of exploiting this 
kind of linguistic detail for exegetical ends. 

Throughout the Mishnah and tannaitic midrashim, the plural niQ*pil? 
'worlds' is found only here and at Uqs3.12(where the text may well not 
be original; there is also a further example in a manuscript of the Tosefta), 
and refers to a fantastic or impossible world (see below, §11). 

II Morphology 

2. From a morphological perspective, RH, like BH, recognizes just two 
genders in the noun and adjective—masculine and feminine—and three 
kinds of number—singular, plural, and dual. 

3. There is no special marker for masculine singular nouns and adjec
tives. 
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4. Feminine singular. 
A. A feminine singular noun is not always discernible as such from the 

viewpoint of morphology, because it does not necessarily result from the 
transformation of a corresponding masculine noun but can employ a com
pletely different root (as in 'father-mother'). As a rule, in RH, as in 
BH, female creatures, parts of the body occurring in pairs, and countries and 
cities are all construed as feminine. 

B. As in BH, the typical marker of feminine gender is the suffix H-, 
which will usually convert masculine adjectives and, less often, nouns into 
feminine, for example •?[nK/nDn:i 'obliged', ':?112/n^n2 'great', K^5:/nK'53 
'prophet/prophetess'. 

C. Because of the H- ending, therefore, all nouns of type n*7''tDp, H^pcp, 
and nbtppn (see Unit 9) are feminine. 

D. The ancient Semitic feminine suffix -(a)t is retained in RH much 
more often than in BH, for example nDHD 'priestess' (i.e. a female member of 
a priestly family). The Nifal participle feminine is generally of the form 
nStDp3, not, as in BH, H^Op]; for example, from the verb t^"]p comes the 
common form nt̂ "lp3 'called'. See further Units 16.6 and 19.2. 

E. The use of K; for H; has to be understood as an Aramaism, dating 
back either to the original text or to copyists. 

F. A characteristic feminine morpheme is the suffix VT- in adjectives and 
nouns, especially diminutives, for example n'*?© '(prayer) shawl, mantle', 
n"'D"Jfĉ  'Aramaic', n n n ? 'little jug', and also DV, in abstracts and in nouns 
expressing the action of a verb (see Unit 9), for example nn*'©!? 'wealth' and 
ni©nD 'separation'. 

5, Masculine plural. 
A. The masculine plural marker •"'̂  alternates with y-, doubtless under 

the influence of Aramaic, although this is not to deny that the ending -m is a 
feature of the Semitic languages in general and appears in the Mesha stela 
and at Jg 5.10 (see Segal 1927, §281). E.Y. Kutscher (1982,121-22) showed 
how final -m passed to -n, and not only in the plural, in the final phase of the 
biblical period. Thus, the pervasive use of final nun for mem probably relates 
to nasahzation as a dialect feature that can be traced back to the very earliest 
stages in the development of Hebrew. 

B. Some nouns change their morphological shape when pluralized, for 
example rvb^ 'emissary' (of type *:?''Dp), pmb© 'emissaries' (of type 
biDp)—in this instance, the altemation is really between noun and participle, 
although the presence in good manuscripts of a Qal passive pzaticiple in 
*PBp, 'corrected' in printed editions (see Unit 19.3F), should also be noted. 

On occasions, we also find morphological patterns employed for the 
plural that differ from those used by BH, for example 1^ 'side', pluralized as 
• n y in BH but Wli;^ in RH. (However the form Unm as the plural oflW 
'ox' is not unique to RH, as M.H. Segal [1927, §282] seems to imply, but is 
also found at Ho 12.2). 
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C. As in BH, there are many feminine nouns that take a mascuHne form 
in the plural, for example nm 'wheat' (tPm) and niVtD 'barley' (nni?(D). 

6. Feminine plural. 
A. The standard marker of the femine plural is Di-, as in BH. 
B. However, nouns ending in PV, which in BH would take a plural in 

n t v (e.g.nobn 'kingdom',nl^D^Q 'kingdoms'), taken?-: in manuscripts 
reflecting the Palestinian tradition of RH (thus, HiO^D). There is a consider
able increase in nouns of this kind in RH, for example nrvn (plural nt")n3) 
'(vow of) Naziritehood' (Naz 3.2). Manuscripts belonging to the Babylonian 
tradition of RH conserve the equally Palestinian form of the plural in HVV 
(see Introduction, §10.3). 

C. Under the influence of the numerous Greek and Latin words that 
came into common usage, the ending nlH; or Hi'; was introduced, not only 
for Hebraized loanwords but also, by analogy, for native words, for example 
nipD (plural ni^pO) 'ritual bath' (see Unit 12.5B-C). 

D. For D« 'mother', the plurals n\m and Hinm are attested. As in BH, 
the plural of HinK 'sister' is DVn ,̂ 

E. Many masculine nouns take the feminine suffix in the plural, for ex
ample 'reading' (plural n1î "JpD 'comments'), pirri 'infant' (plural 
nipi rn) . ' 

To this group belong the numerous nominalized infinitives of type 
b^pn/bnpn (see Unit 9.3, 6), which form their plural in Hi-, according to the 
feminine pattern H^ippn, for example ©IpH 'consecrated property' (plural 
nwnjpn). The same is true of n"1D 'extermination', the nominalized M/'a/ in
finitive m s p ] , which in the plural becomes DirT"!?, as though from a singu
lar form ntrnn. 

7. The dual retains the same morphological marker that it has in BH: D̂ ::. 

in Grammar and usage 

8. Because BH represents just a limited portion of the language used in 
the biblical period, it comes as no surprise that in the Bible certain words are 
only known in their singular or plural or masculine or feminine forms. The 
presence in RH of forms unattested in BH is important simply because they 
represent the way in which the Hebrew language underwent morphological 
and semantic developments. And, as N.H. Waldman (1989, 118) has noted, 
'gender changes between Biblical and Mishnaic Hebrew are quite drmnatic'. 

9. RH can obtain an extended meaning for certain words merely by em
ploying them in a different grammatical gender but without any overt mor
phological change, for example: 

feminine 'palm (of hand)', 'scale (for weights)', masculine 
'spoon'; 
feminine 'rock', masculine 'coin'; 
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bT\ feminine 'foot' (dualD^^n 'feet'), masculine 'pilgrim festival' 
(plural D^*7n). 

Sometimes, the gender change is due solely to Aramaic influence, as with 
0^^ 'cup', which is feminine in BH (Lm 4.21) but masculine in RH (for ex
ample ymi OiD 'first cup' at Pes 10.2 and l-^rancto niOl3 'exquisite cups' at 
TosSot 3.4), despite maintaining the plural in Hi- (see also Pes 10.1). 

10. When a noun develops masculine and feminine forms, these usually 
mean something subtly different, for example: 

]3 'garden', npyn f 2 'vegetable garden'; 
'shed (for animals or logs)'; HTl 'dwelling place (of humans)'; 

•in 'debt, offence'; nnin 'obligation'; 
bTi 'sand'; n*p1rT 'sand dune'; 
nnn 'sword'; n2nn 'knife'. 

11. The development of two plural forms, one masculine, the other femi
nine, implies the addition of a special extended meaning, for example: 

UV 'day', •"'D'; 'days', nlD; 'epoch' (always in the construct), a col
lective sense employed in such phrases as n'0isn nlD"*? 'in the 
messianic age' or HQnn ri'IQ''--Q''092n nlQ"| 'dry season-rainy 
season' (here we have once again an archaic form that has reap
peared in RH—it occurs at Dt 32.7 alongside Di:^); 
'year', U'HD 'years', PI]© *age, era' (collective); 

"13jP 'grave', Dnilp 'graves', Pl l^p 'graveyard'; 
3 1 'much', D*'31 'many', Pl31 'teachers' (always with pronominal 

suffix); 
n'psri 'prayer', Pi^DP 'prayers', C^l^SP 'phylacteries'; 
dTiV/trnb^V 'world, eternity', PlD^il? 'hypothetical worlds', a dif

ference analogous to that of Wtlbt^ 'God', Pin^^ 'gods' (note 
also the tone of exaggeration conveyed by the use of the rare 
plural Pir% from ]X 'wine', at TosSot 3.4: 

yrtymn PTOIDD ynnm ipp©n mn 
She [the adulteress] gave him exquisite wines to drink 
from exquisite cups); 

©IID 'midrash, study', D''©11Q 'midrashic texts' (although this is a 
mediaeval formation), Pl©l"TD '(midrashic) interpretations'. 

12. In its use of the dual, we can appreciate how RH has developed inde
pendently of both BH and Arammc. For the dual, which had been widely 
used in the early Canaanite dialects but was much less common in BH and 
virtually unknown in Aramaic, returned in vigorous form to RH to indicate 
anything found in pairs, for example D''3p 'two kabs' or o n t o 'twocors'. 
RH also preserves dual forms, such as Wn^^ 'backs' (singular ns) and D'*31p 
'intestines' (singular Hip), which are only attested in the Bible in construct 
or with suffixes. 
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V Vocabulary 

113 'uncultivated land' 
rmV2, ymvb, abbreviations of mn ubiV2 'in this world' and t^sno^ll?^ 

'in the future world' 
p'^n (hi. of pTD) 'cause harm' 
-3 nD\ 'take possession of, acquire the right to' 
niDt 'benevolence' 
mnn '(-? 'as' plus n^n 'see') 'aptly, as it should be' 
©ra 'strike' (in htp. 'fight') 
nb:%^ 'scroll'; used specifically as a designation for the book of Esther 
TQ ( p 'from' plusT 'hand') 'immediately' 
niO'lPD (plural of HID'PD) 'kingdoms', also in reference to biblical verses on 

the kingdom of God recited on new year's day (see RS 4.5, where 
nWipt and nilSi© refer to verses about, respectively, memorials and 

IV Phraseology 

13. '^Q'D 'from my days', i{*0\0 'from your days', etc. signify, in 
negative constructions, 'never', as in: 

He never saw happiness/He never knew what happiness was (Suk 
5.1); 

rmmim 'B bv ,mop D I nra^n tkbrn^bn mb^ra mn i r ^ 
Who is a maiden? Whoever has never menstruated even when mar
ried (Nid 1.4); 

ii?3D: \ifib DnnD*p© nmtyo 
Ever since priests have existed, they have never abstained (Eduy 
2.1). 

The construction is found as well in questions, always in a negative context, 
for example 

mm nnb ©̂ p ŝ ipi mn 'fop rrv<n 
Have you ever seen an animal or a bird that had a profession? (Qid 
4.14). 

14. Tmn '^nir^'nnn "[ll 'private way-public way' (literally, 'the way 
of only one-the way of many'), a common formula for distinguishing public 
and private domains. 

15. i n i ^ C ' pn , literally 'feet for the thing' or 'the thing has feet', 
meaning that something has a basis or is probable, that there is evidence to 
maintain it, for example 

nyf? nprm ,"IIDS ,iDli^ npn: ^sn 
Rabbi Nehemiah interprets. He is exempt (from responsibility), be
cause there is a basis for it (Naz 9.4; see also 9.2-3). 

file:///ifib
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VI Exercises 

bn m ]i nni ,n3n '^b n^pi ,31 ntoi? ,iQit< .Tnis |3 vmn] . i 
.nots^D^pbititn 

,nn© ̂ 33 oiDpin ]3 nw'bm ^onmb ^ D 3 bmp' "ODU bD rm m \i 
.D^3nKi?nDD 

prrn vrn nn n^p .©in n^v xr^ rrvn 'mp mi mvn mm na? .3 
.TQ mvn '^im mn n n 

•fĵ n̂ bn ,nin D^1:?n ,['2 'TQ Dn3n] ^"^ji ,DnQi« ux^m .4 
.n;©Qn niQ'»^ «^3nV,[D©] 

.MCDQ ,np''rn nmi nmin m^n bm in*? ODten .5 
. n s i ^n r?±> mirmv -^r-^my^ ̂ D-̂ p'̂ DnniDn jjo mm ^31 I D K .6 

.D''2iOTin3iK2ip^niD:̂ i?''::5i?i?9^^ .7 
,113 ]3 :?©lm niD'̂ Q nnin fspQn \nnn... nm nnm n«ip5 n^^p .8 

.i9?n©Qn3]n1p 
bmbfo\ ]3i .n3©3 n i ^p .©npon n-'s 3in©Q ,iQlt '̂ "̂ ir'̂ t!̂  '51 -9 

nt n 3 i D ^ ,D'»inl« D^QDni .a''':'n3 onBDn o i l n^n'tDKi rm^ 
x\nm onisDn Dii mkn tm ^x^bro ni^^i? K W ^ I T n.5iD t̂ '̂ î 

*:>''3i2?i ,D^3in -ji-n ,Tn^n •^111 ,n''':?i':^m >mn ,nKQ*? \p''rm ̂ m .10 
,inrn ,113m 'o-'D^sn nlo'^^i nsinn nlD^3 i?i3pn Tn^n Vnp ,D''3in 

10^ Wl 
] i i^ 13H ]on2^ *:?K̂ *pp2 ]3i*?© i r i n^'s i m ] i i^ I3K D^H3 DI^ . 11 

. vroi? 11)1 nt̂ Q niD-̂ D lO-ra ] n n^3i ] n n 's ^3 nm 
,n]3!3© f i n»35 t^^i ii ' '?39 r*̂  ^'55 "î **̂  P'QQ T*!̂ . 12 

. * : ' n n i r init^ ]na0Di ,D '*^I ' ' 3? I ^ i ? n f i r r?? init^ f ^ J ^ Q 
D''n'?l®i ]"3nlDi *TD i n k f n̂ DD ,n?W i r i yivo m 

.f 1 n"'33 nn^n 3!nri3 ̂ î*?? |3 ''3ibs ti^K 'nioipDn ' P D S o'̂ ni-?© 

sounding of the ram's horn) 
-©D (]Q *from' plus -© 'which') 'since, after' 
n3i? 'postpone, delay' 

'conclusion', as a term for the Festival of Weeks (Pentecost) 
nm 'comer, angle', also the name of a Mishnah tractate concerned with the 

obligation to leave aside, without harvesting, a comer of the field to help 
the poor and the sojourner (see Lv 19.9; 23.22; Dt 24.19-22); 

p'OBnb 'to intermpt for the comer' refers to the demarcation of 
fields in order to achieve for the poor as many comers as there are fields 
(see Pea 2.1). 

^b^OB *refuse, unsellable stock, unfit item' 
'P̂ n© 'path' 
rrbi7^ 'channel, pool' 
nTW 'foundation, basis' 
n p i n (2p n n 'two kabs'), a dry measure 
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U N I T E L E V E N 

ABSOLUTE AND CONSTRUCT 

I Introductory text (Abot 6.2) 

nfT*pn-'pi? n n n mn wnb^ nriDp nnDQni nnn wnb^ nmo nhbm 
'0 vbv^ ynn ]5 y^^ j i n n t^Wjnnn mipn bt^! rm 'nb nlQC?] 
.nbvm nt nn nnrinnm poiv^ 'Dbn^^nnTi iThrinpolice; 

The tablets were the work of God and the writing was the writing of God en
graved on the tablets [Ex 33.16]. Do not read n n n 'engraved' but n n n 
'liberty', for you can find no free person who does not occupy themself in 
studying the Torah. Anyone who is constantly occupied with the Torah will 
be truly exalted. 

1. In order to uncover the Bible's wealth of meanings (as the rabbinic 
saying has it: t^lpP^ D'*3Q i:TVn0 'there are seventy faces to Scripture' 
[Numbers Rabbah 13.15-16]), the exegetical schools turned to different pro
cedures or 'rules' (nilD), one of which was that of J<lpn*P^ 'do not read', 
that is, of changing the vocalization of the consonants in the biblical text. Of 
course, this was employed to help justify accepted doctrines, never capri-

. n m ^ n^irb npl i p)5m ,^37] m bo^: mn rnbpn H D ^ -'Q . 13 
n-JDm ni«b ̂  p'la bnirb mnjrn whpn mnv, 14 

' ?fni2i2n m î-iDT p nn«i n̂ p-̂ nn HTD^PQ ,nQi*̂  Q'̂ QDn it^i H D . 16 
m̂ (2? bmw^ nv unbnb iracDDi,... nt m uhD wv nmu'o. 17 

nnn©':' nom bp ,mbv rrmrom rwobn vnn^ bmw nv nb^on m.is 
.bm^'Xnt^b^ 

Dnn ym DDn cnn ym bwwn nnn ntm^:^ nrDbn vnnt^. 19 
,mmn rc\D' 'Bbm n inn mf?^ i^^ 20 

Sources. 1. Abot L6. 2. Abot 2.8. 3. BB 1.5. 4. Ber L5. 5 BQ 6.L 6. Eduy 
2.2. 7.Eduy8.5. 8.MegLL 9.MQ3.6. 10.Pea2.L n .RS2.9. 12. Sanh 
11.4. 13. Tam 5.4. 14. Uqs 3.12. 15. Yom 5.2. 16. SNm 77.4 (H 71). 17. 
SNm 157.1 (H 209). 18. SDt 37 (F 72). 19. SDt 304 (F 323). 20. SDt 318 
(F363). 
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n Morphology 

2. As we have already indicated in Unit 4, RH continued to employ the 
typical BH system of expressing genitive relationships, whereby a single syn-
tagmatic unit is formed out of the two related nouns, the first of them losing 
the accent (or retaining only a secondary accent) and being supported by the 
second noun, which bears the main accent. The first noun is designated ^ D 0 5 
'supported' and the second 1*195 'separated'. In traditional westem terms, the 
first noun is the '(nomen) regens\ in the constmct state, and the second is the 
'(nomen) rectum\ in the absolute state. The phenomenon is also known by 
the Hebrew grammatical term HID*'?̂  'semikhut, support'. 

Because in semikhut the second element determines or specifies the 
value of the first, we have chosen to call the second element (^solute, rec
tum, IIDD) the 'determinant' and the first element (construct, regens^ "̂ Qp?) 
the 'determined' noun. 

3. The transformations that a word undei^oes in the constmct state are 
the same in RH as in BH: shortening, wherever possible, of vowels and con
version of the masculine plural suffix D**- t o a n d of the feminine singular 
marker Ti- to D-. Sometimes, the only motive for the presence of the article 
before the determinant is in order to separate two accents that would other
wise be contiguous (see N.H. Waldman 1989, 133 and our earher rem^ks at 
Unit 3.9). 

in Grammar and usage 

4. The nature of the determination or the kind of specification varies 
greatly and certainly cannot simply be mechanically rendered by 'of. 

A. When the determined word is a noun that expresses the action of a 
verb, the determinant is usually the object of the underlying verb, as can eas
ily be seen in the constmction C^l H H w h i c h refers to the honour due to 
parents (as against Ti33 'honour of mother' and 3H1133 'honour of fa
ther' [Ker 6.91, which refers to the dignity parents possess just by being par* 
ents). 

B. Often, it is only the theological, legal, or exegeticd context that can 
provide the precise sense of a particular determinative relationship, for ex
ample: 

ciously or arbitrarily, and the use of such middot was governed by rabbinic 
tradition. Because of its clarity and the interesting nature of its contents, we 
have selected Abot 6.2 as an example (even though the whole of Abot 6 is a 
mediaeval addition), but the application of the al tiqra principle is also well-
attested in the tannaitic tradition (see Unit 21.1). 
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ni2iDnO *dead of precept' refers to a corpse that one must touch in 
order to carry out the *act of kindness' of burying the dead, 
even though one will thereby become contaminated; 

ni2iD lOSn ioss of precept' refers to the loss or inconvenience that 
occurs through fulfilling a commandment—the sense of the de
terminative relationship here is made clearer through its coun
terpart, IDto 'recompense of precept'; 

Dt b^nn is the person who on a given day has been purified through 
ritual immersion; 

nlHDn '•3*0 are those who are obliged to present an offering for sin; 
f 1^1 are those who have come to the land of Israel and 

bnn ^b^V are not those that went up to Babylonia but the immi
grants who came to Israel from Babylonia (see SDt 8 [F 16]). 

Compare l i 3 ' n " l V 'those who go down to the grave' (Is 38.18) and 
nSJP nnv 'those who go down to the dust' (Ps 22.30). 

C. Passive participles are usually determined by their agent through 
semikhut, as at Yeb 11.1: 

iB nrBDi m ram ,rm nriSQi rn^ vom D I K t̂ cpi] 
A man may marry a woman raped by his father or seduced by his 
father or a woman raped by his son or seduced by his son. 

In fact, every participle has both nominal and verbal characteristics (see 
Unit 19.8), which helps account for such phrases as f IHn t̂̂ 3 and bnn 'b'iV, 
mentioned above, as well as, for example, H I T T]Ti2V nilll? 'adorers of idols' 
alongside t ' ^ m yiJiV 'adoring the idols'. 

D. Determinative relationships with ]3 'son' and bV2 'lord' specify a 
type of subject (not necessarily a person), for example UJWn bV3 'convert, 
penitent', DID bvn 'defective (one)', I ^Bbps 'fleshy one'' (Shab 19.6, in ref
erence to an incorrectly performed circumcision), Dlf! bvn 'creditor', 
n p bV3 'one who has had an involuntary ejaculation', inn^jB 'free 
(person)', and Ti?]3 'citizen'. 

]5 and DS are often used to form diminutives; for example, in BB 7.4 a 
distinction is made between a f i n , a ditch of six handbreadths, and a 
f nri*"]3, a ditch of half that size. 

5. As in BH, the general rule is that with plurals only the determined 
noun takes the plural marker, as with Dlti{""*53 'people', nilSJn 
'penitents', etc. 

However, in RH it is also common that both nouns, determined and de
terminant, are made plural, for example ''bvn 'landlords, householders', 
niOniQ^ra 'houses of study', and D'D1D''̂ i?3 '(priests) who have physical 
defects' (SLv 1.5 [W 6b]). This phenomenon is seen already in LBH: 
nlQ2?''03« 'famous people' (1 C 12.31), Dint?; "'̂ i? 'cedar planks' (1 C 14.1), 
andD']ii?''Q?nn 'carpenters' (1 C 14.1). 

With 'house' as the determined noun, the plural marker is 
sometimes added only to the determinant, as the two words are perceived as 
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a single unit, for example: 

Every kind of meal and flour that are in the markets is impure 
(Makhsh 6.2). 

6. For the use of in place of semikhut, see Unit 4.11-14. The 
different constructions that arise can often diverge considerably in meaning. 
For example, the material from which something is made is usually 
determined by 2̂? ('room [made] of wood'), whereas its purpose or nature 
tends to be expressed through semikhut ('room for wood'). See, for example, 
Mek 16.33 (L 2.125): 

br\n nnt b^ ^OD bo) m no bm vir 
I don't know what material it was made of, whether of silver or of 
gold or of iron. 

7. Many prepositions are in origin nouns in the construct state: yn, ^Tn, 
nnn, nntfj,'*]©^, etc. viewed in this light, conjunctions of the type -^^Bb, 
-2? nnK, and -0IV may be seen as no more than prepositions in the construct 
state determined by a clause beginning with -0. 

In RH, there are also new conjunctions, including -0 nn 'so that' (< 'as 
worthy to' < 'as sufficient for'; see Unit 30.8) and -0np?n? 'on the assump
tion that', in the sequences D-̂ p KIHI^npTn? and ytyp ]110D^\rin 'on the as
sumption that he is/they are alive' at Git 3.3, 7-8, which has developed out 
of the common non-conjunctional structure found in a phrase such as 
mno nptna 'with a presumption of purity' (Nid 2.4). 

IV Phraseology 

8. Dltji"]? *son of humankind', DnijJ"'*B 'sons of humankind', the plural 
version, with reference to 'humankind' in general, being common in both the 
Mishnah and the tannaitic midrashim. Sometimes it is best translated as an 
adjective, 'human'. Examples include 

nitf^ ]i^bn nnin nnsi 
The Torah spoke according to human language (SNm 112.4 [H 
121]; see also SLv 20.2 in the exercises to this unit) 

and 
ynbnn nn? nTini? nyiv um nn-b ]nor\ mm ^n^bn rm 

The serving angels were full of wonder, saying. Some humans, 
idolaters, walking in the middle of the sea as if on dry land (Mek 
14.29 [L 1.246]). 

But the singular form, onK"]!! is hardly used at all: it never appears in 
the Mishnah, not even in quotations, or in Sifra; it is found just once in SNm 
(103.4 [H 102]), in a quotation of Ezk 16.2, five times in Mek, always in 
quotations (Is 56.2; Ezk 2.1; 17.2; 26.2; 28.2), md eight times in SDt, of 
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which six are quotations (Ezk 8.12; 17.2; 24.1-2; 33.7,24; 39.17; 44.5). 
Thus, in the whole of the Mishnah and the tannaitic midrashim there are just 
two original passages where C^'IS is employed. In those two texts, the 
meaning is generic or indefinite, *one, someone, people': 

niJDDiQs; c™ p ,n 'itD crnmi ̂ nnb n« yam 

Do not harden your heart [Dt 15.6]: there are people who worry 
thinking about whether to give or not to give (SDt 116 [F 175]); 

IT um p wr ,['1 no crnni] " | T TO pspn 
niisipinnm 

And do not close your hand [Dt 15.6]: there are people who stretch 
out their hand, but then close it again (SDt 116 [F 175]). 

It is interesting to compare the Vienna manuscript version of TosSot 3.12, 
^Tbv um imrw f Dn:^ 

We do not require anyone to come to us, 
with that of MS Erfurt, 

ir^isi^ nm mrw yon'^ m yt^i 
(where the singular is expressed by um md not D1H']2). 

The contrast with the extensive use of vibq zov dv6p<bicot) in the lan
guage of Jesus and the gospels is striking. 

9. ^ip"r© 'daughter of the voice', possibly with a somewhat diminutive 
or diminished sense, as it normally refers to a rumoiu*, thunder, or voice, the 
source of which is uncertain and the authority of which is never accepted un
equivocally in the rabbinic tradition, in clear contrast to the clarity of the 
word, "191. of Y. and the prophets (see Pes 114a and BM 59b, and, in the 
exercises, Abot 6.2, Yeb 16.6, Mek 18.27, and SDt 357). 

10. Dlt«5'^53'^"31 'the habitual behaviour of human beings', 
DW^Iil^lTD 'as is the custom': 

]m -^TW op: .nnrf^ irasD WTsh m: t> ^o 

Whoever has a vegetable garden within the vegetable garden of an
other may enter when it is the custom to enter and go out when it is 
the custom to go out (K BB 6.6; see also Ber 1.3, BQ 6.5, etc.). 

V Vocabulary 

no-^m 'prolongation', D'̂ D^mDnK 'longevity' 
nrja 'safekeeping, store room' 
np^pi 'fire, conflagration' 
o n i 'rape' 
-l^^m 'because' 
nipD^n 'cancellation' 
r i ? n 'announce, proclaim' 
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"inin 'meditate, think' 
mm (hi. of t^3) 'give in marriage' 
©"lisp (pu. participle of 'explained, explicit' 

'reprove, excommunicate',^112 'reprobate' 
ynbv 'arrogance, insult, humiliation' 
-3 ... n t o 'rank alongside, consider equal to' 

* accident', as euphemism for involuntary ejaculation 
mm] 'proof, evidence' 

VI Exercises 

jobi^ m r\^% . op i bi^n bv] ms? nmiw bv .nb'ivb rmn nvn mji . i 
' noazk bmxToi H D ^ P ? bm .nrnv bm Iniinrnhv NIJLI bv 

nn?P'̂  Dnln nnp TO:ir 'r'ip ra o r i o r *PD2 ]5 ̂ n " . -'ai "ip^ .2 
ppip ir«0-^p'??0 .nnlri*>Ĥ  n3B*?^^ 

um -^iijD nvm op? ,1'i5Cf??? i n ^ p D'S^*? U S fp ^p .3 
.pHKi'* um p i 0 n i ^ H^r]*,f pp5 

!-^13p i2*?3 nnnnp n p ' .4 
.D^]l2?t^in "Tĵ toî p r n np nb? ,1'? ipt '̂̂  ,n3̂ roSj?3 T H O « .5 

.'•^inht^ ncDi?p Vn np nbt ,1"? -m^ ^ong p rfn c^i 
ronn npma it n n t̂ îî  % r r s ^ î *:̂  vmm, B I I .6 

.nnnn^ t^oro n? 
jiirnQ30 wm "bvn b:^ ynbw rn mit^nk ',nniir B I -iptjj .7 

' .D3 ' r r insr^^ '»pomnnp 
.n inp nprra ]r6 ]rrm ]p ]̂ t«̂ 3n .jir^gp^ nnnp r ^ m D'̂ ^̂ n ^ 3 .8 

.n^OI '̂pi^SHKpji'Bnt^ .9 
jn? jnipcD f 3 ,np^nn -'jsp p « f ^ ^ p (rnpn'^P? '̂V • 

^BQi .nf]? crai?tD .ydb bon n^y^ 'B bv ^m *.]n3 |n ip 
.crinpn rrn b^n *̂ Bp ?on3 p i p np 

nn^3 nf i?p .*:Jip n3 'B bv ymiBiyi *nnbn nin ni^b r Ti?p. 11 
,np •'3i^ DipsQ ̂ 3i7S |3 -'ji*:^ nnn mn hv 
yub^^n nS?i?p n ^ i .ind« rm w0m , Q I ^ cb^^^p ^b] ^nbn 
'a? N.rn ,2^3 -^T^: ;7ibB |3 3̂iVs ̂  } ^ imn 

^ Armm'^'^iBm^mmn^^ 
b')p r n m^pi .orn D^Q nrro '3:^ pnp ,nDi«D nnRa nwu Al 

mn ponun umrmnnp m boppm ;nTm u^wnpn ^mp n^no 
.TO?nnj?2DDTninnp mbnp' 

rmnnnr^nTc^b'^mn r^m^bm A'^on^ .13 
-'rnni nroiD '»rcD n2?iD m n n ^rnpon rrnn [crmnD] nm±> 

tfpiDi nsnn rais^^s oni^ I'KD^D nnm nnsn .nnm 'or B n . 14 
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UNIT TWELVE 

GREEK AND LATIN WORDS 

I Introductory text (Mek 19.4 [L 2.203]) 

D '̂Do'? it̂ Di .TDs'p 13D m 3n3D mm -|nnD i^bnn mn^ nwb , ^ D 
rnnt^D ^bo: îsnD*:? Dm ra .rmnt^'? m7\ T B ^ D i:^: .mn^b 

no^w T̂DDD bv i^rai i*?D3 ,rnnKD ami riBbo wno'b .v^b I T O 
"13D riK mn' nmD jnb^ j^m nm rrt^n nm nDnDDi 

,['^b'\^rrn2n] 

A parable: It is like one who was going on a journey with his child in front of 
him. Bandits came to capture him; he took him from in front and put him 
behind. A wolf came to devour him; he took him from behind and put him in 
front. With robbers in front and the wolf behind, he took him and put him on 
his shoulders, as it is said. And in the desert, where you saw that Y. carried 
you like a man carries his child [Dt 1.31]. 

1. The parable attempts to explain Ex 19.4,1 carried you on eagles' 

nwvb ,n "1 nniDD) now f Dim y f Din I T IDCDI J 5 
.ni^npDmiiDf^ 

ncmnp it ,-TDit< ncnip IT ,rn n I D I D D ] T H ^ cmip . 16 

.îDCĈDD HDHD niC^S: I?D12? ,['1 "iDlDD] mD"̂  HD ?0S3 , 17 
DiK ni0sn ?nDiD f 2P H D D ,rT n nDiDD] TDî bi TDt̂ ^ , y n 

.m^D nD':̂  t̂ in t«DDD \ifb^ , « D D D iri^ m*:?! r:^*?. 18 
nmv^ Dnnnn p in\^ nt ,nD B*:? Dnni] D^D** ^Dnm mn n2ny\. 19 

©msDi . ran d?^vb wtr mDnm mn nb-wn DnmTD Dm« 
-[Bt^ TO nDD ,nDi^ mnbn 7\':a um D H T D D D .nmn niD^ra ,]to 

.rD- '̂DrriDtD] . . . - ] D « T O T 
bv b^n nm rrin mnnn -jinD TO^^T ̂ p H D ,nDit̂  nnr*:5t̂  ^ n .20 

.n(2?D HD ,nnDi$ î nnDD nrrm b-^n n^v 

Sources. L Abot 5.9. 2. Abot 6.2. 3. BB 6.5. 4. Ber 6.4. 5. KBM4.10. 6. 
KetL7. 7. MS 8.7. 8. Nid 2.4. 9. Pes 6.6. 10. Shab 16.1. 11. Yeb 16,6. 
12. Mek 18.27 (L 2.187). 13. Mek 20.23 (L 2.283). 14. SLv 20.2 (W 91b). 
15, SNm 23.1 (H 26). 16. SNm 25.3 (H 31). 17. SNm 26.2 (H 32). 18. 
SNm 26.2 (H 32). 19. SDt 336 (F 386). 20. SDt 357 (F 428). 
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II Morphology 

2. RH has a large stock of Greek and Latin words. In S. Krauss's dictio
nary (1898-1900), more than two thousand items are listed. Although over a 
third of them are doubtful and the timescale is large, the deep penetration of 
Greek into Hebrew cannot be denied. 

Greek words started to enter vernacular Hebrew on a large scale after the 
conquests of Alexander the Great in the fourth century BCE, as part of the 
wider cultural phenomenon of Hellenization. Little by little, Palestine in the 
Hellenistic period became trilingual: Aramaic and Hebrew were spoken by 
the masses, with Greek as the language of administrators and the upper eche
lons of society (a situation somewhat analogous to the rdle of Hebrew, Ara
bic, and English in the State of Israel today; see Mussies 1976, 1051). How
ever, almost everyone would have had a basic knowledge of Greek for day-
to-day purposes. 

Moreover, the Greek literary output of Palestine (deutero-canonical and 
apocryphal works, the New Testament, and so on) makes Jerusalem, and in
deed all Palestine, of the intertestamental period a very important centre for 
the use and the study of Greek (see Introduction, §§3,4.3). 

Latin entered the arena with the Roman presence from the first century 
BCE onward. Its impact was less than that of Greek, although significant in 
mihtary vocabulary. 

3. The difficulties we face today in deciding whether to write 
'midrashim' or 'midrashes', 'curricula' or 'curriculums', etc. help us to un
derstand the inconsistencies in RH transcription and inflection of Greek and 
Latin words. 

4. There is no uniform way of ^apting these words. 
A. Some are made to conform to genuine Hebrew or Aramaic noun pat

terns, for example n'''?D2it̂  i<5xoXr\) 'clothes', n'''?2"1Q djuxpyapirnq) 'pearl', 
and mom (^voq) 'stranger, hostel'. 

B. Others are simply given a rough phonetic transcription, which dis
plays little standardization, for example Oirpit^ (obKcavo^) 'ocean' or ''b^'B 
(tcoXai) 'city gates', though there are some recuirent features, such as the use 
of prefixed alef ^hen transcribing Greek or L^in words beginning with two 
consonants, for example bo\^ (GidXr\) 'knife', or the use of sade to represent 
sigma within a word, for example *̂ i2inB {npoaonov) 'face, front'. It is no
ticeable that Palestinian and Babylonian sources differ in their transcriptions. 

wings, bringing in Dt L31, where Y. appears as a father who carries his child 
on high (t^i02): as the eagle bears its young upon its wings to protect them 
from the arrows, so Y. carries Israel upon his shoulders to protect them from 
their enemies. The midrashic function of the parable is the explanation of 
Scripture. 
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in Grammar and usage 

6. Greek and Latin vocabulary is found in every area of life, especially 
in administrative and legal spheres, commerce, industry, and military life. A 
short but illustrative list can be seen in Schiirer 1979,53ff. 

7. However, so great was Uie impact of Greek and Latin words that they 
abound even in the most popular forms of literature. The following examples 
appear in the meshalim of Sifre to Numbers: 

nO''p''tDa^ (dvTiKaiaap) 'pro-Caesar, pro-consul' (82.2 [H 78]); 
mDISn (eicapxia) 'prefecture' (131.1 [H 170]); 
ITl (denarius) 'denarius' (131.1 [H 169]); 
ybp'lC^ (triclinium) ^refectory' (134.5 [H 180]); 
7120 (aavSctXiov) 'sandal' (115.5 [H 127]); 
mO*:pSO (speculator) 'inspector, executioner' (91.2 [H 91]); 
fOni? (dpxelov) 'archives, register^ (117.1 [H 135]); 

(itaxSayayfoq) 'tutor' (87.2 [H 87]; 105.1 [H 103]); 
OID'TO '̂PB (^oXeiuxpxo^) 'general' (131.1 [H 170]); 
p'̂ Ŝ̂ l':?© (primipilus) 'chief centurion' (131.1 [H 169]); 

with the latter displaying less knowledge of Greek. 
C. However, many words were not clesurly understood and have suffered 

in the process of textual transmission to the extent that they are scarcely rec
ognizable today. 

5. Not surprisingly, the inflection of foreign words posed problems and 
was avoided wherever possible. 

A. Genitive structures with are preferred to construct chains. How
ever, by the time of the amoraim, we have the striking case of oxXoq *crowd' 
used in a construct piural form: 

bmwr 'ot^oi^ bo rm rrnn i n n sniTi D O T rrinm m23 
yy^bynwr 

Perhaps when you were sitting down to expound on the Temple 
Mount and all the multitudes of Israel were seated before you (ARN 
38 [S 114]; cf.jBer9.13c). 

B. Plurals are formed regularly, with the suffixes D ' ' - and n1-, although if 
a word ends in t̂ ; or n; the suffix is normally rather than Hi-, for exam
ple ^b2^ (Latin tabula) 'tablet, table', Vfi^b'DJO (not a\b:ioy 

C. This termination became a distinctive feature of foreign words md is 
commonly found in plurals of Greek words ending in --q and transcribed as 
for example ''p̂ D'̂ n (SiaOnxri) 'covenant', Hlt^rrn. 

This success of the Hlt̂ ; ending on foreign words was due in part to its 
similarity to the characteristic -ai and -ae terminations of first declension 
Greek and Latin nouns. Under the influence of these items, other native He
brew words sometimes formed their plurals in the same way (see Unit 10.6). 
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IV Phraseology 

10. rilOtJt ns; (KaX&q einaq) 'you have spoken well', a typically Greek 
turn of phrase; see Naz 7.4 (also Mek 12.31; 18.15; 19.24; SLv 13.3, etc.): 

mm HB' ;b im ,xmrr "nn nr-Qin m n̂̂ nnm '̂ ntorai 
When I came and explained these things before Rabbi Joshua, he 

]nD^D (TcpaiTiDplov) 'praetorium, praetor's residence' (134.5 [H 
180]), sometimes also mistakenly used instead of fd7B 
(pakttium) 'palace'; 

jm'p (icoit©v) 'bedroom' (134.5 [H 180]); 
pnCD̂ p (centurio) 'centurion' (131.1 [ H 169]). 

8. The extraordinary number of Greek and Latin loanwords in RH is 
well-illustrated in the following two narratives devised by E.Y. Kutscher 
(1982, 139): 

A. The judge 'pnv [iudex] or the chief judge ''p'Tl'̂ DnH [a^iiudexl sit
ting on the podium HD̂ B [Pt\^], questioned the defendant who was standing 
on a small platform ]n"J2 [gradus]. Having heard the prosecutor lirC)p 
[KatTiYop] and the defense attorney O'^bplB [napaKkrytoq], they either dis
charged the defendant by giving him Olon [dimissio] or convicted him by 
giving 0"'02l'©t!5 [anoq^axsiq] and tum^ him over to the executioner "Ttô pSD 
[speculator]. 

B. A stranger ''''59?̂  [§evo<;] who travels the ocean Di2̂ plK [coKeavô] in 
a ship ''niD'**? [libumus] trusted that his skipper tD'̂ nSjP [icuPepvTiTn ]̂ would 
be able to avoid the pirates' [TOipax-n̂ ;] ships and arrive safely in 
port ]Db [XifiTjv]. From there he travelled sitting in the [carriage] ]11p 
[carrus] of the highway nDIDOî  [strata] which was guarded by the watch-
towers ]'']2"I13 [%\>^oc/burgi]. When he arrived at the metropolis |'**7iBi"Bp 
[\iexp6noXiq] he had to enter it through the city gates ''̂ ''B [%nXui\, If Ae 
stranger was an important personality, e.g., the Caesar "10**̂ , the inhabitmits 
would greet him with shouts of Ol^p [KaX£^]. He might arrive at the city 
square H'̂ D^B [nXaxtia] and enter a building through the l l n T i l ^ 
[^poOopov] and sit down in the inner room ]'''?pntp [triclinium] on a ... chair 
nninp [KaOeSpa]. 

9. The general lack of RH verbs deriving from Greek and Latin is re
flected in their absence from Kutscher's two stories. However, various de
nominative verbs were created from loaned nouns, notably 00? 'base' (from 
pctai^ 'base'), 7)X 'couple' (from m/l^t\>yoq 'yoke', npp (KaTt̂ Yope©) 
'accuse' (from lirtDp [KaTnyopô] 'prosecutor', with metathesis), andODO'? 
'attack, assault' (from Xqarqi; 'bmidit, highwayman'). 

Nevertheless, in spite of the vast size of the Greek and Latin vocabulary 
of RH, the structure of the language remained unaltered, as the loanwords 
had virtually no syntactic effect. 

file:///iexp6noXiq
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said to me. You have spoken very well. 
11. CDinn ]nb *the normal, or regular, priest' as against the ̂ il2n jHlD 

*high priest'; OTIJ] is a Hebraized form of i8i<oxt̂ q, in the sense of a private 
individual or ordinary citizen rather than one who is a mtD2 or a ^"32, etc. 

V Vocabulary 

OiSnD'̂ Qt̂  (e7ciTpo7co<;) 'administrator, person responsible for something, rep
resentative' 

]rym 'canopy' 
0T\^ literally, 'betrothal', the name of a musical instrument used at weddings 
OTn 'take into consideration' 
-CD If? 'as soon as' 
Opp'P (kr\Grr\q\ plural •"'pO'''?) 'bandit, highwayman' 
y[0 'mix, pour wine' 
l*?**̂ ! ]^?P 'from here onwards' 
"lyp (hi. participle of IIK) 'distressed, oppressed' 
"llrp (owTiYopoc;) 'lawyer for the defence' 
t^nlrp (awnyopia) 'defence' 
OID'PS {%6Xe\uiq) 'war' 
mbBB (Latin familia) 'household' 
n03"lQ 'sustenance, provisions' 
n*?^ 'crucify' 
yrrp (TCoaOoc;, KcbOcov) 'jug' 
jlD'̂ p (Koixdiv) 'bedroom' 

VI Exercises 

-inii^ni nm r?bpiB 'b mip ,nm nfi?ii?n ,-iDi« n\mb^ •'31 .1 
.-im -lirQp ft n2lp n̂iTK nini? 

ipnn ,rarr nftim mnn?'? nol i nftii^n ^Qlt^ npi?! •̂ nn .2 
' . [k i^bpnDft] ybp-pb 0]DrK9 n n ,nntnB3 -^DK? 

nt , in« in'?^ '^p ]ftDl« j-'^ppHt ̂ 32? ,nDi« '^^ftp? ]3 pî Q?? .3 
.f 2KSin , n p ? nn 

]niB«i9;jiDm,T\vn,]BO,nQp>p3,ipniBmnmini]^b 4 
.o'̂poVniDpî  

rUobn . ran 0*711?̂  p^n nnb y^ nitDinn nî snHi DO^p n̂W .5 
.nri5i ^^frriKi ,3^'ni',oi?'?3 jiiDinn n i ?2 - )«n f^p i nt̂ ritfj ,Di?pT 

olD^ppn .oiTOH ,tT5nn nl-ip:p bh hts oi3';psp«̂ ĉ  010*723 '.6 
oiD^DS Imr i n TO Ditjj inb] i^fm xift? nl"ip:p ̂ 5? nt? oio**?W 

ft ̂ 901 isi'p oio Ti\nb mdii^ ?nQln ipnn np^ ]bmnt^ \i 
' ' ' \r5BVp]iri'»pn 

)^b TOI ,«-iip n n n ninp*? n^n TO .nnp*? ^Piis |nD I7 ra .8 
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'2nn briy pop po m iDit^ n? n^nbpi^b ymm rm .9 
p mm m -rm nn ;TDn nrron n r a ^ bm rbm 

. " T N N nrron n«nt^ bm rbnn "'^nn 
on̂ n̂ ^̂  b^nm yn bn: Dftpnsi '::'"N2 mb^ o n o n nft-'o:') npn^ine? . 1 0 

roDD 1TT3 ,-]^D ̂  yobBb ^07DyD woobh ?nQn "am nob b^a. 11 
p'bv nm p r nn>̂ *:J q*:?D bm ynobB n n n m ^ mboB mm 

nnt^i .ft© nm^ nnn n^K ,DnD n n ,nna TDSN ,f-a î r̂ Dn 
.£ftii?n mDbn nimro -[D 

no''p'»D3T^'? ,':?CDD... , r f t"Qnoni D ^ B ^ roi] rrnn ynm. 1 2 

nrD!2?n n n n -[D .ntzrs? opD nn*:' pno vm*?"n " ' B ^ o n p n Tne? 
.rmm u\pn on*:? n^pnoi *::J«n(2r':> mipn 

nrab o]D" in bv im um -wn i^bub ?nQn nnin r^ub b^n. 13 
mm ]ftp-io^ ,T-int<{ t^im i)inb ,rnn^ mm iv^b or^i .ftcD ynnbB 

mot^ nriK -p^m ] H D D ; 3 N ,ft - I Q K yo'pb ODft ras? ]rD ,innH 
rmb j n : ^ n m ,pp ]3 ft mm nnnn U O D D ft rnc? -]*:?D*P ft2?Q. 1 4 

,Dn?3Di noii? t^in m 'OD: my^ m m nm .un nrnub 
ft im mnrj p n *7n:n2?D bir^ iv c^nn^m ft n̂ DD ^rnn t̂ '̂ t̂  

ft ]m luv ."-fTn «3« ft min^ nmi « ]OD ft p ,oQno"TO^ 
nnn ^OD bn n n ,ft nm n r Q ]3n imn *:'nnn .rorm no ibmu 

-p TTQ vb -p 'mw nD bD ,ft noi^ ."]Tn ra^ ft m:r\w 
. iTQiD m n n jm p miw) no bm ;bmu 

,ft nm^i im>̂  mTfi nmu mm mm£b m m nooD pub b^n. 1 5 
not^ ini^nn'p vrm .pm imn o^nnn bn ,p^ f>m wmn bn 

.mr\ pm mn mmn nu bn ,ft 
t^in -[nn ennpn ncp^os^ o i ftnn*:? npir nnt^. 16 

nn nniD n? . | n n ]nDii? mropi mrxb yon bmnt bt^yu. 1 7 
l^nn nt̂  nnc?Q bnnm ,n:i32? n i r r n , innn nt lu: n n i D 

n i r n n ft -iDt̂  , n m sî oin*:? m r o p mi^ c^pn .]''oa"{Q''t̂  m'iirw 
.FNNPIJQ©3i2;nnn 

nm no .ntopm nmi? N R T D P n m nt^ ]n nntD -[*?D^ b^u .18 
ft mropn m prnu ini^ nt̂ ns? m r\±m mn^n 

.mmryD pn hv nubu ,iDfnn 
nmb b^D' 1 : ^ f O S B ^ I ^ ^ ^ ^ T O D Q um nm .19 

rn ,n-nnn on*:? ^nnnnncD n innpn am m bm)mb n^npn noi^ . 2 0 
.mnnpn ]D nm*' o-̂ otD̂ n nTnft n^ mftpnD i '^^ ^nn ]nnT 

Sources. 1. Abot4.11. 2.Abot4.16. 3. Hul8.2. 4.Qid4.14. 5.Sanhl0.2. 
6.Sot9.14. 7.Suk2.9. 8. Yom 7.1. 9. ARN 38 (S 114). 10. TosPea4.21. 
11. Mek 15.18 (L 2.78-79). 12. SNm 82.2 (H 78). 13. SNm 134.5 (H 179-
180). 14.SDt 11(F19). 15. SDt 19 (F 31). 16. Tanhuma(Buber) Wa-yese' 
19. 17. Exodus Rabbah 18.5. 18. Exodus Rabbah 43.1. 19. PesR 44. 20. 
Pesiqta de Rab Kahana 427. 
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UNIT THIRTEEN 

ADJECTIVES 

I Introductory text (SDt 277 [F 295]) 

iiDbn ?]'']D mmv ."3i) ft I'̂ t̂ . 'ID c n n i ] t^in -'sr srt^ D « I 
"3i> " T i n s f t -a^ -inDD r^p nQ':̂  43 TO . IZTK TOT ,-inft 

If he is a poor person [Dt 24.12]. 
In my opinion, here only the poor person is spoken about. From where 

can it be deduced that the rich person is spoken about too? 
From the text that says. If he is a person. 
If that is so, why make mention of 'poor'? 
I hasten to see to the cause of the poor before that of the rich. 

1. Here is another typical example of rabbinic argumentation. The bibli
cal text says that something given in pledge by a poor person must be re
turned before sunset. The rabbis understand that the prescription extends to 
every person, rich or poor, because the Bible says 'person'. The specifying of 
this person as poor implies that God defends the cause of the poor before that 
of the rich. 

The argument is dramatically developed in the form of a dialogue. 

II Morphology 

2. RH adjectives adhere to the noun patterns used in BH. The most 
common are as follows: 

^i?-type: 'great'; 
b''DjP-type: THT 'cautious'; 
*:?^p-type: passive participles; 
':'"'pp-type: active participles; 
*7*i5p-type: p ' l^ 'righteous'; 
'r'Bp-type: ]W\ 'compassionate'; 
Suffixed with ] ; or \U |^p2 'mature', piTO 'latter'; 
Suffixed w i t h o r TP< gentilics and ordinal numbers. 
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in Grammar and usage 

3. Used predicatively, an adjective agrees with its subject in number and 
gender. 

Used attributively, in apposition to a noun, an adjective will agree with 
the noun in number and gender and will usually also share its determination, 
although RH is less consistent than BH in this matter (see Unit 3.6-9). 

With collectives, adjective agreement is according to Semitic sense, so 
that grammatically singular subjects can be accompanied by Mtributive or 
predicative adjectives in the plural. A regular example of this phenomenon is 
the name Israel, as in 

Israel (i.e. the Israelites) are distinguished by (adherence to) the 
commandments (SNm 99.3 [H 99]). 

4. Adjectives of the ^''Op type often replace verbs, as in 
innn-TO nnip Tnr r r^p 

Whoever is loved has preference over the rest (SDt 37 [F 70]). 
This process affects stative verbs in particular and has led to textual in

consistency due to confusion on the part of scribes between such adjectives 
and participles as l inp and inD, i2?ilp, I2?lp, and (Dlip, t̂ DD and t̂ ai3[Q], etc. 

5. There are no sf^cial comparative or superlative forms of the adjective. 
A. Comparison is usually effected through the preposition |p , which fol

lows the adjective and precedes the second term in a comparison, for exam
ple: 

^i-r: ift "D.,. mo *7na rmn ym TO -linpb npr ^oi'^ 

Joseph deserved to bury his father, for there was none among his 
brothers greater than he .... Whom do we have greater than Joseph? 
(Sot 1.9) 

The widespread RH phenomenon of the accumulation of particles has 
also affected this construction, leading to such forms as ]p bv, for example 

bDn p bv rmp b:^ ^DVO 
The matter of the golden calf was graver than everything else (SDt 1 
[F6]). 

B. nnv 'more than', used adverbially, can strengthen a comparison, as in 
a late text, Abot 6.5, 

nobon nsnnn ]p nm nnin n^ii? 
Greater is the Torah than priesthood and royalty, 

but also in a tannaitic text like SNm 133.1 (H 176): 
n n p p p -inr onDtn bv rnnn i^nn 

Flesh and blood loves men more than women. 
C. A variant of p nm is bv nr}], where nxv functions as a genuine ad

jective, taking feminine and plural forms (^V nnrr and bv niiri''). The sense 
conveyed is always comparative, 'in excess of, more than', for example: 
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iiDto bv in] bviB bnm ^b 
The worker will not eat in excess of his wages (BM 7.5) 

and 
]:53n bv niin^. miB rm ^b 

The empty spaces will be no greater than the built up areas (Erub 
1.8). 

D. The superlative is expressed through a characteristic construction of 
RH: adjective followed by -50 ('the greatest that there is in, the greatest of, 
etc.), for example: 

n3n532? Ton n n iivr ] B ^gv 
Joseph ben Joezer was the most pious of the priests (Hag 2.7); 

D^1i?30noito/D''p1& 
The world's greatest fool (SDt 309 [F 348]; Mek 15.14 [L 2.71]); 

DD32? onlnan. . . DDSQ? rr^bm 
The weakest among you ... the most valiant among you (SLv 26.8 
[Wllla]); 

The best of the gentiles (Mek 14.7 [L 1.201]). 
The construction is often specified as ̂ t̂̂ nCD̂ ^ 'of Israel', as in 

no'tD IV bom \kb b\i^yr,3D -^^v trBm 
Even the poorest Israelite will not eat unless he is sitting at table 
(Pes 10.1). 

The same usage, albeit without relative pronoun, is found in LBH, at Ca 
6.1, •''033 n s n 'the fairest of women', and, earlier, at Jg 6.15: 

n^Tinbij] 
The most wretched of Manasseh. 

E. For the absolute superlative, ikD 'very' is not employed in the Mish
nah with the exception of Abot 4.4, 

rvnb^iTiimmn 
Be extremely humble, 

and Ber 9.5. In the midrashim, it only appears in quotations from Scripture. 
F. A different way of expressing the superlative is through the repetition 

of a noun in a construct chain, a formation already known to BH in such 
phrases as 'holy of hoHes', 'song of songs', and 'God of gods and Lord of 
lords' (Dt 10.17), and is seen even in archaic poetry, for example, at Ps 
68.34: 

To the one that rides through the remotest skies. 
RH examples include the following: 

D^pn^on 
Very hot waters (Ber 16a); 

mnpnuobori'nbof?^ 
The king of kings of kings, the holy one, blessed be he (Abot 3.1; 
4.22; Sanh 4.5), 
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IV Phraseology 

6. It^DQint 'more than this, surpassing this', j r aDrmS iess than this, 
below this'; see examples of usage in the exercises and at Kil 4.4; 7.6; Ket 
7.1; Kel 29.2,3,7, etc. 

V Vocabulary 

Oloftn (povXetyrnq) 'senator, councillor' 
nm'2 'entrance, (sexual) penetration, consummation' 
U^Dn 'price' 
mpr\n 'consecrate oneself, become betrothed', p2?n'*p 'betrothal' 
n3P 'butcher' 
bubu 'move, transfer' 
ftra 'as if 
nT\m (pu. participle of HDCD) 'different, distinct' 
p^OS 'verse' 
DH^'defy, insult' 
t^rpp '(a) Httle' 
' 'Wp 'difficulty, problem' (e.g. in labour) 
''^3D (passive participle of HDZ?) 'captive' 
nnw 'foolish, stupid, crazed' 
^TO 'participate in, associate with', ^HW 'associate' 

VI Exercises 

ynn un *̂?HD onm ymn b^nm^m miv ^bsi^ pi? m nm . i 
.Dpr i pm' DrnTO "33 DTO 'cn'PDDD HTQ? 

X\mnpK"bmn2nnbvnn]nDmn]nm,-Tpit^nimb^^3i .2 
.riDlnsiftp'ppp 

DmnDH f 3*7 D-'OtZ? ''ODn iir b'\pm 
And the voice would descend from the highest heavens between the 
two cherubim (SNm 58.1 [H 56]); 

Moses, the wisest and the greatest (SNm 134.5 [H 180]). 
This form of expression is also used without semikhut but employing ]p 

in a variety of constructions that are difficult to categorize, for example 
m n n ]Q D'̂ Ŝ*:' mn niH ODD3 -b^m 

Even when one entered the most secret of chambers (SNm 83.2 [H 
80]). 
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ym .D^i?n ppn ,]mni bv nnv f n ^ n m f i l s r « .3 
bmb6% |3 ]W6D .c6li?n ypn ^ B D ,r^nfn TO ]mnno 

]p nimp^ DftBri nnsp t r n p f ? f « i .I'^'n^n n i p n ' ' J S D ,NPIH 
.D^'i?n ppn • ' B P , |Tpn n o 

.ptv] 1 3 1 1 3 -i5i1p ,iH3D irr .2?̂ *;̂  ?Dfts?B*?'|nl3 «n n p ? ID A 
.nirisnnm^ftst!^ 

n n v ipnra^ rap*' . n r p ^ s r̂ :̂?PD nhs^ t̂*:? n n i r a raipn .5 
. n ( ^ « n 3 3 ^ p ' losp 

nwhm bv nrr ,n'^n n m s f H nftDK? orftn ^n^' .6 
^rmn NNT ^^p *D^nplt^ yvap n n ^or nn . . . ?my2§p mn np5 .7 

. n l r a ^ 
... n«^ ,03̂ ^ nft^ D « I ^^22 rmnjpm nm n i n triD tzft̂  ns .8 

?3 V2m |nln ]3p nnnf 
"t^nln^ nn .p*:?pi?^ i s r o D n 3 p 3 0 " ^ n n i .nimp • ' ' r a i n s © 3ltD '.9 

" ̂ n̂ iln ?̂3 rot'np^P 'V^i n^li^W mim b^ m rrs? ,nplH 
.ran ub'i^ nyp ]npm ]n^ rb'ivi NNDTO bnlt^ ONK© 

. 3 n nTO ;}ft3 ;rat nTO; (zr '̂̂ nplt^ crV-i30 *^n2nlo 
\kb0 ndbp '^In; ''p... I I D Q blna ^n&''3 î t̂ ti ^s^or nlD:^^3 npt m^Q. 11 

?Dlppn^*pt^l3poi?ro 
D^np npn i n r i /^n. n l r a e?pn nK''ylQn mv n 3 n nrt<{ .12 

.n3n nr ]^3n nns , n 3 1 nt "nn ,nt nm n\ wo] n0m 
n^)m , lp"n3 nn"3pi nninn TO bbh^... Knlpi ^3pQ^ "̂ Pl̂  binl | n 3 i .13 

.]ra 3iro DD'̂ B*:̂  "nrapi? ripp nnt 
rmv ,inD«. ['TO 'TtD niD2?]... I2QD l o p ^ ' " m2i nm nnnn nt. 14 

npbn-) btmmnm '2V « r ,n3nn npbn-) ̂ ^r2) nnrnv p jwn: mr 
Mvny 

p nnbn ,nn n rap*")] n n n nm' m a i-'nnn mmn pom. 15 
.nb^v'2W bob nnip 

n n r crn nnb rbvn nrrm n3nD3 n r a nnnv nobn \^bm. I6 
TDDniiD 

?r n D-'S^n m . ['T t) OTDI?] ?*:?KntD'' "33 'b am ^333 tkbn .n 
^ 3 D nnr miKQS D^3iro bmw imi?3 n3ii2?Q ''(znD nn ^b^ 

,t±>'\vnr\xm 
nn T n ]3n. r o '3 onsn] m o s n mn rfyv ;b\^ nnn ^ o i n . 18 

,Dnt j D^SDPD nt^DD nn*' nnn n*:52n ns^ ,nDi^ 3 p r ]3 nw'b^ 
.nbv nnm nt n3n3i ^n'pi? nDH3 ̂ b nm bm rmn bonw 

vTvn mr b^nmn^ pp n o n3n nm VOD nmD mi^ nm f 3D. 19 
?D3n"SDi?D1©3 

oiCDT'pn n333 nn-r^-) nniv mn^ nnt^b ?nDin n3nn nD*:' , ' : ^ D tmn .20 
nnw nm o i D i f t n n333 jnbivyn nn^w pvnwn t> inot^ .pwn 

.3m:ii 

Sources. l .BQ 8.6. 2. Erub 2.5. 3. Git 4-6. 4. Kil 7.6. 5. Meg4.4. 6. Men 
11.9. 7. Nid 4.5. 8. Nid 5.4. 9. Qid 4.14. 10. Sanh 3.7. 11. Sot 1.9. 12. 
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UNIT FOURTEEN 

NUMERALS 

I Introductory text (SDt 329 [F 379]) 

. rob n n n i ] mmi rrat^ "3t̂  rioD nnb^ ym KIN m o nnv 1^1 
mum rrm m ff^ron rrnrh ton on*:? ]rr2W mnonn vmrn i r o nt 
bm ]mra 'TV X" '2310103] nnm mo -'m: mon ,rob 'nb nnni] 

. ['3 N Piznn] o^oro IRRR ,n 'ft o n o i ] mo*' 
. i n^3 mm i n r a nrro POTS? 

nt^iDii noos? "iiiD .ro':' 'nb nnni] ^ m mi 'rmn noft mnbn 
nntkn mm nrrn -[O mm 

See now that it is I, I myself, and there is no other God apart from me. I 
give death and life [Dt 32.39]. This is one of the four promises in which allu
sion is made to the resurrection of the dead: 

I give death and life [Dt 32.39]; 
May I die the death of the just [Nm 23.10]; 
May Reuben Uve and not die [Dt 33.6]; 
In two days he will give us Hfe [and on the third he will resuscitate 

us and we shall be revived in his presence] [Ho 6.2]. 
I interpret [I give death and life] to mean that death refers to one and life 

to another. 
But the text continues, I harm and I heal [Dt 32.39]. Just as injury and 

cure are in reference to the same person, so also death and life apply to the 
same person. 

1. The resurrection of the dead is a basic tenet of Pharisaic Judaism, 
which was opposed in Sadducean circles, where only Scripture was admitted 
as authoritative, and by Hellenizers, who regarded the notion as absurd. Our 
text presents the four testimonies ('promises* or 'securities' {n1n03r!]) of 
Scripture in support of resurrection. And the possible interpretation of 'I give 
life and death' as meaning simply that God allows death and birth is coun
tered by reference to the parallel text: just as 'I harm and I heal' has to do 
with the same person who is injured and then cured, so 'I give life and death' 
must refer to one person who dies and is then resuscitated. 

Taa 3.4. 13. Yom 7.1. 14. Mek 16.16 (L 2.115). 15. SLv 6.15 (W 31d). 16. 
SNm 95.1 (H 95). 17. SNm 99.3 (H 99). 18. SDt 29 (F 47). 19. SDt 41 (F 
86). 20. SDt 309 (F 348). 
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MASCULINE NOUNS FEMININE NOUNS 

N U M B E R ABSOLUTE CONSTRUCT ABSOLUTE CONSTRUCT 

one rm 
two 'rw 
three 
four ni?3TO vnm 
five n^pn ©pn 2?pri 
six 7\m rm mD 
seven 
eight np!3 npD naPtz? 
nine vm 
ten " 1 9 ? 

3. The numbers one and two are treated as adjectives that agree in 
gender with the noun being counted. 

The numbers three to ten are nouns the gender of which is the opposite 
of the nouns being counted. 

4. Ordinal numbers agree in gender with the noun being itemized. The 
only difference from BH is that the feminine of "32? 'second' is not, as in BH, 
n"32?, but mw (plural nr32?), as at Qin 2.3: 

DftD nnb n-;30ni nra^nn 
The first and the second have nothing. 

in Grammar and usage 

5. Cardinal numbers. 
A . im and r\m generally follow a noun whereas the other cardinal 

numbers will usually precede it. 
B. When preceding a noun, •"JS? and D"r)2? usually appear in their con

struct state ("32? and "TIIZ?), whereas other numerals can be used either in the 
construct, determined by the noun being counted (especially iii measures, 
'two of cors', 'four of logs', etc.), or, more normally, in the ^solute state in 
apposition to the noun being counted: 

n^n mnbm D"3itD rrn] "32? 
Two feast days of the new year (Shab 19.5); 

.imcmn p 313"P"3 fS "̂'̂ '̂ ^ ^nion 
nm ,il2ft bnn ni-"3ppp "JSD ]"3 X^^m "̂ n̂  nsn yn 

Whoever writes two letters, be it with the right hand or the left, one 

n Morphology 

2. The following table displays the cardinal numbers in RH. 
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name or two, or with two inks, in any language is guilty (Shab 
12.3); 

nln?3 ^ ymm ym n ^ 
Three brothers married to three foreign women (Yeb 3.9); 

f nio nn^i? n n i->m ,r"̂ l̂  ncppn n n ftsH 
Be it a space of five cors; be it a space of ten cors (Erub 2.3). 

C. Thus, the noun being counted is to be understood either as determin
ing a numeral in the construct state or as in apposition to a numeral in the ab
solute state. The noun being counted can also be viewed as an 'accusative of 
relation'. In this structure, the noun is in the singular if it follows the numeral 
and in the plural if it precedes the numeral, for example 

br\ ni«p mu n^^ylon mv 
The city that provides five hundred foot-soldiers (Taa 3.4). 

The following rule of usage is broadly true: the noun being counted is in 
the plural with the numbers two to nineteen and in the singular with the 
series twenty, thirty, and so on, up to ninety, and with the series one hundred, 
two hundred, and so on, up to nine hundred; with compound numbers of the 
kind twenty-four or two hundred and four, the noun is plural. 

D. At times, however, the noun being counted is singular, either because 
it denotes something that frequently appears in enumerations (month, year, 
portion, cubit, etc.) or because it is a generic term: 

,Dna)^ bbn n n i ,np« nim mi ,]"iQit^ 'ms n n jcron bim 
Regarding the space around the vineyard, the school of Shammai 
say that it is six cubits and the school of Hillel say that it is twelve 
(Kil 4.1); 

nm nm nmb: nnbr] "ncp 
The two (loaves [ n f t n ] of) bread are kneaded one by one (Men 
11.1; contrast 11.9). 

E. Cardinal numbers can also be used on their own, with the thing being 
counted understood from context, or can take a pronominal suffix, thus de
veloping a usage known from BH: 

"nnn m ^m pn:r "nnn ^m npi?" "nnn n« "niDn , y n 
ybip^ ]nizhm T^D junim 

The passage teaches. And I shall remember my covenant with Jacob 
and my covenant with Isaac and my covenant with Abraham, 
declaring that the three are equal (Mek 12.1 [L 1.3]). 

F. In certain contexts, numbers can be used adverbially: 
,n^b0 inn*? p'^^ "15 ,Dn^ nv20... irnnnb n^n "np 

i n « DlM"n?!V,n(^ ntqn 
How long is it necessary to proclaim [the discovery]? ... For seven 
days, so that he can go back home in three days, come back in three 
days, and proclaim it in one day (BM 2.6). 

G. When one number is immediately followed by the next, an approxi-
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mate figure is intended: 
111) 111 wnvB mm vim t> wD^m i r n OD iD^n irt^ 

If we had been there we should have responded four or five times to 
every issue (SDt 1 [F 3]); 

.,. ram c r p i s n^bm m^ ,nvD n n m nizfte? n^'w mb 

If he studied two or three words a day, two or three chapters a week, 
in time he became rich (SDt 48 [F 108]). 

6. Ordinal numbers. 
A. From 'tenth' onwards, cardinal numbers are used, after the noun. The 

following example illustrates the difference between DV U'0bm 'thirty days' 
mdW^b^Uf 'thirtieth day': 

jcrwhm nvb n*?2 TOI . I T O I nv rfpjp '^nin ,"ID«9 "p 
\kb xrwb^ nrb rf?2 TO JDT wwhi? 'Tin .m^] 

Whoever says, I shall be a Nazirite, may cut his hair on the thirty-
first day, but even if he cuts it on the thirtieth day, he has fulfilled 
his obligation. [If he says], I shall be a Nazirite for thirty days, if he 
cuts his hair on the thirtieth day, he has not fulfilled his obligation 
(Naz 3.1). 

B. When specifying days of the month in dates, Di" is usually omitted, as 
occasionally in BH (see Meyer 1992, §61.4). Cardinal numbers are used with 
-3, even for the first to ninth days of the month: 

wnmD nmm ]zi nnn " B ,]0"B nmn ,nvm nvm n'lriD "̂ ii? ]Dr 
HTirr ]3 miB "33 , T O 3 r ^ r i g hmn' ]i mn '^n.mm 

There were nine times for the wood offering of the priests and the 
people: the first of Nisan was for the descendants of Arab ben Ju-
dah, the twentieth of Tammuz was for the descendants of David ben 
Judah, and the fifth of Ab for the descendants of Parosh ben Judah 
(Taa 4.5). 

C. Par 1.1 includes the forms Vi^'bD 'third' and r\'^0 'three-year old' 
and'Vnn 'fourth' and"PIl1 'four-yearold'. 

7. EHstributives. 
A. 'One each', 'two each', etc, is expressed by repeating the numeral, 

usually without intervening - 1 : 
niK nm imm o"3p m'mD] f i n p p [rtiD^D] nm 

Six priestly watches would offer two lambs each and the rest one 
each (Suk 5.6). 

B. A characteristic way of emphasizing distribution is by prefixing the 
repeated numbers with ft3: I T O I "TTOfto 'each one', n^^TDl m^bmbD 'every 
three', etc., although in this construction 'bD can also convey the sense of 
'each and every'. Both usages are illustrated by the the following example 
from RS 2.9: 

nm yp m fDnn bmbn^_ ]ni^ irn rrn im ynb m y^n m 
^b nnbi... rmv nm nmn rnn^n IDV0 yn rryt yn rrn bD 
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nm^ i r i n n ? on n n ] n n n iinv^ 
If we were going to test the tribunal of Rabban Gamaliel, we should 
have to test each and every one of the tribunals that have been estab
lished from the days of Moses until now .... And why were the 
names of the elders not made explicit? It is to teach that any three 
who established themselves as a tribunal in Israel were as if they 
had re-established the tribunal of Moses. 

The formula exemplified by Dtl Dl"ftD first appeared in LBH, in contrast to 
the classical BH structure of UV DT, and became common in the Dead Sea 
Scrolls, Aramaic, and RH (see Qimron 1986, 81). 

8. Fractions. 
A. As in BH, an ordinal number may be used, with the fractional sense 

provided by context: "0ftti '(a) third', "5?nn '(a) fourth', etc. 
B. RH has also developed a special series of terms for fractions, some al

ready known in BH: 

Fraction RHform 

half "2̂ (7, rTKHD 
third 
quarter i?n-j, i?3ln 
fifth ' 2?Dln 
sixth nrm 

eighth rD9 
ninth rw'n 
tenth 

C. Fractions of less than a tenth are expressed by cardinal numbers pre
ceded by ]D *(out) of, for example U'WhBU "THK *a thirtieth'. 

9. To express repeated or multiple acts, RH employs the cardinal num
bers followed by UVB *time' or Dni?S 'times', as in 

im) IRRK bob on^B rv±m oiob 
Each one has to be scrubbed three times (Nid 9.7), 

UVB and U'UVB can sometimes be omitted but supplied from context, as in 
rm 3*0 im ,Dvn bD wrmb w^u n n 

If he is polluted by a corpse the whole day, he is only guilty the first 
time (Naz 6.4). 

10. RH also has Pi*el denominative verbs based on the numerals: Uft0 
(in Hifil and Hitpa 'el as well) 'divide by three, pass three times' (e.g. Mak 
1.3); i?3n 'square, do for the fourth time' (e.g. SEH 306); mn 'divide into 
five parts'; vm 'divide into nine parts'; and I T O 'tithe, take/give tithe' (e.g. 
Shab 2.1). 
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V Vocabulary 

yn nn 3« 'president of the Sanhedrin' 
niVD 'removal, distancing' 
Ttn (hi. of l̂ T) 'act deliberately, with premeditation', as against yw 'do by 

mistake, inadvertently' 
npn (participle n p n ; hi. of nno 'surround') 'sit at (table)' 
n'mn 'become rich' 
bn (root bm) 'occur' 
n̂ O" 'test, correction, (corrective) punishment, suffering that results from 

punishment' 
]rpb (infinitive of ]n3) 'to give' (BH nn^) 
mm 'patriarch' 
^?P 'save, keep' 

IV Phraseology 

11. ITOl... ini< *be it like this ... or Hke that% an expression similar to 
-m ] n i . . . -CD in 'whether ... or' (see Unit 8.12): 

«n-i n t o ™ mm nm 
Whether they be ten or they be a hundred thousand (Ber 7.3); 

u'W^ DH ft«? x^n bDmi f?')^ nm\ p-jp ] V« i n ^ 
Be it a wild tree or a fruit tree, it is regarded as a fig tree (Shebi 1.3); 

HD-'QO m îrtD 1?"! 1? ,nmn n*:?!!? nn«i nni2 rhiv nm 
The voluntary burnt offering and the obligatory burnt offering are 
the same: both require imposition of hands (SLv 1.4 [W 5d]). 

12. nmD, nmi 'jointly, at the same time, equally': 
]Pf? ]'?-:n ,-[TO3 ibm^ rv±m 

When three eat together, they are obliged to summon another (Ber 
7.1); 

nmb nm^ no ,in«D mna in mm nm n n p n bm 

The holy one, blessed be he, pronounced the ten commandments all 
at once (or, 'by means of only one utterance'), something impossi
ble for flesh and blood (Mek 15.11); 

nnt̂ D mDn ns? xpm y)^ 
One should not force two adulteresses to drink [the bitter waters] at 
the same time (TosSot 1.6). 

13. D"i?Il1^n 'the forty lashes', in reference to the punishment prescribed 
at Dt 25.1-3 (see Mak 1.1; 3.10; Shab 7.2): 

D"i?n-ifci{n m raslo nm ,wrd7 t^pp^ ]"n nnin n n n i 
And [a woman] drinking wine and polluting herself with corpses 
does not incur the punishment of the forty lashes (Naz 4.3). 
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"?|D0 'support, lay hands on' 
t̂ n03"3B (npayyjxxzia) 'business' 
tD"lB 'specify, determine' 
0]"19 'sustain, provide for' 
^1)^ 'join, transform, change for' 
n'TW 'power, authority, command' 

VI Exercises 

T T D inm 231© im rbn ^313D wvib: ,nnp3 •"Dd ud bbnon bD . i 

.]*pD*p -]nnD iriK ,non "^nnp inm im bD b'^D^^b yjDr vn 1 

.CDI:D- ,nn« I'^QQ i^nn nn ĉ -̂ ci n«p *: '3 .4 
ŝĴ rĵD ,i?nn^D }mT\u ]"2?i5? ,[nlnsn] î nsfQ HTO] it^ip .5 

,»nTi? nm n ;̂c?ni ,n0D ncpi? nritit^nn r^m n i .nntfjq^ ,crnt?q 
KntPQ ^32? ,pQiK •"pDm'.Tt^ n n n n n :fpm m\}m mm 

hvm im bini ]nn ]3nti pni^n yvm ^r^m n^ rprm 
rm "im n K " B p ^WD2?"I n^an 'pt^jni ^lpn p Tî in '̂̂ fĉ  

n«n bDi ,rf\mnB wmm i n n w^it^n ,n«n ]nn'm.̂ jD *:?n .6 

n« n n o nnm nm bD ,nm2Bb insri" onnrr 'mnbrb^ nin^m ^m .7 
«n mwn ] D nm ,n7\mnn ]p ]"Dplo rpoDb ]nn:ii r n . n ipp 

p nmmv pb p n i i ^m:^ ib «n n"2j"'*:?̂ n ]p nnm nmrnib 
.n"2?"^n init^ fTizjiDi bnpn 

n1nii)o 27̂ 2? jiTD p'pnQ ,mi;nn npcp i?"2m n"m2? nln? ib rn^ n .8 
n n n n n jcrym \kb bm ,n^i?nn nm ybDi^ .nnm nm bDb 

.mvDn nmybDi^nrmmnnm w'^v nm ,npit^nVnn .nnn" 
pnbt> m yybin mn bD ,nnt?n nrn*:? bn^ îfpcp ]l2?^nn nlCD of .9 

pw m Tnp nnm nm hD ,]"Kn̂  jn^ntfp nnnp*? .ro^nn rrn^ 
Abn'ti 

,\\mnn n i n .ninp2?Q n]lD2?':' n"2?nn nm nvDn^ cm rrrm^. lo 
.nTO nTO nt̂ t̂ rn ',D"32/n"32? j n n p p n(2*2? 

\2)pfn. ]np ubm yxm n p n n bnit^n'. 11 
i?Qi2?. ['K't̂  rT2?î nn] f nt^n TOI nncDn TO D"n*:?« t n n n"2?t^nn. 12 

•"n':'«'" ni2;i? a m b"r\ mvuD omp Knpon nnipn bD 
.nnt^D ]"'*:5ip2} •n"32?2? T 2 D ,n n n"2»^nn] •n2n pt̂  

,i?D2?Qi ,nn«n nn"32) ,i?Q2;n... rt" ' K D mD2?]... TQt̂ i rnt< ^ p o i . 13 
.mn" mnnn -[b tDns"2; nv ly^v " s n nnt^ nn« ^"32? 

?nTOi nnt^ *:'Dn o^nn n n ^ n TO JH"':? |"3QI .14 
nbm bD3 nnt^ ?D"DPD "3D ^ 'PD: ' ^ Q ^ ,*:'"n no ,nrm. yvan "nn . 15 

.nnsn ]a nbi32? ^ D : nTOi n':'D2n ]Q 
"Q ,nDt<n nt^T... n n ^ o nnm n3inn nnm nmn nnn ,Dn D"nnn n2?':^ .16 
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-iDi^ nn ?n-ncD n©ii>n iî  one; rrnvn rybmn n^i^ 'in •q'rJiDn 
nnDD tkbt^ crnn f iV:'n mro "32? ]D2ii? . D " - ^ rmvn 

nbim mmw b^iw^b nrb mi ni3r^ 2 ? ^ omo" n n n n .17 
f nĵ i nnm ,Dn i":^! ,Dmo" "n" p̂i? t^btifi nnb ITQ pb rrmm 

Mnnnbivmbrnw 
nnt^ ]iDQ crb30D r n2? D"n« "32?̂ ? noiH "m^ p ]IPD2? n n . 18 
nn2? nr .n^3ni n3"n ̂ n)in nnm pnim nrn ^n^ nm .on^TO 

mini in-rii N3"n ^n^iOD nn prbn mn f«t<KD3 n r n c^n^o 
,cnn crnnn n2?*TO nnb ,DnDn n n b n - p . p t nn^"? n"2?i)D 

n"2?rD «2iQ3,2nn3 ni"2?ns 2 ; ^ crnz? /a2?n D"pnD n2?*TO •"32? 
.ptnm^b 

nn« bn nmnrm nnm 'nn n"2^n3]... nn b^ npir » n p n . 19 
.nn^D rbin mnpi nrn ,n:ii? "3sa nmi 

TO2; ninnHQ nm^ nt . n 'nb o n n n i n32? wnmi nm p mDni . 2 0 
"nt ]3 ]3m" ]3m ]pm bbm n2?D ,Dn ib^i ,n32? n^ism nm p 

,n:0 D"pnn« ]"nDm n32? D^rnnn o^ni^n n"n n2;Q .nn^pi? n m 
D"!?3nt̂  p bnnn rbv p r n ' : ^ n .n32? rr^m bmim m 03nni 

pn n32? D"i?3nH bHn2r n^ 03nm n32; lyvnm o n n n 2?D"2n n32; 
n'vnn^ D"DDn 2?D 2̂n n32? n'vnn^ mmrmn pov "nt p ]3m" 

p nmn nob nn"pi? "nn .n32? D":?nnt^ bKn2?" n^ 0 3 T D 1 nw 
bm\m m 03nm n32? n"pnnt^ D"DDn m mDi n32? n-'vnm 

^ov ,nnnvi nb ,nnpi npnn jm2? Dn"m3272? m^it 2;2? .n32? e r r a n t 
n m ""DT p pnr p m jptn bbm nm ,nQb2?i bt̂ n2? ,;?2NN"i 

.n3"pi? 

Sources. 1. Abot 4.4. 2 . Ber 6.6. 3. Hag 2 . 2 . 4.Kii2.1. 5. Par 3.5. 6. Qid 
1.7. 7. Sanh 4.4. 8. Shebi 9.8. 9. Suk 3.13. 10. Suk 5.6. 11. Ter 6.1. 12. 
Mek 12.1. 13. Mek 21.17 (L 3.47). 14. SLv 3.5 (W 14c). 15. SLv 11.3. (W 
48c). 16, SNm 119.3 (H 144). 17. SDt 32 (F 57). 18. SDt 48 (F 108). 19. 
SDt 31 (F 53). 20. SDt 357 (F 429). 
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VERBS 



UNIT FIFTEEN 

CONJUGATIONS (BINYANIM) 

I Introductory text (Hag 1.8) 

.ninnp nlD*PM o ^ P K I P A 

The biblical text is short but the oral legislation based on it is immense, 

1. The text reflects a clear conviction that often the oral law goes well 
beyond what the Bible says—a freer rendering might be *so much regulation 
from so little text'. From the same passage of the Mishnah comes the saying 
that various rules are like mountains hanging by a hair*. Thus, for some ele
ments within rabbinic Judaism the legitimacy of a particular halakhah did 
not depend on its being explicitly mentioned in the Bible. 

II Morphology 

2. The following table displays the major conjugations (or binyanim) of 
the BH verb (rarer forms are omitted). 

Simple Qal/Pa'al Passive Nifal 
Causative Hifil Passive Hofal 
Intensive Pi'el Passive Pu'al 

Reflexive Hitpa'el 

Each of these structures has a prefix (imperfect) and suffix (perfect) form, as 
well as infinitive, participial, imperative, jussive, and cohortative moods, 
which will be examined in the following units. 

3. In comparison, the RH verb exhibits the following features. 
A. The Pual disappears in all but the participle. 
B. In the perfect, the Hitpa'el is replaced by aMlpa'a/conjugation, 

apart from with certain verbs, such as ninn(2?n *bow down' and 'p^snn 
'pray', where the Hitpa'el is still found in the perfect. In some instances a 
Nittafal form is prob^ly attested (see Mishor 1983a, 205). 

C. In pe-nun verbs, the Nufal emerges as the passive of Qal, md is re
garded by some (for example, M. Moreshet [1980b]) as a special binyan of 
RH. At Sot 9.12, some manuscripts read m inn DPO btD131 'the taste of the 
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fruits has disappeared', and in a liturgical text (the prayer HTO), we find 
ITm n"3D "linn bD̂ Jl 'the glory has been removed from the house of our life'. 
Possibly the same conjugation is also to be seen with other verbs, such as 
i7¥iy=\2 'they were redeemed' and mb^j 'she was bom', and it may be that 
quite often a form pointed as Nifal ought to be corrected to Nufal (see 
Waldman 1989, 121). 

D. In certain verbs, the archaic causative conjugations in Safel and 
Shaf el (see Meyer 1992, §72. ID) reappear, probably under Aramaic influ
ence. 

E. Also due to Aramaic influence is the development of intensive 
quadriliteral conjugations like PiHel, Pilpel, Pir'el, and Pi'les, for example 
221V 'mix, confuse' (root 21V), pipl 'crush, examine in detail, carefully 
enunciate' (root ppl), 00")p 'cut, prune' (root DOp), and 021B 'supply, sus
tain' (root 0:B). 

4. Morphologically, the RH binyanim coincide with those of BH, with 
the following exceptions. 

A. NifaL The loss of intervocalic -H- , as part of the gradual weakening 
of the gutturals, is seen in infinitives preceded by -b, so that, for example, 
mDTib 'to be cut off, exterminated' becomes n"13"b and OlDTjb 'to enter* be
comes 0]3"b: 

vmb Tnv DDnbK'" "3̂  
I am Y., your God, who will be avenged (SNm 115.5 [H 129]); 

2ip'byiWDpm 
For they are not fit to be offered (SLv 1.3 [W 5d]). 

The same trend is well-represented at Qumran (see Qimron 1986, 48) and 
also evidenced in LBH: 17^21 'and when he stumbles' (Pr 24.17). 

B. Pi'el. In ayin-waw and -yod verbs, we find new forms such as D"'p 
'estabHsh, maintain' (already seen in LBH; root Olp), m\2 'shame, insult' 
(root ©ID), 'do good' (root 31CD), etc., as part of a more general trend of 
assimilation to the triradical pattern (see Waldman 1989, 120). Similarly, the 
root m^ behaves as an ayin-waw verb in the formation of the Pi'el: "l"0 
'leave, reserve' (see Introduction, 9.3). 

C. Pu 'al. In the participle (the only mood RH retains in this binyan), 
loss of preformative mem is common, so that, for example, Ô D̂D 'reduced' 
becomes DP̂ Q. The first form is characteristic of the Palestinian branch of 
RH (KHag 1.8), whereas the second is typical of Babylonian RH. However, 
the Palestinian origins of nvlD are cle^ly evidenced by the appe'arance of 
this form in the Dead Sea Scrolls. 

D. Nitpa 'al. This binyan is a fusion of the Nifal and Hitpa 'el. Its vocal
ization as Nitpa'el is an incorrect composite form of copyists and publish
ers—the Sefardi and Yemenite traditions have retained the original pronun
ciation in a. As in the BH Hitpa'el, the taw of the -TD prefix undergoes 
metathesis or assimilation before sibilants and dentals. For example, at Ket 
1.8 and 7.6, Jastrow reads r\12ip 'becoming intimate with', that is, a 
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Infinitive nnn0b 
Perfect o n s * nnncs' 
Imperfect o r F 
Participle or^ 
Imperative o r i s 

Hitpa'el participle (on the other hand, K [Yalon] has a simple Pi'el: n n a i p 
'speaking*). Similarly, at Orl 3.3, manuscripts alternate between y^lpO 
'sanctifying themselves' and y^'lpO 'making holy'. The switch from Nifal 
to Nitpa 'al, and vice-versa, was that much easier, and more confusing for 
copyists, as it did not require alteration of the consonantal text, for example 
pni and pm or and msi 

E. Hifil, As in the Nifal infinitive, so in the Hifil, preformative -H can 
disappear after -b, so that, for example, nl3"!nb 'to increase' becomes 
Dlnnb, as in 

Cm he increase the number if he prefers? (SNm 107.12 [Hi l l ] ) 
But this feature is not found as consistently in the Hifil as in the Nifal, and 
there are numerous instances of the retention of he, at least in the written 
form of the language, for example TDnif? 'to be rigorous, harden' and bpnb 
'to be tolerant, mitigate', as in 

mamb I'^i'iD x^im vnnm ^ mrpv n m vmm n n 

Rabbi Joshua ^ d Rabbi Akiba did not move more than four cubits, 
because they wanted to be rigorous with themselves (Erub 4.1). 

There is a striking contrast between the text of TosSot 3.2 as it appears 
in MS Vienna, mibp mt^nnb 'to show her shame', and in MS Erfurt, 
n]bp m nit^nb, which appears to reflect the actual pronunciation. A BH ex
ample is provided by Jr 39.7: 

To bring him to Babylonia. 
F. Hofal. It is a characteristic of RH that the BH Hofal becomes 

Hufal, with the u vowel sometimes written plene (-^n, -̂ Q), doubtless 
because of the association of u with the passive (in the BH Pu'al and the Qal 
passive participle in b t̂Dp). Of particular importance are the frequently-
employed npn and nrip '(it was) f^rmitted', the Hofal perfect and participle 
of nro, as in 

nrnn nnt rquvb opsn n t o 
Meat that is introduced into idolatrous worship is permitted (AZ 
2.3). 

G. The quadriliteral conjugations, usually intensive or causative in func
tion (Safel, Shaf el, Pi'lel, Pilpel,Pir'el, Pi'les) are inflected on the model 
of the Pi'el: 
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in Grammar and usage 

5. According to E.Y. Kutscher (1971, 1597), 'The exact meanings of the 
different conjugations still remain to be clarified'. As a general rule, we may 
say that the regular conjugations maintained the values they possessed in BH, 
although certain usages specific to RH have to be borne in mind. 

6. Qal. This is used as in BH, although Kutscher notes that an intransi
tive form like nbl2, which could mean in BH either 'you were great' or 'you 
became great, you grew', in RH can only have the second meaning ('became 
great, grew'), with the stative sense of 'be great' expressed through the 
adjective bill: 

D"pDnn ] n 'rbii n ; bn 
All my Hfe, I grew up among the wise (Abot 1.17); 

nt nt ibiT ,nBp inn: bv ra© ]np nn] 
If a levir who is still a minor has sexual relations with his sister-in-
law who is also a minor, they have to wait until both of them grow 
up (Yeb 13.12). 

SNm 133.2 (H 176) is especially interesting as it clearly exhibits the contrast
ing meanings: 

... rmnn im ^bi vm pma bii^ pn)i byn ^mbb ninnn ra 
rmnn im ^bi vm pmn biw bm ipiii mn ^vmrh 

This passage is intended to teach you that any righteous person who 
grows up among the wicked and does not behave according to their 
deeds to show you how great is that person's righteousness, 
who, although having grown up among the wicked, does not behave 
according to their deeds. 

7. Nifal. 
A. Passive, as in BH, for example in the common midrashic question 

imi inb 'why was it said?'. 
B. Reflexive, for example 

2)in im D"]0 Dt ]Dp5 n n mi(2?î -!3 
In former times, he (the buyer) would hide himself on the (last) day 
of the twelfth month (Arakh 9.4). 

Note the striking use of t^^D] in the sense of 'turn out, end up', for ex
ample 

nivi imfni] nlDi n n n ib npp 
If he sold him wheat as good, but it turned out (to be) bad (BB 5.6), 

a common exegetical idiom (see below, §12). 
C. To this reflexive usage is added an element of reciprocity in the struc-

Quadriliterals can also be patterned acording to other conjugations if neces
sary, for example "inTOD and nUTOD 'freed* (Pu 'al participle) and ninTO] 
'he was freed' (Nitpa'al perfect). 
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ture Ipbm 'they were divided, they disputed among one another', a form 
often found in the context of arguments or discrepancies among different 
schools, for example 

rhrip bv ^b\^ ipbm ^b ipbm um 
Although they used to disagree, they would only disagree in respect 
of Ecclesiastes (Yad 3.5; see also MS 3.6, Erub 1.2, Ket 13.1-2, 
etc.). 

D. Closely related to the reflexive usage is a subtle middle sense that ap
pears in certain verbs, for instance ID?] ^remember', 'collect payment, 
take revenge', 03D3 'enter, get into, meet', and b^m 'consult, ask about, or 
for, oneself. The following texts illustrate how these verbs are used: 

bv2 mn^ n s p rfpsri? iniv n;n 
If, when already standing for prayer, he remembers that he had had 
an involuntary ejaculation (Ber 3.5); 

The tax collectors get their payment whether it is paid willingly or 
not (Abot 3.16); 

From the moment the priests enter to eat their offerings (Ber 1.1); 
nnnb bmii nnjm n 

Whoever had taken a Nazirite vow and consulted with a sage (Naz 
5.3). 

A. The primarily intensive function of this binyan makes it appropriate 
for conveying repeated action. The distinction between '^bn 'go' and 'fpn 
'walk about, go to and fro' is characteristic of RH (although, surprisingly, 
N.M. Waldman [1989, 120] claims there is no difference in meaning), '^bn, 
which is occasionally found in the Bible, as well as in Ben Sira and the Dead 
Sea Scrolls, occurs, for example, in the following passages: 

no yb'u nmn rrwb^ cnn in nrD© nobm nbnra© 

For because of them, the Shekhinah had to travel thirty-six miles in 
a single day so that the Israelites might enter the tod (SNm 84.1 [H 
80]); 

nbn m obn nnti? ]2 n\!^\^ n i l bmbui pn 
Rabban Gamaliel and Rabbi Eleazar ben Azariah went through (the 
boat) from top to bottom (Erub 4.1). 

B. The Pi'el can also convey an inchoative sense, for example: 
,-133© biym ,ni3n2? nmi nmn) ^nicp "^irh urm nny 

When someone goes down into his field and observes that the fig, 
the grape cluster, and the pomegranate have started to ripen (Bik 
3.1). 

C. Sometimes, however, the creation of a Pi'el form does not imply a 
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new meaning but simply replaces a corresponding Qal that has lost its ex
pressive power. On other occasions, the Pi'el is employed as a denominative, 
for example, at Shebi 2.2, bl'' 'prune', p3K 'spread earth', and 'fumi
gate, bum incense'. 

D. Although often difficult to distinguish in sense from the Hifil used 
causatively, a typical rabbinic usage of the Pi'el is declarative, as in the 
word-pairs "inn and t̂ DD, usually 'declare pure' and 'declare impure' (rather 
than 'purify' and 'contaminate', the less frequent meanings) and nDT and D'n, 
'declare innocent' and 'declare guilty'. Both pairs are found at Bekh 4.4: 

,m^n m NNTDI, "Tin̂ n m ;i^??n m n n i j n n m nst 
''wv Tww n o 

If he declares the guilty innocent and the innocent guilty or the pure 
impure and the impure pure, whatever he has done is done. 

Another interesting word-pair is CDi?n and n 2 n , 'diminish' and 'increase'— 
the first element is found in the following text from Taa 4.6: 

nnp t a FT?I?DP OTD-mn 
As soon as the month of Ab comes in, joy is diminished. 

9. Hifil. Apart from conveying its usual causative function, the Hifil 
sometimes also expresses an inchoative element, as in n̂ Cpl̂ ni ,i?^p jH] 'he 
gave a coin and began to be rich' (Arakh 2.1). The Hifil can also be used to 
express a change of state, for example WDTi: 'make oneself wise'. 

10. Hitpa 'el, Nitpa 'al. 
A. Their basic function is to provide a reflexive or passive version of the 

Pi 'el. The Nitpa 'al, a cross between the Hitpa 'et and Nifal, is a reflection of 
the language's need to find ever more expressive stmctures. 

B. A reflexive value is found in, for example, 
nrrbn n?i?3 pmm nn 
Cover yourself in the dust of their feet (Abot 1.4). 

In this usage, there is a strong undertone of passivity, toleration, or giving 
permission ('let yourself be covered'), as at Abot 1.10: 

And don't let yourself know (or, 'become familiar with') power. 
C. An inchoative sense, expressing entry into a new condition or situa

tion, can be appreciated in 
nnnr ro^ i imTim... nnaen ...bv ran 

Whoever has sexual relations with a slavegirl whether of those 
who have become proselytes or who have obtained maiiumission 
(Ket 3.1). 

D. Related to tiiis inchoative usage is the expression of a middle value 
by the Hitpa'el/Nitpa'al, especially in verbs of thought or emotion such as 
'fear', 'propose', 'desire', for example: 

iDi? n n n uwBi nm mrn D I K H S 

All of a sudden Moses was filled with terror and all of a sudden he 
was spoken to (by God) (SNm 102.1 [H 100]); 
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IV Phraseology 

12. imsnil 'it turned out', indicating that the conclusion of some
thing was a particular change or result: 

]""! »^D5i f pn 'fpn y: 
If he sells him wheat as good, but it turns out to be bad ..., or bad 
and it turns out to be good ..., or wine that turns out to be vinegar or 
vinegar that turns out to be wine (BB 5.6). 

In exegesis, the formula D*|?Dru^P51 *and so you find yourself fulfilling' 
usually concludes a successful attempt at harmonizing two apparently con
tradictory texts (see, for example, SNm 84.2 [H 80]). 

13. ra^y^Qpn^^^nB nnp 'the measure of punishment is restrictive', 
nanpni t snnnp 'the measure of mercy is expansive' (see SNm 18.1, 115.5 
[H 129], 156, 160.13, Mek 12.33 [L 1.103] etc.); these formulas, which al
lude to the divine attributes (middot), are employed in a fortiori arguments as 
an interpretative axiom—interpretative principles must accord with divine 
principles/attributes. 

14. CrnSPfeD^pD? 'mortgaged property', as against fnfT^35O^DD 'free, 
unmortgaged property': 

, 2 ' ! ^ b^ .nrnarcp nrpD?3 nsi2 r^^n ran ni^ppn 

They proposed only to offer what the omnipresent one hates (SDt 
81 [F 147]); 

]mQnm ]Tb HMTD WBW nvni?! bn 
Robbery and fornication that a person craves and desires (Mak 3.15; 
K reads a Nitpa 'al: |mDnrD1). 

A middle sense is also found in other verbs that appear to us to be active 
or transitive, for example: 

I have received from you a mina (Ket 5.1); 
n r a r o rfpapn?... npb^ 

A widow ... who has received her dowry (Ket 11.4). 
E. The Hitpa'el/Nitpa'al also expresses reciprocity, in verbs like ̂ riri©3 

'associate with', HDVil 'mix with', or reconciliation, as in 
rm rrn] ib TOPDH bv pm H I T O D I 

When Reuben confessed the deed, his brothers were reconciled with 
him (Asher)' (SDt 355 [F420]). 

11. Safel, Shaf el. The few verbs that appear in these binyanim convey a 
causative meaning. The most commonly encountered are 'enslave' and 
1"inc? 'free'. The other quadriliteral binyanim also usually function as inten-
sive-causatives. 
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V Vocabulary 

(passive participle of lfp2) 'revealed'; inpS-n'PSIl In secret-in public' 
mm (= mU) 'from him' 
bDVpn (htp. of'PDO) 'observe, consider' 
H'^NPN 'sexual contact' 
nD"'t 'venereal disease' 
^Bb3 'towards, against' 

'word, command, order' 
ppQ 'perish, decay' 
111 'vow', mm ]D 112 'vow not to go to the city' 
150 'hope, think, imagine' 
m i ? 'city boundary' 
IQDI nQ3nntiJ^5? 'how much more in a similar situation!', an elliptical for

mula that replaces the conclusion of an «fortiori argument 
bvibvi 'impute to'; 1^raainDnr*?i?n*?i?Q 'the passage treats him as 

though' 
D D I S 'divulge, make public, publish' 
li?K 'distress' 
p)! 'single, unmarried' 
nbw 'rule' 
©Q© 'serve' 
D n̂n 'district, area' 

VI Exercises 

bni ^TD p̂HD irDDn ,lnpDnQ j n i p rtorp© bn ,ID1» mi mi . 1 
' ' \nD!pnainDDnf«, iW 

^bm ? [ K lacks in\b] lab mnhn np^ ^dvivi mni niip^^nic^'i^i .2 
ju^mi ]p viBib K̂ Ht ?nit<i2n^ biy [k+mi] im imix^ 

]rb] ; i i i p r a i-jn^n tnna© dTivi m [ K ] n ? ^ ' ] n ^ ' l f ^ i ^ ^ 
«ip?^ o^irn [ K f p'.pp |ni^] yiypm jcrpm^ 

.n i ip i^Dni to i 
DiHt n ,1113 l^np V'Q nn^ mB ,mD^p ]? n v n i ipt<5 .3 

' . D i ^ i':' 'Himm ntk 'b ]m nm 
^rfprnl^s p i p i ikb) K i p . . . Mv^b rp(z?n ¥7] vn0m t^ilpn 4 

A person who lends to another on the basis of a bond, that person 
may claim back the loan from mortgaged property. If it was done 
with witnesses, the lender may claim back the loan from unmort
gaged goods (BB 10.8). 
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nwbDK.i3Dn0^ .15? [Ka^]u i^bm . ^ rmim^n i^i i i i i i ? .6 

«nD ,[K D n ? ^ ] onPD DnDyi on'Tp o '̂pplî  n .7 
,]n:pp D''*?D1«1 o n - p uo6i XK rttv^] ntiPD n1':JII?} nniD 

.nini?*? o]3*? nriKi n'^b^ nô rrn̂  O J D ^ nnp , T I N ]p niiDn .8 
?n^^t^ nn^ ô !© ^lin n n ^nn ri'^ra ,-TQ1I^ nti? t̂<j |3 ]1pp© m .9 

}kbt2i OTBirm yi ;Tp m^t^i ^mnn: 
T T m . ['m r mo©]... bmtr, -1321 I T n © D o n ; ifti^D n n i . 10 

r n© ]DT laib t^bvn ?npn^p ninpi© it̂  nprfpp nibir n i f a ^ 
' r n ,DnE*3??' Drrn^^ P3 I^2*Q ' i ^bvo CT^DTIOD bmrr 

n i 1n« HĤ ni î ©3n~*7D n;rn ,or*Pi? ini^ d-'&i n tp?11 
brniD'^ ]Dn t̂ 7t*J ?nnp c?nVlt̂  ,nnp iẑ ri] n i . rn'^ra -niDD] 

,D''p(2DCD ]nn«^ mb m yii^^m'^^nbvo D"»*?3pop 

rbvn bvcpn 2?S3 i2ran*:?D9 jpbh ;Trrnmwy22 'p^nb .12 
ibvn b^nmn nm Q!j?pn by j^bn ubiv imh^i n^rarr rbv 

.\kbn cbiv ujp imn iTori rbh 
]Tm ] n p n n ^ Q ]n pnnpn -^7^ ymm bor] \ 13 

. rno^p 
bo^ ] n n o r m ,rn'm n^nm oniiD p t^n "ron bo HDT ntDD 14 

Dm .Dnnc? n n n n ^b^ ra D n̂ TOnn nvnm ib criz? n 
f piiiQ n n n n j '^n r m nriOT bv nn^n um^w yvir r n 

,nnni bp D N N N N n m .n'r'n joons Dipnm nno3 ICDJ? ]n .nnm 
rbn nonsD Dipon nnon nmm nmvn n^ivmnn mn m nm 

.nny nnn nnt^ bv nynn nrntD nnn 
^bnn nns? nn^b mnn nnnn nnb b^n bm ,nQi« n r ]3 prn^D. 15 

n nmn ntDî o nsoni -j'pin mm mn b^^-^D ,nm n I?3D1 ynn 
n i?3S .nK n2?i;D naoQi -pn n m n^t nê PD no© ,i3nn bii**]! n » 

- [ D .mi nmn nnon^ 'pn mm Dm32? rwvn nnw ^:m ^^31 mi 
.niTmnn nnyDn nî nnt̂ n nmn bmur 

^x>n nnbm b^nm m nnnirm rwb^ nm^ bn^ m£)n nm p i . 16 
bm\m hm pnn bnm i s n nn urwn 

.iQi? nmt^ mi') ^nnn -]^nD mnc? om nmn -pnb mnn nnnn nnb A I 
,nDit̂  nm mnm^ ,nmH nv VOM n^ ,nDiH VOM wmn 

n\icin7\ ,wr nmn n bv ,mpn m^^^ni . n m « ra^s? ni? mn n» 
.IK)"* n ,ii?o^ n?DD n ,i3m n bv ,mpn 

.vnn^b Tnv ,cD*̂ n̂  m nyn rb^ Tnv m ,DDn^fc^m.is 
'IV m bv vnnb> m nnon ? rT ' I D o n n n i p n n i •'31? n^ no*?. 19 
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UNIT SIXTEEN 

TENSES AND MOODS 

I Introductory text (PRE 12) 

, i n t r ^ ]¥min nmb non b^nyn ^rmn 'orkbnb mnpn nn^ 
D^non n i ^ n : n n n n , n n p n NOK .ln^v drwn nnnn ntrni r\nn bv^ 

nmw nnton n^ bv ':Bb nnpri7 UTnv bmirn^ mb^v^ nnn^n 
.n n vmn] nnt «bi 'mnn nnn n 

The holy one, blessed be he, said to the ministering angels. Come, let us 
exercise mercy towards the first man and his spouse, for the world is founded 
on the attribute of deeds of mercy. The holy one, blessed be he, said. Deeds 
of mercy are more cherished than the sacrifices and burnt offerings that the 
Israelites have to present to me on the altar, as it is written. For I desire 
mercy and not sacrifice [Ho 6.6]. 

!• For the nature of 'deeds of mercy* or 'acts of kindness', see Unit 5.1 
and the corresponding introductory text, ARN 4 (S 21). The PRE text above, 
which presents God as a model for humans to follow, officiating at, and help
ing to celebrate, a wedding, continues the prophetic and tannaitic emphasis 
on charity. It is significant that in the Gospel of John, Jesus begins his min
istry by attending a wedding and assisting the newly-weds (Jn 2.1-11). 

II Morphology 

2. Note that in this and the following units, we shall concentrate on the 
Qal of the regular, or 'strong', verb. 

BH distinguishes the following tenses and moods: 

.mnob n r a mnb ^rncn uinnb nm^i nniDnm rrbom ,20 

Sources. 1. Abot 3.9. 2. Abot 5.1. 3. Abot 6.9. 4. Ber 2.3. 5. BQ8.4. 6. Git 
4.4. 7. Hag 1.5. 8. Ned 7.5. 9. Qid 4.14, 10. RS 3.8. 11.RS3.8. 12. Sanh 
4.5. 13. Zab 2.1. 14. Mek 12.33 (L 1.103). 15. Mek 13.2 (L 1.133). 16. 
Mek 14.5 (L 1.196). 17. SNm 84.2 (H 80). 18. SNm 115.5 (H 129). 19. 
SDt 278 (F 296). 20. SDt 300 (F 318). 
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Prefix conjugation (imperfect), according to the model ^̂ Sp"* 
(originally bup^); 

Suffix conjugation (perfect), according to the model 
Cohortative, a lengthened form of the first person imperfect: 

n ^ p H , rf^pi; 
Jussive, an abbreviated form, where possible, of the second and 

third persons of the imperfect; 
Infinitive absolute, according to the underlying model ^Pfep; 
Imperative; 
Infinitive consftiict, which normally follows the underlying models 

*:?^ ,^Dp or'PDp; 
Active participle, according to the underlying model 'TtDp: 3ni3; 
StMive participle, according to the model 1 3 D ; 
Passive participle, according to the model b^p: 

3. In contrast, RH does not use special forms for the cohortative or jus
sive and does not employ the infinitive absolute. 

4, In the morphology of the perfect, RH witnesses to the following 
changes. 

A. Alongside r f ^ p , the plene variant nrfPDp is common, as in: 
^DH p nnr 'bv nt ;b nrr^m) m bD nnm nrn 

See that although there are many things you have done to me, this is 
much more serious for me than anything else (SDt 1 {F 6]). 

The ending nn- is standard at Qumran and is attested in archaic BH: 
nrojiD^n^nplDirn: 

Moon and stars, which you established (Ps 8.4); 
vbrr^mnmbD 

Everything you placed beneath his feet (Ps 8.7); 
nrajiD nm 

You established it (Ps 68.10). 
We find the same form reading in K, although it has been replaced in printed 
versions, for example, K Eduy 6.3: 

•^HTD pibnb rrrrKn no 
Wh^ is your basis for differentiating your norm (i.e. establishing a 
different norm)? 

Contrast the text of Albeck, quoted at Unit 5.13. 
B. In lamed-he and -yod verbs, the third person feminine singular retains 

the archaic ending in H-;, thus rrn *she was* (as well as nrvjX), The same phe
nomenon has sometimes escaped copyists' correction in related types of 
verbs, such as lamed-alef for example 

r ^ n n r r r o n - © 
The cow ihdX has drunk the waters of purification (Par 9.5). 

The shift of final mem to nun (see Unit 10.5A) means that the difference 
between masculine and feminine versions of the second person plural has 
disappeared, with \r\bnp as the common form. The use of final mem in 

file:///r/bnp
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manuscripts and printed editions often represents correction or deliberate ar
chaizing. 

5. In the morphology of the imperfect, the following changes can be 
seen in RH. 

A. Continuing a process already underway in BH, complete disappear
ance of the archaic second and third person feminine plural form npbpn, 
which is replaced by the corresponding masculine forms t>npn (second per
son) and b^p' (third person). 

B. Even when their Aramaic counterpart has exactly the same form, BH 
forms of the verb with final nun, such as the second person feminine singular 
ybnpn, have almost entirely disappeared from RH, although the second and 
third person masculine plural forms J^bnpn and jl^p*! are occasionally em
ployed in addition to the regular structures t?npr\ and b ^ ' . 

C. Although there is no linguistic reason for it, the bbp' conjugation is 
usually vocalized plene, thus ÎCDptJt, a phenomenon also observed at Qum
ran. 

6. Participle. 
A. In the active participle, RH prefers the feminine ending -et, with the 

exception of ayin-waw verbs (for example ntj53 from ^2) and, sometimes, 
lamed-yod and -ate/verbs (see Part 11 of Unit 19 for more details). 

B. In the masculine plural, endings in both mem and nun are found. 
7. Imperative. 
The archaic form npbp has disappeared from RH, leaving only iinp 

for both the masculine and feminine plural. Plene orthography is normally 
employed, thus 'PiCDp. 

8. Infinitive. 
A. Of the two BH infinitives, only the construct is attested in RH, always 

with prefixed lamed, to which any other relevant preposition (normally ]D) is 
prefixed, for example t '̂̂ liln^QI C p n ^ Q 'prohibited from putting in or 
taking out' (Erub 2.6). Similarly, negation of an infinitive is expressed by 
placing \^bm in front of the lamed, as in 

umv ,[np«*?D] nwvb "lyn^ uipn 
Where it is not usual to do (work), it is not done (Pes 4.1). 

B. As a general rule, the infinitive construct (like the imperative) takes 
the form of the imperfect without prefix, thus imperfect b'tipt^, infinitive 
ÎtDp (with plene spelling preferred). The systematic application of this prin

ciple has led to the emergence of popular forms considerably different from 
those of BH. Below are some examples (see Unit 20.3 for further details). 

PERFECT IMPERFECT INFInitive 
RH BH 

103 p' p'b nrb 
^Tb nvp 

npb np' npp nnpb 
nm irsb nmb 
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9. Summary paradigm of the Qal of the regular verb. 
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Perfect 

Participle 

D"/I'*?olp,ni*^plp 

Infinitive 
^icop^ 

Imperfect 
*PlDp« (BH + n ^ p K ) 

(BH + nbnpi) 
(BH + npbpn) 

b1tDp3 
] i / i ^pn 

Imperative 

binp (BH+ n ^ p ) 

t>np (BH + m^bp) 
RH can also employ pausal forms in the perfect, for example and t^m, 
and the imperfect, for example l':'1tDp\ 'b'inpn (see Bar-Asher 1990c). 

in Grammar and usage 

10. Nowadays, scholars prefer to speak of the prefix (imperfect) and suf
fix (perfect) conjugations of classical BH, and avoid the term 'tenses', since 
in Hebrew and other Canaanite languages it appears to have been aspect— 
narrative, intensive, durative, jussive, energic, punctual—that predominated 
in the verbal system. In Hebrew the introduction of the suffix conjugation (in 
essence, an adjective plus personal pronoun) meant that this structure took 
on, for example, preterite and narrative aspects, previously expressed through 
the prefix conjugation. But the earlier system is still visible in structures that 
employ the so-called w^w-conversive, a convenient but rather superficial 
term that disguises the consecutive or narrative function of such forms and 
the essentially modal and narrative basis of the two conjugations. 

11. According to E.Y. Kutscher (1982, 130), '[t]he most revolutionary 
change between BH and MH [Mishnaic Hebrew] occured in the area of the 
tenses and moods'. Typical of RH is the culmination of a trend begun in 
LBH, namely, the disappearance of the wau^-conversive forms. The narrative 
mood, as well as other modal aspects such as finality, command, etc., find 
other means of expression in RH. 

12. In RH, we may indeed speak of a system of tenses, although it is an 
oversimplification to discount the modal aspects that remain. With A. Ben-
david (1967, §222), we may say that the forms (surot) of the conjugational 
patterns (mishqalim) do not necessarily or exclusively refer to sf^cifications 
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of time (mashma'im zemanim), in other words, that it is not possible, even in 
RH, simply to identify every bnp as past Cavar), every as present 
(howeh\ and every btp' as future Catid), However, the following general 
principles may be stated. 

A. The perfect covers the area of past activity. However, M.H. Segal 
(1927, §306) overstates his claim that forms like TIPT can never have pre
sent significance in RH, for, in fact, we find in rabbinic literature certain id
iomatic turns of phrase, such as mm nm, in which the present is clearly 
signified (see Unit 17.9). 

B. The participle refers to the present and the future, as in: 
naiv D*?lDn rrnnn bv 

On three things the world rests (Abot 1.2); 
m bv n r a D'̂ nQn rrnni nrm rmr\ nb n^no (zfipn mn 

i tD 'pnnnm'?^ 
The holy spirit brings about the resurrection of the dead and the res
urrection of the dead will come through Elijah, of blessed memory 
(Sot 9.15), 

Often, the participle can have an imj^rative or facultative/jussive signif
icance: 

mm n n nnno nmm) f H I rrm In m nnn I2̂ ^̂ n 
A man may make his son take a Nazirite vow, a woman may not 
make her daughter take it (Naz 4.6); 

nh'bn unyn m-nir i n n t o 
During the nights, the exodus from Egypt should be remembered 
(Ber 1.5). 

For further details about the participle in RH, see Unit 19. 
C. The imperfect can refer to the future, especially in subordinate 

clauses that in other languages might employ a subjunctive form of the verb, 
and conveys command and intention as aspectual features as well as 
expressing the jussive mood (see Mishor 1983a and Sharvit 1980). Kutscher 
(1982, 131) summarizes thus: The imperfect denoting the future tense is 
mainly restricted to the subordinate clause; in the main clause it is chiefly 
used to indicate desire or command'. Examples include: 

nmn nnin f n IDIĴ  n n , nrviD nmc ^b p i 
And so neither of them will be able to say. We shall provide for her 
together (Ket 12.1); 

bnT^ nv osincDnK f> n̂ DD ̂ 3nn 
I am going to name him a tutor until he grows up (SDt 11 [F 19]). 

A more detailed treatment can be found in Unit 18. 
13. Periphrastic forms. 
A. A continuous or repeated action in the past or future (or in the 

imperative or infinitive mood) can be expressed with the verb n n (in the 
perfect, imperfect, imperative, or infinitive) followed by the participle of the 
ccnresponding verb, for example: 
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nr^n n s bv^ ]i^n3 n raan m fn-m ybm: vn 
They used to lock up and leave the key in a v îndow above the door 
(Erub 10-9); 

pvn crtznni pvn trbmm mrt> bmwb a-f? ]pn nm 
Moses ordered the Israelites to keep on inquiring into and 
investigating the matter (SNm 66 {H 62]). 

For the formula 1Qlt̂  n n mn, see Unit 1.12, and for the past conditional 
(ivV(rbt> follovî ed by nrn and participle), see Unit 28.8D. 

B. A clear exjM*ession of the future as against the present is provided by 
the construction -b followed by the infinitive, n n ^ is an adjective, 
which can be inflected (nTDp, O'̂ THP, n1n'»ni?) so as to agree in gender and 
number with its subject, for example: 

mtrf? f THi? ] r« rrnnmn rrmv... rfbvb njnp nm nnp nni? 
The generation of Korah will not be resurrected ... the ten tribes 
will not return (Sanh 10.3). 

In BH, THP has the sense of 'prepared, ready' (see Jb 15.24; Est 3.14; 
8.13), and it was not difficult for this to shift in RH to 'disposed to, will'. In 
fact, in RH n'DV still occasionally appears with its BH meaning ('ready'), 
and even when referring to the future can function as an ordin^y adjective: 

t^riD i^m nmn nnn 27p3D t^mm nm nrrm 
The time is coming when a person will seek the word of the law but 
will not find it (TosEduy 1.1). 

For M. Mishor (1983a, 124), the difference between the periphrastic 
structure with n'̂ H^ and the imperfect is that, although they are sometimes 
confused or used interchangeably, mnv simply indicates the future whereas 
the imperfect conveys modal features of desire, prayerfulness, etc. 

Perhaps the use of mnv is better illustrated when contrasted with the 
participle, which indicates the present or near future, whereas -*p mnv usually 
points to a distant, often eschatological, future, as, for example, in this text 
from Abot (3.1), in which the past/present sense of the perfect, pre
sent/immediate future sense of the participle, and eschatological future sense 
of mw are perfectly l^d out: 

]l30Oi yn ]vf7 mnv nm n '^b] -pn nm mn vn 
Know where you have come from, where you ^e going to, and be
fore whom you will have to settle up. 

(A similar sequence appears in Abot 4.22; for L. Girdn [1992], the distinc
tions are not so clear-cut.) 

14. Constructions of the type 'im'^n and iHî ^D, in which the infinitive 
construct functions as a noun (taking prepositions and suffixes), are replaced 
in RH by structures of the type mfm or by the verbal noun (see Unit 9.9), as 
at Ber 9.4: 

^mr)pn nrm W P 3 nn« ,crra bbBn? "^nnb opgn 
Whoever enters the city should recite the prayer twice, once on en
tering and once on leaving. 
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Compare Ps 68.8, •7[P''30'^nt^KgD''n^t^ 'O God,when you used to go out 
before your people', with SNm 95.1 (H 95), 

npm Dnt̂  nbv 21 nni> on .nn'^on nnD \^br] 
[vb'2'n]nm 

Was it not already said that when they went out from Egypt, There 
also went up with them a great crowd and flocks and herds [Ex 
12.38]?, 

and with AZ 3.4: i7K^^2)D1 'and on going out, he said to him'. 
15. AuxiHary verbs. There are numerous possible constructions employ

ing auxiliary verbs (see Kutscher 1971, 1602-1603), of which we note here 
only the most common; others will become evident as the different 'tenses' 
are discussed. 

A. Auxiliary verb followed by -b (of infinitive) and infinitive, as com
monly found in BH but also employed to introduce a final clause ('in order 
to'). 

B. Auxiliary verb followed by -2), not only to introduce a subordinate 
clause but also as part of periphrastic imperatives, for example 10^0 
'it is necessary that he says'. 

C. The verb b'nnu 'begin' can be continued by a participle instead of 
the expected infinitive. M.H. Segal (1929, §328) believed that in such cases 
the infinitive nvnb should be understood before the participle; whether or 
not this is correct, the construction became widespread and can be rendered 
with modal force, for example, nttj»n UTib ^20 n^nnn 'I began bringing 
them proofs' (Neg 7.4). 

D. The participle of "I*?n, ^pm (see Unit 19.14), is used with the par
ticiple of another verb to convey the modality of continuous or progressive 
action, as in 

-pm rbv poi3 nrnb ':v^ i3i30D myDrb nm "ino 
It is permitted to hire out an item given in pledge by a poor person 
so that one gradually reduces the debt (BM 6.7). 

In later usage, 'p'im, which was usually placed after the main verb, lost the 
waw and, formally speaking, became the main verb, as in: 

nmbv nrioi pn n n i 
And the sea continued to rage against them (PRE 10); 

nntniini^npniDi pn 
Becoming ever more attached to idolatry (SDt 46 [F 96]). 

The construction is a survival or restoration of the biblical idiom e5cemplified 
at 1 S 17.41: 

11 nnpi -̂ f̂ fi 'r07Bri p^i 
Little by little, the Philistine drew nearer to David. 
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IV Phraseology 

16. nnf) Tdbn ( y n ) is evidently an abbreviated expression of introduc
tion to a biblical text. The meaning is the same as that conveyed by 
1Q*?Q ITOTi 'the passage teaches', and perhaps the underlying formula was 
something like nOi'P 217132 m*!?? S?*; 'there is a teaching in the text, which 
says'. Iiyh "T1D*pp is usually intended to refute an erroneous interpretation by 
pointing out biblical teaching on the matter. Similarly, the formula 
IDl'PllQ'prinD asks for the relevant biblical teaching. It is usually raised 
when the literal or obvious sense of a biblical text appears either superfluous 
or inadmissible for some reason and its real significance needs to be ascer
tained: 'but in that case, what is this text meant to teach?' (see P^rez Fernan
dez 1987b). 

17. KCb Tnvb, an expression referring to the future, as against the pre
sent (TtpDy) and the past (12^0*7). An esch^ological future is not necessarily 
intended, although at times the expression seems similar to D^li^ 
ran. The following two examples are from the end of SDt 333 [F 383]) and 
from Ber 9.4: 

Tni;^n2 m m m T ^ D I ? n2 crc?, ir H T C ? r\brM 
ran ub^xh nn m nrn D*:'ii?2 n2 m m±> 

Great is this song, for it speaks of the present and the past and the 
future, of this world and the world to come; 

mib mr\}p ppinii ,n2r0 n«nin ]ni3i 
And he gives thanks for the past, and asks for the future. 

V Vocabulary 

'when?', ĤD-̂ ra 'from when?' 
b-hl '(eye)ball 
\rM\n 'judge' {Qal infinitive ]in^, ni. infinitive]in^) 
CD'̂Cnn (hi. of CDS?'') 'extend', TD'̂ CJin 'stretch out the hand' 
n"2pn, abbreviation of Kin "^inil CDlnpn 'the holy one, blessed be he' 
s]nn 'trembling', ^nn 'blink of an eye, instant' 
npi 'meeting, appointment' 
nnn 'sear, Dinn*? (infinitive) 'to conclude, to quote a concluding formula' 

(cf. •^"'n^n'p 'to lengthen a form of words, to recite a long prayer' 
t̂D (pi. of ^̂ ÎtD) 'go for a walk' 

Tb' 'bom, alive, living being' 
ninD 'dwelling place' 
nnp 'rebelliousness' 
nno 'poison' 
nnil^P 'banquet, feast' 
nivi 'detain' 
'm2r[ 'free, able, 'authorized', empowered', 'with the capacity for' 

file:///rM/n
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VI Exercises 

nrri© nm jDTipn -©rs pnm^ nrn jTDDrf? npi n^n ^ r r? ^m . i 

m ymt^ ninsn rm^ ^ i n i inn yv ,nQlH j?^m ^31 ,2 
.D*7ii?n]DDnK.n 

T̂*? ,pn*? cr̂ nrn jri'^nn^ urm) jsmb wii^n ,nDiK rrn wn 3 
mn ,f :;^n Kin ,Knl3n Kin ,n??t n Kin ,*:5K Kim^ pnirfpi vnnb 

.jin^p n w Kim ,f n Kin ,nj? Kin ,]*nn 
n'PDn f3 TDi^p OTnn03 ̂ 09 f l i p 

,"̂ "̂ -̂ rfp ̂ Kĉ n irK n^b n^pb w i trK ,"̂ nKn*p , i n i ; ^ DipD .5 
^Dlnrf? ' ' t^n irK ,Dinn*? K*??? ^m*? K * ^ t̂«Dn irK ,Dirr6 

PT ̂ i?*? "51... OTirn© 't!^iD3 pT np':' DnK nriD ''HD^ra .6 
.Tan^^n(9n«{KiD3 

fTHi? ini 1*:^ 13. r:^ '2' rmm n3i Kin rrnraD b'b .7 
Tni?b '̂ ziK tmi n ntm iw'bm '21... m\rv m nni bmb 

/121 nsi2? CDnna i rpn ,nDK^ nmn K*:»K ub^xi orK mjb 
imbn noi . rn-n ' K Q D '̂̂ nn] n:ii Kin ̂ n©*'^ pn ?nn " B D 

noKtz? n̂ ''*::>n Kin K ^ K ?r:^ n ^ i '^b nrn n^'^^n Kin ,nDi*̂  
,^22 m bmi m nm T\b^b2 onnnK ,ir onnnK^ Dipon 

.f p ĉ nnD I ' T E ^ ^ oipDn IDD-^I? \^b f pn r 2n©Di 
ncK .inD3D nnii? nn bnm . { 'KD T n m ] D n̂ *PD I T nm ni .8 

.r*:?!? *7np K 'P I vpy^ mnpn nD2 nm 
nv mmb nrnm ninKn VC^ TWV x'm rmm K ^ S nmv .9 

.['itD 'T nn'n] rmbni mn^ nn:£n p r a -ym 'n^n rmiD junn 
r^mb Tnr 'ms mniny) uni nn© jrnntifb 'D'mn \kbm nn i]KnK 

.ninKb 'vp^vm nnn nn nrcp irnn nv 
]o ]̂DDi b^'yD' bm n n p mn:iD n\pnnm d7ivn H I D I K ^vmD ]rn .10 

.fTnrDf?''nnnfnK'? 
. tfTiiJb i^ini lb nnnD r ^ D 3 . 1 1 

i r I? bibi jd? IT HK o m n b T H I ? ^nm^n p i r r o nobn p m n n ] . 12 
. r s -[inD nnn m:m) 'DVEi^ bm 

.Kinb Tpi;*:' pv ] n D'̂ p^nnn D P 'P'^'^DD n^npn TOV - ] D . 13 
.nr:«Dn ''s^n nnn ymrb T H P nr^ n̂ nni?i un: nnn . 14 

npn bnni ,n''3p6 nmn pbnn nipnn D̂ 32;n K ^ nnK mpcD Kb. 15 
"nr ]n ]wnm nn... nrpb ninn pbin npnn juipx ,K2iin nnKtz? 

?D'':p6 mnn pbn nipnn ]D Knb Tnvh ^mfy^ ,nniK 
.i>"B"b Tns> nn^nbK "3K n̂n© n ^ T H I ? "3K n n ^ n b K . I6 

13K nn "Bn ,nn"pp ,ib innK .pn2in nn^pi? "ini crmn nn ib^nnn. 17 
:^ra:nnr^in"Din 

mm Tmn rbv bnKnni p ^ n i nnm î cmm mn n s ^ nnc? | rn i .18 
mm .nnm 'nnbm nn ;t>n:m n^ ;nn nn ;2\k n^ ,nniK 

nnn nv , m T ^rrb n"npn fp nv nnn un' rbv bnKra 
?nm m -yinb -p ni q b i m bnKnn nnK 
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UNIT SEVENTEEN 

PERFECT 

I Introductory text (Naz 3.6) 

'W33 n m , f i K b ra "^D nnm ,iniTT3 m ubmm ,n?in nnnj nm "D 

"jb^n? nfei?D'.rfpnn3 TT3, wnrm bbn rrsi .or o^izbti Tn',D"i3iK 
,Dib93 HDnbQn ]D "jn ra; D K ^rpm .nDrrbnb nri -^bns^ ,nDbQn 

,•"39^39 I I T T : nrrm ^nDrrbanp nnrai ,D"5î i?3{2/n7nKnK 
i?30 nlj? H T p ran0' bbn n^i rnnlm, fn^b nnW vnm ^ ioi 
.n59 nn«i n^nto]? nnn: r ^ ^ r •"̂ z? lo?? «^l03i'jilnnK CTIKD 

If someone vows to be a Nazirite for a long period, fulfils the vow, and then 
enters the land (of Israel), the school of Shammai says. The person will still 
be a Nazirite for another thirty days, and the school of Hillel says. The 
f^rson must fulfil their Nazirite vow (again) from the beginning. It happened 
that Queen Helena, when her son went away to war, said. If my son comes 
back from the war safely I shall become a Nazirite for seven years. Now her 
son returned from war and she fullfiUed her Nazirite vow for seven years. At 
the end of the seven years, she went up to the land (of Israel) and the school 
of Hillel told her that she would have to fulfil the Nazirite vow another seven 
years. When the seven years ended, she contracted an impurity, md so it 
turned out that she had to fulfil the Nazirite vow for twenty-one years. 

1. The Nazirite vow is an ancient feature of Israelite life, which brought 
with it abstinence from wine and spirits, leaving the hair uncut, and avoid
ance of contamination through contact with a corpse. It was still practised at 
a late period, apparently despite some opposition from the rabbis. 

HQ niDK ,nra i^mn noH. nm bm bmw bo i^snpra. 19 
. rab Tni?b 13b p b Kin "iinn enipn T H I ? nntD 

Tnr "3t^ ,"[1110 Dipi3 rn^nb m i T -jb^n^n , |mbb n:v nnn .20 
.D-'pn:^ b{D nbin^n nuDob ^niK rratbi -[nibi^nbi ywbn ban p b 

Sources. 1. Abot 1,4. 2. Abot 2.11. 3. Abot 4.22. 4. Ber 1.2. 5. Ber 1.4. 6. 
Shebi 6.4. 7. Mek 12.42 (L 1.115-116). 8, Mek 14.21 (L 1.227-228). 9. 
Mek 15.11 (L 2.66). 10. Mek 15.14 (L 2.71). 11. SLv 14.2 (W 70a-b). 12. 
SLv 26.6. (W 111a). 13. SLv 26.12 (W 1 lib). 14. SNm 80.1 (H 76). 15. 
SNm 92.4 (H 92). 16. SNm 115.5 (H 129). 17. SDt 43 (F 94). 18. SDt 305 
(F327). 19. SDt 356 (F 424). 20. PRE 10. 
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II Morphology 

2. Morphological differences between the BH and RH perfect are not es
pecially striking. Those relating to the second person singular masculine 
(nribcip as well as ribQjP), the third person feminine singular (nbcpp as well 
as nbop), and the second person masculine and feminine plural QnbtDp) 
have already been outlined in Unit 16.4. 

3. In the Qal of the regular verb, the perfect follows two models known 
from BH, bop and bDp, with the choice between them depending in part on 
whether a given verb is active or stative/intransitive (for example, bCD3 
'cease', "103 'be appropriate', and 31p 'be near'). The BH pattern bbp does 
not occur in RH in the perfect, with byD\ found only as a participle: blD"̂ , 
nblD\ D/]''bO%nibD"; the BH perfect structures 'Vby and vb^ have been 
replaced by perfect forms of the verb TTJ) followed by the participle biD\ 

4. Ayin-waw and -yod verbs. 
A. In the perfect, all three patterns are known, with a, e, or o (for exam

ple. Dp, HD, and 2?13). 
Note the Nifal perfect form or jH"! 
B. In the intensive conjugations (PVel, Pu'al, Hitpa'el, and Nitpa'at), 

these verbs tend to double the yod or waw of the root, giving rise to perfects 
such as D̂ p̂ (Dip), TJHD C113), b"̂ .0 (biCD), and ]VD QID). 

The verb IKCJ also forms its Pi'el in a similar way: "1*2? 'leave', which 
seems to indicate the complete loss of consonantal value for alef, to the ex
tent that RH could construct as parallel forms from qam a Pi'el qiyyem and 
from shar a Pi 'el shiyyer. 

C. Ayin-waw and -yod verbs also gave rise to secondary conjugations, 
either through reduplication of the final radical (Po'lel), as in ni)D 'awaken, 
arouse', from TiV, or by repetition of the two 'strong' radicals (Pilpel), as in 
n̂t 'make clear', from :t. 

5. Lamed-alef md -he verbs. 
A. In RH, lamed-alef verbs tend to be inflected as though they were 

lamed-he: "HK-Jp and "Hnp, mip and^rnp, Î KÎ D and ir^D, etc. This con
fusion points to the progressive influence of Aramaic and also, perhaps, 
scribal negligence. Deterioration in the consonantal value of the gutturals has 
clearly been a decisive factor. 

The Mishnah, which is basically a corpus of halakhot, at times presents 
important historical material (ma 'asiyyot), such as we find in this text about 
Helena of Adiabene, a proselyte of the fifth decade CE. Through this 
account, we learn of the exceptional piety of Helena, who takes her place 
alongside other figures of legendary asceticism, as well as of the difference 
between the schools of Hillel and Shammai—here, contrary to expectation, it 
is not Shammai who is the stricter. 
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in Grammar and usage 

6. In RH, the main function of the perfect is to express an action that 
took place at some specific point in the past, for example: 

i3nm m bv n T ,i3nni jimo bv nn" 
He fell upon Sihon and killed him, he fell upon Og and killed him 
(SNm 101 [H99]). 

The perfect is not only to be distinguished from forms of the verb that 
relate to the present or future but also from general or atemporal statements 
construed with participles. M. Mishor (1983a, 27) cites SNm 136 (H 182): 

raiD nnK ]Di .1210 npi ub^vr^ fi]ioD n^ni rmn bm rTvn no ]n"3 
iQio ni;i Dbipn ^ I O Q u^rm upn'^'^ 

Power was given to the eyes of Moses and he saw from one end of 
the world to the other. Thus, you find that the righteous can see 

B. It is in these verbs that we often find the archaic termination -at in the 
third person feminine singular, as in n^l (alongside nn^H) and XtW, for ex
ample at Par 9.5: riKlsn "D nn©2? m s 'the cow that has drunk the waters of 
purification'. Segal 1929, §205 lists other instances of similar variant read
ings in manuscripts and printed editions. 

The same inflection is found in Aramaic and appears at Dt 32.36 (nbtK) 
and in the ketiv of 2 K 9.37 (bnr^ nb53 H^m 'and the body of Jezebel will re
main'); perhaps PTI in the Siloam tunnel inscription should be understood in 
the same way (see Kutscher 1982, 67). Thus, we appear to have here a 
further example of an e2u*ly form that has been preserved in a popular dialect 
(according to Kutscher 1982, 128, the fact that the feature is attested only in 
lamed'he verbs means that Aramaic influence on its own does not provide a 
sufficient explanation). 

C. A similar phenomenon is found in the third person feminine singular 
of the perfect NifaL with the BH forms nnb23 'was revealed' and rrKyQ3 
'was found' often being replaced by n"b33 and nKi2D3 (forms that are easily 
confused with the feminine participle, which also prefers a -t ending; see 
Unit 19), for example 

KKH Kb It n n ,Dni? m mmm O K I 
If witnesses appear after she has married, she must not be dismissed 
(Ket 2.5) 

and nnS3p nnns) 'the captive who has been ransomed' (Ket 3.2). 
D. Frequently, lamed-he verbs behave like lamed-alef ones when a 

suffix is attached, as in 
"32? nmov jnnKD ]Triii ibs3 

If both fall at the same time, they contaminate it with second-degree 
impunty (Toh 1.5). 

Note also ]K&i? at Par 3.5. 
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fix)m one end of the world to the other. 
7. With the disappearance of the BH bbp'l construction, the perfect be

came the dominant narrative verb-form for expressing events that had oc
curred in the past: 

pn lb -pm ovyn nm -wn -pnb inmn nnnn nnb ,b^n 
i7 nDK .-pn bm nniK bm Kinn 

A pjurable: to what may this be compared? To a king of flesh and 
blood who was aimoyed with his son, and then that sc»i went off to a 
friend of the king and said to him (SNm 86.1 [H 85]). 

All meshalim begin their narratives in the perfect, according to the pattern *it 
is like someone who did so-and-so*. 

8. In certain contexts the perfect has pluperfect significance, generally in 
subordinate clauses (intr<xluced by -0, etc.): 

lb rm .ibm braer nnpra "ro nnn nmn nmmn 
When Moses had gone down from Mount Sinai, the Israelites gath
ered and said to him (end of SDt 307 [F 346]); 

umpn mnp rrnb nr>w ,oir"ODOK b^ I T O K p ,vmnn 0B"tD m 
y'onn^nnn'twnny) 

This is Titus, the impious, the son of Vespasian's wife, the one who 
had entered the holy of holies and torn down the two curtains with a 
sword (SDt 328 [F 378-79]). 

A sentence with mn followed by a participle or noun and linked by -1 to 
a perfect indicates action prior to that expressed by the perfect: 

nnt^bn mi? nwm I H K bv^B OCD rrm nnnn ybmn nnmm p>nb 
nnnnuu 

It is like a king who hired many workers when he already had a 
worker who had worked with him many days (SLv 26.9 [W 111a]); 

v^bn nnun O" - IK miK n"m nnnnn o^nn nv b'^nb K2 "̂?D -[bob 
It is like a king who went out to walk in the orchard with his 
labourer and the labourer had concealed himself from him (SLv 
26.12 [W 111b]). 

9. In BH, the perfect is often employed with present reference, a 
function normally taken over in RH by the participle (see Bendavid 1967, 
§§244ff.). But in certain contexts the usage survived. 

A. In dialogues and colloquial speech, notably in the common 
expression r n .DK 'that's what you say' (in rabbinic arguments), or in such 
formulas as ynn ] D " H " ? ? \kb ' I do not arrive at this througlf deductive 
reasoning' (see below, §15). Particularly striking is the form of greeting 
recorded in Bik 3.3: 

pnt^n y%m nmisp ynnnv ubmrrnm p^ by 
nt^nmk^l'f^^pi^^ 

Ail the artisans of Jerusalem arose before them and greeted them. 
Our brothers of such-and-such a place, you are welcome. 

B. When expressing a state or condition that arose in the past but persists 
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in the present, for example 
ipn m "p-Kpn ,lm;D2n "ranf bn 

For everything that I have taken it upon myself to look after, I take 
responsibihty for any damage (BQ 1.2). 

10. The perfect is also u ^ in declarations of genersd vaUdity, which al
low no exception, for example l10 ,]"! 0333 'wine went in, the secret went 
out' (Erub 65a). In fact, such sentences amount to conditional clauses, 
'if/when/whenever wine enters ...'; compare Pr 18.22: 

If you have found a woman, you have found a treasure. 
11. Because of that, the perfect is the form normally used when raising a 

supposition or condition ( in the case that', 'if, 'when'), generally followed 
by a declaration or command ('then', 'in that case', 'one must'): 

mi nt n n ,I3QD nn3 "3nn ,nDKi ,ol3n m f? 13TD 
If they prepare him a drink and he says, I have to abstain from it, 
then he is a Nazirite (Naz 2.3); 

im\ uwbm nr nbjD ,nn3 "rnn , n i ^ "D 
If someone says, I shall be a Nazirite, their hair is cut off on the 
thirty-first day (Naz 3.1). 

The perfect in the protasis here is equivalent to a real (as against irreal) con
dition (see Unit 28). 

12. This structure is typical of the halakhic-juridical style, and numerous 
halakhot begin with a perfect. But the same perfect, with hypothetical or 
temporal function, can also be elegantly employed in a narrative sequence, 
inserting a sense of liveliness and realism into a series of participles, as at 
Bik 3.4: 

,n"3n nif? ii>"2n .nmn nnb uv'it^ iv ffr^b n^n b^bnn 
v:^ mnm ip ,03331 le ro hv bon bDi3 "^^n osn^K ib"SK 

mm D'ibn in?!] jintpb v:iri .nnrrb 
The flute is played before them until they reach the Temple Mount. 
When they reached the Temple Mount even King Agrippa carries 
the basket on his shoulders and goes in as far as the courtyard. When 
he reached the courtyard, the Levites began to sing. 

In a halakhic context, we find the same usage at, for example, Ber 2.3: 
KK"̂  ,i3mb r Qi2?n Kb] VOD m Knipn 

If someone recites the shema\ even though it could not be heard, 
they fulfil their obligation. 

M. Mishor (1983a, 27) contrasts nairative set in the past that uses the 
perfect with halakhic formulations that use the participle; at Sot 7.8, we find 
a description of what takes place in the liturgy of a royal ceremony, using 
participles (the liturgical atemporal present; see Unit 19.12), but with the 
specific historical actions of the king expressed in the perfect: 

3{2?i" Kim pnwn rt?4 nom ib ]'mv... 3 ^bgn nDns 
]nbi... no|3n s^n? nrii3i nnln *:̂ i3 no33n | in . . . mb^ 
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IV Phraseology 

15. ] n n ]n ' 'not Kb 'I do not arrive at this through logical deduction' is 
employed when a rabbinic debate is concluded by giving priority to the 
meaning of the biblical text over any logical argument (]n), as at SNm 153.6 
(H 202): 

nnnni] ncDD H K m:̂  im upm nbK ,b"n .]nn ]n ^n^nt Kb 
[ T ' b 

But I do not arrive at this through deduction. There is a text that 
says. Such are the statutes that Y. prescribed to Moses [Nm 30.17]. 

^b?n GBm;^ .301" Knlpi bgppi loii? ^bnrn ,^bi?b mm bii2 
D^Dn imnne^i iqi i ; rapi bgpi ID:^' 

How did the royal liturgy use to unfold? ... They make him (the 
king) a platform of wood in the courtyard, and he sits down on it . . . 
The minister of the synagogue takes the book of the law and passes 
it to the leader of the synagogue ... and the high priest passes it to 
the king and the king receives it standing up and reads it sitting 
down. But King Agrippa received it standing up and read it 
standing up, and the sages praised him for it. 

(Here, the change of tense helps emphasize the contrast between the expected 
and the exceptional; see also Unit 32.4B.) 

13. Within a narrative, the perfect can also be incorporated in a series of 
imperfects expressing the future (future perfect) to indicate an event that is 
regarded as already having taken place (or an inevitable, albeit future, 
consequence of that event), for example at Abot 1.11: 

C D Dipob ib^ni nbi rain nnn j^nnnnn n m n .unDn 

bbnnQ 
Sages, take care with your words in case you commit an error pun
ishable by exile and are exiled to a place of harmful waters— t̂he 
disciples who follow you might drink them and die and the name of 
heaven will have been (literally, 'has been found') profaned. 

(OnKHQ]l,see Unit 15.12.) 
14. Expressions of the type ntol? nWV^Tin or ^^^"1^ 'what is 

done is done', emphasizing the irreversibility of a particular deed (see 
Mishor 1983a, 69-71), are common: for example 

p nwvb n3©n Kb b^K nrrm rrm^ no 
What you have done you have done, but don't do it any more 
(TosTer2.13). 

The sequence perfect followed by participle is also possible, as in 
'"mvTwm nn 

What he did is done (Ter 2.2). 
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V Vocabulary 

^1? 'scrape (clean)' 
nnr? 'treasurer' 
ni22 'blemish, fault, disgrace' 
nn2in2 'dried fig' 
'^p'^nn (SiaOnicn) 'pact, testament' 
]1T 'supply, feed' 
nnn 'love' 
Vinnb 'irregularly, without order, back to front' 
HBl̂ D (pu. participle plural of n22i) 'covered' 
]tyO 'sign' 

16. niDK, literally, 'you said', is usually found in a concessive or adver
sative context, replying to a stated opinion, 'all right, but you said', 'that is 
what you say', 'you just said', with a touch of irony. Almost certainly, this 
usage underlies the words of Jesus at Mt 26.25,64; 27.11. The following 
rabbinic example is from SNm 76.2 (H 70): 

nriK . iniD mron imi m nonbDn. rn'' -aiDni in^^n iiiin bv 

.mm. rtD -aiDDi D D ^ T I K D nrwm') ,b"n ?n-nrQ2? mDnbnn 
.mvw rmm yi^i H^DD uvmi: b^nm^^ nonbo wn i rn mm ̂ }s. 

nrhi)Ki^n ,-iDiK Kin ]DI .21201212 nonbo )^b^ KI^ IQ nnK f K 

.['2 'TnnDnonnDn2n 
Against the enemy that attacks you [Nm 10.9]. This passage refers 
to the war of Gog ^ d Magog. You argue that this passage refers to 
the war of Gog and Magog. But could it not refer to any of the wars 
that are in the Torah? The text teaches. You will be saved from your 
enemies [Nm 10.9]. You said it! Go and see which is the war that 
Israel comes away from in safety and after which there is no return 
to servitude; you will find none apart from the war of Gog and Ma
gog. And that is why it says. Then Y. will go out and fight against 
those peoples [Zc 14.3]. 

17.KK;[Kb] '(fail to) fulfil one's duty', a juridical expression often 
found in halakhot, for example Ber 6.2: 

,f nKn nms bv) ,nonKn n s Knis ,]b^Kn nins bv ^ n j 
K:̂ >bV4?nn9Kn1n 

If over the fruits of the tree someone recites the prayer, (Blessed are 
you, O Lx)rd) creator of the fruits of the earth, they fulfil their duty, 
but if over the fruits of the earth someone recites, (Blessed are you, 
O Lord) creator of the fruits of the tree, they do not fulfil their duty. 

The longer form of the expression, IHOin 'T K̂ ,̂ is presented in Unit 22.26. 
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VI Exercises 

.nt>D n r « ir n n ,iDT b:? nni^p p^^nn n«2iQJ! nacp •'D . i 
t^bi jiiaepn bi? n i o n s r a nibinsn ,nii)C)pi nibin? ni33 min .2 

.n-Kpg nipbin «bt^ ^ibinsn bp mi^i nmp 
«np ^b noiK ' o r ''nn'.t^; ,i3mb ifns^n t ^ i P D 0 t^nipn 3 

^b ,nDi« nniT ^nn .t^^{,npiti 'or nn .mnfrmn pnpn tibi 
.D-'piaKi nn^ina D ^ ^ n p o-'pinnrn ,o''53i?i o " c r ^ ' ^ n Q D^ninpn .4 

b^bnn .ic^nn rrrb0 nnoi?! nis^b r n p i ,Drr;eb ^bin nii^rn 
inb^ ^D^btiiTb ninp iirsn lo^b^Tb ninp b'̂ ĵ ?̂©?̂  n? ,Dm?5b nop 
.DHb^npb b-'t̂ r̂i" Dnarsrn rrmn ,nin2n .brrni35 n« np in ,orr32b 

' f noil) D^btmTB?? ni^3p«-'bi?? bDi .trt̂ îî  vn D^pp?n ninn ^sb 
.Dib2?b nrira ;3ib9 m p D ^ r m 'oDibcpB fbi^i^i DrrDsb 

.3*0 n̂-'̂ .angpii nW,Tan ) Kbti np roi?3 ,no^p ib nrrm n^'^srmi na .5 
' nnini?3i n s r̂ '̂ ^ hv p n bnpn b3 ]]n rrn n i n .6 

. T ^ p "̂ nn n n n ,Ti?^i n s f t̂ -̂ nn ,nnT 
b33 ,Dinn ni^np ,ns hv n^np .K^^, t^b ,i?nQpb n b ^ n r^ i^nipn V? 

' .t^r>b,|i2?b 
.]nn? Db3 ,'̂ 2ti;i'! ,np^i n n n VODI , T T ] ̂ rnn ,nm0'D '.8 

Kbq? ni; m ,nniw inpnn ^^^nnb '^bm T T B nnk? ̂ n .9 
.nnj irti? ,n?3 inpnnnn^mi nt^i ,nn3 m n n ,nT3 inpnn nn??: 
.nri3 \khm IV nbn nn im b3 H K nrn^ crrnnK rii??© ii'^^n .10 

.bt^nn rDsb n n p nnnn n-'ni??. 11 
n-'pntn nt^ innizn nni? ymh woin: h^n6'w mivm ivrms ] r 3 .12 

.mr^pnn "innoi n '̂D^nn n« n n o i msb^^n i2i:ipi 
hm mnbn nbnni n^n ib-̂ m nvm nnm dnvn n^m i i ^ r o ]rn. 13 

.f n n r a ibnnn ,]nbm nn? nmni^n i0s?3 wnm) n^n^n 
m:innn^vrw ,i'T:^]\^.[nD'inr^]vnmvia^ .14 
nn©. [OD] i?ne?n i?in(D ,nnt̂ 32? ,nnnn m^n imt^ ,nnK 

n3{27n nnc? nt^ n m nnvcm Tinnn m^n ib ]n3^n ^ K m^n nn^ 
.rn-^nn^nnn] 

ni? iporn ,nxDp ^'nmn rm'w o^3bn nnb ?nnn nnnn nnb !:m. 15 
mn n b n n pm p .nnn nm'^oz? nvm nv rmDn ^nm nm 

]20 'prefect, head' 
rio'V 'dough' 
npV 'ascenf (especially the ascent to Jerusalem) 
nns 'noble' 
p p s 'agree' 
piQ^^ 'raisin' 
HK̂ nn 'bath' 
mtp 'equal, equivalent'; ni©3 'for what is right, for a fair price', DTIBD 'for a 

lower price' 
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UNIT EIGHTEEN 

IMPERFECT 

I Introductory text (SDt 41 [F 87]) 

' ' n« nnnt^b ovn D D H K m:in o3t< nm 'nr^n b^ ivnmn VOD D K n m 
bncoD nmn nob ^rnn nnm mD .tr nnnn]ronb^ 

nnbn ,^nn abii^b nDcr? bnpm b̂ DizjD ;Dn »npK(D b-'Dsn ymvm 
HbK n'miv nn ^b a^mw rrm bn .OD^nbt̂  m nnnt^b ,nDib 

.nnnt^D 

If you obey the commandments that I commmid you today, loving Y. your 
God [Dt 11.13]. So that you cannot say, Fm going to study Torah to get rich, 
or to be named a r2*>bi, or to receive a reward in the next world, the passage 
teaches. Loving Y. your God. Everything you do you must do out of love! 

1. Three possible motives for studying the law are listed: financial re
ward, obtaining the title or status of rabbi, ensuring a place in the next world. 
The three are perfectly gradMed, from the most prosaic to the most spiritual. 
In a parallel text, a shghtly different formulation is attested: 

]nD nmb nna]2?D i 'T n nxm] rt^n j m pm t^bn n^^^ ;f? 
.pm irby'w iv 'mm nm ,nmb n^npn t> no^ bni 

src? nn" mn nir^D .nn'̂ nD mrr ^TQ \^b jricm b^'iir rmv .16 
,t> -]bm om n̂ ^pbn nrb ym mnm rmv b^i2r p ^ n pbn on^b 

nn^-' »b!D nD ?mn:^ ^nnD crbsnnr^ c o n o-pon i^nn t^b nn "35X2.17 
b-^nra t̂ bt̂  wb-w m m »n . n ^ n ^ b rf^vi) -pi xrnrb nm 

. n i ^ ii<bm TT'bv n^t^^^n . i r n jnm mrnn 
.mbD n :m nnn^^c? ̂ bi nbiD nni^pn bD ni< ran:. 18 

; T D .inn^n nnt^b I3DD D^rnsDin nnt^b mn D I D ]D'^O ,nDit̂  ]n3 n n . 19 
]D"o nt n n .n'ODi rbv nn'm ii< n n inbDt^ ,nDp3 t^bi nso : t^b 

.inn^D nn^b rm n'v^-mD nm 
^b^ ,nDnD DinDn rim bm mm t^b. rn n b onDni mv .20 

.Dnni? iKnp3tD D' '3mnn crt̂ ^D^D i r ^ D -[DC? ,inDi2?D 

Sources. 1. BB 8.6. 2, BB 8.8. 3. Ber 2.3. 4. Bik 3.3. 5. m 3.6. 6. Hor 
1.5. 7. Meg 2.1. 8. Naz 4.1. 9. Naz 5.4. 10. Qid 4.14. 11. Yom 1.6. 12. 
Mek 13.17 (L 1.172). 13. Mek 15.14 (L 2.71). 14. Mek 15.26 (L 2.95). 15. 
SLv 8.15 (W 41c). 16. SNm 80.1 (H 76). 17. SNm 89.5 (H 90). 18. SNm 
112.3 (H 120). 19. SNm 112.4 (H 121-22). 20. SDt 357 (F 428). 
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II Morphology 

2. As we have already observed (Unit 16.5A), RH sees the disappear
ance of the second and third person feminine plural form HDbbpn, which is 
replaced by the corresponding masculine forms ibCDpn (second person) and 
bnp' (third person). In the Qumran texts studied by E. Qimron (1986, 45), 
nibbpn is only found three times. Also (see Unit 16.5B), despite their simi
larity to Aramaic, BH forms ending in nun, such as the second person femi
nine singular ]'*bc?pn, disappear, with the archaizing (perhaps Aramaic-influ
enced) forms ]lbppn and llbop*; sometimes being used instead of their regu
lar counterparts ibtDpri and lbi:pp\ apparently purely for stylistic reasons. At 
Qumran, the suffix - M M is scarcely attested. 

3. The lengthened, cohortative, forms of the first person singular, 
nbCDpt̂ , and plural, nbCDp3, have also practically disappeared, except in at
tempts to imitate biblical style. 

4. A similar fate has overtaken the shortened, jussive, forms, although in 
the Hifil a few have survived (probably due to the influence of the Aramaic 
Afel), for example, at Abot 2.4, 

Don't trust in yourself 
(but K reads the non-jussive form ]''Dt̂ ri), and in other common verbs, clearly 
under biblical influence, as at Abot 1.8: 

WTin nnvD -|DKp mn 
Don't turn yourself into an advocate. 

The clustering of such jussives in manuscripts of Abot might suggest that 
Abot originates in an early stage of literary RH. 

5. The verb Ti'T} has been especially affected by Aramaic pressrfre on the 
one hand and by the persistence of biblical structures on the other, leading, in 
effect, to two conjugations, biblical and Aramaizing. 

Among the biblical forms retained are the jussives '7\' and Tin, which 
are employed particularly in proverbial and liturgical contexts, for example 

-pmn ^'^^ n^n ]iQQ'm 
May the property of your neighbour be as dear to you as your own 
(Abot 2.12). 

I am going to study Torah in order to be called wise, to be able to 
take my seat in the academy [nO''̂ '*.], to prolong my days in the 
world to come (SDt 48). 

Such texts are significant because of the way they reflect social aspects 
of Jewish life of the period—compare Mt 23.6-8. More important, though, is 
the theological message, which unambiguously states that the only vaHd rea
son for spending one's life in the study of the Torah is love for God, nothing 
else. 
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This biblicizing jussive is typical of Abot (see also 1.4,5; 2.10,12,13; 
4.3,8,12,15; 5.20), although there is always the possibility that the form'm 
should be vocalized according to an Aramaizing pattern, "TP. 

As well as the biblical forms mni^, mnn, n'*ri\ etc., we also find the 
Aramaizing structures «n^, t^nri, Km, etc. (also with final yod: ^H, n n , n% 
which gained ground in colloquial usage, for example VDW T]y\l K H K 'I 
shall be a Nazirite for seven years' (Naz 3.6). The following table displays 
the two sets of forms. 

Biblical Aramaic 
mnK 
n n n n n Knn n n 
n m n" Km n". 
mn: «n] n : 
rnn inn 
r m im Kn-

The form n r n n only occurs in quotations from the Bible. 
6. The confusion, already noted (Unit 17.5), between lamed-alef and 

lamed-he (or lamed-yod) verbs has led to such forms as Kip*" for Hnp"* and 
n p n for Knpn; contrast the late text at Abot 6.2, 

n n n K ^ K n n n Knpn bK 
Read not harut but heruu 

with Mek 17.8 (L 2.138): D''tD1S2?KbKD-i2S2?npnbK 'read not shefatim but 
shipputim\ 

7. The verb "^Sn 'turn, go back, change' behaves in the imperfect as 
though it were a pe-alef evidently as a result of the confusion of he and alef 
and through analogy with frequent verbs like nDK and bDK. Thus, we find in 
the first and third persons -?f9iK and ^DT (like nolK and nOT), for example at 
Kil 2.3: 

5?nlT -[D nriKi -^nln K ^ K ,-]DiK -|3 nnKi vnm rm' Kb 
One should not say, I shall sow first and then I shall turn up [the 
ground]; instead, one should turn up [the ground] first and then sow. 

in Grammar and usage 

8. With regard to the verb n n , there is no appreciable difference in 
meaning between the biblical form nn** and the standard rabbinic Km, al
though the biblical form tends to be employed in more literary contexts or 
when attempting to imitate bibUcal style (in prayers, proverbs, etc.); even 
here, though, choices vary with individual authors and schools of writing. 
Similar comments apply to the use or non-use of the lengthened and short
ened forms of the imperfect. 
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9. As already said in Unit 16.12C, the imperfect can be used for express
ing the future. Through it, an action that has mi yet taken place can be repre
sented or a series of future events narrated, as at Abot 1.11: 

opnb "hm niba rain OTH josv'innn nn?n ,n*nDn 

Sages, take care with your words in case you are punished by exile 
and have to be deported to a place of harmful waters and the disci
ples who follow you have to drink them and die. 

10. In a main, or independent, clause, the imperfect almost inevitably 
has a modal aspect, cohortative (expressing volition), optative (expressing a 
wish), jussive (expressing a command), for example: 

nnon k i t ,Kin mbK dk 
If he is God, let him come and destroy (SDt 328 [F 379]); 

ncpi?KnD 
What can I do? (Sanh 3.7); 

pn3,npiKn9*::H2?3 
If they are three, he says. Let us bless (Ber 7.3). 

(Mishor 1983a and Sharvit 1980 include numerous further examples, classi
fied by mood.) 

A typical optative form is that o f f o l l o w e d by the imperfect, as in BH. 
Compare 

"K3T ]3 ];nr jnn r^TPn inv pT 'u 
Who could wipe the dust from your eyes, Rabban Johanan ben Zak
kai! (Sot 5.2) 

with 

Who would give us meat to eat! (Nm 11.4). 
11. The 'persuasive' mood of the imperfect has effectively displaced the 

imperative in prayers, petitions, and so on (see Unit 21.7). A prohibition or 
negative command or wish is commonly expressed by bK followed by the 
imperfect, as in 

ni^nojpnmc^nnnnbK 
Don't talk too much with women (Abot 1.5). 

In halakhic idiom, the imperfect with Kb (ntol?! Kb) is used alongside ]''K 
with participle (|'to1i? pK) to express a more impersonal form of prohibition. 
The first structure is found with singular forms of the verb, the second with 
plural forms (see Unit 23.11 A). 

12. In various proverbial and sapiential contexts, the imperfect has re
tained one of its earliest fimctions, namely, expressing durative action (see 
Meyer 1992, §100.2A-B), for example 

TOlW-'^1S2i]j?b]? 
Unto die nests of the birds your mercy reaches (Meg 4.9). 

13. A. Bendavid (1967, §235) notes that many sequences in which BH 
employs the imperfect appear in RH with participles, although the difference 
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in meaning conveyed is not always clear—compare, for example, 
ns?il?wniK^D *how must he act?' (Men 5.6) withHto!^^"5 'how will he 
have to act?' (Men 11.8). It may be true that the imperfect tends to express 
instruction or command, whereas the participle tends to convey information 
or news, or that the imperfect relates to the normative and the participle to 
the commonplace. But the carrying through of such distinctions, even though 
they might inform a writer's thinking, is subjective, and we can find in the 
same halakhah the simultaneous use of participle md imperfect, apparently 
in the same sense. For example, in halakhot of the type 'where it is the cus
tom' (̂ 3n3ti DipP), both participle and imperfect are used to express the ac
tion to be reaUzed, as at BM 5.5 (see also Shebi 2.5; Pes 4.1; Meg 4.1, etc.): 

i7nT bnp ^30^ npn ,f pbin , T P niibin m pibqb wiw npn 
Where it is the custom to share out the offspring immediately, then 
share them out [participle]; where it is the custom to rear them, then 
rear them [imperfect]. 

A striking example of the confusion of p^uticiple and imperfect is seen 
in the following texts from the same midrash: 

nmbs nriK n r D ^^vnn... 1Kb D K pnb 03DK D K ^:vnn 
IKbDKID'̂ OnD 

Tell me if [*m going to enter the land or not...; tell me if you *re go
ing to assign them leaders or not (SNm 138 [H 185]); 

0D3 "D-'K OKI pKb " 2 ^ DK ''liĴ Tin 
Tell me if Vm going to enter the land or if Vm not going to enter 
(SNm 134.5 [H180]). 

As a general rule, nonetheless, in halakhic compositions (Mishnah and 
Tosefta) the tendency is to formulate impersonally and, thus, to prefer the 
participle, whereas in midrashic writings, the tendency is towards a more 
personal and persuasive form of expression, which employs the imperfect. 

14. The imperfect is regularly used in subordinate clauses—temporal, fi
nal, consecutive, etc.—^usually in ^sociation with -0 or a compound of -2?: 
Kp© 'in case, so as not to', -0 n? 'so that', -2? bn?D 'in order to, so that, be
cause', -©rapbr 'on condition that', -(DiriKb 'after', -©Db '(for) when', 
-2? np 'until', etc.—or with the phrases -2?mx"^ 'I order that', nvnm 'I 
swear that', -2? Y"!̂  ''̂  necessary that', and -tf IDbll 'provided that, only 
if. However, it should be noted that it is also possible to employ the perfect 
with some of these forms, depending on exactly what meaning is intended 
(see Bendavid 1967, §233; Mishor 1983a, 125-27). The following examples 
can be supplemented by the exercises: 

mmr\ mnn lobm -[bK ^bKis;^ TODH m o b r^m KDSD 

In case you say, I have learned the wisdom of Israel, now I am 
going to learn the wisdom of the nations (SDt 34 [F 61-62]); 

mmmD bnmn nnr\ nnb 'Tnn ^ 
In case you say, I am going to study the Torah to make myself rich 
(SDt 41 [F87]); 
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IV Phraseology 

17. nDKHDOKH KpiZ? 'in case you interpret, lest you interpret, so that 
you do not say* comes after a biblical quotation to introduce an interpretation 
regarded as erroneous. To underline that the point of the biblical text is that 
such an interpretation be avoided, the text is sometimes reintroduced by 
nQibnobn 'because of that, the text says' (see further. Unit 30.1 IC). The 
formula is widespread in SDt and Sifra, very rare in Mekhilta, and com
pletely absent from SNm: 

ncDD ^rKi ]iDD boi: ^rnn r^m HDC? .rn '^D niQ2?] npn ^b inwi 
4'^' 'TO DnnniD^DDn ^ri) mv' immn n > ' n .pnn m 

Do not accept a bribe [Ex 23.8]. In case you say, I am going to re
ceive money without it affecting my judgment, the text says. For a 
bribe blinds the eyes of the wise [Dt 16.19] (Mek 23.8 [LS.172]); 

> ' n ,DibD ntm f K DK ,nn(2?D n m bom n n ,nDKn mm 
.[n 'ID Knpn] p ^ n ntm nnDi 

[And you will eat your bread to satiety and live securely in your 
land (Lv 26.5).] So that you might not say, We have food and drink 
but without peace there is nothing, the text says, I shall set peace in 
the land [Lv 26.6] (SLv 26.6 [W 111 A]); 

nnD bm'b imm no^n KQ0 .['n c n n n ] nonn^iD nnn 

Here is your document, on condition that you give me two hundred 
zuz (Git 7.5); 

DnnKb^D ^pDn \^mjD inbyi 
Provided that the money comes from others (Qid 1.3). 

15. The imperfect following DK expresses a possible but unfulfilled 
condition, an infrequent construction (see Segal, 1927, §486) that is normally 
formulated with the temporal conjunctions -??nP, -0]DT3, -^Db, etc.: 

mvtkn bt^y)' nnn bo vm m 
If all the sages of Israel were on one bai lee of a pair of scales 
(Abot 2.8). 

See as well Unit 28, on conditional clauses. 
16. Alongside the construction -b TnV followed by the infinitive (see 

Units 16.3B and 20.12) is that of TVIV with the imperfect, used to express 
an event that could only take place in the future. But it is rare in the tannaitic 
literature, occurring not at all in the Mishnah, Sifra, SNm, and Sifre Zutta, 
just once in the Tosefta (TosSot 12.1), three times in SDt 306 (F 329-30), 
and twice in Seder Olam Rabbah (3 and 15): 

nnDiKS? DipDn "inb ] n n movrw b^ntzr noiD nmnv 
The assembly of Israel will arise before the omnipresent one and 
will say (SDt 306 [F 330]; see Gir6n 1992). 
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V Vocabulary 

n^K/niK ^desire' 
bnn 'annur 
HKO rra 'space occupied by one seah* 
biD? 'limit', specifically of that which is beyond Jerusalem and the temple 
113 'decree' 
D^sn 'impression, tattoo' 
]m 'worthy (of)' 
ynnn (hi. of ]rO), 'keep, leave, postpone, wait' 

(ni. of 1X2) 'abstain, deprive oneself 
Vrhnn (hi. of l?bn) 'decay, ripen' 
"jbo] (ni. of "]bQ) 'take advice, reconsider, change one's mind' 
nvnv 'protest' 
HB *tum', ni. HDSD 'be free, have time' 
K̂ p'̂ OS (Ldtin fascia) 'girdle, brassiere' 
vnp 'institution', i.e. something fixed and established 
n^^'Iin 'autumn rain' 
n̂ ttj 'repeat', specifically 'study Mishnah, oral tradition' 
nhn 'furrow' 

VI Exercises 

"^yi'^^n ntoi?!p [ K lacks nn] nn ,"[31̂ 13131:̂ 1 nmv ,-ID1K nn Kin . i 
]l2in bnn^m [K lacks nn] nn ,l3iKn ^ ^ S Q ^Ti}^n bnn \iH:inn 
]DKn bKi ,nn^n ]n tannin ,npiK bbn .^Ti'^n 'inn onnK 
i?"*?™ nv -[npn nK f nn bKi ,-[nlD o r n^ in:^vn [ K j-'DKn] 

,nDKn bKi .vnmnb IDIDQ? ,i?iQi2^ n^sK •'KS? nan no^n b^] Anipnb 
' .nBnKbVQ0,n?2?KnBK(pD^ 

'^b n-^mnrn, •''Dnn K ^ K -^rbninwri bK ̂ bgn? nnK2?Di .2 
.-}n^]? '2nn vhn nn bKi... Kin ̂ nn npnn 

.ib^P! ,p.3 D̂ D b'nnb mim^npn .3 
î̂ 'bnnc? np nb ynr, jnnivtD nvnp n^bni] n^nn nmn\ nnm n n n .4 

K^K ',-?isiK p nnKi i?nm noWt^b .nnpi^ D K , i n r nriKf-^sln 
,nDlK bmD K3K .npnnn 'nbnn mnn Km nnn .i?nlT nnKi -^sln 

.n^onnbi^n '^Trt^'^ 
.-^IT Kb .-pnb Kb^i^-^nT 'r\nnb i^q^ Dipo .5 

.[Ds;] nm - in n^i? n o b n jmnbn 
And he went down to Egypt [Dt 26.5]. So that you might not say 
that he went down for a royal crown the text says, And he settled 
there [ibid.]. 
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.]bD? ,m\: nt n n xrnjb K D D D I J*:: nrm ^mg rop bp nn? ^rnn .6 
. Yn1i?D3i ̂ bpD5 b̂KK Kon?? '^''bi? " n m ^b^^bpg ]3n ib rpm J 

. t ob j-'b^n n'lp bntpg [crnrb] onb ]"CD1P nibins nini;oi .8 
.3n,mnbbDbDKi>5KK'>^ .9 

ibK n n /^'iTvni iKlarm nni? p mijr0np^pv msrima AO 
. n n i n ninncl npnpfi' 'B^ 

. rDD n"* niD2}] [npn onb n^Dni] crn -[inn TOnn iDbn b^ncr -^m. 11 
Î DbnD nnt nnoi? naii? onK , '^ ib n n n n nn?Dn OHbo r m 

D"Dm nmTD mnn nmbv ^bnm o n f3Di .crn -|inn n©nn 
.npn KbK npin n p n bK. p » ] non anb 

; o r n n noK .rr -cj" maDionb^n ri^npb nvn m rmn Kinn .12 
K*:̂  ]KD »npn bK . p '3b o n n n i "3"OD '" , 2nn n n nniT 

,KbK ]D noiK "3"K "3K1 .^n2)"b nmn p b "3'ob 
.nbD n^npb K^ir Kn© nt ]nnD ^b^ner m bnpb "30D 

3inDn ,nDiK b^voD' n n . rnD '3D rmD] ny\ bi3nn binn D K . 13 
.-[b© bDi3 Knni nii^Q nrniv mm jinbh 

bKnzr n " ^bm , [ ' D 'nb ni?:sD] n3i mp nnb m m " I T D S H Dim .14 
]nmD Km .(Dnpon n-'DD nDKbD mmvn onniDi b^Kin ,D"nDiK 

2?np DDb ,cDnp DDb mn" "rDc^n Dim ,b"n .]"bi33D nDKbo rmvb 
.binDipobi 

]"Ki nnK pcjn -|bD nnK bDK ,im bv 03 m^rc? ]i3n mn n2i3nDiD3.15 
.-]m bi? 0 3 n(2?P"(z? |i3n nnK 

bKnsr im© niKra Diponc? nobo. n '^D Knp"i] iDbn -npnD mA6 
.nninDD"b"Di7 

nnm lb ]n3i n n p ib mnc; Dm n r a "[bob ?nDin nnnn nnb ,bro .17 
"Q bD,-]bnn ib noK .nnmn bv in33D npniJi nnK K D . . . TOTOD nnK 

... nnm bv jixo nvnv K T m^miz? 
;nn ,ib nnniKi nbc? K"P"CQ nnno nii?s bm oisn nK"i:iD K m . 18 

inninD n?3n rp vnmm -]3Kn [...] nrb mnran r{b vnmm yy^n 
,nmnbm 

nnm m2iD "D3K ncDK nKtn m:^n bD i - ^ n niotz? D K "D . 19 
^3nn ,TJKn KQ© . fDD 'K" D"nDn] DD"nbK'" nK nanKb nni©i?b 

bnmn ,nn"{z?n nmm b n r a ,DDn Knp"K© bnmn nnm nob 

.KDn Dbll^b D"D" 1"nKKi2? 
,nQiK nnim n n ,nnmv n^m KbK xv v npnnn] D"tD3 ib nnm Kbi .20 

. n b nK mrnoQ im KbcD nnbni ib Kin nnnn 
Sources. 1. Abot 2.4. 2.Abot2.13. 3.BM4.11. 4. Kil 2.3. 5.Meg4.1. 6. 
Naz2.4. 7.RS2.9. 8. RS 2.5. 9.Shebu3.1. 10.Shebu4.9. II.Mek 14.29 
(L 1.246). 12. Mek 19.17 (L 2.218-19). 13. Mek 22.25 (L 3.150). 14. Mek 
35.2. (L 3.207). 15. SLv 22.32 (W 99d). 16. SLv 26.3 (W 110c). 17. SNm 
117.1 (H 135). 18. SNm 131.1 (H 171). 19. SDt 48 (F 113). 20. SDt 159 (F 
210). 
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UNIT NINETEEN 

PARTICIPLE 

I Introductory text (SDt 329 [F 380]) 

Dn-i3K Kb ,D"nn m yb'isn mm f K ,rtDb a b cr ini] b"2iD " T O ]"KI 
]"b":^ ym mm KbK "b ]"K . ^ I ? H K b"2iD pn:̂ " Kbi bKJ)DCD" ™ b"2iD 

2rK n i s" n i 2 Kb H K ^iDib TiDbn ?]''^ crnK m nrriK .D^nn H K 
HK b"2iD npi?" Kbi bKi?nxrr H K b̂ iiin p n r Kb. rn m n^bnn] 

nKi ,nDK3?D ,nsD ib j^m] ]-K ,DbiP3i2? | I D D bD ib nnK jni: ib^sKi 
K"n nnp" .ro-'n ' D Q 0"bnn] cms^ ]Tns np"i.. . S T K nns" nns Kb 

.D"Dib2?n nb ]"K nn t«Din nnKSDC? ,IT 

And there is no-one who frees from my hand [Dt 32.39]: fathers cannot res
cue sons—Abraham does not free Ishmael nor Isaac Jacob. This only shows 
me that fathers cannot free their sons. From where is it deduced that brothers 
cannot free brothers either? From the text that teaches. Truly, no-one can re
deem a brother [Ps 49.8]: Isaac cannot free Ishmael nor Jacob Esau—even if 
someone paid all the money in the world, it would not be sufficient for their 
ransom, for it is written. Truly, no-one can redeem a brother ... the redemp
tion of their life is very costly [Ps 49.8-9]. This life is worth much, and when 
one sins against it no payment is possible. 

1. With regard to the supreme gift of life, a person is completely in the 
hands of God—one's personal merits or those of one's parents or siblings 
count for nothing; it is entirely a matter of God's grace. 

n Morphology 

2. A characteristic feature of RH is the use of -r in the feminine 
participle (see Unit 16.6), a result of the search for greater expressivity in the 
spoken language. In the plural, the endings -m and -n alternate. 

3. Qal. 
A. RH retains all three BH models, the active bop, and the intransitive 

or stative bCDp and bbp, as in flie following table. 

no© n-pa y-y^D mian 
bcDD n % 3 fbD3 rn%n 
blD^ n*7iD" fbiD" nft»iD" 
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As well as the feminine in rbtip, we occasionally find nbDip, as at SNm 
131.1 (H 170): 

D"]23D lb n-TDIKI HKlip HDCDpi 
A younger one was calling him and saying to him from inside. 

(MS Vatican 32 has nnoiK, but note that the structures in the version above 
could simply be forms of the perfect that have resulted from assimilation: 
HKIp > n\pp and n"JDK > nnQK, i.e. a> o before a labial or resh.) 

The stative participle bpp has the same semantic value as an adjective, 
and, like an adjective, forms its feminine in -ah, for example KQD, nKDCi 
impure'. Sometimes, such structures exist alongside active forms of the par
ticiple, for example "TDb, md7 'learned' and Itib, nit ib 'student'. There is a 
tendency to replace the stative forms by the active, as at Abot 4.20, where the 
standard text reads 

npin Kin npb jy^p^ ]P "^Qibn 
A person who learns from little ones, who is such a person like?, 

but K has D"3ppn ]D Ipbn (note also SNm 131.1 [H 169]: 
n]D"n HTpb nmnnb H D I Q O v^nm nmn bn 

Any pericope found next to another is illuminated by it). 
In these instances, there is a difference in aspect between IQib (more active) 
and nnb (more stative), but in others the difference is more subtle, if there is 
one at all, giving rise to altemation and confusion of forms. A typical exam
ple is at Abot 1.5, where the standard text reads 

nnin n n n o bnin 
Neglecting the study of the law, 

but K has bnn. Other examples relate to p b n and pbn and nn)^ and 13K. 
Possibly, the influence of the Aramaic participle in bnp has had a bearing on 
this matter (as pointed out to me by Dr Jos€ Ribera Florit of the University of 
Barcelona). 

The only remnant of the bbp model in RH is bin]—as seen in Unit 17.3, 
the perfect and imperfect forms have disappeared. E.Y. Kutscher (1971, 
1599) notes the vocalization of the feminine in n b o \ for nblD", accentuating 
its stative character. 

B. The first person subject pronoun can be attached as a suffix to the 
participle, giving rise to the common forms (from "3^ ntlS 'I decree'), as 
at Taa 3.8,"]pnlB (from "^KDIlQ 'I specify'), as at SNm 1.2 (H 1), and 
"3Ppi2) (from i?pl27 'I interpret'), as at SNm L4 (H 2). 

C. The passive participle regularly forms the feminine with -^/i, for ex
ample niDK, nniDK 'said, mentioned', as at Sot 7.3: 

mpn ]l2?b3 ]KD ,mpn ]wbn ]bnb njinm n-;3i? np 
Just as the response mentioned there was given in the holy tongue, 
so also here it has to be given in the holy tongue. 

Some passive participles have effectively become nominalized adjectives, for 
example niDns 'divorcee'. 

D. In ayin-waw and lamed-he verbs, the BH form of the feminine 
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singular participle, in -ah, is maintained, for example nK3 'coming' 
andHKi 'desiring'. 

Participles of lamed-alef verbs can be inflected as though they were 
lamed-he, thus yip mdyt^lp 'calling'. In the feminine singular, the partici
ple can take either -ah or -t mi^T (K Kl̂ V) and rmv 'going out': 

nKiv nrK nmi m^v nm mn 
What may a woman go out with and what may she not go out with? 
(Shab 6.1); 

bnb nnin rmr rimD... bin^n yn trn 
The supreme court ... from which teaching extends to all Israel 
(Sanh 11.2). 

Doubtless, m'^r is a biblicizing form—at Sanh 11.2 and Yeb 14.1, K 
reads Kl̂ i" for, respectively, and nK2ii\ Already in LBH, we find: 

D"b(£in "Bbn t̂ -"0 m203 
Like an error that proceeds from a ruler (Ec 10.5). 

E. An active biOp participle is well-attested in good manuscripts, even 
though it has been confused with the passive blDjP or corrected to the stan
dard bCDIp model. Thus, whereas the standard text of Abot 4.20 reads 

•mp bDiKb ?nDn Kin nnb n'lpn p nnibn 
A person who learns from old people, who is such a person like? 
(Like) one who eats (ripe) grapes, 

K has biDKb, pointed biDKb (Mishor 1983a provides a complete Hst of such 
participles). 

F. The model bitsp for the Qal passive participle, alongside the usual 
biDp, is attested in good manuscripts, but only very rarely, for example 
nmbp 'her emissary' (KQid 2.1)—possibly it is this participle that underlies 
the wordplay with a%eazak\n£voq at Jn 9.7. 

4. Nifal. 
In the feminine singular participle, the suffix -t ^bnp2) predominates, as 

against the BH model in -ah (n*ptOp3), for example 
nor p niTs nmiv) nvnn n r nb nmni) ynmm pni 

From where is it deduced that in the future the land will be sown 
and yield fruit in a day? (SLv 26.4 [W 1 lOd]) 

Even in ayin-waw, lamed-he, md lamed-alef verbs, we find participial 
forms like nKnp3, n"fi?P3, etc. An example with n33 and niDV is seen at Sanh 
10.6: 

•"onnai nm vcn m^m bm ,n"353 nm nnnm innb 
It may not now be rebuilt in the form it used to be, but may be 
changed into gardens or orchards. 

In the masculine singular participle, the forms ntDVl md nfeP3, instead of 
BH ntoP3, in K and other good manuscripts, result from assimilation of the 
veit) nw to the lamed-alef model (see Unit 17.5). 

For the verb yn, we find the Nifal participles ]in3, functioning more as a 
noun, and ]iT3, which carries more verbal force (see Bar-Asher 1990d). 
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5. PVelmdPu'aL 
A. In the Pi'eL the BH paradigm is maintained: "IBID, n n j i p , f 

n n ^ l Q . The Pi*el participle of n n is attested twice in the Talmud, in two 
different forms n n p (Ket 40b) and n n p (Qid 18a), but not at all in the 
Mishnah or tannaitic midrashim, 

B. Of the Pu'al, it is only the participle that survives in RH, and this, 
again, usually follows the BH model: n inp , nniinp, fnpnp, Hlnsnp. How
ever, in lamed-he verbs, the feminine participles take -h, for example nbl^Q/ 
nbi:o. As already noted (Unit 15.4C), the preformative mem is often omitted 
in the Babylonian tr^ition; hence, BV^n^ becomes t D ^ , as at Hag 1.8: 

nl3iD niDbm QPp Knpp 
Many laws from little Scripture (K QJDIDp). 

6. Hitpa "el and Nitpa 'al. 
As well as the Hitpa*el participle in -Hp, there is also a Nitpa'al partici

ple in -HJ. It is often thought that the latter has been corrected by later copy
ists to the former, perhaps because of the orthographic similarity of "3 and D. 
In such participles, the assimilation of the -H- of the preformative is more 
common than in BH, although in unvocalized texts it is not always possible 
to distinguish the resulting forms from participles of other conjugations, for 
example, the Pu'al. 

7. Hifil md Hofal. 
A. In the Hifil, a more colloquial form, nbppQ, is found alongside the 

BH feminine nb t̂Dpp: 
n r n p p ,np"K)p-]D 

Doing good in this way, doing harm in this way (Sanh 7,10); 
T T B n B m nnnp rwm f »i ,TT33 132 m T n p sr^n 

A man may impose a Nazirite vow on his son, but a woman may not 
impose a Nazirite vow on her son (Sot 3.8). 

The form in -r is already encountered in LBH: 
nnnbiDnn3pnnp«fH 

Esther did not declare her family background (Est 2.20). 
In lamed-he verbs, the feminine participle nbl?p is found instead of nbi?P, 
for example, in the best manuscripts of SNm 95.1 (H 95): 

nm" D"3D2? cr3n nnb rhvo nmm nanoD nnn onni? mbn Kbm 
conn^D 

Did not there accompany them in the desert a well, which brought 
up for them enormous fishes, beyond their need? ^ 

B. The RH Hofal is characterized by the vowel u in the preformative, 
rather than o, which tends to highlight the passive chmacter of the conjuga
tion. Thus, the participle follows the model onpID, npnplD. In some lamed-
he verbs, the feminine participle also ends in -r, as in the phrase f5?n51Q 
'wounded by a piece of wood' (in reference to accidental loss of virginity) at 
Ket 1.3. 
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in Grammar and usage 

8. A participle may be viewed as both noun and verb (see Unit 11.4C), 
and, as a noun, it can be found in the 'construct' state, for example, in 
n?nn1]) 'followers of idolatry' (Mek 183 [L2.l68]),b33"biJ>...n^l"K3 
'those who entered the country ... those who went up from Babylonia' (SDt 
8 [F 16]), and DI "DSlC? 'spillere of blood' (Sot 9.6)—the same us^e is seen 
in BH, for example nSP ""nr^bD 'all who go down into the dust' (Ps 22.30). 

Nominal and verbal uses can appear alongside each c^her, as in the well-
known wordplay of SLv 26.6 (Wll la): 

ZTC? pn IK D"pnQ pn Tmpn bm inns? Kin "ra^K ,{zr'n nnK 
TD^p^TOfKID^p r̂a 

Rabbi Simeon argued. When should one praise a place? When there 
are no evil powers P^p"?©]? Or when there are evil powers but they 
do not cause harm [D^p l̂D]? 

There are numerous other examples of this sort, intended to have a rhetorical 
effect, for example Knip Knipn 'the reader reads' (Mak 3.14) or 
Dnin Dninn ]"K 'the one who collected terumah would not collect it (without 
saying .. .)' (Sheq 3.3), etc. 

At Abot 5.14, (Ẑ nnDn rrnb nb lnn 'among those who go to the house of 
study', there is a degree of grammatical incongruence, with the participle 
used as noun (governed by a preposition and in the construct st^e) but with a 
complement (also governed by a preposition), mnb, more appropriate to a 
verb. This oddity derives from the ambivalent nature of the participle and can 
be traced back to the earliest stages of the Hebrew Imiguage (see Meyer 
1992, §97.3D; note the ketiv of 2 S 10.9, bKnsrnmnn, corrected by the 
Masoretes). 

9. See Unit 16.12B and 13A for an indication of the way in which the 
participle relates to the area of the present and future and its imperative, fac
ultative, and iterative moods. See Unit 24.10 for modal (circumstantial/extra-
posed) noun clauses. 

10. An unfolding state or action expressed by a participle is either taking 
place in the present or has a timeless quality, for example: 

ut>t "Tb nK"3p nn?lnn 
Correction leads to peace (SDt 2 [F 10]); 

njtiin noil? nb?3n Knipn 
One who reads the scroll can be standing or sitting (Meg 4.1); 

n n p fniOK D"?D rRpib0 
Three sorts of things are forbidden to the Nazirite (Naz 6.1). 

The temporal nature of the participle is particularly striking in stative 
verbs, for which the pmticiple can be replaced by an jrfjective (see Unit 
13.4), with the forms *^ ip , bDp, and bpp3 alternating among the different 
manuscripts, or appearing alongside one another in the same text without any 
apparent difference in meaning (see above, §3A). The virtual equivalence of 
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IDn, IIDT, and IDlT is especially striking. 
In practice, the participle of the Qal passive, bltDfJ, and that of the 

Nifal, bpp] , are not always distinguished, although analysis of a good 
number of texts suggests a certain regularity, namely, that biDp signifies the 
present result of a past action whereas bttp] indicates the activity itself in 
process, as seen clearly at SNm 61 (H 59), which says that God showed 
Moses mrnVT) mî Q *the lampstand made and being made', that is, not 
just the finished product but also the process whereby it was made. 

11. The participle, especially the plural participle, employed without an 
explicit subject, is ideal for expressing the impersonal or indefinite nature of 
a proposition or its general applicability (see Unit 6.13), and for indicating, 
without actually naming, God as the author of an action, for example: 

nnnn nDto p wim nnnn nnin nnnb D K 
If you have studied the Torah a lot, you will be given an abundant 
reward (Abot 2.16); 

npbbi niobb inn ]"p"P?D nnbb rqn bv nn'ibn 
One who studies with the intention of teaching will be enabled to 
study and to teach (Abot 4.5); 

t> ynnn nn nn^n nnm nTDS? ]"3D ,nQiK n-'KD n nn 
Rabbi Meir used to say. From where is it deduced that people will 
be measured by the same measure that they themselves use? 
(TosSot 3.1; cf. Sot 1.7; Mt 7.2; Mk 4.24; Lk 6.38). 

Parallel to the formula jnQiK CTT 'there are those who say, it is said' (see 
Unit 6.14), are other impersonal constructions like ]n ip 2?" 'there are those 
who read, it is read' or ]"KnD 'there are those who offer, it is offered'. 

12. The participle is employed with especially vivid results when used to 
describe the past as a story unfolding before our eyes, as in this lengthy ac
count from Sot 7.8: 

"KKiDB "Tnmn ,mbm ymnn nin nr " K ^ Q m^n pnn rwnn 
' no... n'bv nhi' Km nn\vn yvbrn^nnn ib yfniv jn^vnio 

' no3?n mn] ,no33n mnb nritii nnin npo bni: n o p n 
r\bnb npi: bins ]nDi ,bin2 ]hnb mni] jaoni ,]pb mni: 

bnpi nnv -[ban osnsK .n0f Knipi bapoi nqir -̂ bpni 
D-'DDii mn30i nniv Knpi 

What used to happen in the royal liturgy? At the close of the first 
festive day of the feast (of Tabernacles), in the eighth year at the 
end of the sabbatical year, they make him [the king] a jflatform of 
wood in the courtyard, and he sits down there ... The minister of the 
synagogue takes the book of the law and passes it to the leader of 
the synagogue, the leader of the synagogue hands it to the prefect, 
the prefect hands it to the high priest, the high priest passes it to the 
king, and the king receives it standing up and reads it sitting down. 
But King Agrippa received it standing up and read it standing up» 
and the sages praised him for this. 
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In this narrative, it is obvious that the description of habitual actions exactly 
as they used to occur and as they should continue to occur (liturgical atempo
rality) is expressed through participles, whereas the punctual, specific histori
cal, action of Agrippa is related in the perfect. Another example of liturgical 
atemporality is the following description from TosSot 2.1: 

nmp ncDio 1:^2 mm KKT nm Kbi non Kb ,2^01 nKin n̂ DD 
ncDns piipi bo pipini i2?nni 

He carries on looking and writing from it [tablet], without omitting 
or adding anything, he goes out and stands at the side of the sus
pected adulteress, reading, explaining, and enunciating all the letters 
of the passage. 

Another vivid usage of the participle occurs in the story of the Am
monite and Moabite women who tempted Israel, at SNm 131.1 (H170): 

r\2pm ]Q ynn ib bo-'b 2?poDi pi2?o b̂ '̂CDb KKT onK nniKO 
rrisna ib nnoiKi nKnip nxDpi ,ni2?o ib nnoio n n m 

Then someone went out to wander through the market and wanted 
to buy something from an old woman who was seUing it at the right 
price, when a younger woman calls to him from inside and says to 
him. 

13. In the text from Sot 7.8 quoted in the preceding section, note the 
phrases OCDV Knip and noli? Knp, where nJ2iT and nQll? function as adverbial 
modifiers of the main verb, 'read standing', 'read sitting down'. Such partici
ples, which act as additional complements to the subject or as verb modifiers, 
are widespread, with ntn and n ^ especially common in this function: 

13-rp mbi n^b m ,]nDiKi ym vn 
They continued repeating, We are Y.'s and our eyes are on Y. (Suk 
5.4); 

n o n onb onoiKi o n n n o m m ] n o n nnb nnoiKcr^D bio** 
ninoin 

Perhaps after speaking words of consolation to them, they will again 
speak words of reproof to them (SDt 342 [F 392]). 

Other participles appear to have a purely decorative character, like 20V 
in stereotyped phrases of the kind 'he sat down and said' or noil? in the sense 
of'be about to, will': 

lb noiKi inpsDi OSDT Kim 
He sat down, commanded him, and said to him (SNm 87.2; SDt 43); 

noiKiibpraiocDT Kim 
He sat down, pondered, and said (SLv 26.25 [W 112a]); 

noiKinsHDiotzn^ n n 
He sat down, looked around, and said (SNm 89.5); 

DDTODi nnw Kin ̂ 30 mo ''003 m3D 3̂K OK 
If I leave my riches in the hands of my son, he is going to squander 
them (SDt 11 [F 19]). 
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Ail these examples are taken from parables (meshalim), an indication of 
their status as Hterary cliches, a rdle that is especially clear at SNm 88.2 (H 
88): 

lb n*Tbn bD inm^Di :wv vin i^r rrn 
The evil inclination was tormenting him, all the night saying to him. 

Another stereotyped formula is ffihlTJ 20T Tin *he sat down and inter
preted, he sat down to interpret' or simply 'he interpreted, he set about inter
preting', presented in §23, below. 

14. The participle "^bini can accompany another participle, this time 
having a significant semantic effect by conveying the continuous or 
progressive nature of the main activity. To the examples already provided in 
Unit 16.15D, may be added: 

onn bD m vc)^rm ID ,̂ blrTi K^KID Kin 
He continued spending (literally, 'taking out'), until he had spent 
the entire purse (Mei 6.6); 

ib̂ SK -[bini pirn pj iv . . mn nnm bn -[bim pir pirn 
D 3̂i2?©Dn nv 

The child continued suckling for twenty-four months ... The child 
continued suckling even up to five years (TosNid 2.3). 

Other participles, such as KDI, nnT\ nnm, nbm, and KKin, can also be 
used like "^bini: 

ybm yn'^ n^^nn rn n^nn rae? bv I D I I ? nm nnm p? bD 
ir^npb 

While Moses was waiting at the mouth of the well, the waters kept 
on coming up towards him (ARN 20 [S 72]); 

1D"' biz? nb̂ Q3b v^nm nv K D I nvni^n nn 
He became sadder and sadder until he arrived at (or 'as he drew 
ever ne^er to') the port of Jaffa (TosKippurim 2.4; MS Erfurt reads 
bDIKI forKDI); 

b ^ n HK DiTbi? ^nnm nv f K D I yn-'vnn vn ninnn bn 
All the generations were provoking him one after the other until he 
brought upon them the waters of the flood (Abot 5.2; K and MS 
Parma read r ^ b for j-̂ Kpl). 

imnbnbnQ 
It penetrates, corroding as it passes down (TosSot 1.6). 

15, A participle regularly functions as the complement of bnnn 'begin', 
as in ^ 

ynnwnvnbni^nnn 
All the people began burning them (Pes 1.5), 

although an infinitive complement is still retained on some occasions, as in 
this example from the stcay of Honi the circle-drawer, where both construc
tions api^ar alongside one another: 

^vrn nyb ib^nnn... ps^jp n-^d^m trnm 
The rains began dripping ... they began to fall with force (Taa 3.8). 
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Some other verbs also take a participle as complement: 

They are not prevented (from) using (Yeb L4); 
]T]Ob mi2 ^̂ (Dl DIK -IIDO HD 

Just as one is free to give it (redemption fee) to the priest for the 
firstborn of a hum^ being (SNm 118.2 [H 138]). 

The well-known fonnulaD"^"'32 f l l *the way of human beings', in ref
erence to habitual behaviour, may be continued by an infinitive or by a par
ticiple: 

biDKb DTK 13 -^y^ iv 
up to the time that people normally eai meat ( N ^ 8.6); 

nm "^-yw nvm o p : ^iTiif?© tvnn trmb nin ib m'lD ̂ n 
'' yi^f DTK 13 YW ^^^^ ^ ' i ' l 'f^P^ 

If someone owns a well behind a neighbour's house, that f^rson 
may enter at the time people ate accustomed to enter aiMi leave M 
the time people are accustomed to leave (BB 6.5). 

16. The use of the participle with wn is rare in BH, although it starts 
being employed with some regularity in LBH (see, for example, Ne 2.13,15; 
2 C 24.12; 30.10; 36.16), and in his Qumran corpus, E. Qimron (1986, 70) 
finds no less than fifty examples of the construction. In RH, it is common
place as a way of emphasizing the continuous or iter2U:ive nature of an action, 
and is used in reference to both the past and the future, and in the imperative 
and infinitive moods. The following examples illustrate the different contexts 
in which the construction is found. 

A. Continuous action in the past: 
m nn V nt ,noiK mn ,D^binn bv b^mv rrn©? 

When he prayed for the sick, he used to say. This one will live, this 
one will die (Ber 5.5 see Unit 1.12 for the formula noiK mn Kin). 

B. Continuous action in the future: 
D^rab Ksepi y nvm K?^0 r^p bv mn i i i 

I'll be a Nazirite so long as I can carry on drinking wine and pollut
ing myself with dead bodies (Naz 2.4). 

C. Continuous action in the imperative mood: 
nkD nKQ3 ib nniD nn nb T T O nnm nnn bnn 

. . . ^ ..... I , . , . f . 

Whatever the measure he measures out to you, you must continue to 
thank him without ceasing (Ber 9.5). 

D. Continuous action in the infinitive mood: 
'm) |3? nm nvnb Ko^pp n n nm 

Rabbi Akiba retracted so as to t e ^ like Ben Azzai (Taa 4.4). 
E. n n (perfect) with participle, conjoined (by - 1 ) with a perfect, ex-

pres^s an ^tion prior to auiother in the past (pluperfect); see Unit 17.8 for 
examples. 

17. Participle with future reference. 
A. In idiomatic sp^ch, the participle can designate the immediate 
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future, or at least an event that seems to the speaker to be on the point of 
happening, as in HD IK Tm just about to die' (Yeb 16.6) or HD HT 'this one is 
going to die' (Ber 5.5), a usage also found in the Bible: bngn'riK K^Q l̂ H 
'behold, I am going to cause a flood' (Gn 6.17). In RH, a more distant future 
may sometimes also be expressed in the same way: 

n2?rQ KbK ]̂ bK23 ]^K Kob Tni?b boK 
But in the future, they will be redeemed in Tishri (Mek 12.42 [L 
1.116]). 

B. In exegetical writing, for example: 
n^nn boo D ^ K T Kb .["i I D K-ipn] i n n o J-'KI nriDDtDi 

You will lie down with none to disturb you [Lv 26.6]. You should 
not fear any creature (SLv 26.6 [W 11 la]). 

C. Often, expressions that employ the imperfect in BH are formulated 
with the participle in RH—compare ]ri^ ''DK at 2 S 21.6 with ]ni] ''3t̂  at the be
ginning of SDt 3, both in the sense of 'I'm going to give' (see Unit 18.13 and 
the detailed comparison of BH and RH in Bendavid 1967, §§224-43). 

D. The eschatological or inevitable future can be expressed by the for
mula '̂ iO with (-ti and) the participle (although the infinitive is more usual in 
this construction; see Unit 20.12): 

DiK 'n yo ,DiK 'nn -]D2ii; mnnb m:^! nm ^iT'npn ib nm 
']nnn'mnn: 

The holy one, blessed be he, said to him (Nebuchadnezzar), You 
wanted to separate yourself from humanity, but it will be humanity 
that separates itself from you (Mek 15.7 [L 2.46]); 

nnnn nibinn -]D ybnnm yn ,nnK nbnn nbon 
If you give one loan, you will end up taking out many loans (Mek 
15.26 [L 2.97]). 

E. A not uncommon construction (especially in the RH of the amoraim; 
see Gir6n 1992) is nTlV with the participle, a variant of the more usual for
mula with the infinitive, to express the eschatological future: 

KDb nnvb ]n D^pn^^n nv b'^nn n^npn nnv " ] D 

In the same way, the holy one, blessed be he, will be walking about 
in the garden of Eden with the righteous in the future to come (SLv 
26.12 [W 11 lb]). 

18. There tends to be an imperative connotation in expressions of the 
immediate or inevitable future: 

pbnv p-iT nnDD H K K O D b ^ b o n nm^m 
After the king has sat down on the throne of Y., you will destroy the 
descendants of Amalek (SDt 67 [F 132]). 

At SNm 115.5 (H 127), we find a series of imperatives followed by "^bln, 
-fbim ...bitDi..."'bbi3)3 

Help me put on (my sandals), take (my things ahead of me), and go 
(to the bath-house), 

although here "^bini might be interpreted as a modal participle (see above. 
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§14) or as elliptical for "ptl IT] (see Unit 21.8). 
This imperative use of the participle is standard in halakhic formulations 

or in statements of principles couched impersonally: 
nvniT} bv yirniw ,ni^bm rmpynn nDno yTovo 

One must not leave livestock at inns of gentiles, because they are 
suspected of bestiality (AZ 2.1). 

However, when the construction is employed in a positive context, it 
has to be borne in mind, for interpretative and translational purposes, that it 
can also have a permissive significance Cone may', not 'one must'), a usage 
clearly exhibited at Meg 4.1: 

Whoever reads the scroll may be standing or seated (see also, for 
example, Ber 1.5 and Naz 4.7). 

19. In halakhic formulas of the kind 'if/when/in case ... then', the sup
position expressed in the first clause may employ the perfect (see Unit 17.11) 
or the participle, as in: 

If someone says, I shall be, then they've already become a Nazirite 
(Naz l.l); 

inonn mi iboi^, iniin 2200 nbnm no Kiilan 
If someone finds a corpse for the first time, lying down in the nor
mal way, they may remove it and the soil around it (Naz 9.3). 

20. The passive participle may also be used as a gerundive (see Segal 
1927, §334), that is to say, it can express not only a quality or state already 
acquired Camatus, beloved'), but also one yet to be acquired Camandus, one 
that must be loved'), or one that has the potential to be acquired {'amabilis, 
lovable'), as, for example, in nnQll 1212 'with something that can be 
erased', not 'with something erased' (SNm 16 [H 21]; see also Qid 2.9 and 
Yom 6.1). 

Thus, the passive participle can be used to indicate the 'destiny' of a 
subject in such well-established expressions as DnDIDH 'those who are to be 
put to death' (Sanh 6.2) or those well-known because of their bibUcal 
allusion; for example, bpOSH IW is not 'the ox that has been stoned' but 'the 
ox destined to be stoned', according to the rules prescribed at Ex 21.28; 
similarly, HSni? nbs^ is not 'a calf that has had its neck broken' but 'a calf 
that is due to have its neck broken', as prescribed at Dt 21.1, and 
nbTOQn TI?Cp does not refer to *the goat that has been sent off but to 'the 
goat that has been chosen to be sent off into the desert, in accordance with 
Lv 16.20-22. 

This usage is also attested in the Bible (see Meyer 1992, §104.2A), for 
example IDn] 'desirable' (Gn 3.6), "Tbl3 UVb 'to a people yet to be bom' (Ps 
22.32), and n^DKin mnn 'an animal that may be eaten' (Lv 11.47). 

21. When the passive participle expresses a state resulting from an ac
tion, such a state will sometimes have an active sense, and the passive par-
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IV Phraseology 

23.2?l1ni OCpt n n 'he was sitting down and interpreting, he sat down to 
interpret/teach', describes the activity of study or teaching (2?nn) of a mbbi; 
in the formula, 02?V alludes to the posture adopted while teaching or to the 

tiple will need to be translated accordingly. For example, someone who is 
pX>V 'occupied' is not occupied by others but by their own concerns, hence, 
'busy', "IIDT can denote not someone who is 'remembered' by others but 
someone who has many memories, hence, 'mindful', ]1I?D is something that 
is not 'demanded' but 'requiring', bOpD can designate not the thing 
'received' but the 'recipient' of it, "1100 is not what is 'thought', but the 
person who is 'thinking' it (as in ̂ 3 0 3 'as imagining, thinking, convinced 
that'), etc. Other participles of this type inclucte l l p ^ 'watchful' and ''ibn 
'depending'. The following examples can be supplemented by the exercises 
at the end of this unit (see also Segal 1927, §§333, 336; Kutscher 1982, 131; 
Mishor 1983a, 209-11): 

jii3iTn ]p ,K3Hq bnpm ,K9K;D n n q bspQ 
T c b np37 HDbn ii''K^?3n ] Q "hip^ 

I have received from Rabbi Measha, who received from Abba, who 
received from the zugot, who received from the prophets, a halakh
ah of Moses at Sinai (Pea 2.6) 

(here, bspO has a special force, as it indicates the final recipient, the reposi
tory of the tradition that had been handed down); 

i?nB nwrn KQirn? nny;^ rrThnn ^ D T 

I recall a woman going out in her veil with her hair let down (Ket 
2.10) 

("I1DT, as against IDlT, emphasizes that the memory had persisted in the 
speaker's mind); 

C T T D D CTpDne? :rpn n n o bm .yn niOK Tnrr^ -̂ DK vir 
I knew that a Nazirite was forbidden wine, but I believed that the 
sages would permit me to have it (Naz 2.4); 

CTT mnp ]iro o n b^oon boi ,nb^oi9 yvn rbn m YPpn bo 
D':bni 

Anyone who defecates requires a ritual bath and anyone who uri
nates has to purify their hands and feet (Yom 3.2); 

miobi pD mriDO nnnoiz? mn^Dn bo 
All the cereal offerings mentioned in the Torah require oil and 
frankincense (TosSot 1.10). 

22. The participle, given that it can also function as a noun, may be 
negated with f K, although Kb is commonly employed too, and the reason for 
choosing the one or the other is not always clear. bK is never used with the 
participle. See Unit 23.11 A. 
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position held by the rabbi in a TiTV}', and, thus, implies instruction that is 
public or authorized (compare Mt 5.1-2). It is also possible to omit n^T in 
translation, where it is clesff that it has a purely clich6d or decorative func
tion: 

nm(Di bDTK mn pnn i?nr rrn Kbi mnin nm mn m r D Kn 
How could he sit down to interpret not knowing how he would eat 
or drink? (Mek 16.4 [L 2.104]); 

bm f QD 2?nni nwr b^oir n n rrm n n n n nwhm nnK nt 
This is one of the three things that Rabbi Ishmael used to interpret 
allegorically (Mek 21.19 [L 3.53]). 

See also SNm 112 (H 120), Mek 15.3 (L 2.69), etc. 
24. D'*nDb^r2i05 'we find ourselves informed', introduces the specific 

point arising from an exegetical discussion of a biblical text; the formula is 
sometimes followed by nninn |D, emphasizing that the point has been fur
nished by the Bible itself. For example, in Mek 15.1 (L 2.1), after quoting the 
biblical text, the author of the midrash concludes that the resurrection of the 
dead is attested in the Torah: 

nmn p nrrm m n n nnnb ir^DD 
We find ourselves informed about the resurrection of the dead from 
the Torah. 

At SDt 222 (F 255), following the citation of Ex 23.5, the text concludes: 
nmn Kb n-^n bvi rwv m ^ bv nmi? mrw zrnnb iT^ni 

We find ourselves learning that this transgresses both the positive 
and the negative commandments. 

See also SNm 116 (H 135), SNm 150 (H 196), etc. 
25. nnx^^-rrnnnrnnn (K-nO) 'what are these things said about?, what 

does this apply to?, when is this rule appHed?', a formula characteristic of the 
halakhic idiom of the Mishnah, where it occurs no less than fifty times (see 
BB 3.1,3; Sot 8.7, etc.). 

V Vocabulary 

nmOK-nto^Q 'saying-deed' 
nb? 'shave, cut one's hair, make the Nazirite hair offering' 
m3:;n-b'̂ 3Cpn 'praise-humble' 
nW''' 'settled land, civilization', as against nnnn 'unpopulated land' 
OKQ 'tire of, reject, despise' 
n9D[b]-nb§D[b] 'below-above' 
nmn 'death', nmab-^^DO 'dose to death' ("̂ 00 'support', '^'OD 'near, 

leaning on') 
m0Knn n&I?D 'the work of creation, creation, the order in which creation oc

curred' 
nnn] vnn 'let down (one's hair) and tear (one's clothes)' in mourning (see 

Lv 10.6) 
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'change, alter, transform' 
D'̂ non trnV) 'resurrection of the dead' 

D''3lnnri-0''Dtb5; 'inferiors-superiors, terrestrid beings-celestial beings', etc. 

VI Exercises 
ma p n ? o ,nnln bi) rbv bnpnn bn nm n^pn ]3 mm nn . i 

bv rbv f 3nl3 ^niin bi) pninn bni -^nn bvi nnbn bv 
^Xmjinbmnnbn 

mn yvnn:i nnnn n^am an bbnon bn nm ^inn ]n ];nr nn .2 
.nm'bt>nn T T D nm] :^yW nm rt>^n 

nm 13 ^TW nP93 np2 ^nnrpm hm o ' i )b n^ ib h^m n' .3 
' ' .I'̂ Kici" DiK •'B TH^D nvmn H^in .onDp? 

Inib^bo iTiuiD m n̂i"' i n n t a .4 
.iiino 'nb bnn ,I3DQ3 boK ^b^ipn^ " î?? ? D n ^ ^ o n n i nps .5 
bv nmr nmi nnn nn nns bv nmr nm^an rn yrn nn nmb^ .6 
nnn nn nnn bv^ nh n'^n .nnsn n52?b3 nc î" nmi nnwh n r a 

DK rnnn nnb TiiDb -^n ;nnn imnn ']n] nmn i^n nmi 
nn\vnnrB bvb ]niKb Drrb y^n ',iKb ci^i'Dnb D-̂ nqiK .ivnm 

DK rnnn nnb p i n i D b ^o ;nnn i^nn -^n) nmn 1? ,ipiKi 
n5{2?b50 bii2n nnb y^n ibKi 1 ^ ',iKb DKi',Dnb DnpiK ^ivnd 
nm Kinn DipDn-]D no'^^ !mn& bob nnin nKKi'̂  mnm jmnn 
n^B nob nn^ - înno nQbi n|2)i iTpb nm . r T Dnnn]'" nnn*' 
,nQnisi n rn i s nî Kn ]̂ Ki ,DniDV]?nis d̂ K.n ?nfKb m^^n yn nn .7 

CTKn ,nn33 mi H K nnnp n^Kn f KT ,TT33 i B H K mnp m'^n 
nnin CD̂Kn ,nnK nnn] bi? nnb?? nmn f KI , V 3 K mmn bv nbjp 

Î K̂i ,inn m mpn (D'Kn ,nra H K nnoiD rmn p K I , ira nK 
nonv nbpni nmn p K I ,Dn^ bpo3 tf'^Kn ,nra H K nzJnpp n^Kn 

n t ^ n T'Ki'̂ innDB nopD (zrKn ,mbra n^Kn ĵ Ki ^nbnj ̂ "̂ Kn 
' ' .nrajBnnoDD 

bi; m'^v rvnxn bn nnnb nbvnbi nbvnb nnn nn ,nQiK nr nn .8 
,nmn nnn bv m'^^v b^nmn bni .iniK ]''b"'QC2?D2? ^X) ,nmn nnn 

.imK]nn:iD©'^io 
i r . ['K '10 ni02?] nm ms?̂  m ,KbK JKO ono I'̂ K ,nniK nn .9 

.nninn ] D n^nnn mnn ]nDb 
n -'Bb bKne?** ]nnn nno nKni K O ,nQiK bK b̂ô  p ]1I?D2? ]on. 10 
,m(DKno rwvn nnb n^D rbv ynnn nnm ^obi .obip^ mm noKCD 

nbiji; onbn n n nnv^ .n^^rbv ô înnni onnnn n'lrbv nnb nm 
b n n n ,Dnonn lobnm rmvi,... n^nmn p nnr bom f nKn ]D 

.f nKn ]D nbip bom o^n^n p nnr onbn 
nnni;o niobn nmi nnnm niobn nm onK niw nm vmirv n n . 11 

.nbio nninn bo ô p̂ ibKO rbv ybvn ,nrn bn moKboo ntznî i 
.Dbiib nv -pni ib nono r^^io]. 12 

onb in rrw n':m ;nioQ p mnn IT . nb no Knpni -joi? j n K n i . 13 
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UNIT TWENTY 

INFINITIVE 

I Introductory text (SDt 355 [F 418]) 

bD ©KnD ô D'̂ b n © D mni;© nnbo. . . T K D '3b Dnnn] nv 'mn Knn 
'bv2 bm nTun mny\ Knpo "b^n b© n n n n ©Kno ,nnnm n n n n 
]Di ,nnKi nnK bD D P no© bm ji ^mobn 'bv2 bm n n n n mnni m © Q 
. ['y '33 TW] bbm pbm D ^ Q I K P nKi ,DnnD ib pbnK ]Db ,nDiK Kin 

And he came with the heads of the people [Dt 33.21] ... This teaches that 
Moses will enter at the head of each group, at the head of the group of Bible 
scholars, at the head of the group of Mishnah scholars, at the head of the 

inzr ;-nDQ p 0 1 1 .D'^DD Drr:sD W^D imK Dmc? D K I ,3i2r'»b 
. p p j n K m noKDs? .imnn Dn^ro 

.Dnrmn O K I D Kin© >qio ,nmv i r^i "iQb i r t ^ bD K H . 14 

.nm'b D^bDH bDi ID^DDH r m ]inf« ibnnn -nnn 
m^m n m mn mDOD .nmno n r r T '̂̂ ra nb jsnoiK b^-izr rmv. 16 

.lb -]bni Dm^n pbn Dnb pKS? riKn© rmv f i t o pbn Dn^b 
^bm nD ,nmDb ^ I D O KbK onKn m D^mDiD ]'K Dnon î nnK " ^ B D .17 

Kb(2?i ©''nnm nKn n n n Km Kbs?! , n m o i ntim innin Km 
.Df?2?n 13DD ©ns^c? nDi ,Tbi? n b o Kn** 

mm Dm n2?D -[bob ?nDn nnnn nob ,b©D ,nniK n r ]D ] I I : D 0 n n . 18 
b© mnnsDi IT mnD Dnnsno i D"]*!?] r m ,nnnn Dnnri D^n ib 

D^bDiK Dm n:iiKn nK nms Kin ,i3i:î n D^2;IP Dn2?D .imn nuiiK 
.Di^nn D T O Dm n̂ iiKn nK bvM vm ,i3iKn D''2?II? I^'KIZDI jn'vnm 

nmvm n n n ^ i D^OD omD? DnK ^K D K ^bKncrb nsDD Dnb noK -[D . 19 
DDb ]mb Tnv n m o nDD nDtn ,DnKDD Kn jinn ©npn DDb 

.KDnDbiPb 
.n©i;D nD©D nnnK nD© ib jmi p b n?^ câ  .20 

Sources. 1. Abot 3.5. 2. Abot 4.4. 3. BB 6.6. 4. Ber 1.5. 5. Ket 5.9. 6. 
Sanh 11.2. 7. Sot 3.8. 8. ARN 11 (S 46). 9. Mek 15.1. (L 2.1). 10. Mek 
16.4 (L 2.102-103). 11. Mek 16.4 (L 2.103-104). 12. SLv 14.2 (W 70b). 
13. SLv 25.36 (W 109c). 14. SLv 26.14 (W 1 lib). 15. SNm 44.1 (H 49). 
16. SNm 80.1 (H 76). 17. SDt 3 (F 10). 18. SDt 40 (F 83). 19. SDt 309 (F 
349). 20. SDt 117 (F 176). 
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n Morphology 

2, RH witnesses the complete disappearance of the infinitive d>solute. 
The infinitive construct prefixed with the prepositions -0 and -3 is restticted 
to a few liturgical usages that are imitations, or perhaps genuine remnants, of 
biblical idiom, at least when they are noi the result of mistakes or of correc
tion by copyists. Standard RH knows only the infinitive construct with pre
fixed -b, which can be negated by a preceding Hb©, or prefixed by the 
preposition ]Q (thus, -bo followed by infinitive construct). In practice, the in
finitive construct simply does not occur except with prefixed -b. 

The development of the negative form of the infinitive may be traced as 
follows (see Qimron 1986, 78-79): BH ^nbob with infinitive; LBH m/^b 
with -b and infinitive; (Jumran Hebrew fKMb with -b and infinitive, VOimV^ 
with -b and infinitive; RH Kb0 with -b and infinitive (a construction already 
found in Biblical Aramaic, at Ezr 6.8: KbOOb K V ^ I * S O as not to stop'): 

'rni im n^b nkpb ir^ :Ynmb, mpa 
IrK pimb v^bm ,DlPirf? i^'^ -'K©! IrK ,oimb , T i ^ n b 

Where it is established practice to recite the long formula, it is for
bidden (here and elsewhere, literally, 'not authorized') to recite the 
short one, and where the short fomula is established, it is forbidden 
to recite the long one; where it is established practice to recite the 
concluding formula, it is foibidden not to recite it, and where it is 
established practice not to recite the concluding formula, it is for
bidden to recite it (Ber 1.4); 

D^prfpp n ^ K irra ,niP Kbi cnp im noi?? i^n'm:^ 
i r a cnb boK }ib K'^^ribDi 

If one of the residents of a courtyard forgets to prepare the *erub, 
that person is not allowed to take anything into or out of their house, 
but the others are (Erub 2.6). 

3. In the Qal, even with pe-nun, pe-yod, and pe-alef verbs, the infinitive 
has the same form as the imperfect minus preformative. Thus, just as the BH 
infinitive bfepb corresponds to the imperfect b&p'^, so in RH ]fl^b con-e-

group of Talmud scholars, and will receive the same reward as each of them. 
This is why it says. Therefore, I shall give him a portion with the many and 
with the powerful will divide spoil [Is 53.12]. 

1. This representation of Moses receiving the reward with each group of 
scholars in the written and oral tiaditions demonstrates an understanding that 
the entire law, Ix^h the written Torah and its immense development in the 
oral tradition, stems from Moses at Sinai, and is, in some sense, contained in 
what Moses transmitted. 
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spends to This popular standardizing of irregular forms extends to other 
verbs, Hke Hpb and "^bn. The following is a list of thc^e most commonly en
countered. 

Perfect Imperfect Infinitive Meaning 
RH BH 

'^^'? Eat 
Say 

Give birth 
n T "IT. IT"? Go down 
no; nar Dwell 
»T. »T. Know 

W Give 
m n t ^ Raise 

Take 
IT*? Go 

Nonetheless, the occasional verb resists such attempts at regularization, 
for example K̂ ,̂ 'go out*, which maintains the biblical form of the infinitive, 
HK^b, throughout the Mishnah and tannaitic midrashim. The verb bDK is also 
very resistant to change, with the new form, bDlb, appearing in very few 
texts (for example Sifra W 59d; M.H. Segal [1927, §163] only menticMis it as 
occurring in Palestinian texts). However, when they are not written piene 
(biDKb, niDKb), it is possible that bDKb and were read lokal and hmar 
(Gir6n 1992). In other verbs too, the biblical form has not completely disap
peared, for example rpbb (Nid 4.2), nnb (Shab 17.2; Ned 11.1; AZ 2.6-7; 
Zeb 10.7); a set-phrase Hke fTlbl HK&b 'to trade' is obviously more stable, 
although this too is found in a non-biblical version, ]'*rrbl K&'b, at Sifra Ned-
abah parashah 13.9 (MS Vatican 66). Of course, we also have to bear in 
mind the constant attempts of copyists to make rabbinic structures conform 
more closely to those of the Bible. 

Examples of texts containing RH foims of the infinitive include the fol
lowing: 

biDKbi finb "frb biD*© '1B^ 
Since it is possible to go outside and eat (Erub 3.1); 

"TDbD ,nD̂ {2r ^ K ,KbK ['HD n b nnni] miz? ^ T K ,K-ip nn bK 
nmsTD 32rb obiD© 

Do not read, Man of grey hairs [nD%; Dt 32.251 but. Mm of session 
[nmST], teaching that all of them are worthy to leke a seat at the 
session (SDt 321 [F 370]); 
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mDioim^iPi noD 
If you succeed in observing the sabbath, the holy one, blessed be he, 
will allow you to hold three festivals, Passover, Pentecost, and 
Tabernacles (Mek 16.25 [L 2.119]). 

M.H. Segal (1927, §169) shrewdly observes that these forms might be at 
least as old as their biblical counterparts, with ]rinb at 1 K 6.19 a hybrid of 
the popular ]r?b and the literary nnb (see also I K 17.14). 

4. The assimilation of lamed-alef to lamed-he verbs has led to n1"lpb be
coming the normal form of the infinitive of K"1p instead of KHpb, and to the 
mixed form m^bob for Kbob, as at Ket 1.10: ^ 

p nn mKbob niTp np l r rn nmo 
It happened that a little girl went down to take water from the foun
tain. 

5. As already noted at Unit 15.4A, in the Nifal preformative -H tends to 
be elided after the -b of the infinitive (a consequence of the general weaken
ing of the gutturals and especially of intervocalic he), which gives rise to 
such forms as 0?D'*b (forO^Dnb), b(?D b̂ (forbtDDHb), DID^b (formDHb), 
nwv'b (for nit̂ vrrb), Kfi?rb (for K©3nb), etc. 

6. The same phenomenon occurs to a lesser extent with the Hifil (see 
Unit 15.4E): rnDib (for niDnnb), etc. 

7. The RH infinitive with -b can only take an object suffix (not one that 
functions as subject, as in BH 'TlKiiD), for example: 

noBH IV) 3nn ]p ivcTirb blD; I ]^K ... n n n b nn Tnmm 
A person who lets a house to another ... may not turn them out from 
Tabernacles to Passover (BM 8.6). 

in Grammar and usage 

8. On RH's abandonment of BH constructions of the type iriKKD and 
IriKliD, see Units 9.9 and 16.14. 

9. In its use, the RH infinitive coincides with that of the BH infinitive 
construct with -b (see Meyer 1992, §102.4): it is like a noun, it may be the 
subject or object of a verb, and it can express purpose, as in the exegetical 
formulas K''2i1nb 'in order to exclude' and ^nub *in order to include' (see 
Unit 30.5). The infinitive may also be used in an attributive function, 
modifying a noun, for example n1CDi?bnQ 'task' (literally, 'what to do'), 

nilipb 'harvest to be gathered', b^Dbpirn 'child to be circumcised', etc., or 
modally, as a gerund, for example nb^bnolb 'saying'. 

As the object or complement of a verb, the infinitive is equivalent to -0 
with the imperfect: 

• 'Q; bD ngiCD Kipnb 'b DD^D 
I should prefer to be called a fool all my life (Eduy 5.6); 
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ymD mn îsb pb nmn 
It is better for the community that they be wrong (TosSot 15.10). 

It can sometimes be difficult to decide among manuscript vmants in this 
matter; for example, 

nr3i?-ns Tbv vonb nrrn rrwi 
It was predestined (for) punishments to fall upon her, 

at TosSot 2.3, has a variant with It^WW, 
10. The infinitive "IQib is used to introduce direct speech or a quotation 

from a text (in BH, "IDKb can serve the same function, for example, at Jr 
7.4), a usage that is sometimes best omitted from translation or rendered as a 
gerund: 

nnm D^nn ]KD noib y^nva ,nnstp ivm n^v nbsK 
Even slaves, male and female, deserve credit when they say. The 
sabbath hmit reaches to this point (Erub 5.5). 

On the expression *1Qlb TO^n, see Unit 16.16. 
11. With imperative significance, the infinitive is usually found with the 

preposition bp, in reference to the person upon whom an obligation falls: 

inbb iTKi rbh Tnnmbnm n'om 
Rabbi Ishmael said, Eleazar ben Azariah, you have to provide evi
dence, for you are stricter in your ruling, and anyone who gives 
stricter rulings is obliged to furnish evidence (Yad 4.3). 

Usually, the formula -b 'bv riH] serves as a cohortative, as at Naz 2.5: 
T^ r\bt7 'bv\ 'TIT\ 

Now I am a Nazirite, I will make the Nazirite hair offering'. 
12. -b Tra (see Unit 16.13B) and -b îO (see Unit 19.17D) with the in

finitive are characteristic RH constructions for expressing events that are re
garded as having a secure or inevitable place in the future, especially the es
chatological future: 

nitnb yirnv ] r« n^nnm ... nibi?b n T n r rrp nii? 
The company of Korah will never arise again ... the ten tribes will 
never return (Sanh 10.3); 

pmvn HD'̂ pb isio ;ivn nnirn m upnn bn ,iDlt^ nn 
'ivn nbnnb isio pmvn nninn bnnm bni 

Rabbi Jonathan says. Anyone who fulfils the Torah in poverty will 
surely fulfil it in wealth, and anyone who despises it in wealth will 
surely despise it in poverty (Abot 4.9). 

Very occasionally in the tannaitic literature, we find -b Tni? replaced by 
-0 T n ^ with the imperfect (see Unit 18.16). 

The formula -b noii? 'be about to' is an amoraic idiom which began to 
be used in the same way as -b n^n:^. Through the copyists, it has also entered 
some tannaitic texts, to which M. Mishor (1983a) has suggested corrections. 
Thus, for example, at BQ 9.1, ib'b nn0ii?n nns 'a cow about to give birth' 
might have been nb̂ b̂ nnn^i^D TTB 'a pregnant cow, for giving birth' and 
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IV Phraseology 

i4.]mnn]i\DbDKbK]innt^n]i2;^^ 'Thus, then, 
you should not interpret/argue according to the first form but according to the 
last' is a formula typical of the school of Ishmael and especially common in 
SNm and Mek. Following an exegetical discussion in which two positions 
are set out, a decision between them is made (see SNm 23.2; 49.2; 55, etc.). 
In SDt (217, 249, 397), there is a variant, ymyi ]nD KbH ]nb f^V y^ 'you 
should only argue according to the first argument'. 

15. -3 ...nwvb 'to make X like Y, to rank one thing with another* is 
commonly used when grouping together women with men, or minors with 
adults. It is an exegetical fomula that, after the quotation of a biblical text, 
abruptly introduces an interpretation (see further. Unit 26.9)—an introduc
tory expression along the lines of D^n3n KIl 'this passage (is intended to 
make X .. .)' is to be understood. 

Among other infinitives with exegetical roles are t̂ '̂Klnb 'to exclude' 
and t̂ '̂ Dnb 'to include': 

D̂ 2?3KD nwvb ,['3 n nnnD3] nm m'\^ 
If a man or a woman [Nm 6.2]: (this is said) in order to rank women 
the same as men (SNm 22.2 [H 25]); 

u':npn m vc:^rb ,['n n nnnnn] nm i^ m^ 
If a man or a woman [Nm 6.2]: (this is said) in order to exclude mi
nors (SNm 22.3 [H 25]). 

V Vocabulary 

Vrib'^ 'infertile' 
ynn 'desirable object, trinket' 
nnn 'destroyed, in ruins' 
n*P53 'assembly, meeting' 
]iTb (ni. infinitive of ] n ) 'to be judged' 
nj?b 'take', specifically in RH, 'buy' 

\\Tb niQiPn brrn 'a ewe ready for shearing* might have been TlT^vn bn"} 
t t rnb *a ewe that needs to be sheared*. 

For the formula «inb THPb, see Unit 16.17. 
13. Another idiomatic RH construction is -b ... ^in/nmT'M HD. meaning 

'may I/you/he do so-and-so?', for example: 
nnlDn nrrn b^ vi\ K'̂ nnb "5*1̂  no 

May I plant a seed beneath what remains? (Kil 6.4); 

May we go down (i.e. 'disembark')? (Erub 4.2). 
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]iDCJm yn ]rf? 'to settle an ^count' 
npbriQ 'controversy* 
npB 'intelligent' 

VI Exercises 

'Tb t^3 nm t̂?ti rrnnn rwbm bwon ,"iDiK %t7m 1? K'^p9, • i 
I**! "[n*? T n r nmn 'kbi .'ffin nm ]vb'i jmn yrnvn jrav 

,D^pnrf? nslo ^nrod opbWnti np?? bV^nalH n b - ^ n ]:nf nn .3 
'.D^pnnb nsio f i^'o© 

^ T b ,iinb D̂ n̂ni ,nrnnb D'̂ nanV̂ n̂ Db nnlVn ,nm n;n ^n .4 
Ĥ n ,]̂ nDn t̂ in jt^nnn t^n r^rn vc\h !m t^nm vnrf?^ vnirb 

. ]nb nnv ,yn bv2 ,nv mn ,ynn 
,nrc«r? anb nTwni ,D'j?nnb nslo jcrnm aih ^nm r0m bo .5 
bbnr0nn it irroD apS K - ; ^ np'*:Tjb r n 1?̂ ?̂: .D!j?nnb nslo 

.innp bDi nnp r^Sno it T D ^ D ^ uih nrWi .^ms) 
m nnrr jyb biy im mi ,nT r̂nVsTOi nlDrnbi? nDin nn .6 
.D^cnpn mnp n^? n:r> inb m yy , V B m n'wtnbbny immi 

,bimb ^b^ nipn ,y^m ,nnon 'b'bi bimb npn .7 
' , nnB3n •1'' 'b'bn nin m p'bnnb npn iybm yv^ 

.yp'bnn yt?^ p'bnnb vhm lin-m nipn ,f p^bno 
nn nnrin nibni: \kbi nimim v6 nb'b nmn nr^^Vn^pn n̂ îb-̂ î  .8 
n^i niinn nianbi nlnsbi n n ^ nm \ ^ blD^'nqlt^ nt rbK 

.nsnD nibtDl3 t̂ b I K jiinl2? ,0^03^ 
.nnb 'p'b'] ]l?an m ir^nb nnn y^ ,npB pb^n] mrw .9 

nn ,nnb no^ ̂ nn^n trnn p'^b nnvi '2inv n? nnn] vq nin i n . i o 
' ,m)in' nn ib noijji nm nin^ ,b^'bn^, ]nn ib nm hnpn vab m 

' ' .nmnro 
r nn am^ ,nnb nc^ mimb xrbv nn ,n©Q iTnn ,nmnb btrw hnvi\ i i 

nb rmnni nb)ny\ nnm TW yT\m ynnmni crnKSDi D^DDno 
.ibm nmnbnnm 

]D bm n^mbK !mnm'b nnmb n'b\^ nnvm nnnn n^ihmn nn» nn . 12 
.nn2?Dn ]nm b^ n'̂ mb̂ n 0*̂ 0 be? n-^mbsii 

nnnv nbn:i m î̂ moz? nb\vn nni n 'inb nn nb2 rmnvi. 13 
. i 3 n m r a b 

bD DDb mDvb Tnvm van m jnn'^nn nn^: nnb n^mvm Kin . 14 
.ibbnD-'O'^^n 

nmp nnn IT . p b nn nnpni nnnn I ^ T ODni^i nmD un^m rtnni. 15 
imn ,nimb I Q I O I in^a Tinoi innD "[ira nbi:i nmm nmnm ^b^nerb 

nncm DD^nK nn^ni ,KbK p am yv^ am .nnnn nni nnn y^ 
.nitnb 0DS1D yvm inn "^DD .nnnn rn' annvi 
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UNIT TWENTY-ONE 

IMPERATIVE 

I Introductory text (SDt 49 [F 114]) 

]i3ni nnnn bK " ,nipnn nnn ]n ibK. [nn 'vc nnnn] mnn bnn nnbb 
o i . ['n '2 bKT] nbn'" nnn Knp" nm bn nni ,nQiKi ,n 'nb niOD] 

,Dinn Dipnn Knp: KbK ?DipQ b^ nmn Knpb onKb ib nĉ s-̂ K K̂̂ n̂ 
... |i3n nn nm S ] K ,]i3n Knp3 Kin -|inn c?inpn ,Dinn nn nm «^K 

.. .Ton Dipon Knp: ... p n ^ nn nnK ^ K ... p'T^ nipnn Knp: 
. T o n ^ n nnKC]K 

J' 

Walking in all his ways [Dt 11.22]. These are the ways of the omnipresent 
one: Y, compassionate and gracious God [Ex 34.6], and also. Everyone who 
is called by the name of Y. will be saved [Jl 3.5]. How can a person be called 
by the name of the omnipresent one? Simply, if the omnipresent one is called 
compassionate, you too must be compassionate, if the omnipresent one is 
called gracious, you too must be gracious ..., if the omnipresent one is called 
righteous [Ps 11,7], you too must be righteous, if the omnipresent one is 
called kind [Jr 3.12] ..., you too must be kind. 

HDprn ] D fan ib np'b mpniy) p i r a b'nb K K T D T K n5?2? nrwa .16 
npi ,D^3S3D t> nnoTKi lb nK"iip n̂ tDpi ;m2 ib H I D I D nn^m 

/:mn DTDi iicDKin n m mDTi npib Kin n-̂ ni ^ninsn -jb 
nK biosb ,nb 'nb nnnon] ini^n ©pnD Kbi ib nnK Kb Kini. 17 

.]nnn5D"»bDD''KD1OT 
i]K nnn irKn VTb ,rnD 'K nnnni on^bK Kin3 nizn̂  oni^n nKi. 18 

.Dn''bi?D"'Kn 
ninz^b Kbe? ono nnK bi? nm nnnv 'w ib iincD -[bob bm. 19 

1DP1Q -TK ?Dr n ' ^ p mwb v^bm 'bv nn nn ,nDK .nr n'mb^ 
.n':^ nw ib^sK ,nnK nw ib-'SK 

nnnKi ,bi? nnv nnnn nyi^n bv nnvb nn nbp niKQ bv nnK nnv .20 
nK KOT Kb.. . ,bv nnvb nn 'n' Knpn] ^ I D D "[i?nb 

. [ T ' D " Knpm 

Sources. 1. Abot 3.1. 2. Abot 4.10. 3. Abot 4.11. 4. Abot 4.22. 5. Abot 
5.17. 6. Ber 4.5. 7. Pes 4.4. 8. Sot 4.3. 9. Toh 3.8. 10. Yad 4.4. 11. Mek 
14.14 (L 1.215). 12. Mek 16.33. (L 2.126). 13. Mek 22.22 (L 3.142). 14. 
SLv26.13(Wlllb). 15. SLv 26.33 (W 112b). 16. SNm 131.1 (H 170). 17. 
SNm 160.11 (H 219). 18. SDt 20 (F 32). 19. SDt 28 (F 44). 20. SDt 186 (F 
226). 
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II Morphology 

2. 'The imperative survived apparently unchanged', according to E.Y. 
Kutscher (1971, 1601), a statement that is true, with certain modifications, in 
respect of both morphology and syntax. 

3. The special feminine form of the plural, HDbbp, has disappeared in 
RH, as has the emphatic lengthened form of the masculine singular in -ah 
(nb(?p), with a few exceptions in imitation of biblical idiom or for liturgical 
purposes, for example, K3 ni?''2)in 'save'; imitation of biblical style is evident 
at Mek 18.3 (L 2.168): 

nmb yn nnn'ii m 'b nn 
Give me your daughter Zipporah as a wife. 

In the Qal, then, the paradigm of the imperative is as follows. 

2ms bnp 
2fs 'bnp 
2pc ibop 

ibnp (pausal) 

Note that as in the participle and infinitive, scriptio plena with waw for the 
'o' vowel is normal. 

4. In other conjugations and in weak or defective verbs, RH practice 
generally corresponds with that of BH. 

A. In some pe-yod verbs, where an original waw reappears in certain 
conjugations, we encounter imperatives like nnnn 'confess' (from HT), as, 
for example, at Sanh 6.2: 

nninn ,ib D^IDIK .rom nb''p(?n nnn p i rn n^n 
When he was some ten cubits from the place of stoning, they would 
say to him. Confess. 

B. As in BH, in pe-nun verbs, the nun is usually dropped; thus, ]n (from 
]n]) and bin (from b©]), etc. 

1. This interpretation of Dt 11.22 understands 'ways' as 'conduct', so 
that to follow the ways of God is to imitate his conduct and to be like him: 
compassionate, gracious, righteous, kind. A similar formulation is found at 
Lk 6.36: be merciful, just as your father is merciful. 

That a person may receive the names ascribed to God, and, therefore, be
come like him and be able to imitate him, is demonstrated by reading at Jl 
3.5 'everyone who is called (Kl^";) by the name of Y.' in place of the 
Masoretic Text, 'everyone who calls [K"lp''.] upon the name of Y.', 
employing the interpretative rule of al tiqra (see Units l l . l ; 18.6; 20.3 [the 
quotation of SDt 321]). 
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5. The vert) TT) forms its imperative as though from niH: ''in/Tlin and Wt, 
Aramaic influence is also seen in the alternative vocalization: nn/^nn and 
]1in/1in (see Kutscher 1971, 1600). The following examples, with somewhat 
contrasting messages, are from Abot 2.3 and 3.2: 

Be careful with power (K |1in); 

Pray for the peace of the empire. 
The forms TTT] and TT} are also encountered: 

' Knp: Kin -{inn c?npn ,Dinn nn nm ^ K ^DinnoipDn Knp] 
p:nTnnr^»qK,]m 

If the omnipresent one is called compassionate, you too must be 
compassionate; if the omnipresent one is called gracious, you too 
must be gracious (SDt 49 [Fl 14]); 

nn ]''3nntDi ]^n"D2? avnr vn ,Dnb noK 
He said to them. You should know that they are vexatious and de
manding (SNm 91.1 [H91]). 

in Grammar and usage 

6. As in BH, the imperative is used for positive commands in the second 
person (see Meyer 1992, §100.4D). Negative commands employ the imper
fect, participle, or infinitive with the corresponding negative particle: bK, ]̂ K, 
Kb, Kb{? (see Unit 23.11 A). 

7. However, even in positive commands, the imperative is little used in 
RH, as in this function it has been taken over by constructions with the im
perfect (see Unit 18.11), the participle (see Unit 19.18), or even the infinitive 
(see Unit 20.11). In fact, the imperative is practically restricted to positive 
orders directed to specific individuals, and is not normally used in halakhot, 
legal decrees, or even in prayers. Its presence in the sayings of Abot, then, 
provides a striking contrast with its absence from the halakhot of other trac
tates. 

8. Typical of RH is the periphrastic construction of the imperative of TVn 
followed by participle (or adjective), the effect of which is to emphasize the 
continuous or repetitive nature of the verb (see Unit 16.13). Within the Mish
nah, it is especially characteristic of Abot, which contains 28 of the 33 mish
naic usages of nn/n»n with participle/adjective, for example Abot 1.9: 

ndy, nym ,T1?1? ̂ ''^l '̂ ni ,Dn]?n m "^iprrb nnno nn 
"ipc^ 

Examine the witnesses at length and be careful of your words in 
case through them they leam to lie. 

(K has nin in both instances; see the exercises for further examples.) 
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IV Phraseology 

9. "IDiK nn 'say, you ought to say, you should recognize', etc. is an ex
pression not found in the Mishnah but occurs in the tannaitic midrashim to 
introduce a piece of evidence, in which context it may sometimes be 
appropriately rendered as 'evidently', 'obviously', or the like. Usually, it 
comes in response to alternative possibilities, introduced by either ''D or nt'̂ K: 

r\rm nn Tiî j^nB n n o I K mn nnn pnm n n o n r ^ 
nn^nnnD 

Which measure is the more generous, that of mercy or that of pun
ishment? Evidently, the measure of mercy (SNm 8.8 [H 15]); 

D^TnKDn ,nmK nn ?D^TnKDn IK n^nn^n ,bin2 
Who are greater, those who love or those who cause others to love? 
Evidently, those who cause others to love (SDt 47 [F 106]). 

That nQIK n n had become a lexicalized expression is evident when the 
participle nolK drops out, leaving just nn. In such instances, many under
stand nn to have a similar sense to nn (BH n3n), or they read instead the in
terjection nn 'alas'. However, nn should be regarded as an elliptical form of 
nDiKnn as a whole: 

Dm: nnn f K nn ,rnD'T Knpn] nẑ Kn on mpn bK 

Over the place of the blood of the guilt offering [Lv 14.28]: evi
dently, the place is the cause, not the blood (SLv 14.17 (W 72b). 

SDt 342 (F 392) is especially instructive: to the question 
n n n o n b anniKi o n n n wmv:^ n n n n n b u n n i K r a b r ) ^ 

ninmn 
Perhaps after speaking words of consolation to them, they go back 
to speaking words of reproach to them?, 

the answer given is: 
n inmn n n n n n b D^noiK ]^K unTvi n n n n n b nnniKS^Dnn 

It is obvious that after words of consolation they do not speak words 
of reproach to them. 

Occasionally, the imperative niDK is used: 
D̂ p̂ TD mm ]DTn IK ?D''p''TQ ]̂ K(D ]DTn ?DipD bs? innc? Kin ^no^K 

D̂ p̂ TD f K1 D'̂ pnD mm ]DTn niDK TCpnO I'̂ KI 
When should one praise a place? When there are no evil powers? Or 
when there are evil powers but they cause no harm? Evidently, 
when there are evil powers but they cause no harm (SLv 26.6 [W 
Ilia]). 

10. -m nKn^n is used in the following three passages from SNm: 
nv bsno bm mv VTm mnn 

Do come with us to the governor of Akko (SNm 84.1 [H 80]); 
in-^ -]bin 'mi bnmn 'Tvnvrm nvnn 

Do make me get up, for I am going to give (an inheritance) (SNm 
84.2 [H 80]); 
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V Vocabulary 

]Q1K 'artisan' 
um 'warn' 
]Vp 'scorn, shame' 
nlDlDD'rn 'laws concerning financial disputes', n1IZ?D3Tn 'laws concerning 

crimes punishable by death' 
Pi'Vni (plural nti^"lT) 'family, descendants' 
"[nn 'cut' 
nbl?Q 'height' (also a designation of God to avoid pronouncing the divine 

name) 
mriQ (hi. participle of C?2?n) 'weaken', nbpDbCDnD0''nnb 'to weaken the 

power of (the) height, put God off (the forms of this verb have been in
fluenced by those of the more common 2)n3) 

n1CDS3 'witnesses to crimes punishable by death' 
nDCDnpIS? 'paid custodians', D3n nolCD 'unpaid custodians' (in reference to 

artisans, creditors, etc. who are entrusted with the property of others) 

VI Exercises 

.•1^9 p]nim oibcp nniK ,]1nnKb0 iTDbn mn nQi^ bbn . i 
n'':mp5 mm mn .2 

,oinlp''BKb na vn ,nnln nnbb mp^ nn nm nt^b^ nn 3 
hnvnmn':nbvn 

nK5 nny\ fm n^n bp] ^nop \v nn ,nQlK mn ]5 nmn-; .4 

nnpi nnp bnn... nnnn bv inno mnw ann nvnn bv '^nnb C H K nn .5 
nhQ nhpn lb nmD nn "̂ b nn̂ ^̂  

jniPD Knm î c? m bn ,nmD ]bn] .]n nob nnw yimn bn .6 
mn ,ib nm) 'b nb0 .nDto np-to ninm] 'b niyn .D3n npic? 

i?n npm nnD" bva vn bmn bovr vhD nvr\:n 
Don't eat bad food or drink bad drink (SNm 87.2 [H 87]). 

The contexts indicate that -2? HKI^n introduces an insistent request, corrre-
sponding to 'I beg you to', 'please', or even to an interjection, *hey!'. 

The structure is usually vocalized as a Nifal with prefixed interrogative, 
nKl^n, although it can also be regarded as the first person plural of the im
perfect (as in K.G. Kuhn's rendering: 'werden wir es sehen?'). But it seems 
likely that the form is compounded of the deictic particle ]n and the impera
tive nK"l, on the pattern of expressions such as nHH/lKy 'go out and see'. 
Whatever the exact interpretation, it is clear that -2? n^nm has already be
come a lexicalized formula. 
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.D3n nnw ;:Bb 
mn Kbcp TVir i in. . . ?nlcDS3 nv bv ^nvn m] yym i^n i 

nn .17 nQDHQi ]iDD ]nl3 niK ,ni]lDQ ̂ rn .n1(2?S3 •'3n nl3lt^ 
.Dbii?n «]lo ipVn ]nbn rn?PiT D I I iDn xii2?2] 

vb mm % nrpcEf KQti'^^sn r\m vr\p > n 2 ]nb '̂ ZJ-'K ,ib onplKi ' .8 
.niDb 

,nQiK nn .Knn Dbiî n on^n nn nK-̂ no K̂ n© "jnn nm nnm k:̂  !9 
-[D î ijnD ni^nnpnc? oras? ]mo^ jonn ,nDiK Ton] nn .]nn' 

.y)r\n ]nnn 
irK I K ,nnnD nnnn "ivnn .rnb ' K D niQC?i ni(2;n n:** nni? D K .lo 
,r3inKb D b̂pK? n'di^ ^nn ,nDiK Kinra ?n3P3 K ^ K nnnn 

nnnn nnnn 'zvznn nn iD0] 
Q;?Q{Dn nKiiiD rnniKi ,nniKKin nn ,nQiKnr ]n]\vnm nn.n 
n IK -]bnn nK nniK Kine? .bin: n .['Kb n D^DDIC?] inniDsn 

.inniK -jbDn© •'Q noiK nn ?inniK -[bans? 
3̂K mnp n nnnp nn'n^ Dnconpnni DDnbK'' m n M 

-[D mnn 'im nmn ^mnp nm np mnp m^ UDn ,[nQ 'K^ Knpn] 
.D-^comsrnDnK 

2?inp 3̂K2:? D(DD ,[nD n Knpn] ''3K mnp n amnp 'b urn^. 13 
.D^2?inD rn D H K p ^ins ''3K2? a^n xrmnp rn DnK -[D 

?D:nnni Dnb ]nnc^ onb |i3n DibD ;jinK .Dipon ''3Db nm noK . 14 
,DnKb DnoiK 7^mn -|inn3i nn^v^ b© niD biCD niDnb D H D I K 

?biK0b nm nm nnn bn 
noiK nn ?-[biDn I K jba^n ,bin3 n ,nQiK nti^bK p yvnm nn .15 

.Dm2? n2?ii?n nDiK nn ?nnn2; na:?ii?n IK nnm nm^vn .jbDDn 
nnn nb'wn p nnnn: nm nn^n^ ̂ bnb nnn nnnn nob bm .16 

,nb nQK mn ib nnm , p D n^pnn ,ib nnoK .m3n bv nnpnn 
Kb2?i n nny Kbc? ^b:; ^̂ 33 nK npn nn bv ^3nnpDD nKe? nv 

.]ra3n3D''ai3n3'* 
nnK" ni2;K nK n ,nQiK Kin mn ,nDiK npv p n t r bK n n . 17 

nn ?nKb niiims? pb nn: n. m' '3 bm] niim p nK D K D I n n r 
nn ?K3n Dbii^b DnKn n^nn^ -[nn Kin n? "K .. Dmio^ ibK n^i^ 

.Dmo"' ibK ,nDiK 
vnn n:^' nnb n^nn ;n b^nmb Kin -jinn ennpn Dnb noK -[D . 18 

DK1 ,D33 obicD i3''Ki nmn nnnn npnv rn.., mn vn yvm 
nnn nbw Kin nn nnn nnnn D D K wmn 

bvnm -[nbK nbK ,b3i?b onnoKi nnn Dnnm ,DDb 3''CDnb nmpn, 19 
be? nD D-'CJ-^nn D H K DDb nnnb ^pnn mw ]Dt bD n n . rn nb nnm] 

nbvn 
nnnn D K n^nnb nomp nb^sn D K D^j;nr 13K J-'K ; ibn nnnn ynv^ 20 

nbnn nn ,rK '3b Dnnni nDnnn nKn nQiK KincDD .nb^Dnb ramp 
.nb^snb ramp nnnn J-KI ,nDnDb nomp 
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UNIT TWENTY-TWO 

PREPOSITIONS AND CONJUNCTIONS 

I Introductory text (Sot 9,15) 

nb mnn nrp]i ,nvp5 n ' b mnn n r n r ^ D I K T K ^ , ]n oras nn 
,n^ip n n nKnanicJng^ jiis^ns n.^b m'mn mniji ,nnno 

K{?n riKTi ,KDn m i ; ' T b n^no ni]i?i ,ni5i? n.''b nifnQ n^ ip i 
2?lpn mni jmipn n n n.*»b n^nQ nn*'om jmTOo'n.'^b mnn 

nni i n ^ K hv mn nnm nnn i .cnon nni i n.-'b n ^ n p 
•IPKiitDb 

Rabbi Phinehas ben Jair used to say, Asiduous work leads to innocence, in
nocence leads to purity, purity leads to abstinence, abstinence leads to holi
ness, holiness leads to humility, humility leads to fear of sin, fear of sin leads 
to the spirit of holiness, the spirit of holiness leads to the resurrection of the 
dead, and the resurrection of the dead will come through the mediation of 
Elijah, of blessed memory. Amen. 

1. This long chain of human virtues and divine gifts begins with diligent 
work, on the part of human beings, and culminates with the gift of ultimate 
resurrection, on the part of God. 

II Morphology 

2. Prepositions and conjunctions are both particles of relation, either 
modifying a noun, converting it into the complement of another noun 
(prepositions), or connecting clauses by coordination or subordination (con
junctions). 

3. It seems that in Proto-Semitic there were no prepositions properly 
speaking but rather nouns in the adverbial accusative governing other nouns 
in the genitive (Meyer 1992, §87). Such nouns were eventually fossilized to 
the point of simply expressing relationship and lost their accent in the pro
cess. Thus, we may say, in general, that many prepositions are simply primi
tive nouns in the construct state, for example | n , nnn, "}nb, and "̂ ID 
(^ira, ^ino, "^inb, from the absolute jm) 

4. Viewed carefully, conjunctions of the type -2? ip , -0 and -t̂  nrTK 
are simply prepositions determined by a clause introduced with In other 
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words, the determinant of the noun/preposition is not another noun but an en
tire clause (see Unit 11.2-3, 7). 

5. RH witnesses the disappearance of the biblical particles bbn,bn, 
]i?Qb, ]3, and HK (in the sense of 'with'). 

6. The so-called 'inseparable prepositions', -3 , -D, and -b, are still used, 
as are m (deictic), f ? , DV, n)_, "7$^ K̂ (although this is in decline), IV, bV, 
iHK, n^riK, nnn, p , etc. 

A. Alongside VT'Dn, we also find nnK, in the sense of 'in, inside'. This 
does not represent a new preposition but rather the well-known phenomenon 
of prosthetic alef being added to a word-initial geminated consonant in order 
to make pronunciation easier ( n n 3 > bbet > ab-bet; see Meyer 1992, §29.1). 
It is a typically Palestinian feature, found in one of the Bar-Kokhba letters 
(Mur 42.4) and at Qumran (IQpHab 11.6; see Qimron 1986, 39); in Sifra, it 
is commonly found in the expression ni?''b3n IT'DK in the stomach', and 
occurs as well, for example, at SNm 17.1 (H 21): ]©innnK 'among the 
ashes, where the ashes are'. The phenomenon is also widespread in the 
Samaritan tradition, although not always reflected orthographically. 

B. -3 is attached to pronominal suffixes by means of the lengthened 
forms 1D3 and nlQD (see Unit 26.2). 

C. Similarly, ]D is still used in the reduplicated form known from BH 
when attached to pronominal suffixes: '•3pD, 13PD, etc. For the third person 
singular, RH employs mn and n̂ DTT as well as mO and H^D. These new 
forms, unique to RH, were only known through the Babylonian tradition, al
though they reflected a typically Palestinian pronunciation or dialect, as now 
evidenced by their presence in the Bar-Kokhba archives from Murabba'at 
and Nahal Hever. 

D. As well as iriK and nriK, RH also employs the form n m (dual con
struct of llnK). 

7. In BH, there is already a tendency to accumulate particles in the cre
ation of new prepositions (" În, " ÎnQ, "]inb; nnn, nnnp; bv, etc.) md this 
process is accelerated in RH, where there is an abundance of such combina
tions, many unknown in BH. Among the most frequent are n^S, bn02, nD, 
nbn (-D + "mb), T b r T b , ^ s b (-b -h ne), yivb, npnp ( | D + rm), yvo, 
OBn/awn, nnbmh, 33 bv, T bvn: bv, nn bp, and UD bv (the alternation 
UD/nw may be due to assimilation of the vowel to the labial consonant, for 
example -em > -um, under Aramaic influence; see Introduction, §9.11). 

8. Conjunctions. 
The following is a list of conjunctions and clause-connecting particles, 

indicating where further details of form and use can be found in the 
following units. 

A. Copulative and disjunctive: 
-1 (passim); 
iKand-??lK(24.13; 25.8-9); 
OK (25.9). 
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B. Intenrog^ive: 
-n (25.3,5); 

(25.3,6); 
DV72 (25.3, 7); 
D« (25.9); 
iR (25.8). 

C. Comparative: 
-0103, -0 r raS (26.4, 12); 
p 103(26.11); 
-OCSD3(26.4, 7); 
-0^113(26.4,7); 
-0]13»3(26.4, 7); 
irvq (26.4; 28.3, 8A); 
no, ca* noA3» noi (26.8); 
-0f3. . . ' -Of3 (8.12; 26.10); 
- 3 R ^ ... -3/-'7t^'?f1 ...-'7 (8.12; 26.10). 

D. Temporal: 
-03 , -&>b (27.2-3, 8); 
-00 (27.2-3, 9); 
-0-t? (27.2-3. 10,16); 
-0n.31? (27.2-3,11); 
-0D11p. - 0 i n » (27.3, 12); 
-0 ] f3 (27.3, 13); 
-0'riQ'K(27.3, 14); 
- 0 ] Q O , -0]DT'73 (27.3, 15); 
-0 n;ra3, -0 rrcD'*?? (27.3,15). 

E. Conditional: 
0« (28.3,7,9); 

(28.2-3, 8A); 
(28.2-3,8B, D); 

'̂ 0*?*^ (28.3, 8B-C, 10); 
-iVKln (28.5; 29.5, 14). 

F. Causal: 
-0 (29.2-4,6); 
-0'3SQ (29.2-4.7); 
-0O«iO (29.2-4. 8); 
-0 OD '7iO/-0 CW bs (29.2-4, 9); 
-0"'S'? (29.2-4, 10); 
-0'?''303 (29.2-4,11); 
-0irftfa (29.2-4, 12); 
-0'7C (29.2-4,13); 
-l>«1n (28.5; 29.2,5,14-15). 
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in Grammar and usage 

9. The following observations represent only a tentative presentation of 
some meanings and uses of certain prepositions, as often texts reveal senses 
and usages that are difficult to categorize. 

10. -3 . 
A. Apart from its local and instrumental meanings, 'in* and 'by, with', -3 

can also have an adjectival value, 'as, in the role of {beth essentiae): 
bnn, mrn pbn ynpn bin ]nnm nnpn ;2npnb n'T] m 

mrnpbn 
If he desires to make an offering he makes it, for as head the high 
priest offers his portion and as head he takes his portion (Yom 1.2) 

(with effectively the same meaning, K reads mnn 'in the first place'). 
B. -3 can also mean 'in relation to, with respect to', as in the well-

known phrase Dn^DK-Dn^THQ? 'what does this apply to?' (BB 3.1,3; Sot 
8.7, etc.); see Unit 19.25. 

C^bn 'without': 
^bn amnn nnp n^n avnn^ Tnnnn b^nm vnmn vp^n ]3C? 

Dn^K^3D'»to3nnj7^ 
Just as we found that during the forty years Israel were in the desert 
they offered lambs without bread, so also now they may offer the 

G. Final: 
with infinitive (30.2,5); 

-9 (30.2, 6); 
^ n n , -bnnO02, 8); 

xm bv, -ixm bv (30.2,9); 
'^nbv (30.2, 10); 
^bnm{29A\\'^02, 7); 
KD0(3O.2, 11). 

H. Consecutive: 
-?? (30.2-3, 12-13); 
-9^3 (30.2-3, 12). 

L Concessive: 
DK (31.2-3); 
bm (31.2-3, 5); 
-S?3^K (31.6); 
nbV^^ (31.2, 7-8). 

J. Adversative: 
bm (32.2-3, 5); 
K^K (32.2-3,6,9-10); 
-013*^31 (32.3, 7); 
p p n (32.3, 8). 
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lambs without bread (Men 4.3). 
is also employed to negate a participle (in a circumstantial noun 

clause): 
Î DHD ]12-]I5 n i o p ] 

Rabbi Tarfon entered (a town) without intending (to spend the sab
bath there) (Erub 4.9) 

D- The characteristic RH verb HD? 'acquire the right to, take possession 
of governs its object through the preposition -3, as in BM 1.4: 

pnnniz) nt, pnnni nm ,Tbv ^231 rrK^KDn m mn 
' ' ' nsnDT 

If someone finds lost property and rushes towards it but someone 
else arrives and seizes it, the person who seizes it is entitled to keep 
the property. 

In RH, as in BH, this use of -3 is also found in connection with other verbs 
(-3 n r a , -3pnnn, etc.). 

11. For -3 , n:}]3, -jnn3, and -3 K:ir3, see Unit 26.6,9. 
12. 
In RH, -b extends its range of meanings, so that as well as introducing 

an indirect complement (i':?nDK), or, with an infinitive, a final clause, and 
expressing the *ethic dative' Ob'^bn *he went away') or 'possessive' rela
tionships of various kinds (for example 

b\r\m nbob nnn nnn n^n 
Chronicle of the kings of Israel), 

-b also extends into the domain of -3, bv, and nK, and to a great extent re
places b^. 

A. The formulas "nno^pDK and nnD'pDK (see Unit 28.9) regularly em
ploy -b, or occasionally bv, but never the expected -3, to specify an object: 

nmm mnpn ff]K ,3K3 o*»]3n nK n3 nmm nnmb nnnb D K 
3K3D''33nnKn3 

Seeing that in connection with the lampstand sons are treated the 
same as their father, it follows that in the offering of incense sons 
are also treated the same as their father (SNm 60.2 [H 58]). 

B. Objects of nS3 'expiate, forgive' are usually introduced by not 
bv, the regular BH choice: 

n̂i?cf£)2?i nnv^ ^'^mb^ D - ^ ^ ^ B ^ I rtifivb K3 n|i3 ,D2̂ n K3K 
*'n^3r3K,?[^32'?*'nKD^ 

O God, forgive the offences, transgressions, and sins with which I 
have offended, transgressed, and sinned before you, I and my house 
(Yom 3.8). 

C. InzJK'nK K3p 'he is suspicious of his wife', at Nm 5.14, is reformulat
ed at Sot 1.1:1n2?K7K3pan 'one who is suspicious of his wife'. 

D. In passive sentences, -b introduces the agent (as also in BH, e.g. Lv 
26.23): 

DnK bnb Tvn bnn ybmi) 
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And they (the thanksgiving and Nazirite offerings) can be eaten 
throughout the city by any person (Zeb 5.6); 

n\pd7 TT ^npw yiyn n o n 
How beloved is Benjamin, who has been called favourite by the om
nipresent one (SDt 352 [F 509]). 

13. nn. 
See Unit 2.3. As distinct from BH, personal object pronouns are usually 

suffixed directly to personal and infinitive forms of the verb, with n^ being 
used much less frequently (a phenomenon already found at Qumran; see 
Qimron 1986, 75-77). However, the plural participle always employs ntft to 
introduce a pronominal object (see Cohen 1982-83). 

14. ]Q. 
]D is used to express origin, provenance, or separation. 
A. A striking usage is of partitive ]P in place of an indefinite pronoun 

(see Unit 6.11): 
nnn nb'^ mn nn ,nnn mnn 

Some he seized, others he slaughtered, others he crucified (Mek 
15.18 [L 2.801); 

]nolK nlpl3^nn p vnm bm... ninDin n^03n p vnm bn^ 
Even though he heard some women saying ... even though he heard 
some children saying (Yeb 16.5). 

The same usage is found in BH: "Î QIl nnvn 'imDn *and some of the king's 
servants died' (2 S 11.24). 

B. 3̂D''n and n3D''n are used exactly the same as the regular constructions 
13DD and n3DD; whereas at Men 8.5, we read 

mn nbvnb yt^ ymnn^ ymnn 
The very first (oil) is the best of all, 

in SLv 24.2 (W 103c), the same declaration employs mTl, Akiba formulated 
the hermeneutical principle of contiguity in the following terms: 

n3D''n nTnb nnnnnb nnnn vcnm nmn bn 
Every passage that occurs alongside another is explained by the 
other (SNm 131.2 [H 169]). 

15-'^i?. 
Although the usages attached to bv in BH are maintained, it can also be 

used where BH would have b; in comparisons, bv in] has the same function 
as p nnv (see Unit 13.5C). bv can also express cause: 

]nnb n i ^ 3 n i ra wmn ninnv dim bv 
For three transgressions, women die dl childbirth (Shab 2.6). 

Construed with an infinitive, bv designates the one upon whom an obligation 
is laid (see Unit 20.11), similarly, with a verbal noun: 

]TbvT\n?nmY^ 
They are not obliged to uphold the sabbath rest (Shab 16.6). 

With personal passive constructions as well, when the agent is introduced by 
bv, an element of obligation is conveyed: 
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niSltan bv mm rimpTf ^b) 
If someone leaves older and younger daughters, the older ones do 
not have to be maintained by (at the cost of) the younger ones, nor 
do the younger ones have to be fed by (at the cost of) the older ones 
(BB 8.8). 

A great variety of meanings is discernible, depending on context. 
A. 'Along with': nTV bv 15pP ,2?npQ f « câ  *if the temple no longer 

exists, it (the ^imal) is to be buried along with its skin' (MS 1.6). 
B. Tn relation to, as compared with, than', with the verbtDPD 'diminish, 

become less', expressing the relationship between two elements: 
nypBb HTpsD T bv mvm r)vb nvn ^b^ 

Only if the interval of 24 hours is less than the interval between one 
inspection and another (Eduy 1.1; cf. Ohol 13.5-6). 

C. 'Because of, on account of: 
pn'T bvrbi^^n^n 

The parents are exiled on account of the children (Mak 2.2); 
2r« ntyi ppn p ym yipo rfrnvn bn bv 

They may become jealous on account of incestuous unions other 
than those with minors or with what is not human (Sot 4.4). 

D. 'For, in favour of, on behalf of, in place of: 
':v pnp innoD] innv n*: bv ,lra n** bv bv trm H*^^? 

One may present a poor person's offering on behalf of a son, 
daughter, servant, or maidservant (Neg 14.12); 

Tmn p nnr ^^v bv vnzpb -^iv nnnn 
I make greater haste to take revenge on behalf of a poor person than 
(I do on behalf of) a rich one' (SDt 277 [F 295]); 

E. 'Through, by' (a sense also expressed by T2/*T3): 
bpm: "T bv mi^ ^n rbv-) 

And an express statement is made about it by Ezekiel (Tam 3.7; cf. 
Mid 4.2); 

bm^, fpn i n b v abnn -©on nnn p ^ 
For thus it is written in the Book of Psalms by King David (Abot 
6.9 [late]). 

F. In certain contexts, i T bv has reflexive significance, 'by oneself, by 
one's own endeavours'. But note that in the exercise text 9, (Mek 17.14 [L 
2.150]), the meaning of T bv and ubn n^ bV is rather pro: '(annul a decree) 
in place of/overriding (the one who issued it)', that is, to cancel what another 
has prescribed. 

17. TbfTb; T3/»T3. 
Generally, Tb/^Tb is used with verbs of motion, I T , nnp, and espe

cially ^n, extending into the territory ofbt^, -b, and b^^: 
omi rrnn nt^'^nn mpn mm 
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And the spirit of holiness leads to the resurrection of the dead (Sot 
9.15, the intt*oductory text for this unit). 

Like Tb/^yb T3/'T5 can be employed more literally: 
mm\^b\^Mny\^ 

In his hand, means, (In) his possession (Mek 21.16 [L 3.45]); 
]riD n':m n" -p wod nn cramb ]r iQ winm odd 

nmnnwmnb 
In the same way that it is possible to pay a ransom for those whose 
death is in the hands of heaven (i.e. 'God*), so one can pay a ransom 
for those whose death is in the hands of human beings (SNm 161.1 
[H 221]). 

'With regard to, taking into account* (see Unit 29.9 on the conjunction 
-CD UD bv, the meaning of which casts light on the prepositional usage): 

isio 02} bv yn nnn'i -nn p 
An obstinate and rebellious son is to be judged taking into account 
what would have been his end (i.e. the outcome of his behaviour) 
(Sanh 8.5); 

nn D2? bv yn mmm t^?n 
Someone (i.e. a thieO who enters surreptitiously will be judged with 
regard to what they would have done eventually (Sanh 8.6). 

Like the related conjunction, 02} bv is often found in statements of ety
mology and in wordplays: 

yvn m ]ninPDi m yninoD pn nm bv nnn it^np: 
They are called 'bitter* with regard to their end, since they will fill 
the body with bitterness and expose iniquity (SNm 11.4 [H 117]); 

wrm 'nv nm bv \^b\^ ? p m onii] nv onb ,t^np] nnb 
nni^nn 

Why was it called. Bread of affliction [Dt 16.3]? Simply, because of 
the affliction with which they were afflicted in Egypt (SDt 130 [F 
187]). 

19. nm/n^mn. 
A. Causal, 'on account of, with regard to*, widely used when justifying a 

deed or statement with a text or precept from the Bible or oral tradition (a 
similar usage attaches to the related conjunction; see Unit 29.8 and Bacher 
1899, 121): 

Xb nn Knpn] prr^b ,nwn nnniv... nrnvn \kbn ynniv t>^i 
nmn b nnrr^b .nwn^ ,nb nn \npn] imn npn-'^s jnwn'i 

nnnn nnm] 
These transgress the negative precept ...; they transgress it with re
gard to 'you are not to give* [Lv 25.37], with regard to 'you are not 
to take from him* [Lv 25.36], and with regard to 'you are not to be 
to him as a creditor* [Ex 22.24] (BM 5.11). 

B. 'In the name of, introducing a scholar who has helped transmit a tra-
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dition: 

Rabban Simeon ben Gamaliel says in the name of Rabbi Joshua 
(Sot 9.12). 

A. Tor (the sake of)', signifying the motive or motivation of an action 
or attitude, as in the characteristic formula Unm UDb, which expresses the 
purest form of motivation (similar to 8ia xt̂ v paoiXetav xmv ovpavSv *for 
the kingdom of heaven' at Mt 19.12): 

XTOD mh nTm\ ffpmb riDio ,0̂09 ^'tw rpbm bn 
bbn rpbm it TD^OD ocfp K'̂ rnz? npSno im ^upnnb nsio 

nnv bn-] nnp rpbnn it laoD nmm ̂ '^W^. 
Every controversy undertaken for the sake of heaven (i.e. God) will 
end up successfully, but not if it is not for the sake of heaven. What 
controversy was for the sake of heaven? The one of Hillel and 
Shammai. What controversy was not for the sake of heaven? The 
one of Korah and all his followers (Abot 5.17; see also Abot 2.1,12; 
4.11). 

B. *As, in the capacity of, by way of, like UD bv, specifying the purpose 
of an action: 

nnn: ]nnn ,nnm aib^ mm nt? ^'2 t̂ iTO bn ,bbnn nr 
This is the general principle: everything that is offered by way of a 
sin offering or a guilt offering, the residue is for the freewill 
offering (Sheq 2.5). 

In various manuscripts, nm/nwn is found in the same sense. 
21. ]n. 
'Between, among', in the formula -b ]n and ... ]n; ]n is also 

found in reflexive, reciprocal, and comparative formulas, for example 
iDKS^pn^irs 'on one's own', nnnb ... ]n, and ... ] 0 ... ]n (see Units 
7.4C,7C; 8.12; 26.10). 

22. bnm, 
A. Expressing cause, 'because of, on account of, as in Sifra Mekhilta de 

MiUu'im (SLv 9.23 [W44d]): 
b\^nmb n:nm H I T t̂ 'p bnm 

Because of me, the Shekhinah did not descend on Israel. 
B. The dominant sense is, however, of purpose or benefit, 'for (the bene

fit of, the purpose of), so that': 
nbnn bnm m),.. cri: •'BQ ^ym \^nw ^ B D n:n m n'^nnn 

nnn .^D'^^m 
One who puts out a candle for fear of the gentiles or so that 
someone ill can sleep, is exempt (Shab 2.5). 

See also Shab 16.8 (exercises text 8) and Unit 29.11. 
23.nn, 
'Sufficient for, as much as is required for/appropriate to', in statements 
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of measures and quantities (for an extensive discussion, see Unit 30.8B): 

He is not to increase his horses [Dt 7.16]: only those required for his 
chariot (Sanh 2.4); 

How much (time is regarded as necessary) for impurity (to be con
tracted)? As much as is needed for (a completed act oO intercourse 
(to take p l ^ ) . And how much is needed for intercourse? As much 
as is needed for cont^t between g€»iitals (to occur) (TosSot 1.2). 

24.nD0S. 
This construction has lost its etymological sense of 'out of anger' and 

has become a causal particle: 

-1̂ 9 ,n3Dn mm jnn ,nnnn mnq ;yno^ u t>v 
If ulcers appear on him because of the blow, he is Kable, but if not 
because of the blow, he is exempt (BQ 8.1). 

25. pPQ. 
The underlying meaning, 'of the eye of, that is 'as a reflection of, of the 

same kind as', gives rise to distinct usages. 
A. Indicating that one thing is 'of the same type/nature as' another: 

t̂ *pK I r K jv^ nmbo yvo ngnn ttmbn nmm 
Someone who carries out m^y tasks (on the sabbath), but all of the 
same kind, is only li^le to one sin offering (Shab 7.1). 

B. Indicating that one thing is like a reflection or synthesis of, or an ex
tract from, another: 

vmn", nn .nntpv nT^OD DIK bbBvn nr ^ D ? ntyitk b^'^bni ]3n 
^^f^ nnm m ,nim ^yp? nn .nnmi) nim? ymnai^ 

nnm n:nm yvn nm ^nnto n7\aD bbBtv, ynn 
Rabban Gamaliel used to say. Each day, one should recite the eigh
teen benedictions; Rabbi Joshua said, A summary of the eighteen 
benedictions; Rabbi Akiba said. If the prayer is fluent on his tongue, 
he is to recite the eighteen benedictions, if not, just a summary (Ber 
4.3). 

IV Phraseology 

26. nnin ' • T literally, 'he went out from (the power of) his obligation', 
i.e. he fulfilled his duty: 

" T tkb nnnn nwhm ^bm bn ,itm bmbn^ ]nn 
ni'n,n^nh^r]Ubm/^rn^ 

Rabban Gamaliel used to say, Anyone who does not explain these 
three terms during the celebration of passover has not fulfilled their 
duty; and these are the three temis: passover, unleavened bread, and 
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V Vocabulary 

Oipn'^W^ (t)̂ aTiK6<;) *consur (i.e. the emperor's consular delegate) 
vm 'occur' 
]Vip''l (Latin decurio) 'decurio, commander' 
]m '(sacrificial) ashes' 
ypnn (hi. of pn) 'prepare, arrange' 
2?33 *ramp, grade, bridge' 
prjD 'crush, dissolve, destroy' 

'soul', ni(DS3 ''T bv 'because of a capital offence' 
'accompany, attend, support' 

]S0 'respect', ]1Q0 'distinguished' 
pOB 'separate, distribute, assign' 
n m 'community' 
n^nn 'jealousy, envy, fever' 
n n n p 'approach, coming near' 
bpi (plural D^^^n) 'pilgrim festival' 
'pnn '(inhabited) world' 
*:'nn 'spice, condiment' 

VI Exercises 

un)m rrow .W^OD n±> unm wbnv r r r ,nn^ nv npbnvn bn-) . i 
nnoii? ]npn:^i ]n?*OQ 

iTbb -p^v iprni fbv nnn -jnnn "TT rak nv nn .2 
.cri^ nwb VT "^too by\ ,'f7 n#iT nT^ ,nn1n 

P'pnrhnnnjnnmu±>vcn^nnx^bn^nqWnViBn]Wnn .3 

1 ^ . cr*?i?is 2̂*? n'yn m ,vd7 n o ^ no ]n yim n̂nn nm^m .4 
nmv n^ ; B ,1^ nm vm bm radn^ jri^ltD urb pgsn 

]Tm :[rm -^vnn "T ^^b ;nvm ntfro nnvnn csf? 
• 3 p ^ prnr ,DnnnK 

prmi bv ,nbvnb mm n: ,Dn3 •'Tn rK^nn^ rmn .5 
'n^^n^piTic^ 

'T bv ybv)^ bnn .mn ^n ^ 2 ]nrn ,]nn bv rblii ntri ^6 

bitter herbs (Pes 10.5). 
See also Suk 2.1; 3.13, etc. As we have already noted at Unit 17.17, the for
mula is often reduced to just KK̂ .̂ 

This use of "̂ T as preposition is also found in other phrases, as, for ex
ample, at Sheq 3.2: 

To do what is required by mortals ... to do what is required by God. 
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ir̂ iJ n^m ny\ nmn i? bvn fin ^ri'T. bv f ^2 b\^im] b^nm 
.nffiiin n ^ T « ^ n l̂2 

.iD:^pn'»^i?|Dt^3Tn^nf« .7 
>t«{ntD' *p''3CD2 Dî i b^yr n'nb mnm^ nn HK p- '̂̂ nnd nn: .8 

b^nra nm b^yr, rnnK np©a .inDnn nipmb nn ^bn nn^ 
bnmn am bmp^rnm nnr ,n lyb mnn n^ ncpp nnk bmp'' 
rwv} ,n2'sp3 f rnt i n̂̂ '̂ pn ̂ K̂'̂ 'pp? ]nnn nmvn nnk !:^']m 

' .D^iptrn *PK''̂ p2 ]nn in n n n ,13 nTb eJnn n : 
?Dm ni2?n nim jnii mD 'jnb-w bm nhi ,n"npn mb nmn noK .9 

,nn''T2 nn: oinn'^'^n , I T ^onD OIDT^^D ,nTT2 nn: osinoiSK 
,iT btDno ynrn ,nnn3 nn: ] r m p n , I T bv bnnn ]mpn 

,nTT: nn: omns'^K , IT ' r t ao omns-'H ,nnn: nn: ynrn 
bnn bmnn Kni .nnn: nn: oip^D'̂ s'̂ K ̂ m" bv bnnn oip '̂O'̂ ŝ K 

.ntQ n î?D^ nn mn n^rn^p nt ]^:IQD ]nm "BD ,Dbn " T *^nDi 
o i ,nn nDK ,nb r K ^IQ©] inni? nnn nmn D : nK D : . lo 

nK vn^b nnv nnn ^OD K^K ibbn n^vn mn ^nnn© ]nn m nn 
rn bv b'iiTrb ynnv Dm ^KntD'' 

"T bv nvnn nnK K̂IZ? nn^n .Dbnn Kin nn ,nnn bnrm nn"". 11 
nmvn bn nn bv Kin nn jnnn bnrm 'nnr ,nnK nnn .pn 

.['K n nnn t ] ^Kner ĉntD bo) DnK f '̂ "7 o .mmD jrcr;Knn 
nb nmnn nn-n^ncD T:Q .rm 'KD niDZ?] nncDQ^ bn:-) my ^b^ .12 

.nn^D 
,nQi*:? niD*pn mi^v ^n^ib nv nnnn nn bn' ,nDiK ninK ]n n t r^K. 1 3 

^bi nv nnnn nn b^nm bnmn b^nmb nnt^b ,rK 'K Knpn] nDK*:̂  
.1025̂  -jniKb nv nnnn nn 

,nn^w ff:^ vnm^ ovnn^ m^nKn nm^b n':v:nn in? nn ^BQ . 1 4 
K':?K ?r:n y nnnoni Dn^^o ]PIK ':nb nn3n: n':w vnm pnnm 

K-'S?: ;:inK ,^:vnm t> inoKtD I:OK onnnK m nnnm nnm hnmn 
DnnnK nK innn̂ z? onK ^:n. n ':in n-'CDKnnj i:oinn nm nnb^ 

n:m D-'î nnKi vnm DĤ nKn 3Db inr I3OK 
,rn-'K 'nn Knpn] b\^nm 'nb^').., ]nnK bKi... nmn b^ nnnn .15 

D^:nn nKi bmim'T bv nmn HKI D'':nn " T bv ]innK nK n^ntn 
. n ^ T bv m 

nn:Dm wn^: nnn ;3K IKDD jnciioni nnoKi n':̂ '':Dn npnn: . 16 
.nnnK nDio nn mpmb nnmn nnbm ym ,]mnn noK nntsno 

iKns K*7 iKnscDi ,inmK ]n nnm:m '^bnb mnn nnnn nnb bm. 17 
nDK" ybv bnpn mm K ^ nit:^ DKCD ,nnr n^^ K ^ ]nin ]n DIIZ?̂  

DKns K*:̂  ,inniK DnnnK vm m n"npn mnmn - |n . . . ,nnK nnv ,b 
nnm nnbv nbnpn rm K*:?I niT:̂ CDD ^nnni? nwb K*PK D''3n DKZ?̂  

.DTO^nni?,Dn^ 
D''Q(2? Dic)b mnm nnnp nnK ,Dn n i^np nm noiK nnK H K ^ : . 18 
Dnnni nnn nnn ]inDi?n ]innpni .D'D^D DI?D^ nrm nnnp mm 
IT ,rnn 'K Dnnn] DD^D ^ K jinnpni ,nnm mmb nnnp it ,rK̂  n 

D'»i:^Di2?':?i:''K(2?nnnp 
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UNIT TWENTY-THREE 

ADVERBS AND INTERJECTIONS 

I Introductory text (SNm 84.4) 

nTni?n2?D nmm b^nnn .nnnvwn bmm^m ]QT bn ,mnn nm ]DI 
nnnn nnb nmvnn rbn nnm ^Kn ;̂̂  nb^ nK iKnn n̂DK̂ tz? ,DnDi? 

[n '20 mvm] nK b Dnn2i bnn ,nDiK Kin ]DI r nn nnm 

And thus you find that whenever Israel is enslaved, the Shekhinah, if one 
may speak in such a way, is also enslaved with them, as it is said. And they 
saw the God of Israel and under his feet was a pavement of sapphire [Ex 
24.10], and that is why it says. He suffers with them in all their suffering [Is 
63.9]. 

l.This is a key text in which Israel expresses how close it feels to God. 
The sapphire pavement beneath the throne of glory is throughout Jewish 
tradition a perennial memorial before God of the people's suffering; the diffi
cult Isaiah text is read in a way that exacts the greatest degree of commitment 
on the part of God. 

,f IK. nn V 'bmn] bnn mnsi? mn mniim ym nm \^bnv A9 
nnb b^nm yn^ IT bnn , nnmQ b^ /ii2iim ,mKiK n\i^ b^ 

,nnin IT ?nDTin2? bnn nm nnnnm bnn nm bv ?bnn noD mip: 
b^nm' ynva nnnnm |KDQ .rtD'D ny^] nnn y^ nnn ,nm'm 

my ^bm pnn nvnpb ,n n' nnnn] noD nn^nm nao nnm .20 
KT Kon K*pi inK '::'n rai? DK ':JID̂  .n msm ymt^^nn bm ^bv^ 

'b ^mvn nb\^ ,'nb> nnbn mnm bn j2wn rbv nyv 
nv nnm bn ,nwn rbv nyv y^ KH x^b nn nnioni DDHPIDD 

nbn n:m bn rbv nnv^^ 

Sources. 1. Abot 2.2. 2.Abot2.12. 3.Abot4.11. 4.BM7.1. 5.Ket2.9. 6. 
Mak 2.3. 7.RS3.1. 8. Shab 16.8. 9. Mek 17.14 (L 2.150). 10. Mek 17.14 
(L2.157). 11. Mek 19.21 (L 2.225). 12. Mek 21.18 (L 3.53). 13. SLv 1.1 
(W4b). 14. SLv 18.3 (W 85c). 15. SLv 22.1 (W 96a). 16. SNm 17.1 (H 
21). 17. SNm 115.5 (H 127). 18. SNm 136 (H 182). 19. SDt 37 (F 70-71). 
20. SDt 63 (F130). 
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II Morphology 

2. In RH, many BH adverbs have disappeared or are in obvious decline: 
"'piK, m, n!K, n&^K, ^̂ K, pn, bn, 'irhn, onis, etc. (see Segal 1927, §294). 

3. On the other hand, in RH we find new adverbs, some of them of Ara
maic origin. For practical purposes, the following presentation employs a tra
ditional, albeit rather simplistic, classification, with adverbs categorized as 
being of manner, place, or time, even though there are some that belong to 
two categories and others which are difficult to classify at all. 

4. Adverbs of manner. 
A. Affirmatives: ]n (occasionally written y^, easily confusable with the 

negative ]"'K), "VfmTi (from the root nT 'confess'), ]5, 
B. Negatives: fK (or before words beginning with alej), b^, Kb, 1K ,̂ 

C. Interrogatives: "̂ ^K/̂ K'̂ n 'how?', T^^D, nD and nD3, KDf 'perhaps?', 
biD;'is it possible?'. 

5. Various words employed as adverbial accusatives, as well as adjec
tives and participles with modal value (see Unit 19.13-14), also function as 
adverbs of manner: Tb'bri 'in turn, again', ynnb (Xo^ov) 'diagonally, cross
wise', bbn 'generally, absolutely', DTO 'without comment, impHcitly', yTiin 
'alternately, crosswise', pQO 'doubtfully', biy 'possibly', etc. 

6. Some frequently-used compound forms with adverbial value are listed 
below. 

A. Compounds with -3: nriKD/nriKD 'jointly, at the same time', ]1:3 'for 
example', Innn.D 'according to usual practice, in its usual way' (see Units 
8.10; 11.10; 26.6B), -nK:^vn 'analogously to' (see Unit 26.6C), nnlb? 'that 
is to say, i.e.'. 

B. Compounds with -3: nn'p? 'only', b^bvn 'clearly', nn103 'thankfully, 
gratefully, with permission', nniDDK*??? 'without authorization/permission', 
2nTS3 'distinctly, clearly'. 

C. Other: unnbv 'by force, of necessity'. 
7. Adverbs of place: 

]K3/]? 'here',]K?p,]KD*p; 
j^n/jD^K 'where?', pTlD, ]yr}b\ 
lp'7J]'^bntfP'mi^b'^ *over here and over there, on both sides' 
(see, e.g., Mak 3.12); 
]bT\ 'there', l^n*?; 
fK ' w h e r e ? ' , f J D , y^b; 
nnTn 'meanwhile'; 
fin 'outside', f ins , pnsD, fin*p; 
n'^l^b 'inside'; 
nDD *below', ni2D ,̂ pnb; 
nbvn 'above', n^^D7, ]hvob; 
rn^D^ 'backwards, the other way round, in a disorderly way'; 
nm 'there', of? (in place of BH no©). 
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8. Adverbs of time. 
A. Sometimes, adverbs of place are employed in a temporal sense (or 

adverbs of time in a locational sense): '^^^n/^^-'K, trnrn, |K3/IS, linK*?. 
Note the formula 'p^m ]H3D *from now on, from here onwards' (SNm 134.5 
[H180]). 

B. BH forms are: Tir 'still, again', innnmb 'tomorrow', d7ivb/d7)Da 
'(from) for ever', ID? 'already, then' (LBH). 

C. Forms found for the first time in RH are: 'ny\^ 'when?', "Î Q 
'immediately', Tbv 'gradually', ]K3Q 'from now on', ]nv 'still', TWDV 
'now', "Tin 'continually, always'. 

D. Aramaic influence is obvious in the use ofnw (infinitive: 'to return'), 
a caique of Aramaic liin in the sense of 'again' and IpnzJK 'last year', a 
shortened form of Aramaic muip HTO; from Aramaic IH^ 'place' has come 
the expression "in̂ *̂ JP 'on the spot, immediately'. All the more surprising, 
then, is the use of (2?DK 'yesterday' in place of BH blDHK, when Aramaic also 
uses this latter form. 

E. Other forms employed as temporal adverbs include rOl(2lKn3 'in the 
first place' and n̂ pTiri 'firstly'; for the meaning of''D'*Q, see Unit 10.13. 

9. Interjections. 
A. Those most commonly used for introducing a discourse ai^ '111 and 

^n/KH^n, equivalent to BH TiTi 'behold, look': 

Here you have (literally, 'behold for you') wine, and give me oil 
(MS 1.1). 

n n can carry the sense of 'suppose that' (see Unit 28.6), as at Bik 1.9: 
Knip irK ,nnK ym mnm ntm ,Knpi IIIK ym ^'7K}^ nn 

Suppose that he brought the firstfruits of one kind and performed the 
recitation, and that he then brought those of another kind— ĥe does 
not have to perform the recitation. 

B. Exclamations of complaint, sadness, joy, or surprise: nn, ''iK, ''K, 

C. K2K is a liturgical interjection, directed to God: 
K: nnn ,a^n K2K .bmp m -^nv y:nb IKCDPI "ivm r\v .OBTI K3K 

' . . .ni j i i j^ 
O God, your people, the house of Israel, have transgressed, of
fended, and sinned before you. Forgive, O God, the transgressions 
...(Yom 6.2) 

D. ''Kl'pn'l expresses desire, 'if only'. 
E. For the meaning of nKnrr, see Unit 21.10. 
10. Any word or phrase can be used in exclamation or converted into an 

interjection, as in the well-known examples of n|n yvnn 'by this abode' (i.e. 
the temple), nnini?n 'by the service (of the temple)', wnmn 'by heaven', 
Di^P^iOn 'heaven forbid', etc. (see Unit 3.4). 
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III Grammar and usage 

11. Negative propositions. 
A. According to a reasonably long-established classification, negative 

particles may be categorized in the following way: 
Kb is used in verbal clauses; 
y^m, in keeping with its origins as an adverb of existence ('there is 
not, there does not exist'), is used in nominal clauses to negate 
nouns and participles; 
bK is used with the imperfect for prohibitions and negative com
mands. 

This model may be further characterized as follows: in negative halakhic 
precepts, Kb plus the imperfect (ntornKb) and plus participle (r&lDf K) 
have an impersonal character, whereas bK plus the imperfect (Htopri bK) con
veys a more personalized and persuasive mood. This characterization is re
flected in the rule, albeit not of universal application, that ym^ y^ and 
nippnKb express a permanent prohibition, whereas nmvV) bK states a prohibi
tion applicable here and now. 

To distinguish the use of ]''K and Kb in halakhic prohibitions, S. Sharvit 
(1980) notes that the latter is used with the imperfect in the singular, as in 

ns^n^32bDiKn2r.Kb 
No-one should sit in front of the barber (Shab 1.2; cf, Shab 6.1; Ber 
5.3-4, etc.), 

whereas the former is used with the participle in the plural: 
bbBnnbpDii? fK 

No-one must stand to pray (Ber 5.1; cf. Shab 23.3, etc.). 
For further details and examples, see Units 18.11; 19.17-18,22; 21.6; 

24.8,10. 
B. 1Kb is an Aramaic loanword, employed in disjunctive formulas of the 

kind 'if ... or if not', with the verb not repeated in the negative alternative 
(see Unit 28.7C). Traces of its colloquial usage can be seen in, for example. 
Git 7.1: 

i n n innD^ ibK n n ,]n ,]n b:?i ,iKb ,iKb bp noK DK 
If to 'no', he responds, 'no', and to 'yes', 'yes', they may write (the 
letter of divorce) and deliver it. 

C. b s is an early negative particle, found in biblical poetry. In RH, it is 
only found as part of biblical prohibitions: 'do not kill, do not swear', etc., 
for example: 

iHKD npn b3 ,Di{̂ Di ,['Tb nn Knpn] ]nn Kb ,imo Dnnii; 

They transgress (the precept) in respect of 'you are not to give' [Lv 
25.37] and in respect of 'you are not to take from him' [Lv 25.36] 
(BM5.11). 

(For the preposition DK2?D, see Unit 22.19.) 
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D. DICJ and Ubn are used to reinforce a negation, emphasizing its abso
lute quaHty: 'absolutely nothing, none whatsoever': 

But to a son of his, he gave no present whatsoever (SNm 119.2 [H 
142]); 

DlbD ibfK 
He has absolutely nothing (ARN 11 [S 47]). 

12. Oaths and vows. 
These are usually formulated as exclamations, and because of this some

times include interjections and fossilized expressions like D]ip (see Units 3.4; 
8.7B; 28.7E). 

13. Wishes. 
A. RH has dispensed with the shortened and lengthened forms of imper

fect (jussive and cohortative) with which BH formulated wishes and inten
tions (see Unit 18.3-4). But the imperfect has remained in RH as the mood 
by which hope, fear, and desire are expressed (see Unit 18.10-11). 

B. The interjection ''Kibni is employed by the amoraim, but in the tan
naitic midrashim "'KIlb/̂ Klb/̂ Klbl is only found occasionally: 

-[n Kiir D bKnc?̂  bD 'mhn n KKTD nnK ''Kib 
Would that you were like me and would that all the Israelites were 
Uke you (SNm 96.3 [H 96]); 

nn îQDnbE^^ n' n±m2 i3nD 'Kibi 
Would that we had died during the three days of darkness in Egypt 
(Mek 16.3 [L 2.100]). 

C. In tannaitic literature, we encounter various formulas with ]lKn 'will, 
desire', for example ]il2n TT at SNm 89.5 (H 90): 

^un^b Dnb nK D^DSin -may) imm y^nbn y^^n n" 
Let it be your will that it (manna) descends, and they found them
selves turning their hearts towards heaven. 

]i2in can take on a cohortative function, as in 13DbD nn i)1D2?b 13:iKn 
'may we hear it from the very mouth of our king' (Mek 19.9 [L 2.209]). 

With second person suffix ("̂ 3l2in), ji^n has jussive or desiderative value 
(see the exercises). 

14. biD̂ ^ 'possibly' has an interrogative nuance: 
?DKn nin? bp p)nii? nKn Tinn^ bin; 

Is it possible that the dignity of the father is superior to that of the 
mother? (Ker 6.9). 

In rabbinic arguments, biD'̂  can introduce an opinion that is rejected by refer
ence to a biblical quotation (b"n... blD̂ )̂: 

nvmn rbv nnvn:^nm 3̂SD bn'. rn'm nnnon] npbi nvn TO 
DpbDi KiiT nn nn nnsb ,nvn n^ ,b"n TD-'ornna rn imspb 

imnnonsnnonE) 
The people dispersed and gathered up (the manna) [Nm 11.8]. Per
haps they rebelled because of what they had to suffer at the time of 
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gathering it? The text says. The people dispersed: all that was 
needed was for a person to go to the door of the house to gather their 
own supply and that of their household (SNm 89.1 [H 88-89]). 

IV Phraseology 

15- -©]nD nnnn DirOH'TbDnsI,DTD nnirn'KnDK3lb''^^^ 'seeing that 
in the Torah, 'A' is mentioned without any specification, but in a certain 
place the text specifies that a formula associated with the school of Ish
mael (SNm 1.2; 14.1-2; 15.2; 73.1; 107.1; 123.12; 142.5; 153.1) and used to 
deduce from an explicitly specified sense (D^B) the general meaning that 
should be assigned to other passages in which the sense of the form is not 
specified (ITp): 

^vym m pDH bntDi > ' n . . . rvnm rrrrr n nmnni ivim 
0121 ,Dno nnirn vrivnm nD^n b^mn. rttD "T vapn] m r n n 

bDn 'Trm =]K nnnn in K^K nmrn QID rmn nnnn 
nnnn nn K^K im >^bm prmnm mvnm 

With his finger [Nm 19.4]. It refers to the right finger of the right 
hand .... A text teaches. The priest will moisten the right finger [Lv 
14.16]. Seeing that in the Torah, fingers are mentioned without fur
ther specification, but in one passage of Scripture, it specifies for 
you that the right hand is concerned, I can extend this specification 
to all the fingers mentioned in the Torah: they refer to the finger of 
the right hand (SNm 123.12). 

16. bnnn (-3 + -n +blD^), i f such a thing were jK)Ssible, as if , usually 
employed to mitigate anthropomorphic or anthropophatic expressions (as in 
the introductory text of this unit), although sometimes to be interpreted as a 
request to excuse an exaggerated statement: 

DD nnbz Kin bn^^yn n)n D w ymi p m 
But when they do not carry out his will, he, if one may say so, fights 
against them (SNm 157.8 [H 211]). 

V Vocabulary 

^n 'swallow, devour, absorb' 
b'Wn 'cooking' 
^nn 'strike' 
nnnn (hi. of " B Q ) 'do a reading from the prophets, recite the hqftarah" 
nbt> 'palm' 
nsriDI 'standing up and sitting down' 
nb^pp 'stoning' 
riD'̂ n̂ 'stoning' 
mnn 'a hundred thousand' 
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/mn ''35 im r r r Kb© ji in ... 'r̂ pK nbra ]i:î n ''m .4 
j irran n^ p^tots fKI nnnn mb f ™ pKi ,̂ 02? m fpniQ fK .5 

n(^Qi nopo ftmp f Ki K'̂ nsn pmooD ym nninn f nip f KI 
I'̂ DDtp ym u'lim nnnm n̂ bn̂  •'Dimrn ubm npnn f npiK ĵ 'Ki 

.nn^i^omnsc^? 
.nmb irn rmnpo ^rvrm /IIDT ib IK2^D .6 

I'̂ Ktp ,noibn ̂ onpn Di7??ni o r̂nn nfTDn •''kn o'̂ ninpn .7 
'.nrnn rm yim ,Dibn cp'̂ bi? iBbn 

. n r m ib Kin n n ,in:n nbt> v:mi n bn ,noib criiK nnabDi .8 
bin^ mm smim n̂ni nrrbn ̂ nn nniD ,n^0:^ mnn pi .9 
nnn ,nDiK ntî ^bK ̂ nn ,iKb DKI > r ,nnnbn mrnn nsi^ Vynb 

. rmn n̂ pbn̂  bKi ,J?bani 
bv n n m D̂K .rnbrn -'̂ KI uiiinb ]Kn nn^"nK !«]OT onb nnK. lO 

.12?!? pi .^3innnn D2;b 'mxw upwD to'b^ m vnmo /nniD 
mm Dnnn iro^ J 'ID 'n^ nin^i ii?on b^nsr "n bK nnn ,nQiK ̂ nn . 11 

,['K^ m niD2?i... mnnp f K ̂ bnon ,DnDiK in mm ,pbD onnin 
?nbsnn nnnai nnii? nm vmov^ 

inDK no IK ?bKn(2rb noKb nmab Dipon nDK nn m ,nQi^ n n . 12 
Kb ,i:nbD ^SQ VT^ m:D ,inDK KbK ?DipDb TDKb mDob bKn^^ 

nD Dnb |n ,DipDn noK ."jbon B D PDitfp ni^ns ''SD I;DI2? noin 
.nKinb vmD noin Kb ,i:nbQ m rmnb i^n^n , i -«^ . . . impnm 

rmpnm nn Dnb ]n ,DipDn noK 
nioK Kins? KbK ^b ]^K . vn' 'r> mncDi IDK nbnn n : b;2?nn Kb. 13 

.nosn nâ  noi nnm bp jincK ?nbnKn nioK mnm p:ni .bi2;nn 
bn ,ib m'm ,nbnn nmn bmn bn ,in (zr ,b2?nn bn ,in ymD 

.bnKn bn ,in mmc? Kin yn ,b^nn 
yvi xn' 'n' Knpnj nnini? mb^b nnpn Kb n r ^ i D nmn nm bKi. 14 

"b y\^ .nnpn Kb ,nDib mobn ?nnpn ̂ bm ym .nbr ^bm KbK ^b 
?ibn bm mnpn bn mnpn bnb yn . n b n bn nnpn bn nm] K*:^ 

.nib^b mnpn Kb ,nQib mabn 
,0] lb wmv j-'K ,0] lb rmvb n3Q bv la^v noinn bn ,inDK pn. 15 

.03 lb n'm)v ,03 ib rmvh K*TOI 
.̂ ]ibQ nnQ2?c«D ,ib nDK ?nnK nnsro irt«D ;n ,ib noK pmbK] .16 

?DDD n'nmi nam .D^sbK rmhm ,ib nnK ?nmn noni ,ib n i ^ 
I'̂ K ,ib nDK ?ninbi nnK nnn nDib yy^n ,ib nDK .^3K ,ib nnK 

n̂ D pv:^ .nnK " i^nbK " bmw vam ,niDK ,ib noK. qn =] 
."[D KnK ''DnD b̂ Kb r ocDn n n m b Kb n on ,ni^i 

VI Exercises 

,-?iap nbvnb no VI ,nn3p 'Tb nm "m on?n nmbm bDrom . i 
.f nrp3 np?3 '^^i?D bDi Inpois? ]TKI ̂ n̂ in f p 

.i?Df•'nb'lslG^ ,pic«?̂  '^m '^w nnn no^n bKi .2 
i:j?bn jni ô n nnnpn ^ T S ? TO^T^ ,irO ':?K."^'^^ P^l 'H'! .3 
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n n .pD 'ID K-ipn /nb no nnnoD] ?ibbn omnD D̂CD m^^m n̂ TD .17 
-]sn3 ,r]nQ bp ismn n n p n JQ nnK ,mDip 'OD mn: mn nb'-pon 

bDi3 "'35Dn ivn ,1Kb OKI ,Kr ,nD no OK .r3nD bp iDSin mb bp 
bDD inD 3̂n ,1Kb DKI ,nD no OK nnb bp n3ni3i ]DKn nK 

.bKn©^ 
'T ,Dnb noK ?0DnD nDnn no .pD 'CDb mos?] ns?D oniK -[nnn. 18 

.OD-T n2?PQD n302; nnc^ns; ]i2in 
onnn i mn onuio f nKD Kb nnsDnb noD KD nnK n?DK p K n 0 . 1 9 
/iibDin nnm n'TD ]m mbp n rnb Kb ,D'KD onK n r a n b . r 'K̂  
,ni©n oniiD p K nmn .it b(D nnKnb IT be? n r ^ n ]m s^nsn KbK 

] m oipD bz? i3i2in o'̂ tDiPc? yn on^iQ p K .nmn bKncD** f nK nmn 
n^ bmim f nK .on^^D p K cob n n ,oipD bm i3ii:n o-'cnp Î KC? 

n n ,1Kb OKI ,]P3D p K DDb n n ,DpD bm i3i:in o-̂ snp onK OK ,]D 
.mbPDD"'bi3onK 

^b j-'K ,ib noK ?m2? -i3i2in ,ib noK .Kimn nKon ]Q2? ib nnm nop .20 
lb nnm nop .''niPD nK biDKi -]DP KIDK ''3KI biD ,ib noK .niPD 

.KinnnncDP nsiDc^nps? 

Sources. 1. Abot 2.1. 2 Abot 2.4. 3. Abot 5.20. 4. Ber 9.3. 5. Meg 4.3. 6. 
Sanh 5.5. 7. Sanh 6.6. 8. Suk 4.4. 9. Ter 8.10. 10. Mek 13.19 (L 1.181). 
11. Mek 14.15 (L 1.219). 12. Mek 19.9 (L 2.209). 13. Mek 23.19 (L 3.190). 
14. SLv 16,19 (W85d). 15. SLv 22.32 (W 99d). 16, SLv 26.25 (W 112a). 
17. SNm 114 (H 123; cf. Sanh 6.4). 18. SNm 143.2 (H 191). 19. SDt 38 (F 
77). 20. SDt 355 (F 421). 





PART IV 

CLAUSES 



UNIT TWENTY-FOUR 

TYPES OF CLAUSE 

I Introductory text (Mek 13.2 [L L133]) 

mrw imb ?nDii n n m nob bm tmn ,nDTH nr p yvnm nn 
nmn nmvo nooDi -[bin mm bT7\ nm n i?:©i -]nnn -pm 
nmvn nsoni -[bin mm ,nmn nmvn nnm ,mn b:^n in vyn 

nsoDi "]bin mm omim n2?i?Q nns? ,iraD bî '̂ î OTD in P2Q . n ^ 
.ni3i2?Knn ninncoa ni^mnnn ninsi ^b^nc?" -p .mm nmvn 

Rabbi Simeon ben Yohai said. They used to recount a parable. To what may 
this be compared? To someone who on a journey was attacked by a wolf but 
was rescued from it and continued the journey relating the story of the wolf. 
Later, the person was attacked by a Hon but was rescued from it and, forget
ting the story of the wolf, continued the journey relating the story of the lion. 
Later, the person was attacked by a sn^e but was rescued from it and, forget
ting both the earlier stories, continued the journey relating the story of the 
snake. So it is with Israel: their later tribulations make them forget earlier 
ones. 

1. The parable is introduced to explain Jr 23.7-8, in which vows by Y. 
invoke the liberation not from Egypt but from the northern kingdoms. In this 
context, it fulfils a typically midrashic function, illuminating the bibhcal text 
by demonstrating an analogy between divine and human action. The argu
ment takes the form of a kelal: something that happens later makes what has 
happened previously be forgotten. Given the biblical dynamic, there is the 
underlying idea not only that the latter replaces the former but also that it is 
better, that the second liberation will be superior to the first one. 

n Morphology 

2. Nominal and verbal clauses. 
The classification of clauses as nominal or verbal is a traditional first 

stage in their grammatical analysis. Grammarians usually understand a verbal 
clause as a clause in which the predicate includes a personal form of a verb, 
and a nominal clause as a clause in which the predicate is a noun^ adjective, 
participle, pronoun, or adverbial expression, but never a personal form of a 
verb—a common type of nominal clause comprises three members, in which 
the third person pronoun or the verb m n̂ functions as copula (see Meyer 
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1992, §§90--91). 
This classification is nowadays regarded as being of only limited value 

in respect of Hebrew. A more appropriate model would seem to be that of 
traditional Arabic grammar, which makes a distinction between a clause that 
begins with a verb and says what the subject does (verbal clause) and one 
that begins with a noun and says who the subject is (nominal clause). On this 
understanding, every clause of the type 'K^DKn. is verbal, 'so-and-so said', 
and every clause of the type "1QK 'K is nominal, 'so-and-so is the one who 
said', e.g. 2 S 7.13: 'Wb rf^rniy Kin 'he is the one who will build a temple 
for my name'. 

Such distinctions retain some validity in RH—a subject placed before a 
verb or at the start of a clause has extra emphasis. Indeed, traditional gram
mar had observed that in nominal clauses the order subject-predicate is the 
norm, whereas in verbal clauses, the order is reversed, verb-subject, with the 
different word-orders reflecting differences in emphasis. However, as a lin
guistic phenomenon, emphasis is extremely difficult to analyse or even to 
identify, especially when dealing with stylistic variation in a dead language. 

In the light of ail this, the following general remarks may be made. 
Among nominal clauses, a distinction should be made between clauses 

of identification, in which the subject and the predicate are determined and 
which usually take the form subject-predicate C "SK), and clauses of classifi
cation, in which a general or indeterminate predicate is usually placed before 
the subject (nmn niDbn ns^). 

A distinction should also be made between simple nominal clauses, with 
the verb 'to be' or a personal pronoun as copula, and complex nominal 
clauses, which contain a personal form of a finite verb but with the subject, or 
some other word, preceding it and, therefore, being emphasized. However, it 
should be noted that not every proposition of the type nQK 'K should be au
tomatically interpreted as a complex nominal clause (see Niccacci 1990). 

The significance of a nominal clause (who does?) or a verbal clause 
(what's being done?) should not be viewed solely in the context of an iso
lated clause, but within that of the various literary genres: narrative, 
discourse, halakhah, prayer, etc. For example, within a narrative framework, 
such as that provided by the meshalim or ma'asiyyot, the word order 
employed to introduce the words of a character is verb-subject (n(DD nDK), 
but in exegetical or halakhic discussions, the order is subject-verb 
(nDIKjIDnDmn). Thus, the identification of genre is indispensable when 
analysing clause types, as A. Niccacci has shown in respect of bibUcal prose. 

In a so-called verbal clause, given that a personal form of a verb includes 
reference to a subject by means of affixes, any additional expression of the 
subject should be viewed as having emphatic value, if placed before the verb, 
or as in determinative apposition, if placed after. Having said that, the order 
also depends to a considerable extent on the rhythm of a clause and its ac
cents. 
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3. Coordination and subordination. 
Semitic clause structure frequently evidences the juxtaposing of clauses, 

with or without and (syndetic and asyndetic parataxis), which, nonetheless, 
conveys logical subordination (hypotaxis): 

nvim b^ ppn nym'm w n n 
Bring me your younger brother that I might (literally, *and I shall') 
know (Gn 42.34). 

In BH, we also find more striking instances of logical subordination ex
pressed through the juxtaposition of finite forms of verbs: 

I do not know how to (literally, T do not know, I do not') flatter (Jb 
32.22); 

I shall pasture once again (Gn 30.31); 

Who knows whether Y. will take pity on me (2 S 12.22). 
This phenomenon continued into RH, even though, as we shall see in the 

following units, there was a considerable increase in the number of conjunc
tions, often morphologically combined with other particles, which unam
biguously express hypotaxis/subordination, as in the following illuminating 
example. Dt 17.17 states, using coordination, 

nnb mo; Kbi trm ib-ngn: Kb 
He is not to acquire many wives and his heart will not (i.e. 'so that 
his heart will not') stray, 

for which SDt 159 (F 210) places the following interpretation in the mouth of 
Rabbi Judah: 

inb HK niTOD in^ KbtD nnbm ib Kin nnno 
He will be able to acquire more (wives) so long as they do not make 
his heart stray. 

The change from coordination to subordination occurs both as part of lan
guage evolution and because of the need for exegetical precision. 

4. The two-element syntactic construction. 
This is the term that A. Niccacci (1990) employs for the characteristic 

Hebrew construction of protasis and apodosis, often but not necessarily 
joined by the so-called waw apodosis, which 'serves vividly to pick up the 
train of thought which has been held up or slowed down, and to link the two 
disjointed parts of the statement' (Joiion-Muraoka 1993, §176B). The struc
ture is commonly found with a conditional, temporal, or causal proposition in 
the protasis, or following a nominal clause, adverbial expression, or casus 
pendens: 

-pm ^OKQnnsTHK noKD ]V'_ 
Because you rejected the word of Y., he has rejected you as king 
(1 S 15.23); 

^mofinnprnion 
When I die, you are to bury me (1 K 13.31); 
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It happened at that time that he said (Gn 21.22). 
A comparison of the classical BH text of I K 15.13 and its LBH counterpart 
is illuminating: 

And he even removed his mother, Maacah, from the post of queen 
mother(lK 15.13); 

n75?? nyon -̂ bsn ^ m nDP0"D3i 
And even Maacah, (his) mother, Asa the king removed (her) from 
the post of queen mother (2 C 15.16). 

Whereas Kings retains the two-element construction of protasis and apodosis 
joined by waw. Chronicles removes the waw apodosis and converts the pro
tasis into a casus pendens, which is emphasized because of its position at the 
beginning of the clause (see below, §11). This pr<K:ess of change would reach 
its climax in RH, where the casus pendens constmction abounds and waw 
apodosis is generally absent. 

in Grammar and usage 

5. RH continues to formulate what are in effect subordinate structures 
through coordination, as in the following example, typically couched as a 
two-element construction: 

noD2 Kb n i s n nniKi n n s n bD I O D ] 
When all the other cows came in, that cow did not come in (SLv 
26.13 [W 111b]). 

In narrative works, it is common to find chains of clauses, sometimes not 
even linked by the conjunction waw, among which a logically subordinate 
structure is evident, as in the parable from the Mekhilta in the introductory 
text of this unit (Mek 13.2) or in the parable of the king who ordered that his 
son be given what he needed day by day, not all at once (SNm 89.5 [H 90]) 
or of the expert and prudent general (SNm 131.1 [H 170], text 17 in the exer
cises). The following is a typical example of asyndetic coordination, once 
again as a two-element construction, expressing simultaneity of action: 

noKi rbi? m)ir\ ,pra2 Kinn p n b'nnn 
When that son started to protest, he brought the document out to him 
and said (SNm 115.5 [H 127]). 

6. These examples show that RH maintains the two-element syntactic 
construction, even though waw apodosis is generally omitted (sometimes re
placed by emphatic nr i ) . To this category belong the numerous two-element 
conditional constructions that appear in halakhot, and that are discussed and 
illustrated in Units 17.11-12,19.11, aid 28.5, for example: 

mn ni n n "^'^ T in ,nDKi ,oiDn nK 1b 
If they prepare him a drink and he says, I shall abstain from it, that 
one is a Nazirite (Naz 2.3). 
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7. A striking construction tiiat is maintained, albeit only as a liter^y af
fectation, has two finite verbs asyndetically juxtaposed, with one verb being 
in reality the main verb and the other an auxiliary: 

jisb ym mn« •'̂ K ,rn'pD ni IDK 
Rabbi Akiba said, I am going to make you understand (literally, 'I 
shall be, I shall cause to understand') (SDt [F 126]). 

More and more, though, logical subordinMion is achieved through formal 
subordination based on the use of conjunctions. 

8. Negation of veit)ai clauses is usually effected through Kb, with bK 
regularly used to negate the imperfect expressing a subjunctive sense of de
sire or exhortation (see Units 18.11; 23.11; Segal 1927, §471). 

9. A characteristic feature of RH is the anticipation of an element in a 
subordinate clause as the object of the main clause: 

inm irriK f T p q nnvm 
The witnesses testified (against him) that he had stolen it (Shebu 
8.3); 

]rrmn twnn ]TW bKisr rm bp lO'b 
Teach (concerning) the daughters of Israel that they are to cover 
their heads (SNm 11.2 [H 17]). 

This kind of anticipation regularly occurs with certain verbs, for example 
i n 'decree': 

lons^ninbtDbpn?^ 
He decreed concerning his son to provide for him (i.e. *he gave a 
decree to provide for his son') (SNm 89.5 {H 90]). 

The anticipated element can also function as a casus pendens (see below, 
§ 11), as in narratives with nS?PD, for example at Ket 1.10: 

TtTW rp'trro H^PD 
It happened that a little girl went down. 

10. The modal nominal clause. 
This is a common BH construction, in which a simple nominal clause 

(without a finite verb), syndetically or asyndetically juxtaposed to a main 
clause, conveys a concomitant circumstance. Such a 'circumstantial clause', 
as it has traditionally been labelled, is found, for example, at Gn 18.1: 

brrKiTTTTB mm KIDQ 'tm " '̂b^ «T1 
Y. appeared to him among the terebinths of Mamre while he was 
sitting at the entrance of his tent. 

The construction is continued in RH, especially in narrative style: 
Dnn K2irn xiBbn trmvnmi mm wmn a^p'm^i 

When the righteous see it and ttemble in its presence, (he will say to 
them) I am like you (SLv 26.12 [W 11 In]); 

nann miK crt^bPi u b n KKlan 
One who finds an object with a figure of the sun engraved (AZ 3.3, a 
particularly clear ex^ple); 

rpn imnn c r n ib cri b^rii ]p\ nnnn mb ymnn 
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They carried before the ark a skilled elder, with sons but with his 
house already empty (Taa 2.2). 

Nominal clauses are usually negated with (see below, §14, and Unit 
23.11). 

It should be noted that nominal clauses, as such, are atemporal, with 
their location in time being given only by context. 

11. Nominative absolute or casus pendens. 
These terms are used to designate a noun, pronoun, or clause that, posi

tioned emphatically at the beginning of a clause, lacks syntactic continuation 
('what they're saying, forget it', etc.). As a typically spoken usage, it is es
pecially common in RH, for example 

pav 2mb m nn yim am bm 
But you, in the future I'm going to agree a large reward for you 
(SLv 26.9 [W 111a]), 

and occurs not only in narrative but also in legal contexts. The effect of this 
type of construction is to highlight whatever has been made into the first el
ement of the grammatical sequence. 

But what to our way of thinking appears to be a casus pendens or 
'hanging' clause, when carefully considered, may be understood as an in
stance of asyndetic coordination of clauses, yielding a compound clause in 
which the nominal subject (which can even be an entire clause) always goes 
in front, and the predicate forms an independent clause of a verbal or nominal 
kind (Meyer 1992, §92.4). 

The inclusion of casus pendens among subjects of nominal clauses is 
widely contested, with concepts expressed by terms like extraposition, seg
mentation, isolation, and compound sentence being preferred as more appro
priate to the phenomenon concerned, namely, the advance presentation of an 
element. R. Contini (1982, 56) writes: 

The extraposed element is indeed the 'logical subject' of the sen
tence, but the latter does not thereby lose its grammatically verbal 
character, which derives from the morphological nature of the predi
cate: no-one would consider calling an example such as the ... 
French Ce probleme, je n 'arrive pas a le resoudre a compound (or 
'complex') nominal sentence. 

Nonetheless, it seems more correct to view the casus peruiens structure 
as a version of the two-element syntactic construction. The following are 
some of the types found in RH. 

Usually, the element brought forward on its own to the beginning of the 
clause is referred to by a pronoun in the main, or predicative, clause: 

?nnftoiprnnQ,nQnnn 
The oblation, what is to be done with it? (Sheq 4.1); 

?]nn ymv r n nn , n n 2 ? b n n n i D 
The remants of the chamber, what is to be done with them? (Sheq 
4.3). 
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But formal reference may be omitted if there is no possibility of confusion: 
r"!?nb m n i b K n n 

Note that these are the things one must proclaim (BM 2.2). 
This kind of construction is very common in halakhic formulations, es

pecially those commencing with -mn, which raise in an emphatic manner a 
particular case to be decided: 

' l b nimb nnno ^r\m mn ^n nm] ,nnm 
Someone whose wife left to go to a faraway town, if they come and 
tell him. Your wife has died, and he then marries her sister, but later 
it happens that his (first) wife reappears, she may return to him (Yeb 
10.4; cf. Yeb 11.6; 13.8-9, etc.). 

(On the indefinite or general significance of -CD ''D and -vD nD see Units 5.7 and 
6.7.) 

Within this group of clauses, a particular type comprises those that begin 
with nDbn(5 n(2lKn 'when the wife goes away' (Yeb 15.1,6; 16.1, etc.), a 
further indication that the casus pendens is frequently a relative clause with 
antecedent. 

A characteristic feature, especially when the shifted element turns out to 
be very long or is followed by an extensive digression, is the resumptive use 
of n n followed by a pronoun corresponding to the shifted element: 

t>'m ,rTD Kb bDK r b n D ,vbnD Kb bDK T T D rmv n n 
bbiK nV n n ,lsnDD 

If someone was working with their hands but not with their feet or 
with their feet but not with their hands, or even with their shoulder, 
note that this person may eat (BM 7.3). 

Observe that in this example, the casus pendens is an extended nominal 
clause. 

Another typical kind of casus pendens occurs when the topic of halakhic 
dispute is left hanging at the beginning of a clause while the competing opin
ions on the matter are stated— t̂o give just one example: 

,nn3 , D n n i K n n ,nbDnn p i nin^insn p nn] ̂ 3nn 
nn3 irK ,DnQiK bbn nni 

(If someone says) I shall abstain from dried figs and from fig-cake, 
the school of Shammai declare that such a person is a Nazirite and 
the school of Hillel declare that such a person is not (Naz 2.1). 

In meshalim, or parables, the subject to which the parable applies may 
appear as the first element, highlighted and syntactically isolated: 

m]mnn mom m^nnKn n n ^ ,bKnc?̂  -]D 
So it is with Israel: their later tribulations make them forget the ear
lier ones (Mek 13.2 [L 1.133]). 

Similarly, in statements of comparison, it is normal to emphasize, by 
isolation, the object of compjurison—nDiO in the following example: 

] n 13m ,nDio ^K ,c?nn b̂DD ubDn bD nD rwvm nnsb n n n b DK 
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Win b̂DD u'bon bo nn nmmm 
Seeing that in the ritual of the red heifer any vessel is treated as an 
earthen vessel, so also in the ritual of a woman suspected of adultery 
may we not infer that any vessel is to be treated as an earthen ves
sel? (SNm 10.2 [H 16]) 

All the foregoing examples demonstrate that the phenomenon of the 
nominative absolute or casus pendens actually consists of an enunciation of 
the topic to be discussed, couched as a two-element syntactic construction. At 
a formal level, it may be regarded as an instance of parataxis; at a logical 
level there is in practice subordination or hypotaxis (which needs to be trans
lated by means of conditional, temporal or circumstantial clauses: 'if one 
says', 'when it happens', etc.); at a styhstic or affective level, the structure is 
an efficient means of conveying emphasis. 

The topic, or casus pendens, can be given even greater prominence by 
determining it with the deictic particle m (see Units 2.7 and 8.6F): 

lb nnnnm ra Kr nnno yni^m m 
With regard to one who requires expiation, a dead person is ex
cluded as their soul has atoned for them (SNm 4.5 [H 7]). 

12. Adjectival clauses. 
R. Meyer (1992, §115) perceptively observed that from a syntactic per

spective, relative clauses are actually adjectival, as their function is to com
plete the nominal parts of a main clause. 

In RH, has disappeared in favour of -0, concerning which, see in 
particular Unit 8.6. 

13, Disjunctive clauses. 
These are examined in the context of direct and indirect interrogative, 

comparative, and conditional clauses (see Units 25-26 and 28). At times a 
disjunctive structure (either in the Hebrew text or in its translation) is to be 
understood as merely representing alternative, but not disjunctive, possibili
ties. RH can indicate such alternative ix)ssib!lities by means of iK (signifying 
equivalence), -1, or simply by juxtaposition. For example, at Meg 4.1, 

nszrin nnw nb^ssn HK Knipn 
signifies that the reader may be standing or (-1) seated, without implying any 
real disjunction. When a clear disjunction is intended, the forms 1K ... IK, 
-01K ...-0lK,DKl...C:a^,orDK...DKareused: 

ro3!nD 1K n:^ln IK ̂ nnpm mn^n nrnn^ 
If her sister is also her sister-in-iaw, either she performs halisah or 
she marries (Yeb 3.3); 

pHD IK niDD nKD npboD TK n n m bnmn ^nnnn ib nDK 
nnnm 

He told him sternly. Either you eat the fish, or you receive a hundred 
lashes, or you pay a hundred minas (Mek 14.5 [L 1.195]); 

1Kb DKI nniK KsnD nnK m 'iv^nn 
Tell me if you are going to cure her or not (SDt 26 [F 41]). 
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IV Phraseology 

14. im]mi, onKimi, etc., is a common way of beginning a nominal 
clause that expresses a circumstance with a concomitant, modal, or temporal 
relationship to the main activity conveyed by the sentence: 

pn3 Dnn ]mi DDH nnn ym bmmn o n i ntmn mnbD PDIK 
Four empires have ruled over the Israelites, when there was no wise 
or intelligent person among them (the Israelites). (SDt 304 [F 323]); 

Kin ipn mnpn m wvnr m ym ;bn ^bnn br\ nnnn ]nin 
mn ym mnpnn nnn n^pv'm , 3 p p n nnn 

But still the matter is not clear, so that we do not know whether it 
was the holy one, blessed be he, who chose Jacob or whether it was 
Jacob who chose the holy one, blessed be he (SDt 312 [F 353]). 

V Vocabulary 

nm *arm, cubit, channel' 
nhv nvnn\^ niK] '(the night of) the fourteenth (of Nisan)' 
nnSnn 'in the expectation of thanks', i.e. 'freely, voluntarily, gratefully' 
nmvn\ pn 'experienced and serene' 
ypnn (8paK<ov) 'dragon' 
ib\ 'shed (tears)' 
nnn 'sun' 
nmnn 'impurity, contamination'; nmy\n DK 'father of impurity' refers to a 

primary source of impurity, which can be transmitted to a thing, which, 
or a person, who, thus becomes a HKDID "T*?1 'child of impurity', a 
derived or secondary source of impurity, which can only be transmitted 
to things. 

lltp 'expel, throw out' 
n:nb 'moon' 
m2 'be dry' 
TO 'comfortable, good, pleasant' 
p m s 'chit, tablet' 
nnv^ 'shape, figure' 
'nhp {x6X%x(^ 'um' 
n:pn 'ordinance, practical measure' 

VI Exercises 

oiD b2K... cri6 nmn m n n ,nnln n n n nnnn ym ynmrm U^TD . i 
.0T?3 nrD0,nnin n g n n r r rn 

bn\ ,f nK jr\ bv] trobn bi? mn vnnvn 'nnin hv rbv bnpnn bn i 
*n?̂  n i mhn hv rbv OTm ,nniri bv mn pnfen 

nnpbr ,]1pnnn nnri ,nribn v\nyi ^nsm nnri nxrbvi nbn minn .3 
xbnnnp 

ym pnrnn *bti jno yn\ :(rpn IK np rb mm 7\n\ nnlni?' A 
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yy\ nnlD5 yn ]r\n ym pinvhrn] nb© rrn nninn ]pn y:m 

,DnQiK bbn rry\ bnm ,DnDiK mad rrn p^n o in nibi:0 5 .5 
.bpHTiKb 

nnm ^3(5^ imbDD ]m ,n^n3 rnniv mm nnn rm .6 
nw T i n .{nn nm nm ,]nxp ^n nnm - înnn pDbnn r n .7 

, u n D i K n n '..*nb?n\ymDnnnnn,nQKnn^i;Tbn 
.nn nnn nm y^ ,nDiK psni? nn. . . nnn ]bp 

ib i^bii) ]m ,Dî  n'wbh UD nnbm ,ninnj?n nnn mm niw n .8 
.nKDD jnnjP mnn im) ,ynn p 

Kb n^v nvnnmi pny ,n^v nvnn^ nlK pnn t^b ,nrnDiK nnnni .9 
pnm',npiDn -|inn pnn Kb ,nViQn ̂ inn p̂ n*' ,nfe9 n?nnKn pnn 

' \nVlannnKb 
.m]ic?Knn r\nnmn ni3nnKn nn:^ ^bKnsr -[o .10 

inniK 03D3 nnno nntDi i3n bv nvnm nn^b nnn nnnn nnb b^n. 11 
'inn KbK -3DQ c?pnD nnK Dibn ,ib nnK n n n b nnnnbi i3nn wpnb 

/3nbniinn3nnn?^3n 
i3n nK 3n3n n m -[nnn -jbnn mnm nnKb ?nnn nnnn nnb bm. 12 

nKt Kn nnnKb i3n3i r3sbn tn: ,inincDb r3Dbn D-'tDob mn .r3Qb 
,TnnKn onKn r3Dbn o-̂ Dob mn .r35b I3n3i rnnKn ibo3 ,innKn 

rbv mnn ,nnnn ''353n nvni^n pn b n n n . rmpnr bv m:i bn: 
.mnpn nmv -p .npm ,Kn:i ,ibnKn ,ni;n nn3n rnK 

.Knn3 ̂ bm b m: nwvb ^bm nnbn . 13 
nnn nnnt n n n o n ,nib'*bn c n n r uns?: mm nnnn nn n^vn .14 

u p n n nnnKbnb omr^ u b r i s m f nKn nn33n3i mnn nn2?3i 
.n'mDozhnmmvoD 

,nnmi nsnim nm nn nnp: mn m onn t 2?nn onK bm nnn r n . 15 
nm^ j:nbn ]iKn n^ ,ni?nn u n n n:in:'\ nnnb pn nm Kb mn ;b nK 

'*3Kns nnn ,nnm nnKi nnK bn rmnv ?ncDPK •'3K nn ,n^n nnK .I6 
D^pms bQ3i ; ib ôn̂ bi? nnm c p m s bn3 ,n3pn nmn nmv .nb 

,Dnb nnK rnbpn nbnm obbni ,0''bp27 rmn ^nn ,nnbv nnm 
; ib ]n ,rbv nn nmm ipms bD3CD n bn .nmpms iboi mn 

nc?nn ^on ,rbv nmm ipma bn:m m mn nm nnn ,ib nnm 
.yrnn ]ni K:^ ,ib nnm nmn nn xrbpm 

oinnn^biD -jbnn nbs? .-]bnn bv nnnn© n3nnb ?nnin nnnn nnb ,b©n .17 
•nb ibtD ,Dnb nnK .nerrai "̂ pn oinnubis mm mn .nnnnnb nnK 

m3ibs m n n b 'rrm^ -jnnn nnb nm^v nnn ,iKb DKI ,Dn^ 
.nninnnbi m3ibD Knnsnbi nmnnnbi 

,]i3n Knp3 Kin j\nn mnpn mnn mn nm «IK ,Dinn Dipnn Knp3.18 
.]i3n mnnnK^K 

Dnbin in© ,nbn3on ]3nr nm i?in© p ntpbK nnn nmn. 19 
|T^2ib ii;'»3m ,nnm i3nn nmbb nmnn p nmm nn bm nn')it 
nnnn i rnpi Dmnirnn i3bn Dm3''P ispt .bKn©** f nK nK mnn 

nK ni©pb nnn©i nn Dnn©n nnm DTOnn .ntn Knpnn nK mnpi 

file://'/nVlannnKb
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UNIT TWENTY-FIVE 

INTERROGATIVE CLAUSES 

I Introductory text (SNm 87.1 [H 86J) 

rn© y:v2 m m . rn 'K^ nnnnni D^n DniiDn bm: n©K n n n nK m n t 
]nm n n p nb nnpi ^DK] nnn Kbn ?D:nn D^n nnb D-̂ n̂ii D-'n^^Dn 
r n D-^m ,D3nn Dnb D ]̂ni3 r n Kb ]nn DK ?rn̂  n mnm Dnb jro" Kb 

.nr^iDn ]D ?D]n nnm m̂ nni ?D3nn Dnb n'^^m: 

We remember the fish that we ate without charge in Egypt [Nm 11.5]. Does it 
say in the context that the Egyptians had given them fishes without charge? 
Rather, is it not said. Now go and work, and you wili not even be given straw 
[Ex 5.18]? If they didn't even give them straw for nothing, were they going 
to give them fishes without charge? In that case, how should I interpret. 
Without charge? Without the commandments! 

1. Here we see a contrast between grace and commandments that Saint 
Paul himself could have put his name to. A detailed and ingenious exegesis 
reveals that the Egyptians did not provide fish for free, but rather this was 
something that came from God, with 'without charge' indicating that the gift 
was not in exchange for merit or for commandments fulfilled, as the Torah 
had not yet been promulgated. 

II Morphology 

2. For a presentation of the forms and uses of interrogative pronouns and 

ym arm . rnb-'Kb o n n i ] D'̂ DSD^DH nb^n wpim bD 
ymb onb mm n t n .nnira© rman bn 123D nbip© bwim 

,rTDK p n .rn 'ID Dnnni jnb^ bipD i?D©n PID© DK pn .20 
,nmn n n n DnK PD© ,nnnn inm D^ro^o ^nPD-'p DnK PD© 

.Dnsio n n n mm D-^rDra 

Sources. 1. Abot 3.2. 2.Abot3.5. 3.AZ3.3. 4.AZ4.3. S.Besl. l . 6. Erub 
8.7. 7. Naz 5.5. 8. Naz 3.5. 9. Pes 1.3. 10. Mek 13.2 (L 1.133). 11. Mek 
14.15 (L 1.218). 12. Mek 14.19 (L 1.224-25). 13. SLv 26.3 (W 110c). 14, 
SLv 26.4 (W 11 Od). 15. SNm 89.5 (H 90). 16. SNm 95.2 (H 96). 17. SNm 
131.1 (H 170). 18. SDt 49 (F 114). 19. SDt 80 (F 146). 20. SDt 115 (F 
174). 
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in Grammar and usage 

4. An interrogative structure may have no formal representation in writ
ing, being detectable only by tone of voice or context. Rhetorical questions of 
the type 'is it not right that?' are common and easily identified. 

In midrashic exposition, a conclusion that is regarded as correct can be 
formulated with Kin yi 'it is/concems a deduction' or with a rhetorical ques
tion, -2?]mrK 'is it not a deduction that?', both forms alternating with no 
discemible difference in meaning. Such constructions should usually be ren
dered with a verb rather than a noun 'one deduces, one may infer, it follows' 
or 'does not one deduce?, may not one infer?, does it not follow?': 

]n irK ,ntDio ^K ,©nn bnn ubon bo na n©p© nnsb n n o b DK 
wnn tnn nton bo nn nwvm 

Seeing that in the ritual of the red heifer any vessel is treated as an 
earthen vessel, so also in the ritual of a woman suspected of adultery 
may we not infer that any vessel is to be treated as an earthen ves
sel? (SNm 10.2 [H 16]). 

In the Mishnah, the formula -0 yi IrK is continually employed as the 
conclusion in a qal wa4wmer, or a fortiori, argument, following an initial 
supposition that begins with DK nD: 

Kb©! y}nb msn jy^npb KbK nirp IrKO? ,nt2lKn Dbn DK no 
KOD"!© yi irK ,D^bn2bi D ŝppb n n p Kin© nDrannbn j innb 

?]i2inbKb0i]iKnb 
If a woman's milk, which is only for inf^ts, contaminates whether 
it is released voluntarily or involuntarily, does not one deduce that 
the milk of a beast, which is used for infants and adults, will also 
cause contamination whether it is released volunt^ly or involuntar
ily? (Makhsh 6.8). 

5. TTie interrogative particle -n is Httle used in RH. An example is at RS 
2.8, where Rabban Gamaliel shows various pictures of the moon to illiterate 
witnesses and asks them: 

? n p IK nmn n p n 
Did it look like this or Hke this? 

More common is Kbri (as in BH), when seeking a response in the affir
mative, 'is it not true that', as in the following two examples. At Yom 6.8, in 
connection with the means of verifying that the scapegoat had reached the 
desert, R. Judah and R. Ishmael ask: 

TDnb nn nnK ]Dn Kbni... ?Dnb n n bins p n Kbm 
Didn't they have a better sign? ... Didn't they have a different sign? 

adverbs, see Units 5 and 23. 
3. As well as the BH interrogative particles n , \kbr\, DKH, and -H, RH 

employs ubn (b? + nmm; see Unit 6.2) and mD 'perhaps'. 
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At Sanh 6.4, a question, the answer to which was welHcnown, is raised: 
trm rtm rm ]3 ]1s?o0 t̂ '̂ m 

Did not Simeon ben ShMah hang women in Ashkelon? 
6. is also frequently used: ?nDlPD*? ZPID'D D̂ Kl?n bo "̂Dl 'all the trees 

are fit for the fire?' (Tarn 23). It is usually employed in the expectation of a 
negative response: 

?]n D^Di 'OBW rv2 nrb^ r̂ijpi bp 
Could it occur to us that the elders of the tribunal were shedders of 
blood? (Sot 9.6); 

Were they (the Israelites) Ethiopians? (SNm 99.3 (H 99]). 
Sometimes, ^D') is employed pleonastically in support of other interroga

tive particles or expressions, giving rise to structures like '^WTl Ol, HD'̂ Dl, 
IrK 01 , HQ ''̂ PD **D1. Among numerous examples of their use is the following: 

Which measure is the more generous, that of mercy or that of pun
ishment? (SNm 8 [HIS]). 

7. D̂ '̂ D is an indefinite particle employed in negative expressions. In 
later RH, it is also used to introduce questions, but there seems to be only one 
instance of this usage in the Mishnah, in an apparently colloquial context: 

Didn't you say it to give me honour? This is my honour (Ned 8.7). 
The usage is also rare in the tannaitic midrashim: 

TCDnnnn nrf> |rra onb ]m ubo :y\itk ,mpt^n 'isb mn im 
Moses argued before the omnipresent one. My lord, ^e you giving 
them something only to kill them afterwards? (SNm 95.1 [H 95]; cf. 
Mek 20.2 {L 2.229]). 

8. Direct disjunctive questions introduce the second part with It̂ , as at 
RS 3.8: 

rni2W 1« notto nww "̂ 'T '^l 
Was it that Moses' hands were able to wage war or perhaps to hin
der it? (see Unit 24.13). 

9. Indirect questions. 
These do not differ at all from direct questions (see Segal 1927, §465; 

Meyer 1992, §114.4), which mejuis that it is often uncertain which is in
tended—for example, at Sanh 3.6 

could mean either *say how you know* CM* 'say. How do you know?*. 
An indirect question may be introduced by DH (as well as by an inter-

rog^ive adverb or prcmoun, as in the previous example): 
nmm m cr̂ ^npo m urb ^ ncm nam b^b pi 

And in the same way each of the peoples was s&ked if they wished 
to receive the Tor^ (SDt 343 [F 3%]). 

A disjunctive indirect question (see Unit 24.13) will usually introduce 
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IV Phraseology 

10. -?? f l IrK 'is it not a deduction that?'; see above, §4. 
11. -b "DK HD, -b nriK HD, -b 13K HD , etc., followed by an infinitive, 'may I 

(etc.) do so-and-so?' (see Unit 20.13): 
?bnjPD KDb "'s^ HD ,Dnb nDK ,©nnDn nnn ]T33b nop n^ni 

(The proselyte) presented himself to them in the academy and said 
to them. May I enter the congregation? (Yad 4.4); 

nnlDn nnn bK pnr Knnb HD 
May I plant a seed beneath what remains? (Kil 6.4); 

nnD ,]nb nDK ?nTb m nD ̂ K-'bD? ]3nb lb nDK 
They asked Rabban Gamaliel, May we go down (i.e. 'disembark')? 
He answered them. It is permitted (Erub 4.2). 

12. nDK3 nnn Kbn 'has it not already been said?', introducing a scrip
tural passage regarded as a repetition of the text under discussion; the for
mula is used when attempting to establish an additional meaning for a 
'repeated' text (there can be no throwaway comments in the Torah!), and al
ternates with a positive variant: nDK3 nDD n n 'note that it has already been 
said'. The following is a good example: 

nDD Kbm ?nDK3 nnb m p . TK n^ nDnDD] npb m©iD ncDK n 
n ,b"n nD KbK ?rK n^ nDnDD] menDn nmr\ mniK bp ,nDK3 

,T©PDD Kbi TDrD rm rvm -p m ?npbni©iD r\m 
nDK3 -jDb ,Te;PDD nKr nn^D nK3 nKn,. . . rvnrn Kbi T © P D D 

npbmsriDniDKn 
For he had married an Ethiopian woman [Nm 12.1b]. Why does it 
say this again? Was it not already said. On account of the Ethiopian 
woman [Nm 12.1a]? So, what teaching is provided by the text. For 

each part of the question with DK, as at BQ 10.7: 
rp 'n i tnn Kb DK -p "mTnn DK i?Tî  ' 'rK... rnrp "iDiKn 
m ;3nnbn DK ."^mbt? ,1b -TDK DK bnK .Db©b 

D^bD nitDB;b^Vnij?Dn 
If a person says to their compmiion. But I don't know if I did return 
it to you or if I didn't, such a person is obliged to pay. But if they 
say, I don't know if I robbed you or if you made me a loan or if you 
deposited it with me, they are exempt from repayment. 

However, there are other examples in which the alternative possibility is in
troduced by -01K (see Unit 8.9), for example: 

bDlK m\ ,nnK? nxmi IK ,]1©KI DIT©? DHD nrK P I T IrK DKI 
1b©D 

And if it is not known which of the two was slaughtered first, or if 
the two were slaughtered at the same time, he may start eating his 
one (Pes 9.9). 
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V Vocabulary 

VBDt^ (Aramaic) *burden, preoccupation', -b nSDî  HD *of what concern is it 
to?' 

HTnQn n''5 *the house of choice', i.e. the temple 
^3^2 'mix' 

'annul, abrogate, expel', HlpC^nnni 'abrogate the sabbath command-
nent' ment' 

nvbl (plural ymbl) 'gourd' 
n^\Ti 'sprinkling' 
"[t 'pure' 
^f:>r\ 'change, substitution'; used adverbially, 'the other way round' 

'mouse' 'mouse' 
ib^bD 'pretext' ~"7^ pretext' 
b^b'lp 'accuse, cry out, protest' (as against ^̂ B̂p 'receive') 
m^p 'pulse' (beans, peas, etc.) 
obp 'acclaim, applaud 
•̂ t̂ DI 'fraud, impostor' 

VI Exercises 

. n^nj?D yn'i n:nnn ]*'? \kbn] ipi^o^ ]r}b 
?n3t?p ̂ n^vvf] r6h: [t^^^gi 'nin?!: ^^rnin "D ;or '^in ib^ 3 

riT^ nni3Dn m no .^i m |99 r̂ S '̂n niraan .4 
wp^^ yi/iTt^ .nb^P^ inti/ ninian*,-?!? rrt ]g2i rai?? pb-^ot^h 

"unb ^b rm . ipi« t^n^py "211 , ] ' i?^l3 n r a pjn ]Q nilan .5 
'rm^ ^b t̂ ^m ,pT np D I « nDlti't̂ r̂̂ m ,t̂ n^pif 
•̂ n î̂ D 1̂ :̂̂  ,1':' «in nolK KQ?? i« .nniri ]D i n ^ -DI^ .f J ^ ^ I t̂ p̂n 

?ra©n nnn0 yi irnt ,nn0 m(̂ p ̂ •'nib n̂ Tn jnaî rr nni'i 
nVt̂  nnp o ^ D HD .^i^n l«'ra^pi? ^51 i':' "b^ 

he had married an Ethiopian woman. You would have it that a 
woman can be beautiful because of her looks but not because of her 
deeds or because of her deeds but not because of her looks ... But 
this woman was beautiful because of her looks and because of her 
deeds, and that is why it says. For he had married an Ethiopian 
woman (SNm 99.4 [H 99]). 
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m m i n tkbm f i irK pmbn nmn mm rmmm jnnm rm nnin 
.n-jira mn?© nn mpV .^'P? "i*̂  "^^^n 

;rn \m nmr\^ ̂ i2?3n^Dfrm\o3^p ir* ufi?i ^n© 'f? nfei? .7 
bKlb:© IDQ KTK TnTjn ©03 iK JTC^ OT3 '.['n'KD -QIDD] 

r n j3''0Sf2© ]rrn^b nnb m ]n3J?©Di nbPD 9̂̂ 5 rbDrpo 

HD ,nnb -IDK ,©i-pn Ĥ DD ]rrBb nnv) -^T^V 1 3 nmm K3 Din in .8 
',i?©im n n ib -IDK .nriK moK^K^^a ]nn ib nDK ?bnj?D tob 3̂̂ ^ 

nKiDi 3̂iDP Km Kb ,nDiKmnnn b̂K̂ bDS ]nn ib ncajj'.nnKnm 
n i .p^in*: n n ib nDK. n '3D D^nDni n^ipi? nin m bnpD 

nK bDbDi miziK -^jo DnTO nbp nDD ?]n ID^DD D :̂;̂ iDi c^mD 
'.niDKnbD 

©npn D̂TiD ,DnpiK nmm jn^mnn unbD m ybnp jnp'n:^ D^IDIK '.9 
]Dn nDK . D n n m n'tmn DrK onDn nDpi ,Dnn rm ymm? 

hnbn it K ^ D^cnnsn bp 13b |m n i ;KDT ]D ]3ni'' 
n©D nnnn jnnn KOZ? £b^v bm i3iDn ,n'npn "Bb nmn nDK .̂ 10 

?nb 03DK Kb© nmt3 nnT33 DibD ̂ Dbii? b© i3iDn... ?nni 
nDb ,b©D ib©D ?nninn nbnnD mnDnn nn©p inDK3 Kb nn . 11 
,ib inDK .DD-̂ bp "[ibDK ,Dnb nDK ,nr nDb D3D3© -[bDb ?nDin nDnn 

?ir bp ^ibDTO nDiD 13b m©p DibD 
DK n©p nD©D DK pnr ]m© ,Drn jnn n©ipn bp ?ipbn3 nD bp .12 

.n©PD^nisDnDin 
n i . . . ?|nmDD nnnK b©} mn m n^mnnb bn' nmn mn jmn n i . 13 

?|nmoD Dn3D ntpbK nK ©^Dbnb n©D biD' mn yen 
nmn nrKi ^bnn m nmn robpD yen n i ,nmn ̂ 3Qb bKn©^ inDK. 14 

rpnn^'B 
-[b ©'̂  n i ,nDiK bKPD©^ n n . rn n nDiDD] bKi3 ©mb jm DKI . 15 

?bKi3 lb ]m© bKn©^D D-TK 
Kb j n p i . . . ,r̂  'T nDnDD] nDton 3̂Qb D3Dnp nK Dm"©3n n n p n .16 

17 nDK3© np jiinbinb DK mpoDb DK nnp' mn mn pnr n n 
]biD DK Dm̂ ©3 iD^np" n:^n nmn pnr mn Kb ]^npi.. . n"Dpn ^DD 

.©npn "SD nDK3© np ,iDr nnKi noK bD m nnKD 
n m nDK© n ^^b D̂ K31© ©̂  n i . r n b n n n n n ] yt^wn loiri .17 

^Bb nnp ©̂  n i . rt 'n niD©] jnp oinnn -[31K3 DinDi... '^bipn 
TDbipn mm nDK© n 

nnr D^3^ mn nnb nbPD nmm nDnDD nKD nnnv nnbn Kbm. 18 
.DipDn nrmD ©nab -jKn nb^bp D''©pDD© KbK ?DDn:iD 

n©ip nnK m "^vnn ppnn 'iBb mn nDK© D^nDnn p nnK n t . 19 
.n©ip -̂ m ,Kin -jinD ©mpn ib nDK .''b n©ip nm m DK ̂ b 

, pKb DnD''3D np©D bKn©' iiD2i3 rni:^ ©b© ,nDm nmm n n .20 
''3m .pbnv pn? nnDnbi nmnDn n n Dnb ni3Db rpn Dnb ni3Db 

DK ,nnnDn n n Dnb ni3Db m rpn anb ni3Db m jj\np' nrK pnr 
.pbDPPmnnDnb 
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UNIT TWENTY-SIX 

COMPARATIVE CLAUSES 

I Introductory text (SDt 8 [F 16]) 

,inKi?3 p n r "no ,iD:!iPD onnnt^ ^nD ? [ T f n n n i ] 3pir*:?i prr^ 
,n:ra3 rm mm -n:^"^ ]xm -pnb bm .IQKI?^ npi?"' "nD 

?''T3 nn, iDKi DID ni?D3i i m .rmz? HIDD ^ n:3na »^ 

«^nn mcD3 KH^Q^ «'nn f I K 3 prai' 5?*in not̂ îz? ,nrr32?m pir '̂̂  
IP'-i ,nDH32? ,nno2m apir -RDI? . fT 'ID rrtz^^ îD] onjra ni^D 

.fO" n^2?KiD] mm vpbn m 

What instruction is provided by the text, (Come and take possession of the 
land that I swore to your fathers) to Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob [Dt 1.8]. How 
worthy was Abraham in his own right, how worthy was Isaac in his own 
right, and how worthy was Jacob in his own right! A parable—it is like a 
king who gave a field to his servant—it was given to him just as it was. That 
servant set about improving it, saying. What should I do? It has been given to 
me as it is. He came back and planted a vineyard, saying, What should I do? 
It was given to me just as it is. Thus, in the same way, when the holy one, 
blessed be he, gave Abraham the land, it was given to him just as it is, as it is 
said. Arise and go the length and breadth of the land, because I shall give it to 
you [Gn 13.17]. Abraham set about improving it, as it is said. And he planted 
a tamarisk at Beer-sheba (Gn 21.33]. Isaac set about improving it, as it is 
said. And Isaac sowed in that land and reaped a hundredfold that year [Gn 
26.12]. Jacob set about improving it, as it is said. And he bought part of the 
countryside [Gn 33.19]. 

Sources. 1. BM 2.7. 2. BM 3.7. 3. Kel 17.6. 4. Men 8.5. 5. Ned 7.1. 6. Pes 
6.2. 7. RS3.8. 8. Yad4.4. 9. Yad4.6. 10. Mek 17.14 (L 2.150--52). 11. 
Mek 20.2 (L 2.229->30). 12. SLv 4.23 (W 20b). 13. SLv 8.7 (W 41a). 14. 
SLv 9.4 (W 43d). 15. SNm 4.1 (H 7). 16. SNm 47 (H 52). 17. SNm 84.4 (H 
81). 18. SNm 95.1 (H 95). 19. SDt 26 (F 40). 20. SDt 67 (F 132). 
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II Morphology 

2. RH employs the BH comparative particles -3 and iDD. As in BH, IDD 
is used with personal suffixes, but is also found in a plural or collective form, 
niDD, resulting in a specifically RH paradigm. The following strengthened 
forms with suffixes are attested in the Mishnah and tannaitic midrashim: 

1st person nlQD 
2nd person jn3, HDlDD, ytOD 
3rd person sing. imOD, HiDD, iHiDD, nniQD 
3rd person plur. ]/DnlDD 

3. In line with developments in the spoken language, -? is often 
strengthened by other particles in RH to achieve greater expressivity or to 
make certain kinds of comparison more exphcit: 

'corresponding to'; 
•^IID 'according to the custom of; 
n ? 'as much as is required for, sufficient for'; 
-DKliin 'analogously to'. 

4- BH's comparative conjunction is "12^5 (occasionally, just n2?K), gen
erally in association with ]5: 

As he did, so let it be done to him (Lv 24.19). 
RH possesses a greater variety of conjunctions for subordinating one 

clause to another in a relationship of comparison: 

-2?1DD; 
-©nlD3; 

1. Why is the name of each patriarch expressly mentioned? Would not 
the generic 'our fathers' have sufficed? The exegesis provided finds the mo
tive for this apparently superfluous form of expression—each one of the pa
triarchs was worthy in his own right to receive the oath promising the land. 
The point of the parable is to show that just as the servant was deserving of 
his lord's gift, so too was each of the patriarchs, for each of them did not rest 
content with merely maintaining the property in the state it had been given 
him (mm nlD3) but took the risk of working to improve it. (Note the parallel 
with the parable of the talents in Mt 25.14-30 and Lk 19.12-27.) The 
midrashic function of the parable is to energize a series of texts describing 
the work of each patriarch. 

The servant's words n n r i Q are to be interpreted as 'what possibilities 
are available to me?, what can I do?, as is clear from the parallel text in 
Midrash Tannaim. 
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The second term of a comparison may be introduced by modal adverbs like 
"^3, or ŝ tft. -(p "IDD is also found at Qumran. 

in Grammar and usage 

5. Concerning adjectives and comparisons of superiority or inferiority, 
see Unit 13.5; on "13 as a comparative particle, see Unit 30.8B. 

6. Some compound prepositions or prepositional phrases convey a mean
ing that is often difficult to determine precisely. 

A. 1553 (-D and 1̂ 3) expresses the idea of corespondence, correlation, 
proportion (see Unit 7.1), not opposition or confrontation, as well illustrated 
by the late text PRE 12, in which the ll^P "iti? of Gn 2.18, that is the woman 
as help for the man, could be converted into the exact opposite, simply by 
reading nio'P: 

R. Judah used to say. Do not read 11353, but 1155*?; if she were righ
teous, she would be of help to him, but if not, she would be against 
him, fighting him. 

B. "^"113 signifies that which is habitual (see Units 8.10 and 11.10). 
Hence, we encounter expressions like n3"n3,13113, mid |3"!13 in the sense 
of *as customary, in the habitual manner*, or, frequently, *in his, her, its (etc.) 
own way': 

13113 t^ilp DiH b3 bbn rr2'^ 
The school of Hillel maintains. Each person may read in their own 
way (Ber 1.3); 

I'^mb n 3 i i 3 i^rp nimn nonsn 
Livestock has a warning attached to it for going along in its normal 
way, causing damage (BQ 2.1); 

1B2 ,D îoli2*n pi310(2? DHi, unown *^113109 '^'0 
Liable, because he did not look after (the deposit) as guardians nor
mally do, but if he looked after it as guardians normally do, then he 
is exempt (BM 3.10). 

In the following comparison from Sheq 3.2, the point is not that people 
have to carry out their obligations both to mortals and to God but that they 
must carry out their obligations to mortals in the same way 2& they carry out 
their obligations to God (see below, §7): 

DlpDii '̂ T rmb yi^^ '^11? n l n s n vmb u^i^m . 
Note also TosSot 1.6: 
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nnniTnnKb© 
In the same way that the tribunal had warned her to repent, so they 
used to warn her not to repent. 

C. -2 mV3 literally means *as it goes out in'. The formula l 3 $ ^ i n is 
employed to introduce a list of biblical citations simitar to a text just men
tioned, conveying the sense of 'analogously, equally, with the same mean
ing', etc. 

But the formula may also simply express identity or similarity, as in the 
following striking example from SLv 26.12 (W 11 lb): 

,0^1^ nnb - ^ m n"3pm ... p K^no n n n . . . '^bnn t nDK 
DDDKHinnnn 

The king said to him (his employee) I am like you ... and the 
holy one, blessed be he, says to the righteous, I am like you. 

7. The new conjunctions -011^5, -0 111?, and -0]^2P5, have a similar 
meaning. In origin, they each appear to have had a slightly different sense, 
'just as', 'in the same way that', 'corresponding to that which': 

npnn - T vmb -ym '^nnn ntnnn'T rmb jni$ n-mi nb 
For a person must carry out their obligations to mortals in the same 
way that they must carry out their obligations to the omnipresent 
one (Sheq 3.2); 

b t ^ t m b bmw i-^K© pvn 
In keeping with what the Israehtes said to Ezekiel (SNm 115.5 [H 
128]). 

The following text from SNm 139.2 (H 185) shows to what extent 
-0 '^nnn md -0 nnn had become identical and could be used interchange
ably: 

-]nnD Kb 'o nnnnn] Dn-Bb Km nm-) nmisb Kir n e ^ 
KbK ,^nnb Dmn a n mb^n nnbmn nnm ff^m^w nnn^D 

nm nmvm D2D 
That he might go out at their head and come back at their head [Nm 
27.17], not like others do, who send armies out in front while they 
come behind, but like Moses did. 

8. Formulas expressing analogy. 
In berth Mishnah and midrashim, analogy is fundamental, as it permits, 

by means of comparison CH* contrast, a ccmtiniml updating in the inter{M*etati(Mi 
of biblical or halakhic texts. The following three types (middot) of compari
son are among those to be found in both exegetical and halakhic texts: gez
erah shawah, heqqesh, and qal wahomer. A striking grammatical feature is 
the use of TO as a comparative particle (see Unit 5.8), frequently preceded by 
-1 (nDI), althiHigh withcmt copulative value. 

A. Gezerah shawah refers to verbal anal(^, whereby two CMT more texts 
are elucidated through their use of a common word. The commonest formu
lation of a gezerah shawah analogy is: 
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]brp . . . - 1 ^ 1 HD ,]bnb lam... 1̂ 319̂ 53 
Here it says x and there it says x: if is y here, then x is also y there. 

Invariably, this kind of com{>ariscai employs the cc»rrelative terms: . HD: 
i T IT 13103] "©i?, i*::̂ ^ 1 1 ^ j r 'n 13103] i s i? , ]io 1 ^ 
D-'on 121? ]*?r6 ^ « , n-'on i s p |to i m n isi? no 

Here [Nm 5.17] it says. Ash, and there {Nm 19.17] it says. Ash: as 
the ash mentioned tere is (for scattering) over water, so too the ash 
mentioned there is (fw scattering) over wMer (SNm 10.4 [H 16]). 

B. Heqqesh 'comparison' is distinguished from gezerah shawah in that it 
is concerned more with what the words refer to than the words themselves 
(and is thus considered an irrefutable form of argument: mpnn yy^a 
[BQ 106b]). It is not formulated in such a stereotyped way as gezerah 
shawah, although comparison is, once more, established by means of 
r]«...nO: 

p iioin , t̂ 3̂oi "1̂ *710 nstjn no ,r®ir6 nom erpo 
You have to match the raising to the waving: as the waving moves 
to and fro, so too the raising (SNm 17.2 [H 22]). 

C. A qal wa-homer or a fortiori argument is, from a linguistic perspec
tive, the expression of a relationship between two impositions by means of 
the following correlative terms: 

-cp-^mbp ...caj^no; 

-0p*D'»K...Dti^nO; 
1031103 rm bi) \.. nt̂  no, 
etc. 

The first proposition corresponds to a protasis and is regularly introduced by 
•1^ no (although sometimes by on its own or 10 on its own). It can nor
mally be rendered as a conditional, *if this is so'. The apodosis is introduced 
by the second part of the forms cited above, and signifies 'how much 
morel/lessr, 'with greater reason/lesser reason', etc., depending on the sup
position expressed by the protasis. The following may be added to the numer
ous examples of qal wa-homer found in the exercises at the end of the unit: 

b^ jnriK m^o ntoiî n ,^b^ ieia bm rm m^ 131^1 m no 
I2to3f7]n|nf no3^ 

If one who commits a transgression pays fcH* it with their life, with 
greater reason will one who fulfils a precept have their life restored 
tothem(Mak 3.15). 

Often, the apodosis is understood but not overtly expressed: 
rtrmn i:m nT3i?3 b'^nrm 13H rm^ym rm^'B n i o 

131-13 3101 rmb 10m bp jii3i?iiS5n 
If in accordance with the measure of punishment, which has to be 
interpreted restrictively, it is through the member by which the sin 
began that punishment begins, with greater reason in accordance 
with the measure of mercy, which is interpreted generously (through 
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the same person who was the first to do good, rewards will begin to 
flow) (SNm 18.1 [H 22]; cf. SNm 115.5; 156; 160.3). 

D. For the formula, "̂ DÂ K ... nijoh DK 'considering that ... it follows 
thaf, see Unit 28.9. 

9. EquaUzing comparisons. 
The verb TWV is employed with two objects connected by -D, in the for

mula HO n tn^P 'treat this the same as that'. The exegetical formula 
... nitoi?*?, has already been presented in Unit 20.15, with some typical ex

amples expressing equal treatment of men and women or children and adults. 
The following is a further example: 

f Din 13 nmm im n 'i nnnDD] nrw Kb nD© f Dim y' f Din 
PD 

They are not to drink vinegar of wine or vinegar of hquor [Nm 6.3], 
declaring thereby that vinegar is to be ranked with wine (SNm 23.4 
[H28]). 

10. Inclusive formulas of comparison. 
These are comparative expressions that exclude any alternative by 

combining a statement with its exact opposite, as in, 'on foot or seated', 
'whether you come or not', etc. RH has various devices of this kind, includ
ing the following common structures: 

-DKb©1...-D (see Unit 8.8); 
-bKb©1...-b(see Unit 8.8); 
-© yy\ f D/|n ... ]-D (see Unit 8.12); 
nriKi/nnKi... nriK/nnK (see Unit I4.i i). 

Examples include: 
mv nDnD Kb©i mp nDnD ,DnDiK D^Dm 

The sages say. Either in a congregation or without a congregation 
(one may recite the tefillah) (Ber 4.7); 

n3i2inb nKKî  nmnm ,n©mnDn rmb ©njDn CTKn nDin 1rK 
i]i2inb KbK m}i\n IrK ©mm ,mi2inb Kb©i 

There is no similarity between a man who divorces and a woman 
who is divorced, for a woman has to leave whether she wants to or 
not, but a man can only dismiss a woman with his own consent (Yeb 
14.1). 

Mek 23.19 (L 3.189) combines in one sentence constructions with j n , nnK, 
and -DKb©: 

Kb© nnKi n n n 3̂DD nnKi ,pKb niiinD ] n f nKD ] n nnK 
n n n 

In the land and outside the land, while the temple survived and when 
the temple no longer existed. 
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V Vocabulary 

npnt 'sprinkling' 
0^3 'purse' 
TID 'proclaim, announce' 
np*:'riO 'division, separation, dissension, discrepancy' 
pT3 'damage' 
rra (pi. of Tn3) 'cut', hi. 2»^"irnn 'decapitate' 
Ut>mv\ 'payment, indemnity' 

VI Exercises 

.n i^D^ ]m i?it r«9 ,rri^Qn3? n^p rcm^ -T̂ m ini . i 
.niosn la? nisi? 1 5 ? ^ n̂nDto i^p ni^o l o s n 3©nD i m 

.iniD3 DlK^^'^1^OT 3̂SQ 

IV Phraseology 

11. p iQD 'equally, in the same way' is employed to lend emphasis to 
the second part of a comparison or to introduce a similar case, as in SLv 
1L44 (W 57b): 

p nm y> izms -^mi O2;D pmnp nm jmip ^'mi ODD 

Just as I am holy, so you must be holy; just as I am set apart, so you 
too must be set apart. 

12. t̂ Tl/l̂ inc? niDD 'as it is ...', sometimes in the sense 'simply this, only 
this', as at BM 2.2: 

^^rw nins o o it̂  ,O^D3 n1i?D ,î in2? nlQD ^^D 1K nins t̂ ^Q 
If one finds fruit in a fruit basket or simply a fruit basket, or coins 
inside a purse or simply a purse. 

A similar sense is attested in the parable in the introductory text to this unit 
(SDt 8). 

13. "|Z)'"]''51 "̂ D'l'̂ n 'as much like this as like that, in either case, 
whichever way': 

In either case, it may be moved on the sabbath (Shab 17.3). 
With a negative, the sense is 'in no case': 

f niDH nt̂  -iDQ ,-^3 xy\ ^3, 
In neither case does he sell the bath-house (BB 4.4). 
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.nDten Jinn mm rmn n inn bv jynb nm nn 3 
m nnn nivn ,mnm r\nn bn m pnn niid^in ,rn?r6 nn^bm .4 

^nnrh nn b^ n n . . . mrm hinn o n 
nmiv nnbDn?? jrn ,jnn Wn m prno r n ,n^5nn3n m^n .5 

.niDD ^m =]K ,nDiH •'0^b©rn',iniDD ^̂DK ^ K ,-H?iK 'wm .6 
-^nn ,]mDD ̂ nb'Dipn rrnb n r m ^nn q ^ n n I'̂ î Dan D^bDn bn .7 

'.iri'bi? ]nTT jTD \kbm jjnn ,nbv 
^incf ,|nnD | n D^'SS? ^ni^osn D K D r ^ n̂DiK ntP^K n n .8 

' .D-'̂ SD ^n©^ ,finD in^D^BD ] n ,nK?;̂ n nbn K K P # rmi jnn 
mn,nb3DiDonDDDipDnnrDDn©ipn^noiPDm^inBnnnDDKnDi '.9 

.nDDi nDD rrwk bv nDinD nDiD 
"PTD DinDn mpn.rto nD Knpn] nDr DnK nDDi nnbm' nnnn nDD . lo 

s]K ]nib©nD nDnD pn nDi ,DnK "pt̂ b nDnD ''pni nDnD ^pnb DnK 
.fDlbOTDDnKpt] 

fiDnD i r^^ ] n jnDnD | n •'m PDI© ,rnD 'KD Knpn] yv nnn ]''P. 11 
.]1DDKbKDb(2;D13m 

]3iDnnb -[n2i ©mpn mnD nDnDi m'Dpn nD vnw Kin© n DK nDi. 12 
.Drnn ]D Drnn nDDi nDD nnK bv jivb pv ]ni n©nsb n©ns yn 

yvn Kin© nmn ,nDno yvn nnm yvn ymD mnn DK nn ,Kin ] n i . 13 
?nD'»Do |PD''© yn irK nsi^n 

bK DDK1DD nn .DDK1DD ,]bnb nDK3i ;3DKiDD ,]KD nDK3 ,nDiK n n . 14 
Dn irKi nriD bniKD nDtDn nKi nK-'DD nm'rn m nmv nvn bnK 

nK-'iî  n©i; ]KD niDKn ni?iD bnK bK DDKIDD «]K ,nmDP np©D KbK 
.nniDP np©D KbK Dn mn^ Kbi nriD bnKD nDTDn rmi nKnD 

nDnD DinDn DnK bDD .['3 'n nDnDD] inb©n nDp3 npi nDtD ,b"n .15 
nnKi D^bin3 nnK ,nDiK nnK .PD©DD D''3Dp nnKi D^bina nnK 

mnpn KH^DD ir̂ ^D nD ?©3P© ]̂ 3PD KbK irK IK ,i?D©DD D''3Dp 
.Q'bin: KbK mnT3 Kb ]KD ^IK ,... D-'bina KbK ©3P K'TO 

nDD DipDn Dmbi? nb©© nobD .['3 'K** nDnDD] DPD n n n ^ m .16 
.DnuiDD iKr© Din in KŜ rD n n Kb© nmp 

Kin© DDD© binab KbK ni?D©3 "rK ,ib nnDK .̂ b 'voDn ,nb nDK .17 
.7Dnn©DDK:^rD 

nnK bD Dnnm© nnKD. m 'OD m©KnD]... r3D bK Dp jr Knpn. 18 
DDDDbD ©̂  KD© ,Dnb .nnKD DbiD DKnpi nm ,iD2iP 'inn nnm 
D©D ,irDK bKn©^ ,PD© ,ib inDK ?Dbipn mm nDK© n bv rpbnn 
.Dbipn mm nDK© n bv npbnn i3DbD ]m -]D ,npibnD -jDbD ymD 
nnm ,]nnmnn .D''3DKn3bp^3KPDi©.rDnDnDn]DnDnDi .19 
]bnb niDKn DnD nn .['nDmnnnn]nro ,]bnb nDK3i ,DnD ,]KD 

.D''3DK n3 bv ]KD niDKn DHD s]K ,D"'3DK "^D: bV 
nn nn ,nnb n©D m'pn. ['TD n' nnnn] nnm n©Dn jrcbiv m©pi .20 

.npnnn©DsiKnpn?D 
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UNIT TWENTY-SEVEN 

TEMPORAL CLAUSES 

I Introductory text (SNm 58.1 [H 56]) 

, nr nt nnmo on n m nt I33D HT ,D^mrD ̂ 32? .nim HID nt 

This is the rule that prevails in the Torah: two texts that contradict one an
other are fulfilled in their respective places until another text appears that can 
decide between them. 

1. This is the thirteenth hermeneutical rule of Rabbi Ishmael. Other for
mulations are found in Baraita de R. Ishmael in Sifra W 3a-b, part of which 
may be found in exercise text 13. In the SNm example above, the formal op
position between Lv 1.1 (Y. spoke from the tent of meeting) and Ex 25.22 
(Y. spoke from the mercy seat) is resolved in the harmonizing text of Nm 
7.89. 

n Morphology 

2 . Among the most characteristic temporal conjunctions of BH are '"3 
followed by the imperfect, "11^?, D"15, and 0"]95, as well as the compound 
forms im IP, im nn^. DK and so on. 

In RH, oni?, 0 1 D 3 , and 'rbl ID have disappeared, If^, nm3 and com
pounds with ncpK have been replaced by -Q?, and compounds with -Q?. 

3. Nearly every RH temporal conjunction is compounded with 

Sources. LAbot 2.1. 2. Ber 5.5. 3. Ber 9.5. 4. BM 2.2. 5. Sanh 7.3. 6. 
Sanh 7.5. 7. Sheq 8.2. 8. Sheq 8.7. 9. Mek 12.33 (L 1.103). 10. Mek 21.24 
(L 3.67). 11. Mek 21.24 (L 3.68). 12. SLv 1.1 (W 3c). 13. SLv 3.2 (W 
13c). 14. SLv 10.9 (W 46c). 15. SNm 1.6 (H 2--3). 16. SNm 98.3 (H 97). 
17. SNm 131.2 (H 172). 18. SDt 31 (F 53). 19. SDt 36 (F 66). 20. SDt 78 
(F 143), 
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'when'; 
-(̂ D 'after'; 
-^1D 'until, before, while'; 

IV 'until, before, while'; 
-0inK, -0inn*?, -tpnn«p 'after': 
-(pDTip, -0niip*P 'before'; 
-0 TO^fciJ 'when, in the event that'; 

'as soon as, immediately after'; 
-0]Dn 'when'; 

IQT b'D 'whenever, all the time that' 
-2?nP92 'when'; 
-0 nvwb3 'whenever, all the time that'; 
-0 ni?0D 'from the time that, since'. 

in Grammar and usage 

4. As already indicated (see Unit 24.3-5), RH continued using simple 
juxtaposition of clauses, or parataxis, to convey a relationship of subordina
tion, as at SNm 115.5 (H 127): 

"int<i ncDO rbv t̂ '̂ isin ,proQ t̂ mn ]nn b'^nnn 
When that son started to protest, he brought the document out to him 
and said. 

5. Furthermore, a clause that is concomitant or simultaneous with the 
main clause may be elegandy expressed by means of a juxtaposed nominal 
clause (see Unit 24.10). 

6. On the use of the perfect with temporal/conditional significance 
('when, if, supposing that, in the event that'), see Unit 17.10-13. As stated 
there, this usage is not confined to juridical formulations but is also found in 
wisdom sayings such as 110 t̂Ĥ^ Op] 'when wine goes in, secrets go out' 
(Erub 65a) and in narrative. 

The participle may also convey temporal value (see Units 19.19 and 
28.5). 

7. Nonetheless, because of the loss of the consecutive tense forms, RH is 
less able to formulate temporal relationships simply through parataxis. Be
cause of this, it tends to employ conjunctions and, indeed, to create new con
junctions with an ever more transparenUy temporal significance (in fine with 
the language's development as a popular idiom), such as -Q?]Ot? '̂ t the time 
in which' or - 0 n w a 'from the moment at which'. 

Below are examples of some temporal conjunctions, with brief remarks 
on their usage. 

8. -0? 'when, if. 
-03 is used with the perfect as well as the imperfect. The use of 

emphasizes the future or conditional character of the clause that follows (in 
the imperfect): 
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p ^ b i T n ' 0 D b T T r n n 
I shall become a Nazirite when (or, *only i f ) I have a son (Naz 2.7). 

But one is left with the impression that as the language evolved -0Db crept in 
only as a secondary form in response to the gradual loss of expressive power 
of the usual form -©3: at Naz 2.7, just cited, K reads -©3 instead of -0Db; 
similarly, at Ket 12.1, 

The first one may not say. When she comes to me, I shall feed her, 
K and P have KDTOD. 

SNm 155.5 (H 127) provides an example of -©5 with both past and fu
ture: 

rrn nwb DKID Kb nniK DH-IIK PIT m n"Dpn miBDD JD 
'nnv ,nrb mm unbv nbnpn rm Kbi -iitrffio xrmv nwb 

nr^ 
In the same way, when the holy one, blessed be he, freed the de
scendants of Abraham, his friend, he did not free them as friends but 
as servants, so that when he ordered something they did not want, he 
could say to them. You are my servants. 

With a participle or introducing a nominal clause, -©3 can indicate si
multaneity or simply a modality or circumstance: 

?nnK niK ibnK nnnn mrwn nninn nK nm ]nw n©em 
Is it possible that Moses would have delivered the Torah with even 
one letter missing? (SDt 357 [F 427]) 

9, -m 'after'. 
A. -m is usually found with the imperfect in reference to a future action: 

n:̂ jP '̂:©DKinnplD 
He can sell (produce) after it has been cut (AZ 1.8). 

B. But -mn is also commonly employed with the perfect, in the sense of 
'since, once': 

... nnK3Dn nmn... 'mn ]n n\vb^ mm... yn^nn nnm 
\,,mvr]n'nrrnm 

Since murderers began to multiply ... from the time that Eleazar ben 
Dinai came ... after adulterers began to multiply ... once Jose ben 
Joezer had died ... (Sot 9.9) 

C. -2?D is normally followed by the perfect in combination with Kb© nP, 
'before ... after': 

n r a Kb© nv m vn] ym ,nn^3 nnnv m^nri nnnn nK m-m ni© 
nnb; nno^sDDK^ 

If an ox has gored a cow and her new-bom calf is found beside her, 
but it is not known whether she gave birth before it gored her or af
ter it gored her (BQ 5.1); 

,D^pni:iDi cr3? nnn mn Kb nmnvn nmm nm Kb© nv 
n'vnnm on? nnn rn nmnvn nmm ID©2©DI 

Before they stretched out their hands to sin, there was among them 
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nobody affected by venereal or skin disease; after they stretched out 
their hands to sin ... (SNm 1.10 [H 4]). 

10.-0 I P 'untir. 
A. -0 ID is found with the imperfect, which may also be rendered as a 

verbal noun: 
niTOniiQprf7?'.0ip 

Until dawn arises/Until the arrival of dawn (Ber 1.1). 
-0 ID always signifies one point of time in relation to another—in the follow
ing sequence from Yom 6.6, it refers to a moment in the past that follows 
another event, at which the narrator is situated, mentally: 

jDVivw ID n3lnnKn n3io rnn ^3 
He came and seated himself under the last booth until it became 
dark. 

But the same sequence of events may be expressed with a perfect if the narra
tor decides to remain outside the actions described: 

b'ot^ un'bp »^an0 ID y^^yi f CPD© rn nlniin ^30 
For all those generations were continuity provoking him until he 
brought upon them the waters of the flood (Abot 5.2). 

B. t̂ ^0 ID 'until not' conveys the sense of 'before', and may be con
strued with a perfect or imperfect, or, in the Mishnah (for example, Kil 9.9), a 
participle: 

lira: ID nint^-) b'mrp ybiy 
If they can begin and end (the shema') before reaching the row (Ber 
3.2). 

Occasionally, I P , without the negative particle, bears the same sense, 
as at Tam 1.4 (see also Ned 9.1 and Makhsh 1.3): 

•^"^ni ^"T m^m I P ^byz pan ,nnri 
Take care, in case you touch the vessel before purifying your hands 
and feet. 

C . The temporal value of -0 I P becomes modal in sentences where the 
conjunction is used in the extended sense of 'while, so long as, to the extent 
that', as at BM 7.2, where R. Jose bar Judah allows the labourers to eat from 
the field they are working in 'so long as they work with both their hands and 
their feet': 

rbrxy r j a rwD'^m i p . 
With the verb n^"1, this usage is common, 'to the extent that they permit it, 
while it is permitted, only if permitted', for example, at Kel 1.7:12iT0 I P 
'wherever they will'. 

D. The same basic meaning is to be understood in those rabbinic com
ments on scriptural texts that begin with -01P: the brief comment thus intro
duced is intended as a restatement of the biblical passage, with -0 I P thus 
conveying the sense of 'that is to say', 'i.e.% etc: 

I P 'HD o n a i ] T03 n ™ nrDfi rm^ niin*: 5̂"! 
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Rabbi Judah interprets. She will respond, saying thus [Dt 25.9], that 
is to say, she is to respond in this language (BM 2.7). 

(Cf. Bik 1.2; Naz 2,7; 3.5, etc.) 

This innovation of RH coincides in usage with -0IV: 'until' (BM 2.6; 
4.3); 'to the extent that, while' (Ber 8.7; Meg 4.4). It always refers to a fixed 
portion (n.3), of time—for the meaning and use of*!?, see Unit 30.8. 

12.-mump,-wim. 
These conjunctions are infrequent in tannaitic RH, where one more usu

ally finds the preposition -b Dlip or nnKDrifTKbrinK preceding a noun 
(including a verbal noun), although there are exceptions, for example Sot 2.6: 

mTm nnm bv ib] onmT0 DTip bv ^b 
Neither concerning the time before becoming engaged nor concern
ing the time after divorcing. 

However, such instances are probably secondary, as indicated by the reading 
of KandP(cf.Git 8.4): 

n©nn3©D Kbi noiKni2?b c u p . 
Occasionally, one also encounters an apparently emphatic v^ant, such 

as -2? inKb, for example, at Ter 5.4, n in0 IIIKb 'after they accepted', or 
Shab 11.6, ITD HĤ î ^ imb 'after it left his hand'. 

On the causal value of "inKD, see Unit 29.12. 
13. -©]f3 *as soon as, immediately after'. 
This caique from the Aramaic - i p n is so common that it eventually 

loses its overtone of urgency and often simply means 'wten': 
lb im n r iDb onw |TD 

As soon as he (the king) entered the city, he (the servant) said to him 
(SNm 115.5 [H127]). 

14. -©''ram 'when, in the event that, whenever*. 
This conjunction, too, has been developed under Aramaic influence: 

cpb iQDra Din ,nD3 wvrm ^ram 
Whenever you do accordingly, you atone for yourselves concerning 
blood (Sot 9.6). 

15. Compounds with nP© and ]DT: -©|DP, -© |Dt b3,-©nP©3, 
-©nOTb3 ,-©n^D. 

A. The forms with bD have a distributive character and should be under
stood as 'whenever, at any time that': 

rbvn nbD D'̂ bî ms bKnc?r r n© |Dt bD 
Whenever the Israelites looked above (RS 3.8). 

When a conditional or modal usage is to be emphasized, these forms can 
better be rendered as 'provided that, so long as': 

ri?0 nb?" HDD© |D? bD TnD nnim n n 
Rabbi Judah decided (the fruits of the sabbatical year) permissible 
provided that they were mature before summer (Shebi 9.4). 

Sometimes, the forms with bD have a predominantly comparative sense. 
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Ho the extent that, so long as', as in: 

To the extent that (or, * provided that') what is below it belongs to 
him, so too does what is on top of it (Pea 7.2); 

]r]'bv ra©!nD']nPi ,f rpTO?? ]OT b3 ,p ]m nilnn 
The older the ignorant aged become, the more they lose their wits, 
but the older the elders (in the study) of the Torah become, the more 
established in them is knowledge (Qin 3.6). 

In LBH, expressions of this type are already found, for example 
nCDKHP^DB: 

But all this means nothing to me as long as I see Mordecai the Jew 
sitting in the king's gate (Est 5.13). 

B. The semantic values of HPS? 'hour' and ]DT 'time' would appear to 
give more expression to the temporal character of a conjunction, as, for ex
ample, at Sanh 6.5: 

imjm ]i2^n HD nr DC? n^^^o OIH0 npra 
In the hour of a person's suffering, what words does the Shekhinah 
say? 

But often they are employed without conveying any special extra sense: 
n̂ iQ n;n mpn ]wb3 DPH b\^ -Bin «incD npra nmbn mm 

When the one anointed for battle spoke to the people, he would do it 
in the holy tongue (Sot 8.1). 

-Cp ]DT3 is usually employed in response to the question "HD̂ 'K, as at Dem 
5.5: 

When? When the donation has been large. 
Further removed from the temporal sphere, -2? ]Qn is frequently em

ployed in an extended sense of 'so long as, to the extent that': 
t̂̂ ll ̂ 'nm ]DT2 "T'tan nnb^n nnli pjin nnbTim 

For shaving because of leprosy abrogates shaving because of a 
Nazirite vow so long as (or, 'provided that') it is certain (Naz 8.2). 

IV Phraseology 

16.X13'bm'''\m'^b01V 'before it (Scripture) says, I obtain through 
deduction', in other words 'without Scripture needing to have said it, I could 
have deduced the same thing through logical argument': the underlying claim 
is that the biblical text is superfluous. Midrashic writers will sometimes jus
tify such an apparently superfluous biblical text on the grounds that its pres
ence avoids the need to impose a penalty merely on the basis of logical ar
gument. Among numerous examples, see SNm 23.6 (H 28). 
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V Vocabulary 

©12 'heap up, make a sheaf; 
bn'^Ji 'growth, that which grows, produce' 
11 'breast, teat, udder' 
DDT 'plot evil, bear false witness, incite false witness' 
VT 'suffer'; htp. 'tire oneself out' 
bbn 'stitch' 
npbn 'flagellation, punishment of stripes' 
nm^p 'cord' 

7©1 *be weak' 
ID© 'improve, increase in value' (as also in hi.), pi. 'praise' 

VI Exercises 

PTD©] "̂ nDiK nnn rrmn ,IDK3© mm mnn irK nvn nvm . i 
.^DDiKp ybnn bn rm© iv m 'n 

,iDnD3 bm , r ' ^ ^ ^ i 'bn3',rbn .D \kb bm n n n©ip nn .2 
.rbnm rnn n^vim nv îDiK nmm 1 5 'Pi' n i .boiK nfnn 

nbnnrinn ,mt^]b^^ 3 
.i©ip Kb© nv bbin Kin©'•BD ,nimoK ]D3iKb© nim©D ,iDiK ni"* nn a 

^D^DDIT IKKDDl ,Dn31K HipbD nn Klff© ;]ibB ©mD 13K fTVJ? .5 
.D'̂ îDcr^Dpib 

i2^ip ... D^Dn y^nn Kb© ymt} ,mnnn ]iHiD ]nKip imm '^5^ 6 
Kb0 I P bnnn© |pT3 rriDm ,nnn] nn nm nnnnb bnm"^ jnmb 

.&b^ nKnn©D bnm n^m C]K ,nDiK ]iPD© nn .erbb nKnn 
ib ybiv]'^ jnr mmbm Dti mn ibsK x^i'^npn r\nn Kim nr?© n .7 

,|;3pn ]D ib i^bip ,opr W .nKDD JDnp KnD irKi jnn ]D 
Dn-'im ,npK?© ,DrD iD î b n̂D*̂  ntirbK nn .nKDD ]Dnp K'^I^^I 

.D 2̂i(bKn Dn; ib rn"© np'in-"n nDiDD] ib?^ D 3̂©Knn 
nDK .]^noiK DnDni ,iDKi rDK mDDD DnKb fnnis ,npiK ntrbK nn '.8 

' .DipDn niDDD ib nns*̂  3DKI rDK niDDD ib f inis© nv ,pin:^ nn 
nDnDD] ; m inK nKm -^TOmbD n;m ,orbp inK D̂ ©'̂  ^n© -̂ ib nm .9 

l^bDriop bKntp^© p n K^K ?mnp ©ra iK /TDD ©nV'Di. rn 'KD 
.DmsnriD r n ,Dn©D© bnnKb DDb nK ]n5P©Di'nbpp nbn 

nnnD3©D .mnDnbnn©Drn^^nKi r n ,bKn©^ fnKnnnD3 Kb© ip i . l o 
p K bD nnn ,D*'b©im nniD] Kb© i p .miĵ nKn bD m^i'' ,bKn©'' p K 

n p . . . bKn©^ p K bD i K r ,D'»b©n'' nnnD3©D .niiDTDb nnm bKn©^ 
nn nnD3©D .nrD©b mmn D''b©im nmn ,Dnbip nn nnD3 Kb© 

DnKn bKn©"* bD r n ,pnK nnD3 Kb© i p . . . D̂ b©n- m:^' jnnbiv 
bn vn ,mi nnD3 Kb© i p . . . bKn©^ bD IKK^ ,pnK nnD^D .n3nDb 

.bKn©-' bD m r ,nn nnD3©D .nnbDb onKn bKn©*' 
p i K nn nDnD n©D mn© pn KbK ?r3 n̂  nnm] nnn ,bn nm.n 

KKr nnnn mm ,pnK b© nnn nDnmi ibKD©D ntPbKi i r D n 
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.1*:̂  |mn t̂ '̂KiD Kin© i p ;3̂ f̂c«Dn 
,rtDD 'T nniDD] TIH -l^-fP IPID bT\^ bt^ HSHD 1^231 ,nDit̂  im niDD . 13 

. ['Tb 'D niDsi?] 1P1D bm Knb n r a "^ID^ ,-TDI« IITK mroi 
mncD p t *:>D ,nni^ . rrf? 'D nraz?] ppn T*:»P |D2? O ,irnDn 

.1DP nniDi DID: mn ,]3Pn p*:?no3 . c ^ OD3 mDD rrn t̂ ':? ppn 
DH© ni??DD ,nDn*:>D*:J D t̂̂ î r© ni^ ^nb ?nDn n m n nob .bm I ^ Q . 14 

bnK o r rT o'^pr^ro DTO ]DT by ynoD on crt̂ iii'* 

.bviim-^X^^Kmrn^yi 
b^imr r n "]D ,13QQ tDiisa? n p m ni?tDiia p i rn nm TTT n o . 15 

. p n ]Q nD©n onpDKD 
' o nninn] U2 in ^ntn Dnnpn -in b^ nbv ,n^D b« IDH^I .16 
n?DD O D ^ npra .na n*:'TO it .['tDD 'n*? n n a i / T 

Tnn2? -̂ â  nDin HDSD ,12 p i ^ n -^n nbmb 
i^D^ ?nDn innn no'p ,':5©Q .oipDn ''B*:^ rp:mir\ b^^nm 

Kim -ips;^ DID: ,t>m ]n^bB nvBb o:y ^bw 121 bv im am 
o^yb ^yn .rim t^im ybpnis^^ ,T-n« mm n^rf? ,rnnK 

nm 03D^ npra . I I O « n m -p"^') ]yn ; n ,1^ HDK 
.nn3 ""p T n n t D n a n ,-IDKI no© la £1̂03̂ :5 

... DipDn '2Bb ymuD -pw bmm 
ybp b^im' fiK rriTS -[D ,n^m nonn *PDD vbm bp nr ̂ nii n o . 17 

y^ iD 2̂?QD n m r a nt^K no ,nn« n n i .nî ^nt̂  H I T S 'PDD t^^nb 
nvm2 mniTD nptno î t̂  b^im' yi^ -]D m pnno imp 

.nmnn o'̂ snp b^'iD'm 
no . . . D'pn HK D̂ nD©D nmn n n n "[D ,n*pn nn n ran i-*" n o . 18 

ID ,mn2n'71S10 ip^pD isrraiz? p? bDi ir^nra DPO in DPID n m 
.mnmb 1D10 ̂ r a D*']2?''ro2; ]DT bo nmn n n n 

ni t nmnpd? p t bD. rm onni] isj^ p-inD mcr pnb. 19 
jinn p'pno^ ̂ o'pipn p nix nmop np':?no} .nhw2 yin , D ^ P 3 
K'PI D̂ DH-i -J*? i'm T yiyi] -]Dnm D-̂ Dn-i |rDi .ijpipn p 

nnK(D ]Dt bo .-xm ^212 bti^cbn:^ pi n^n p^D ,ynni unnti^b 
bD anin n m jyamn p jbv ym^^ ,nriyi bv oniD 

.yann p jbv ynnio f H ,n r -an 
mn yin cnnpnc? p? bD ,nnb IQK . n '2b yi2i] D ^ P niD^ mD? .20 

.«nn D*:?ip'p on^ in*'*? mnp ninn^i mmo noD iiDtn jyix>' Dm^p t̂ n̂a 

Sources. 1. Bik 1.2. 2. BM 7.3. 3. Hal 1.8. 4. Kil 9.9. 5. Mak 1.3. 6. Men 
10.9. 7.Naz3.5. 8.Ned9.1. 9.RS3.8. 10.Mek 12.1 (L 1.4-5). 11.Mek 
12.3 (L 1.23). 12. Mek 12.36 (L 1.105). 13. Sifra, Baraita de R. Ishmael (W 
3b). 14. SNm82.1 (H77-~78). 15. SNm 89.4 (H 89). 16. SNm 134.5 (H 
179-80). 17. SDt 37 (F 72-73). 18. SDt 48 (F 111). 19. SDt 96 (F 157). 
20. SDt 310 (F 351). 
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UNIT TWENTY-EIGHT 

CONDITIONAL CLAUSES 

I Introductory text (Ned 3.11) 

,iDblp DK m\ jnn SDiipn Kin Kb mr\ Kbo'rKtD ,nbn nbn? 
"HD -̂Kb CTD© nipn nbn i n o t - n n n AbnK''- noK n!D,nca<3?9 

.rnb '^bmDT] 

Great is circumcision, for except for it the holy one, blessed be he, would not 
have created the world, as it is said. Thus says Y., If my covenant did not ex
ist day and night, I should not have ordained the laws of heaven and earth [Jr 
33.25]. 

1. Circumcision is the outward sign of the pact or covenant of God with 
his people (Gn 17), a covenant as eternal as day and night and the reason why 
the world was created. 

n Morphology 

2. Particles that generally express possible, or 'real*, conditions in BH, 
are n , Câ , n p , and jn, all of which may be rendered as 'if, 'in the case that', 
'on the assumption that', etc., and in origin have a deictic force. 

For impossible, or 'irreal', conditions, BH employs t) 'if,-bib 'if not', 
and IbK (only twice, in LBH: Ec 6.6; Est 7.4). 

3. In RH, the use of DK is widely maintained, although the old forms lb 
and -bib are replaced by the compounded structures lbK/lb''K (DK and lb), 
KblbK^blbK (ibK and Kb), and K*%jbK/-bDbK (ibK and DK and Kb). 

Comparative force is conveyed by lbK3 (-3 and ibK) 'as if and conces
sive by ibs^^/lb'SK f]K and ibK) 'even if, corresponding, respectively, to the 
BHformsDKDand-DD3. 

The restrictive particle -©nnbDI 'only when, on condition that' (see Unit 
32.7) may also be regarded as having, in effect, conditional value. 

in Grammar and usage 

4. A condition does not have to be formulated by means of a conditional 
particle as such. 
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A. The perfect and participle may be employed without any conjunction 
to express a supposition or condition (protasis) in legal and sapiential texts 
(see Units 17.10-11 and 19.19). 

B. -0 and -b '^Ti'^l are elliptical formulas for expressing 'if you 
would like': 

If you would like me to please you, you will have to prostrate your
self before this (SNm 131.1 [H 171]); 

man mnb, D^PH mm Tm m TDH^ -[̂ î n̂ 
If you would like to know the-one-that-spoke-and-the-world-was, 
study haggadah (SDt 49 [F 115]). 

5. The two-member halakhic conditional statement. 
This halakhic structure never introduces the supposition or condition 

with Dt̂  or another conditional particle but with the perfect, participle, or a 
relative clause of the kind IQKIZJ "Q, inm SJ-'K, or T\Dbu0 nm. The apodosis 
may be a declarative statement (sometimes introduced by n i l ) or a command 
(generally formulated by means of a participle with jussive or facultative 
value; see Unit 19.18). The examples that follow are all taken from the 
Mishah tractate Nazir: 

mn m n n ,\^n^ ,nDlKn 
If someone says, I will be a Nazirite, that person is a Nazirite (Naz 
l.l); 

i^nb b^D] irt< ,yain p im n^bv p i n 
If the blood of one of the sacrifices has been spilt for her, he (the 
husband) may not annul the vow (Naz 4.5); 

imi wmbm Dv nb:n ^rnn ,ID^0 
If someone says, I am a Nazirite, that person may cut their hair on 
(i.e. 'from') the thirty-first day (Naz 3.1). 

Although the participle is more usual, the imperative formula in the apo
dosis may also be expressed by the imperfect. In the protasis, the supposition 
or condition is not expressed with Dt̂  except when specifying particular 
cases. Analogously, in the biblical laws, a principal condition is formulated 
with ^3 while particular cases are introduced by DK, as at Ex 21.2-3 (see 
Meyer 1992, §122.3E). The following is a clear example of the phenomenon 
in RH: 

,n^i?5 nb -iDH ID im] nnans m nsr-isni yxn nii-m nmn 
r̂rrann nn^n nbm ,iiV2 npim .nmnn nirn 1̂ 2? DK 

mDn m D n n 
If a woman has taken a Nazirite vow and already set aside the sacri
ficial beast but afterwards her husband annuls the vow, in the case 
that (Dt̂ ) the beast belongs to him, he is to let it loose to graze with 
the flock, but in the case that (D^) the beast belongs to her, it is to 
die as a sin offering (imDH) (Naz 4.4). 

-I^^Kln 'given that, considering that', introduces suppositions or condi-
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tions, particularly in rabbinic arguments, where considerations thus expressed 
correspond to fulfilled real conditions (see Unit 29.14-15). 

6. In narrative style, a supposition or condition may also be introduced 
by the formula -0 n n , equivalent to BH HSn. It may best be rendered as 'let 
us suppose that': 

nmn -moi ymb jno'^rm on^iDD irn mm IDP ̂ m^w n n 
Let us suppose that one left Egypt with ten children but on entering 
the land (of Israel) there were only five (SNm 132.2 [H 175]). 

7. Uses of DK. 
A. DK is employed in possible, real, conditions relating to the past or the 

future. The protasis uses the perfect when the condition is regarded as ful
filled and the participle or, less often, imperfect when the condition is re
garded as possible, or real, in the future. Often, the apodosis is introduced 
with n n . 

An example with the perfect is 
,n2© -Kî iD nr ]1©Knn nbbn VOD mnpn mn ]nn 

Timnnmihm 
The husband is exempted from reciting the shema* on the first night 
(of his being married) until the end of the sabbath if he has not con
summated the marriage (Ber 2.5). 

DK with the perfect is also used for indicating the future perfect (or futu-
rum exactum) when a condition that might be fulfilled in the future is repre
sented as having already been fulfilled: 

-bpiDn0iiKK /nnoKc^ 
If I am delayed, go out and sacrifice on my behalf (Pes 9.9). 

This construction is usual at Qumran (see Qimron 1986, 84-85) as against 
BH usage: bbp-DK. 

DK with the participle is exemplified by 
inmnn bDKn Kb ,T\nnnn nbDiK DK 

If she may eat of the terumah, may she not eat of the tithe? (SNm 
122.2 [H 150]) 

In some contexts, DK has the concessive force of ibOK or -2? n bp ^K, as in 
the late Abot 6.9, 

nnn ^nnbnb ]m nriKDK 
Though you were to give me all the silver and gold, 

but it is more usual to express concessive meaning through the imperfect: 
D-jrKD bKncp- nnn bD vm DK 

Even if all the sages of Israel were on one balance of a pair of scales 
(Abot 2.8). 

(See Unit 31.13.) 
In the imperfect, the verb n^n 'desire' is commonly used with DK: 

If (i.e. 'whenever') the one above wished to collect his earth, there 
would be no grass (BM 10.6); 
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imTTTT mD bD « ^ j i o p n r r a ]n?lD f 
A synagogue may not be sold except on condition that it can be re
covered when this is desired (Meg 3.2; but K and MS Parma read 

Normally, though, future real conditions employ such temporal conjunctions 
as -ti ]Dn, -03, -0D*:5, and -0 ID (see Unit 27). 

B. Dt̂  followed by H n̂ and participle expresses a hypothetical condition 
prior to a past event (pluperfect): 

iDir rrn pm ,Dnr rrn t^b nm m 
If Moses had not known, could Aaron have known? (SNm 68.2 [H 
63]) 

C. An alternative negative condition, *and if not', employs IK'pDt̂ l, 
without the verb needing to be repeated (see Segal 1927, §489): 

trnnip nr^ ^ti^b m i j2ny\D ,nn':^b -niD m 
If he passes before them, they will pass, but if not, they will not pass 
(SDt 29 [F 48]). 

D. m is also used in indirect questions (see Unit 25.9), with the particle 
repeated for disjunctive questions: 

i^b Dt̂ i nnit^ KSiD nm m ^]pmn 
Let me know if you are going to heal her or not (SDt 26 (F 41]). 

E. A characteristic usage is represented by oath formulas introduced by 
m for negative vows (I swear that I shall not) or ̂ b m for positive vows (I 
swear that I shall). These formulas imply an apodosis containing a curse or 
imprecation, such that an affirmative condition is to be understood as repre
senting a negative oath and vice-versa, a usage derived from the Bible (see 
2 S 11.11; Jr 22.6, etc.). Such conditional oath formulas may also employ an 
interjection like D31p, although usually DJIp intrcxluces an oath with -0: 

V'^i ^b m ,Dnkn '\^':^r3 nvn -̂ -113 'rv^i \kb m n^ip 
isnn^snnipD^m 

I swear it! Along this road I have seen as many people as in the exo
dus from Egypt! I have seen a serpent like the beam of an olive-
press! (Ned 3.2). 

(For other interjections and oath formula, see Units 3.4 and 8.7B.) 
Often, commands are expressed more forcefully as oaths introduced by 

m: 
^yiTpni ̂ i n n ^b m uybD -"3^ D^^m 

I adjure you to come and testify for me without fail (Shebu 4.5). 
This usage represents an evolution of the oath formula, which developed 
from (1) the expression of a vow that included a condition as part of a curse 
to (2) the statement of the condition alone, with the imprecation understood, 
and from there to (3) the use of the condition not as a vow but as a command. 

F. DH, or m HQ or HQI, is also found in qal wa-homer arguments (see 
Unit26.8C). 

8. Uses of t^rfr^ Ob^W^b'm. ^ ^ 3 ) , and ¥ibt±^. 
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All these conjunctions are used to express an irreal condition or one that 
is impossible to fulfil. 

A. ibK is by far the most widely used, always followed by the perfect: 
, |nin3p2 i r n i ^ .rrym mrpv n n jisie n n 

'cplPDDiKnnjKb 
Rabbi Tarfon and Rabbi Akiba used to say. If we had been in the 
Sanhedrin, noone would ever have been executed (Mak 1.10). 

B. The compound conjunction 1*!̂ K/lb*£3H (^H and ibK) has concessive 
value, 'including, even if, although' (see Unit 31.3), and corresponds to the 
BH construction n •?: 

ni?i? bp "inn m; bm ,m-er Kb ,lDibra bKi© -[bpn ibsK 
p w K b 

Even if the king greets someone (during prayer), they are not to re
spond, even if a snake is coiled around their feet, they are not to in
terrupt (their prayer) (Ber 5.1). 

C. ibKD, compounded of -3 and ibK has lost any irreal conditional value, 
expressing instead a comparison of equality: 

n nK KTO ibKD bKn©-* nK KTO© n bD© yr\Dn T2D 
dy^vnrvmicmi 

This passage teaches that anyone who hates Ismel is as though they 
hate the-one-that-spoke-and-the-world-was (SNm 84.4 [H 81]). 

D. Like ''blbK,KbDbK has negative force, *if not', and is frequent in 
nominal clauses of the type *if it were not for such-and-such', *if not', *had it 
not been': 

nn] -ppbp 'T\m n n KbDbK 
If you were not Honi, I would decree your excommunication (Taa 
3.8); 

bB^D PD©DD sr. ]p KbobK© ,inDKb nDin n n j n n 
ibnri^b]P3?ni^b 

It was necessary to say it, for if not, the meaning would have been 
that they would not even have inherited the land of Canaan (Qid 
3.4); 

-3KKbDb̂ K 
Had it not been for me (SDt 346); 

DnD©KbDb^K 
If it had not been for the tribes (SDt 347). 

E. -bibK usually begins a clause with -0, as at Mek 22.19 (L 3.146): 
Kin -^nD ©npn b© ID© bKn©- Bn©© -bibK jm^m^ wim 

iDbmn ]D r n D-̂ bD .nnt nnDPD 
Others said. If the Israehtes had not mixed the name of the holy one, 
blessed be he, with the idols, they would have been extirpated from 
the world. 

On occasions, the negative Kb is added pleonastically, as at SLv 10.19 (W 
47c): 
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IV Phraseology 

9. niQ'p DK 'if you learned', ''niD^p Dt̂  'if I learned' are used in rabbinic 
arguments to introduce an obvious and universally-accepted fact, which 
serves as the basis for the argument. Both formulas should be regarded as ex
pressing a fulfilled or verified condition, 'seeing that you know, having 
learnt, considering that', which is followed by a conclusion starting with 
or "̂ D. The thing that has been learnt or is being considered is almost invari
ably introduced by -0 ... or, on a few occasions, by -C?... ^P: 

D̂ K̂ DD triTi ,r'p nm bv y^'^nnm bmm^b mnb m 
rvnmbv 

Considering that the Israelites have to make an offering for inadver-
tant sins of idolatry, it is also the case that the gentiles have to make 
m offering for inadvertant sins of idolatry (SNm 123.11 [H 119]). 

The conclusion of an "niQ^p D« argument begins with or, infre-
quendy, the structure as a whole constituting, in fact, a formula of com
parison (see Unit 26.8). 

10. ninDi^npD«^9'PK 'if it is not a written text' is found at Mek 12.41 
(L 1.114); at SNm 84.4 (H 82) and 106.2 (H 105), we find the variant 
DinDCp t^lpO K^D'^t^. In each instance, the formula indicates that it would 
have been impossible to have accepted an anthropomorphism had it not ac
tually occurred in the biblical text. An example relates to the statement that 
God buried Moses with his own hands: 

mnpn ,n"Dpn t^bt^ in popra vhm HĈ DQ bM: ^:b 
\^bob^ ntm nun*' n ?n nnin] p ^ n t^^n init^ 

^ia\^b .yiroD t^ipn 
Whom can we find greater than Moses, for whose sepulchre none 
but the holy one, blessed be he, was responsible, as it is said. And he 
buried him in the valley, in the land of Nebo [Dt 34.6]? R. Judah 
remarked. Were it not for this passage, it would have been impossi
ble to say it (SNm 106.2 [H 105]). 

mpnn ^©np HDD ''n^-'n "[D 
Even if these had not been the only ones I buried but (even if) I had 
buried these with others, I would never have treated the holiness of 
the sanctuary with disdain. 

A usage very similar to that of t^^Q^t^ can be seen at SLv 26.46 (W 
112c): 

nt>D ubivn niDi«D wim rn ,nnb yrm^m nmn nso ''bt>^') 
If it had not been for the book of the Torah, which was left for them, 
they would not have differed from other peoples in any way. 
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V Vocabulary 

Olr^pSOK 'Vespasian' 
noi 'conduct' 
pm 'be strong', nDiO p-mnb 'attribute merit to, praise, show gratitude to' 
]V 'Greece' 
bpQinpD 'bread and stick', i.e. 'carrot and stick, 'reward and punishment' 
"[13 'surround, wrap' 
Kn'-nb 'Laodicea' 
nib 'unite, connect', pi. 'accompany, escort' 
nun 'harm',©23n3P 'mortification' 
n n s 'rescue, redemption, liberation' 
p n s 'period, chapter', D-pnsb 'periodically' 
0©p 'walk in a straight line', htp. 'adorn oneself, dress up' 

VI Exercises 

KbQbK© jiiobQbc? nQibra bbsno nn ,npiK D'Tinn ]5p n n n n n . i 
ni/ps D-m inpn 2)-K nnniD 

-[nn OK ,f nK "[nn ]-K nnin ]-K DK ,nbiK nnri? ]5 nt̂ bK n n .2 
.noon ]-K nKT ]''K DK ,nKT J-K noon f K DK.nnin ]-K 

fK npp ]-K DK .nrn ]-K ,npn fK ,ni?n fK n r n fKDK 
.npp fK nnin fKDK,nnin 

Knn© np ,n3nnb mDf\ Kb ana nn nm ,npiK npi?: fn n t r b ^ n n .3 
nntop np ibDKi ,Dnnn©D o n n p nriKi on-i nnK ,bKn?rD nm 

' ' .bKnto-nipKKrp^np^ninin 
.Knip irK ̂ nriK ]nD Knni nmi ,Knpi nnK ]-DD Knn© n n .4 

.i30n;- ,nD DK ; b^p nana nnK -K mp ,i3nb nqiKn .5 
OKI ,Knb n-npb ]nnp ,nn(9 nnlKb ]nnp DK ,nDiK ni*' n n .6 

.nn© nniKb jnioK ,Knb n n p b ]nioK 
.Knp n-n ; b Dn-3p r n ibK ,nin jiPDn .7 

,pnr n-n ibK ,ib onpiK . r n ninipni "mv ninbn DnKb o n n i s .8 
bpi ,r©3 nK ©n3p ;5ib9b© inoi K n̂ "̂ n ,'?i''bp ]npiK nnpb© 
?©n2nnb ibKb^ ]pK nmn nn j n ni©in2 nî n ,|npiK jni^n 

* nnp m n n ,nni3 V n Kb ,]59 pni-n-n'ibK ,npKi 
Kb OKI f nnK DK';^S3 'W nnn ©*'© o n n n ,n9P wn?? onn ibKi' .9 

.©D5 n3P n n ibK ]-K ;qi- n n npK .D©pnK t̂ b DKI D©pnK ok ,f nnK 
b''3n OKI ,r3sb ]-©nin o n n n n-bbn ,iKb DKI ,©nin ,0017 mn DK . 10 
Kntpni ninin ?r3Db ]nip npni . r B b ]n ip ,iKb DKI ,knip jiinpb 

.Dnn n n n m 
|biDb niin DK© noiK nnK ]̂ 3D ,D-bnp o n n p r3Qb r n© n n . 11 

in boK- m iniK nnboi ,nDib niobn ?-K©n Kin© nosn ]bnKnbi 
.no 'mmo©] 
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-]n m it±n - [ B m niD ,n-nn nnam *rKin ,nQit̂  '̂ *̂:>2n ^or ^nn . 12 
m «in iD^D rnt^ I-ID'? ^b n-iin I I D ^ ':?P mcb m ,nnin 

niDK jd^b ."mv m niy Kin r n « IKIQ K'P m -[D ,IDKP 
mn 10̂ :50 r IID*:? ^b mD >Dn *pp2? v(\nm ,n-iin TiD*:»ra 

K":? m i^Bb ,*PDn n'pipsD n r t ^ .rrnDD noi^i ,ID^P 
.iD2iP m nisr ^b r r n it^is 

.nnm «^in n r i s rrn K*:? nnnn nDit̂  nn^n 
1*:' n©p̂  HQ CD-iis H*::̂  o ,iDtOT JITQ̂  nn^D irt^3 o^pir r n ^b .14 

,['3"* 'ID t^- ipi]*:>p DH*?m'wb .^rm >̂ in p i . f i b 'TD IDIDD] 
.IK*:' DK nn-̂ D y^n DK D-̂ PIT r n K*:̂  ID^D 

•rf:? T̂ n{z;:i no ''DI . nn ID Kipnj CDI*:?D*? wrbDii DTOKD K*:? . 15 
?DnD ixi: nnb m:m nimo bo ¥bm ?TOHD3 K*:?C?I I*7P23 \^bm 

.DibD D'pipn moiKD D-'̂ ẑ D r n K*? ,Dn*:5 T̂ HCD̂ S? nmn noo "'̂ 'Î KI 
.]r D̂-'D ^D-̂ n̂ p: ^b^ ,oir"OQOK 'lyn ffrmn ^b ,^b\^ 

,Dnb n m .D̂ DŜ n ]D OOTID n m bpty\ IDD ,-iDit̂  m̂̂* p yDos) o n . 16 
.ID mpbb bpo n n m i >iDt^b IDD n n ,nninn m arrm m 

p iwb^ o m m i m "DID o r o n 03D31 t̂ ^̂ n̂ PQ i rnn racD n ^ r o .17 
nniQ ODb pnnn*:? "T̂ n̂  m x:Db o n p an'p n m ,r3s^ o2?n nnim 

DD̂ :3Db nDiD ipnnnD DOOK rm ;nnH nnmn m la^'prm 
i*?Dp DonK t̂ ':?i':?'»Hi '^'in: nm f H i>t< .DDon« nmnn m la-^Y^ 

.nDDi noD nm bD psK] ,ni2:? n n o ^b ,IT 'PP nmn 
.nn niDPb ':?ID̂  DI^ f K .nDP nrm ni H*?I^ ,[0 Donn] IQ^ nn . 18 

'piD̂ DD Ĥ Q':?̂ ^ '3Dp D '̂:?nni D̂ D̂ DD 02?r n 'TD n» ^n^s?] " j - ^ ^ . 19 
.oo{2?DD©rn^ot^^ 

n t n o o i .N -nDnnmnin^b^- ipmn"^n^ .*:3Kncrr ODCDnm .20 
r n r n r:iDD nc©} t^in^D .opns*? r n b:^^ ^nm i^bnb bmn Tuxb 

mn nnib UDb s?̂  -]niii t^© /-^n ,Dn^ noK .init^ nibn rninpi 
,nDn 12*7 f «i -jmii i]*p ,nDt̂  ,1*̂  inQ« .^b inD« .DD*:' nnn 

Dipon ninns ,DOD2; r^b^b^ -p .*:?inan irnK^p n^nnnz; \^b^ 
.niD^ *pt̂ i pit^n •'m .bt^im^ ODZ? nm ,nDfc« ÎD*? .]Di«nb 

Sources. 1. Abot 3.2. 2. Abot 3.17. 3. Bik 1.5. 4. Bik 1.9. 5. BQ 9.10. 6. 
Erub9.3. 7.Ker6.3. 8.Ned9.9. 9.Nedll .1. 10. Yom 1.6. 11.Mek 12.44 
(L 1.119). 12. Mek 13.13 (L 1.164-65). 13. Mek 14.8 (L 1.203). 14. SLv 
24.12 (W 104c). 15. SLv 26.44 (W 112c). 16. SDt 40 (F 83). 17. SDt 335 
(F385). 18. SDt 343 (F 400). 19. SDt 346 (F 404). 20. SDt 347 (F 404). 
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UNIT TWENTY-NINE 

CAUSAL CLAUSES 

I Introductory text (Pes 10.5) 

Kb nosn ibK o n n n n^b© noK Kb© bn ,npiK n n bK^bo? jnn 
nos© 01© bp ,nos ninpi rwn nos ,]n ibKi Hnnin K V 

irnin^ t^m Q̂ iẑ  b? , n^Q hi^'i xpTfm W bp oipan 
.o-nison irrrinK m nK o-nKon nno©* oi© bp ",ninQ .on^Kon 

,DnKOO mi\ mn nbKn iQ:ip nK rriKnb OIK nn n i n nin bnn 
-nK2in -b " hm nt n n p n noKb mnn o t n ^ n b nnsm ,nDKk 
,nn(^ ,bbnb ,nlninb]nn ip^K "fonb . rn 'T n1?^] o n ^ o o 
irnlnKb n©p© nb obpbi nbpb ^-^nnb ,nnnb ,m1nb , n ^ b 
,nnQi;b p r o ',nnnb nnnpo m^'^ti }fmT\ nnjn bn 1:̂ 1 
noKr. nbkab nnp©qi ,bln niKb Tbsfm ;3lo orb bsKOi 

.mibbn.r^sb 

Rabban Gamaliel used to say, Whoever has not explained these three terms 
during the celebration of Passover has not fulfilled their duty: passover, un
leavened bread, and bitter herbs. Passover, because the omnipresent one 
passed high above the houses of our ancestors in Egypt; unleavened bread, 
because our ancestors were liberated in Egypt; bitter herbs, because the 
Egyptians embittered the life of our ancestors in Egypt. In each and every 
generation, a person is obliged to consider themself as though they themself 
had gone out from Egypt, as it is said. You are to explain to your son that 
day, saying. It is due to what Y. did for me when I was leaving Egypt [Ex 
13.8]. Because of that, we are obliged to give thanks, to praise, to laud, to 
glorify, to exalt, to honour, to bless, to magnify, and to applaud the one who 
performed all these marvels for us and for our ancestors: he took us out of 
slavery into freedom, from sadness to joy, from mourning to festival, from 
daricness to shining Hght, and from oppression to r^emption. Let us proclaim 
before him, Hallelujah. 

1. Israel's formative experience of the exodus has to be realized anew by 
each generation. The paschal catachesis presented here has the objective of 
explaining, by means of popular etymology, how each element in the 
passover ritual (eating of the paschal lamb, unleavened bread, and bitter 
herbs) serves as a means of introduction to that essential event. Because of 
this, the praise of the God of liberation rises up from each new generation of 
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those who have been truly liberated. 
Because of its frequent use and its interplay with liturgical texts, the text 

of Pesahim has tended to be constantly updated, resulting in differences 
among manuscripts and editions that are more striking than usual. 

II Morphology 

2. Nearly all the causal conjunctions of BH listed by R. Meyer (1992, 
§120.2) have disappeared in RH, as seen in the table that follows (which also 
provides examples of passages employing the biblical conjunctions). 

BH Example RH 

Gn3.14 
Nm 11.20 
Jg 3.12 

o n n n Prl.29 
Gn 18.5 
2S 12.10 

im Gn 30.18 
im'^P 2 S 3.30 

imn Is 43.4 
imn Gn 39.9 

1 S 26.21 
im 131 bv Dt 23.5 

imn)mb3bv Jr3.8 
i^]v: Gn 22.16 

imnpv 2 S 12.6 

Nm 20.12 
3pV Nm 14.24 

bv Ps 119.136 
^b3bv Gn 31.20 

^^30 Dt 28.55 

3. In RH, O and other conjunctions compounded with O no longer have 
causal force and 12?^ has been replaced by -iZ? (on the origins of which, see 
Unit 8.2-5). Although -^bvissi caique of BH im bv, the rest of RH's com
pounds with -0 do not precisely mirror those of BH in 

4. The table in §2 is a further indication that RH is the result neither 
simply of evolution from BH nor of rabbinic invention. A structure like 
-2? *P02fel (-3 plus b^2m plus -0) has no antecedent in BH but, on the other 
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in Grammar and usage 

6. Causal uses of -0. 
On the use of -0 as a conjunction, see Unit 8.5,7. 
Instances abound of causal or explicative 

nrmbvnm nm nnb nm ,Knlp nm mnn in 
rriDDn3i]i3bnnb 

Proselytes may perform the offering but not the reading because 
they cannot say, That Y. swore to our ancestors to give us [Dt 26.3] 
(Bik 1.4); 

nni 2?m nprm , nn bnm in nm nm 
You must be extremely humble, for the hope of humankind is the 
worm (Abot 4.4). 

nmD 'in the case that' introduces a condition as the reason for something: 
nnn nnn m yn nn nmv, nm 

In the case that the tribunal approves an individual's opinion (Eduy 
1.5). 

The common construction of IQKS© introducing a biblical text has a 
wide and diffuse sense, being found introducing a text as the cause or basis of 
an affirmation, or merely as an illustration, perhaps as an a posteriori con
firmation—hence the variety of renderings: 'as it is said', 'for it is said', etc. 

Very often, compounds with -© are used for greater expressivity and to 
indicate a certain nuance in the causal relationship being expressed. Although 
differences among the conjunctions relate more to style than to semantic con
tent (in the exercises to this unit, it can be seen how -2?, -0 -]BD, and other 
forms are used without distinction), it is still possible to outline a number of 
regular features in their use. 

7 . -0-BD. 
This combination, the most frequent compound of causal possesses 

an unequivocally causal sense. It can be followed by a participle or perfect 
verb but is also commonly found as part of a nominal clause: 

,rnbwb vn ]nn ,mn nn:^ nb^ DKI ,b vn ]nn ,nvn) bb^nnn 
nnnnmbm 

If someone makes a mistake in reciting prayers, it is a bad sign for 
them; if they are sent by (i.e. reciting prayers on behalf of) the 
community, it is a bad sign for the ones commissioning, for the 
envoy of a person is like the person themself (Ber 5.5); 

hand, is too far removed from its etymological sense to be regarded as a re
cent innovation. 

5. -1 b-Hin includes a form of the verb bm in the HifiL 'help', in a fos
silized expression that has the sense of 'given that'. On its possible origins, 
see Bacher 1899, 37-38. 
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Why was this person hanged? Because they blasphemed the name 
(of God) and the heavenly name ended up being profaned (Sanh 
6.4). 

Concerning the different vocalizations, see Introduction, §§8.3; 9.11; 
10.2. 

Normally this conjunction is employed to confirm a statement with a 
biblical text, usually in the formula lDK?9D1tfe. which leaves no room for 
doubt concerning the causal force of IDt̂ SS?. Thus, at Par 3.7, the saying of R. 
Jose, 

It is not because of this, but because it is said 
(K and MS Parma have DffifD). it is obvious that here a biblical text is pre
sented as the clear and immediate basis of a statement. It is not much used in 
the tannaitic midrashim (see SNm 123.9 [H 153]; SDt 112 [F 172]). At 
TosSot 1.6, we can see the development of the construction from D2?n ]Q to 

-imjz) D2?D nt Kin rmn ]D 
It is not for that reason but because it is said. 

9.^rmbDi^umbD. 
Meaning inasmuch as', the conjunction is always employed in (popular) 

etymologizing explanations, such as that found in the introductory text: 
urn bv ,n^Q .Dn̂ n̂ Dn i r n i m 'rn bv npan ngsm nis? bv ,noB 

"'u m ynimn n - j ^ niii bv ,-n-iD .Dn.KDn irrrim t^^mi 

Passover, because the omnipresent one passed high above the 
houses of our ancestors in Egypt; unleavened bread, because our an
cestors were liberated in Egypt; bitter herbs, because the Egyptians 
embittered the life of our ancestors in Egypt (Pes 10.5). 

Another characteristic example is found at SNm 78.1 (H 72-73): 
OD bv ^irr. innn nnin rn niQ2? -^im ,nDi« ̂ nr p yvcm n 
t^bm nmnn m nynm ud bv ,33in... nmn3 nn« ni2?ns irrm 

n n o nmnn m mn^niz? o n : n bD2 ir^D 
R. Simeon ben Yohai taught. He had two names, Hobab and 
Jethro—^Jethro, inasmuch as he added (irP) a pericope to the Torah; 
Hobab, inasmuch as he loved (DSn) the Torah to the extent that we 
have never found any proselyte who loved it as much as Jethro did. 

10--00*7. 
This has a basically explicative function, 'since, given that', although 

when introducing a biblical text it has a comparative force, 'according to, 
conforming to': 

upnn rmb y^m jrp rnnnn n.' rmb ji:^ nim 0*7 
Seeing that people have to do what is required by mortals in the 
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same way as they do what is required by God (Sheq 3.2; see Unit 
26,6B). 

Although in the Mishnah -©nb is never found introducing a biblical 
text, in the tannaitic midrashim of the school of R. Ishmael (SNm and Mek), 
the formula IDTK mw "Sb commonly introduces a bibhcal text, which is then 
followed by -3«l?Ql© orblD- oriK or KbK-bfH: 'given that/in accordance 
with what it (i.e. the biblical text) says ... I could understand': 

mrw n b rrm nob ,n 'n -aiDD] rvm m (ZTK rr©K- n 
-b f K xt> 'HD noD] n n ©̂ K nnD- n n n ©̂ K nr©"̂  -DI ,nDiK 

?|-3Dn©K,©-KKbK 
R. Josiah said. Why does it say, A man or a woman [Nm 5.6]? 
(Because) in accordance with what it says (at Ex 21.33), When a 
man opens a pit or a man digs a pit, I might conclude that it only 
refers to the man. From where may it be deduced that it refers also 
to the woman? 

ll.-©b-D©D. 
A. Followed by an imperfect, -© b-D©D usually expresses final purpose, 

and is, therefore, most often to be rendered as a simple final conjunction, 'for, 
so that, in order that': 

HDK- Kb© b-D?o nbnriD m] 
And if from the beginning one took them (fruits) so that they would 
not go bad (Dem 3.3). 

At RH 2.6, the correspondence between -© bnwn and the final conjunc
tion -© -nD is very clean 

w © b-DcpD ,©93 -nsD w . ^b© -nD KbK ,]nb ] n n : i rn© Kb 
KDbD-b-̂ ai 

Not because they neeeded them (witnesses) but so that they would 
not go away frustrated and so that they would get used to coming. 

B. In contrast, the properly causal use of -© bn©D becomes apparent 
when followed by a participial or nominal construction: 

nD n ywD b-D©D -bp nDK- I-©DP ... mn - j^n© b-D©D 
pKbin^^nnb 

Because the king is very capable ... Now they will say of me. Be
cause he lacks the force to get us into the land (SDt 3 [F 11]). 

12.-m num. 
This conjunction has a primarily temporal sense (see Unit 27.12), 'after', 

and from this easily developed causal significance: 
f Kin ,nT bp nr mnob fblD- n n nDK 

-nntpn-p-nD 
Rabbi Meir said. Since each cm impede the other, it has to be ob
served from which part the grass is able to grow (BM 10.6). 

In Sifra, the formula ir!Db©nni«8? 'since we already know' precedes 
nDib nDbn nD, commonly used to ask what additional meaning a text might 
have (see SLv 15.11 [W77al). 
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13. ^bv. 
Not widely used in the Mishnah, -ti bv also appears in combination with 

the preposition bv, as at Shab 2.6: 
ni33 niioT ]rK0 bv ,]mb nvmn ninq trmn ttinv 0im bv 

I'ldnpbmynbrry 
For three transgressions women die when giving birth: for not being 
careful about (the laws concerning) menstruation, about the dough 
offering, and about the lighting of the (sabbath) lamp. 

-9 bv always seems to relate to an act (HCDl̂ Q) as the basis/cause of a par
ticular consequence: 

nKi3Q? bv n̂ Dî n n n i urpivb xrbmrrn yzp\ rr?m ntoi?o 
'ti ymi^b-ym bv mvu nt? .p'^p?^? \Bip mri'o }kbu3 

^^rm bv i i D m bv ^kbr^^}^ o r "on '.]in^n 13^3 niplrn 
It happened that when the elders went down from Jerusalem to their 
towns they decreed a fast due to the fact that in Ashkelon there ap
peared a blight large enough to fill the mouth of an oven. They also 
decreed a fast due to the fact that across the Jordan wolves had de
voured two children. Rabbi Jose explained. It was not due to the fact 
that they devoured them but simply due to the fact that they ap
peared (Taa 3.6). 

In line with RH's tendency to turn the subject of a secondary clause into 
the object of a main clause (see Unit 24.9), a subordinate clause introduced 
by -Cp bv also frequently appears with an object after the bv, for example 

nriD it̂  o"*!': rv^rprw yv bv ram d^pohq bv 
For these things the shophar is sounded on the sabbath: for a river's, 
or the gentiles', encircling of a town (literally, *for a town that gen
tiles or a river have surrounded') (Taa 3.7). 

14. -1 b''\<i7[ 'since, given that, it being the case that'. 
A. Equivalent to a fulfilled real condition: at Eduy 1.5, it is asked why an 

isolated opinion should be mentioned 'it being the case that the halakhah is 
determined by the majority': 

]o-iDn o n i D ^b)^ rqbn y^] b^^^^vi, 
B. Marking the protasis in a comparison, the apodosis usually having a 

correlative or i , or ŝ K: 
' DID nt o n jyrrgn n-'nro n^-i? t̂ ^m b-^^^ti I^KD o n 

Rabbi Meir used to say. Since it has the appearance of a vineyard, it 
is regarded as a vineyard (Kil 5.1). 

C. Very frequently in rabbinic arguments, introducing a consideration: 
-p CDnsT ,Dno nmnn nit^r^i i"idk]i b')^M r\am t̂̂ PD2?̂  n n o 

^ -̂112 j i n r o i rmvn nvm 1 0 \^b^ i T m jnn rwa mriDn 
T\r\Tib^ nmvu nrra n o ^b^ im )^bm ,nmracD r\m\)^r] boi 

R. Ishmael used to argue. Considering that the Torah contains 
commandments that are mentioned without any further specification 
but that in some of them Scripture specifies for you that they are 
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IV Phraseology 

15. nnin nnDKI b-Kln 'considering that the Torah says' is a formula with 
which Mekhilta introduces a biblical text that is cited not literally but with 
the contents freely expressed (see Bacher 1899, 38); in the following exam
ple, the biblical reference is to Dt 6.8 (see also Mek 13.3; 21.11,17,26, etc.): 

rnnK^Kna no . T D ybnn p mnn f b n n ]n ,nnin nnoKi b-mn 
m s o n vnm n n y^ nmnn 

Considering that the Torah says you are to place phylacteries on 
your head and you are to place phylacteries on your arm, since the 
four sections are on the head, the four sections are also to be on the 
arm (Mek 13.9 [L 1.150]). 

V Vocabulary 

onK 'tenant' 
]bt3 'violent, robber, one who takes something by violence' 
nbnn 'fig cake, fig bread' 
]lf 'feed' 
nnn / nnn 'labourer, sharecropper' 
n n n 'carob' 
]1pnpn (oiKapiKov) 'confiscated property' (confiscated by Rome), 

'confiscator' or 'usurper' of such property 
r'DKI? (noOT nnn nm bv) 'how much morel' 
nvnv 'strip' 
b©S 'twist, knot, tie' 
nns 'fly' 
n^np 'fistful' 
o n n s bp bK© 'call door to door, begging' 
bl2nn 'cock'' 

VI Exercises 

nlnni wn;' o-Bn ,DnnQ onoan© p p jntim D - B mm no^ n .1 
jlonK . o n r a n bp bw n'Tnn-] i3lr niBn ^npoonoiin Mir 
nK"-3K nKin' ,bmbQ2 pn nm ?nnpon no? "^t^z^'bn^? ,nDlK 

valid the moment they are decreed and for all time. I can specify 
concerning all the commandments that are in the Torah that they 
must be valid the moment they are decreed and for all time (SNm 
1.2 [HI]). 
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' B moD] -qraiK n n ? n-cp^n ncm am ope nr^a .2 
]lpnjPDni nniDnm yonm .^r^l^ I 'bnsn bo vmrn iv i'CD-

.•?inDiK n n n n-eft^i ,ngK32f D ^ ' ôpen lnli«? f mnp f K ]bT2m 
inb ]"iOQ2? 1K xjmb fr^nm yr^ ,n3n b^K rripp n p s a n .3 

- |n i3 ID© Kb© ;iK-jD Kb© Dmsg bpri ,D''®pn'lrqbi 
n B B }jnp1©n ^^13 TD^ is^LD^np 

]P DniDB ,ra)© "isn -i1© ,©ipnn i1© ,n3ipn niti ,npiK nnn- n n .4 
. D-bP3 Diib ym nb ,nrrpn 

n 3 i 3 KbK n3bn ym b-Kln ,]n-nn ]n n n n n n n i n n t p npbi .5 
n n f t^',rb9 -poi n n n n n n re^ ] n n n nKn*: c^© Tyknnrj 

.ynm n p 3 n 3 b i n rvm^ np 1n3n']n n n n n n b^nb bn; ] n 
Xilbpn nK D-3ii«;^ ^onnn n©^pn n p n K33 ]3 nnm n n .6 

bp D - ' ^ n n bl23nn bpoiidi ,nnK np n bp r^Kn re: ]-K'»©a©i 
bpi ,n3Tpn 33 bp p̂anD© ,D1- D-psnK | 3 yn bp ̂ ctejn nK nn© 

.nlP2? P3nK3 3np© , n n ? ^ n n n 
]ncp -BP bi3; .Dipp b33 D-̂ pb ] n n p D-©33 ,-nlK ]1PD© -3n \i 

j n b n Knp-1] nkpnb Irinp mm ©33 DKI ,npf? nnbn ?]np p r a p 
3Kn nl33© bl3"; .Dipp b 3 i c^b Dnip 3Kn... ]-bip© Dm?^ npbD 

'' n n D©] ^ n ; n i n m IDK K ,np1b nnbri ?DKn nl33 bp s^nlp 
,Dlpp b33 DKb Dnip 3Kn ,Dn3n npK b3K',D-bip0 Dm:©© npbo 

-5Db ]3n n3T DK ,nnin mDbnn jm .rpK m333 ynn 'IDKI mn© -BD 
. n n nlDDs'inn r 3 m mn© -BD ,Dipp b33 3Kn m nnp 3nn ,3nn 
D-ni?n b3 D©b̂  jiKnp? n n n p?p: rrm jmbmin nrrn nbins n^n '.8 
b-3©3 Dnb f©ip nibins trnwm .UD DITIK ]-pni3 ] n mm jnnssn? 

.K3b]-b-3nim© 
]i©Knn 3iD Din ,nplK np -b^ -3n ?Dn©2 ninna ]-nn?p *'rn'»Kp .9 

,p©1m -3n ib npK .̂ nb© jinnKn DID DVD ,npiK p©lm -3n .^n'v^ 
?nntp mn npb , m nbbp ]pn K ^ D-D©2n ]-m bn^in 

nn©3 nK:iDn Kb Di-n rb nrn nn6 n nrn nb3K ,n©n nDKn . lo 
in© -Db .n3©3 nn ipo ©b© ]K3D -niK npn? n n .rn3 ID mD©] 

nDK ?mnn©3 K:i3 ,n©D nnn ,ib nn^ ,mnn©3 nKKb pb-n bKn©^ 
nDK ?m3npn ]-3 m^: mnn© î m^̂  Kbi b-mn ,ib inn»̂  .Din irK pnb 

. ' -bDinn3©n ,Dnb 
bDD mn n©3n mn©] nD ,rn'D- mD©] D-n©] -s]3 bp D3nK t ^ i .i i 

]n© -]DD Dmbn yn nnm m yni: pn msipn bD© ?DbD nisipn 
Kn-nD i]̂ K nm nmn bDK ximD] bp nnis mn© nnK ̂ ivn ]-Kn -̂nD 
.r]DD Kbi ID o]D-© DD1D nDiK ,f n ID pnv KOZ? .nDbD DnKD KbK 
in ,nD ,f]DD ]nn bD ,i ,^nn ]n ,nnin n T ^ i b-mn ,nDiK ]n] -Dn. 12 

.]-]Dn nn IKD©D ,noD ]nn bD ,C^K jnnn m IKD K*:^ np ,^nn 
,n)ni\... "[DDI ,nDib mD7n nD jDnD KbK nnsD jn̂ © i j'̂ iDi b^mn. 13 

?n'KKnpn] 
,]Dn n©D -BD nDbn mm© bp KbK n - n m Kb pmi ntp^bK -Dn. 14 

.nmD D-n ,iDn -BD nDbn n n n n bDi 
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UNIT THIRTY 

FINAL AND CONSECUTIVE CLAUSES 

I Introductory text (K Sanh 4.5) 

J2b\V2 Tm cntji ^lyi ip'Bb 
\^bn ub'iv 13K iip rbv ybvQ rm 2^3 iBHjan'PD^ ^5*?^— 

' ' nb\vD:pn^orbvybvor\mm^ypmho] 
.^mQ b^i^^ ra« ,'11307 NI$ "10^" ^bp JTNNN NI^ ' B D — 

' DOf 2 nsnn nr (̂D-i ,DnDlH yrrm m̂ ^bm— 
v:7to rrm ,^^N JNN erinpn DO^Dn O^D i^bQbh in^i2 T?n^— 

U'obkn 'ob^ -po) ,NS N\ ynn ]bo] im criinzi nii??DD n^D 
ymin nmbm irblns nmn bo n^ vo^ junmipn 

n6t> yr\ inm in^ bo . no r f? noin ]nn im 
.D^^pn«n3r*?'3^? 

"13? t̂ '̂ rn n - > ^ no 'nm;^ 
t̂ Dcp in ?rt̂  'n «-;pn] [TT \i^f?^] VT 1K mĵ n iv mi)^ 

lihKi'i] ,")D«313D ̂ bm ,nt^ iQ-n 3'̂ îf? '^ib nn Mn^n 
Jr'^'^y^innrp^, 

arm f innc? winz? T s r a jin» 'b ymm\ m rpvi^x 

bv wia iK-ip3... rn^ 'n -aiDni o"»-ni^n man o r r r JHDH m i .16 

wmvm b^-nr ffpon noTp -p ]DKI? inTpcD [crmn =] f̂ î  n m . 17 

'i^a ffnb iDi^ ?Dmjj© ra *PDi« n r^ nn ^ B D ,ni^b wicm .bma .18 
"b ym 3̂5̂  jsnb im ?Donn ^DIH n m nn •'DSD . o o n n s j-̂ î cr? 
rm Dm î ^qp© n r c ^ nnii^D b^i^ bm | T 3 nrrn p . n^on 

.]i?3D f nt^ n^innD b^'D^b ii^n ,Dr D î̂ niK bo i3Da tei^a? ,n2?D i3 
,n-iin . n o n o n p none; o 'PDS? ,mpQ o i i n H2SID nm piA9 

!700 o'om '^b ^tDipon n o . . . bDb DTip nî -133 > D D nn-'snc? o b 
.*?D "B'rj mil: .boa nnons? ,*p«n{2r ... bo '^mb mo2 

nmn nn^:s2; OD bvo*:? DnDni niom^ yann xrwun nnt^ 101.20 
. [OD o n-OD] DDDi? ^nnan D^D(OT ]D O arr\^i ,10^^:0 jD02?n p 

Sources. 1. BB 9.1. 2. Bik 1.2. 3. BB 3.10. 4. BQ 4.7. 5. Eduy 1.5. 6. 
Eduy6.1. 7.Ker6.9. 8. RS 2.5. 9. Taa 1.1. 10. Mek 16.25 {L 2.119). 11. 
Mek 19.4 (L 2.202-203). 12. Mek 21.11 (L 3.31). 13. SLv 1.4 (W 6a). 14. 
Sifra, Mek of Miliu'im (SLv 10.2 [W 45c]). 15. SLv 26.34 (W 112b). 16. 
SNm 11.4 (H 17). 17. SNm 78.1 (H 73). 18. SNm 89.4(H 90). 19. SDt 37 
(F70). 20. SDt 306 (F 334). 
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n Morphology 

2. Virtually all the final conjunctions of BH have disappeared from, or 
been altered in, RH. As an example of the developments taking place, we 
may note the rare use of final/consecutive -0 in LBH— 

r]sbq iKT(9 ntop Dnb^rn 
And God acted so that they would fear him (Ec 3.14)— 

which became commonplace in RH. 
Similarly, at Ec 7.14, in a statement akin to the one just quoted, we find 

-© mnn bp, an early version of RH's -0 HB bp: 

Because of this, only a single person was created in the world. 
— T̂o teach that anyone who destroys a single life is regarded as having 

destroyed an entire world and anyone who saves a single life is regarded as 
having saved an entire world. 

—^With regard to social peace, so that no-one might say to another. My 
father is greater than yours. 

—So that the heretics [erased in K] cannot say. There are many powers 
in heaven. 

— T̂o proclaim the gre^ness of the king of kings of kings, the holy one, 
blessed be he: for a person makes a hundred coins with the same seal and all 
look alike, but the king of kings of kings, the holy one, blessed be he, has 
coined every person with the seal of the first human being and nobody looks 
like another. Therefore, each and every one is obUged to say. The world has 
been created for me. 

—So that you do not (or *may you not') dare to say. What is such and 
such a problem to do with us, is it not already said, A witness who has seen 
or heard (but does not give evidence, incurs guilt) [Lv 5.1]? So that you do 
not (or 'may you not') dare to say. What is our responsibility for the blood of 
this person, is it not already said. When the wicked perish, there is joy (in the 
city) [Pr 11.10]? 

1. The text is important in the context of this unit, as it displays several 
ways of constructing a final clause. But above all, it is important from a theo
logical perspective: all Israel and humankind are found in the unique (Tn\) 
person of Adam, a uniqueness that causes a person to share in the uniqueness 
of God, the divine seal upon the first human being (Mike one of us' [Gn 
3.22]). This seal is the basis of a person's dignity, as a creature sealed by 
God, and of a person's solidarity with every other human being, which does 
not allow one to remain unaffected by another's pain or happiness. 

A comparison of K with standard printed versions of this text demon
strates striking and significant differences of both a linguistic and a theologi
cal nature. 
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God made the one thing and the other so that no-one might find 
fault. 

The following is a table of final conjunctions in BH and RH. 

BH RH 

-b + infinitive 
'^rbnb + infinitive 

im + imperfect 
-ti + imperfect (LBH) 

]Dd7 
impi±> 

-h + infinitive 
+ infinitive 

'b 0 5 +infinitive 
-b rOD bD + infinitive 

-S? + imperfect 

-mnioibD 

JDb'202 
^bmb^'ipo 
-ptmbD 
-P'^l^bD 
t̂ lZffi? + imperfect 
K*?0 + imperfect 

\^nm probably derives from -0 and TiOb, with LBH representing an in
termediate stage: 

Why do I have to go about as a stray? (Ca 1.7) 
The Aramaic equivalent ^nb'^l is perhaps a caique from RH, but in any 

case the t̂ ; in is a clear sign of Aramaic influence. In K, the normal vo
calization is 

3. There are no specifically consecutive particles in BH or RH, with the 
following forms being used instead. 

BH 

^b-m 

RH 
-0 
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in Grammar and usage 

A, BH usually expresses finality through the simple coordination of 
clauses with -1, especially common in the sequence imperative followed by 
bbpn orribtDpl. In RH. such simple coordination tends to be replaced by the 
use of the infinitive with -b or of final conjunctions. Nonetheless, some ex
amples remain: 

nn?i? -Tb KD r\m -m onp-t n©b03 bDnorn 
Consider three things so as not to fall into the hands of sin (Abot 
3.1). 

5. -b + infinitive. 
A. The use of this construction in final clauses is widespread: 

Txiv bnb It bv It pn i inpm 
They joined up, this one with that one, to take counsel (SNm 133.1 
[H 1761). 

B. The negative form of the construction employs K*^: 
iriD© ,DniQDn Dion DK? nt^p H^DHD ̂ n & r b D-niD D-D-̂  r n Kb 

' ' ib ]-K© -D izr nb !]-bik2? fib -bnn niK^i- Db^fr: ni3n 
There were no happier days in Israel than the fifteenth of Ab and the 
day of atonement, when the girls of Jerusalem would go out in white 
clothes, borrowed, so as not to offend those who did not have any 
(Taa 4.8). 

C. A so-called exegetical infinitive can begin the explanation of a bibh
cal passage, '(this is said) in order' m^iinb 'to exclude', KOnb 'to include', 
pn inb 'to proclaim', "^ipbb 'to teach you', etc., md may be regarded as re
sponding to an implied question of the kind "IDKJ npb: 

nK K-isinb m . . . fT 'KD xmn\ m n b nvn bv ©-K n-n m 
,inpn mvm nK mnnb ,©-K ,|Dpn nK m%nb j3ti^ ,22i©n 

DnnKnr^ms^inb 
When a man becomes enraged enough against his companion to kill 
them [Ex 21.14] ... When a man becomes enraged: (this is said) in 
order to exclude someone acting unintentionally; a man: in order to 
exclude minors; a man: to include the others; against his companion: 
to include minors; against his companion: to exclude the others. 
(Mek 21.14 [L 3.36-37]); 

,]nnK be? nzm r ninb.[ ': 'n nnnDD] ,|nnK ]D ©pn 
rmv ]D n©D ib -nmn D©D© 

And thus Aaron did [Nm 8.3]. (This is said) to proclaim the praise 
of Aaron, who acted as Moses had ordered him (SNm 60.1 [H 57]). 

6. Final and exegetical 
Followed by the imperfect and with final value, this construction has the 

same function as an exegetical infinitive (see Units 8.7C and 20.9): 
bKmzr nD nmm b -IK .nom Kb©. ['Kb n nDnDD] JIPD ©̂ Kn n p r 

He will be clear of sin [Nm 5.31], (This is said) so that no-one has to 
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say. Woe is me, for I have killed a daughter of Israel (SNm 21.3 [H 
24]). 

(Note how final and consecutive values might easily be confused.) 

That the reason why and the reason for are near neighbours is clearly 
seen in this conjunction, which can refer to both cause and end. See Unit 
29.11 for instances of -0 b^llWf2 with the imperfect expressing finality or final 
cause and of the same conjunction followed by a participle or noim to express 
merely cause. There is a further example at Taa 3.8: 

Go and fetch the paschal ovens so that they don't fall apart. 

A. Any difference, beyond the purely stylistic, that exists between the 
use of the imperfect with -0 nO and of the infinitive with -h nO lies in the 
more subjective, personal, and persuasive mood of the imperfi^t as against 
the more impersonal nature of the infinitive: 

nngpn ]p nmn m p^nyib no mwi bv .waori nnb 
Why did the sages say. Up to midnight (one must recite the 
shema')? So as to distance people from sin (Ber LI); 

bv rbv bop'm no ?pb9 rrm rmb 
ni^D b'v rbD bip-^^ p irm jribni^trt^hobQ 

Why does. Hear (O Israel), precede. And it will be, if you listcai? It 
is simply so that first one might take upon one^lf the yoke of the 
kingdom of heaven and only afterwards the yoke of the c o m m i t 
ments (Ber 2.2); 

nrm nrrn nn bv rwir mrm no jnvtym ]'wb boo v^am) 
It is said in any language she can understand, so that she will know 
why she is drinking (the bitter waters) (TosSot 2.1). 

It should be noted that in the two examples from Berakhot, K reads 
pninb and b::p' \^b^. without n;o (K also lacks no at Abot 2.4: see text 3 
in the exercises). It seems, then, that the use of to introduce a simple final 
clause did not become generalized in a uniform way and might represent a 
later stage of the language, when nO no longer carried the connotation of 
'quantity'. 

B. But in virtue of its etymological force, 'as much as is sufficient', no 
can also intrcxluce an attributive or adjectival clause in order to determine, 
quantitatively, a noun, expressing thereby not so much the final intention of 
the subject of the main clause as something of the end use or nature of the 
object referred to by the noun being thus determined. In Shab 8̂  there are 
many examples of -b no specifying the quantitative value of m obj^t. For 
example, 

rrnon bv ]rb ^no mn... ^''^m 
(Shab 8.1) does not refer to the person carrying honey to put it cai a wound 
but to 'whoever carries enough honey to put on a wouml*; similm-ly. 
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is 'oil enough to anoint the smallest member', 

is 'enough rope to make a handle' (Shab 8.2), 

is 'enough paper for writing a taxcollector's note', and 

is 'ink in sufficient quantity to write two letters' (Shab 8.3). The adjectival 
value of final clauses like these is decisive in preventing them from being 
understood as clauses expressing the final intention of the subject of the main 
clause. 

In fact, in every example I have been able to check, " I D functions as an 
indeclinable adjective ('sufficient, enough') that can introduce either an in
finitive with 'b or the corresponding verbal noun. Thus, at Hul 11.2, we find 
that to the question 

How much (wool) must one give him? 
the answer given is in 12pD VliWDb nD 'enough for a small garment to be 
made from it' and HDriQ nn 'enough for a present'. In both cases, what is 
expressed is not the intention of the person who wants the wool but the quan
tity of wool that is needed. 

9, -© nn bv and -b nn bv. 
-© nn bv occurs with the imperfect, and, depending on vocalization, the 

participle. On the difference between imperfect and infinitive constructions, 
see above, §8A. 

The use of nn bv underlines the interest or intention of the subject; in 
line with its original sense of '(laying a bet) on the (corresponding) portion', 
it is usually rendered as 'on condition that', as in the well-known statement 
of Antigonus of Socoh: 

m ,on2 bnpb nn bv nin m ymoDnn nnnvn mn bK 
' D I B bnpb nn bv kb0 nin HK f ©D^DH nnnvn 

Do not be like servants who work for their master on condition that 
they receive a salary, but like servants who work for their master 
without the intention of receiving remuneration (Abot 1.3). 

At Ma'a^rot 2.7, the labourer accepts his contract D-^KH bDlK© HJD bV 'on 
condition that I may eat figs'. (In this instance, some prefer to read a partici
ple, bDlK^njobp.) 

io.-^'\mbv. 
This has a similar function, but because it is not of itself a conjunction, it 

can still be employed independently of any following clause, as an adverbial 
modifier of the clause that precedes: 

"Kjnn nmv2 Kbi -Kp bv nb mm n bv ^K 
Even though he gave it to her conditionally, but the condition was 
not fulfilled (Git 8.8). 
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Its use as a conjunction is exemplified by Meg 3.2: 

^nnnn: mD ^ w bD ^b^ ro;on n o jnDiQ y^ 
A synagogue may only be sold on the condition that, whenever it is 
so wished, it can be returned. 

This form has both adverbial and conjunctional value, 'perhaps, maybe' 
and 'in case, lest'; when compared with the conjunction ^bm, t^Q^ can be 
seen to add a note of fear or insecurity, and is associated in RH with the verbs 
of fear and caution OOTTf). It replaces BH ]S, as can be seen in the 
following exegetical text (SDt 43 [F 92] on Dt 11.16): 

u\po2 Mim mD inntn ,anb im .UDonb nrn' ]B nob nnm 
Be careful that your heart is not beguiled. It was trying to say to 
them. Take care not to rebel against the omnipresent one. 

At Sanh 4.5, a wide variety of senses is attested. 
A. Negative final conjunction: 

ni?iD?̂ Q̂  iD«D r\mn mm .p-^bD yym 
They warned them. So that you do not utter suppositions or hearsay. 

B. Adverb: 
TUDm p-iiob i3Qlap yDir tm 

Perhaps you do not know that in the last resort we shall have to in
vestigate you. 

C. Preventive final conjunction. 
In the meaning 'lest, in case', t̂ D0 is usually found in justification of a 

biblical text. In the tannaitic midrashim, it appears in the standard formula 
b'Ti ...nn^nmrimp 'lest you say (i.e. 'so that you do not argue' in such 
and such a way) ... the biblical text says' (see Unit 18.17). A similar usage is 
to be seen in the final part of the introductory text to this unit (Sanh 4.5), 
where Lv 5.1 and Pr 11.10 are cited in order that no-one might argue 
Omr\ KD2?) against solidarity. 

The expression of preventive purpose is not found only in connection 
with biblical interpretation, mm can also be used to prevent, or to express 
fear about, any event: 

"iHDtk n̂ Dfi ,1*:' yTpm rnm nm ^i? 
Another woman had to be assigned to him in case his wife were to 
die (Yom 1.1). 

Compare the version of this halakhah in SLv 16.32 (W 83b): 
^rm2121 Dmr r^an 'mn bD nnnn nm ^b rrmnpn - [D 

... in case something were to happen to his wife. 
Note that in these two examples it is especially clear that the negative final 
('so that not') and preventive final ('in case') values of mm cannot be used 
interchangeably. 

12. Consecutive clauses. 
A. As in BH (see Meyer 1992, §118), a consecutive clause can be con

nected to its main clause by -1: 
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IV Phraseology 

13. -©bKlfe-innn 'how beloved are the Israelites, such that ...'; the 
clause dependent on the exclamation should be understood as a consequence 
rather than a cause (although it is indeed possible for a causal relationship to 
be formulated in the same exclamatory fashion). Numerous examples in
clude: 

Dippb mn iKips© ,bK-j©- ynnn 

How much must there be in an olive tree so that it may not be 
pruned? (Shebi 4.10) 

B. The similarity of consecutive and final constructions enables the use 
of conjunctions like -© -ID with consecutive value: 

Ki-f̂ s? ppn inni ib sri b-mi ]pt nnnn -Bb ymn 
nbsroDT^inb 

They placed before the ark a well-versed elder, with children but 
with his house already empty, so that he might pray with all his 
heart (Taa 2.2). 

C. Typical are consecutive clauses introduced by -0 or lib© following an 
exclamation or emphatic adjective: 

Dipnb nn mpw ymn nnn 
How beloved is Benjamin, such that he has been called. Favourite, 
by the omnipresent one! (SDt 352 [F 409]); 

nn Kb nnnvn DH-T nm Kb© ip© n©p nnnv nn nn 
n'vn'^^mnn^nnn 

How terrible is the power of sin, such that before they stretched out 
their hands to sin none of them had been affected by venereal or 
skin disease! (SNm 1.10 [H 4]); 

m^nn ]QDnp-3K©-bnK 
Woe is me, such that I have become stripped of precepts! (SDt 36 [F 
68]). 

mb© nnn'^ nnn ibnK© Dib© bn^ 
How great is peace, such that even the dead need peace! (SDt 199 [F 
237]); 

?ibbn nwn nrn nnnm ,]iso -2K nn n^ 
Why have I been distinguished to the extent that I can kill these wild 
beasts? (Mek 17.14 [L 2.157]); 

inb ips nnm -|b o b r © -̂̂ riDKbo bvn mn ]nm 
Your employer is faithful, such as to pay you for your work (Abot 
2.16). 

(Note that K replaces the relative/consecutive clause here with a simple final 
infinitive structure: Db©b.) 
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V Vocabulary 

«̂ ,3iPKÂ :5Q?t«J (6\jr<oviov) '(soldier's) pay, rations' 
p''QOn (hi. of pSO) 'grant, authorize, supply' 
^0 iadle' 
OOb (Xe^^) '(cooking) pot' 
]riyb 'condiment' 
nnriQ 'brazier' 
Î DD 'careful, considered' 
Ons 'piece (of bread)' 
nDlIB 'perutah' (a small coin), in plural, 'small change, coppers' 
D̂ppp 'cauldron' 
iJpnsin (htp. of I?p9) 'sink down, be submerged', i.e. 'live permanently', as 

against "112 'pass through, wander' 

VI Exercises 

.np{5*? noV! DDiriD 
t^Ti] ni'p^ nnin ininn msj ,ir)nni5 ^ ™ ^DODFJ ,-iql« fr'pBsW .2 

D2? K:^Q3I ,inion DDnnWcrrarr crTD^rin inzri ,nri?nn CTD oipD'? 
l^^nmyoD 

[K lacks n ? ] "1? ,-i3i2i:i3 i3in no?!? rrn [*P̂ ^̂ D3 t^in 3 
[K lacks n.?] nD ,i3iHn ^ B D •̂ jî n̂ ̂ 5'ti^^i? ̂ Ji^i nt̂ i?!© 

,-ibt«n %] .vrnrb Bioq? ,I?1D?^ 'i?!"®^ 
.nBni^*7 t^",n3ij^ H B ^ 

liD*?^ iT2 ]''p'S0Q pxtt? roo loi^n ,"011^ I33 ^ I ? Q C ^ o n .4 
ilokf? ,iQ7pi nlD*?^ I T ^ rp'spo n3D nni'v'm 

How beloved are the Israelites, such that they have been called chil
dren of the omnipresent one (Abot 3.14); 

yb'Bm nrvmm f *Tsn ,niKDD mron cnnotz? .b^-w j o o n 

How beloved are the Israelites, such that Scripture surrounds them 
with precepts: phylacteries on their heads and phylacteries on their 
arms, a mezuzah on their doors, and a tassel on their garments (SDt 
36 [F 67-68]). 

See also Mek 21.30 (L 3.87-88); SNm 1.10 (H 4); 161.3 (H 222), etc. 
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r V T b j i b D-nni ,nrnnb n-nDni ,rmb o n i b n , iplK rrn mn .5 
Kin ,]nQn mn ^Knisn mn ,n2^r n mn >K mn© pninbi Vlinb 

. ]nb n-np mm j-n bpn mn ,iv mn ,]nn 
nininn bn© , rBb D-SK -̂ inK npn r n i n b ,m np onKp ninin nn©p .6 

n-ip ninin nn©p . 'bnpn-p m ombp mpn© np pKpi f p-ppp r n 
l-mPDp r n m'ninn b3© ,vmh mm Jl^ npp pn inb ,DnnnK np 

' .Dbp npjp r b r bspinnnnK Kp© np r Kni 
onb n o mpnp nn mKbpb n n ;bnn rfmp© mn npn ninnp n ^ ' .7 

n n m r m p .nirmp bnpb n n ,onbn Impbp bi^^b nn",Dnp'nn 
.]p©n ,]p© ninD , ] - n n i n o .nlDns bnpb 

Kb nnn ĉ pni .innnnp n n KbK ,['TD T nnnn ] o n n ib-nnm^Kb" .8 
.rn̂ DOpK ]nVnn KbK ,rr T onnn] nKD lb"nnm. 

nmnb r n m©i?bi nnnpn p p n n n b ?mKn np ,Dnnn nnK nnbi .9 
nn ,onnn n©b© onniK rn© ,nbinn n o B -©3K n n n D-pbi 

.nmnb r n i©pi nnnn o n n b n n n p m ] n n ]nnD 
]nn bn ,nnp©b .mbnb mo bp ,n m nn©] ibn bp D^© b̂©i .lo 

mbnb mn bp ,ibn bp •-©-b©! ^Kn bnK ,rnn 'K nn©] ix\ m b n 
.['D nc nn©] n^ n-©mn nnn pnK noKim 

KD© ,KnnonbKb -[b-b ©pnD -DK ,©npn i rnn nK mr̂ iD^K bK©. 11 
"iDb mnn DipD bnD .pnr -rK ,ib nDK ?-:nKrT -[bD -bp n-DPn 
K-©r nDK3© ,n© Kbi b©D Kb n-DPnb nbn- D-m^D p K ]-K© 

. [T 'b bKprmi mp mm Kb D-nKopKD 
,nDib n n b n nD ,nm© i r K© D"PK bniKn bn nK mnnb i r s n DK . 12 

-nn nm©b mp**© ]n-b -nn KbK ?r?D n- Knpn] nm©m... bniKn 
n s Kbi D-D-n n s ens nb-nK -nn ?nb-nK mp-© mn nom .bnm© 

.]ns-bn ibnim no-D D-mp© 
bp nmDK n b n n©nsn bn. ['n 'TD Knpn] npiD bnmbK ]nnK Km . 13 

-nn ?Kn nobi . npn bnK'bK jnnK Km ^ntn piosn p p n nnon 
.nnnon nm m mi^nb 

p-mnb ,rn n nnnoni n©p ]n n©D nKnKnn n©K nKnon .14 
.n©p ]n Dipon ib noK© D©n© ,n©D b© inn© 

i n '0 nnnon] bKn©- -3n i©p ]n n©D n K m : ^ n©K bnn. 15 
.i©p ]n ,n©D onb n o t ^ D©n© ,bKn©- b© ]nn© p-mnb 

nnsbiii ni]n IPD©© ]i-n. rK 'tn nnnon] nnob:^ n m mnnpni . 16 
IT bp IT ]bin i::^npm ,ninp]b Kbi D-nn6 Dnn©b npbnno f nKn© 

bp ronn om n©n .oipon -onn om n©n n n n n Kb înoK .m^p bio-b 
KbK p irK ompn mm noK© -o bnK jimpm ]D nnr D-noTn 

bnb onb piD ,nDKD© ,bnn bp ronn ,mnp]n bpi o-nnTn bp ronn 
.rnnnbpD-bnn]...n©n 

Dn© D"PK© ,bKn©- on o-n-nn. n nnnon] oninn ]ni© -DK n©K. n 
DTOQ1D "[inn onK ]ni©n ,nDiK mn p i ,Dmrn nrn© ^D-'KQD 

n©p n n n p nn no nKm mn ̂ noiK -b-b^n -or n . . . TTD 'TD Knpn] 
iD©5}©Di jD-pniKOi mnt onn mn Kb nn-npn omm ID©S Kb© np© 

.D-pniKDi D-nT onn r n nnnpn omm 
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UNIT THIRTY-ONE 

CONCESSIVE CLAUSES 

I Introductory text (SNm 119.2 [H 142]) 

'Tibyxi bv .fD 'TT "annn] ybT\y\ ipbn m.., ]im b^imi 
?nQn nmn nub .nnie? nm 'iTtm bv^ bD'i^ nm 

.nDHQ urn ]n] }^b in^ r±>^ rmm mb ]rw) o n hcdd -pnb 
bDy^ nm ^irtm bv ,n2nQ "nn̂  ; n im 

'mn nrm 'rr\: npbn ^-tdik ̂ ^n ipr\ .nrm rmt̂  ''J^b^m bv^ 
.r«'m onni] ybD^-" Tbny\ ,r «npn] 

And Y. said to Aaron . . I am your portion and your inheritance [Nm 18.20]. 
You eat at my table and drink at my table. A parable: to what may this be 
compared? To a king of flesh and blood who gave presents to his sons and to 
only one son gave no present but said to him, My son, although I have not 
given you a present, you eat at my table and drink at my table. That is why it 
says. It is the portion that I give them of my offerings by fire [Lv 6.10], They 
are to eat of Y.'s offerings by fire and of his patrimony [Dt 18.1]. 

1. The parable restates the traditional explanation of why, remarkably, 

mn n n t n janb im .ftD-'Ks n n n i ] ODb rann .worn rbom .18 
nmnn p UIWD ]ryD ,n-nnn ]d -KDnsm vii i:sr UDm nvy 

0 1 . . . ,rD 3^ o n n i ] n r a *:̂ iDt̂ ':? -^cds] m^n o "ira n':?DiK ,nnDt^i .19 
,ym -[idVp k":^ mron t̂ n ,iQit^ nn? r p nTi?*p« 

.j-at^Ti^ H'::>« i ra oit^ 
t̂ bc? iDbD ,rn I D D n m i o « IDIK ^nm jibt^ -"sh nnoi^i .20 

^nmi pb bv ?bvy\ r^mb bv ^b^ nmb i^v^ ^Tm I T 
vprmrb I T )^bm inbn xr\ ID o n n i ] nnn^D I T I .iin^t^ I'ri^D 

HQI*̂  TD^n ,mDbD IDD ITC? -IDKTl .02? T2*:> ^̂ 'Pt̂  
.[D27]02?Tri 

Sources. 1. Abot 1.9. 2. Abot 1.11. 3. Abot 2.4. 4. Abot 4.5. 5. Abot 4.22. 
6. Abot 5.2. 7. Kel 14.1. 8. Sanh 2.4. 9. Mek 12.8 (L 1.46). 10. Mek 14.7 
(L 1.203). 11. Mek 15.7 (L 2.50). 12. SLv 14.47 (W 74c). 13. SLv 16.23 
(W 82b). 14. SNm 61 (H 59). 15. SNm 67.2 (H 63). 16. SNm 133.1 (H 
176). n .SNm 1.10(H4). 18. SDt 43 (F 96). 19. SDt 75 (F 139-40). 20. 
SDt 301 (F319). 
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II Morphology 

2. In BH, the following particles are used with concessive value: (Is 
54.10), DK (Nm 22.18; Jb 9.15), D3 (Is 49.15), ODS as 1.15), and with 
noun (Jb 16.17) and with infinitive (Jr 2.35). 

In RH, various combinations with the particle ^K are employed, ib-DK 
(«̂ K and lb-K), -03 ^K, 'B bv ^K, as well as DK. 

in Grammar and usage 

3. Concession is a type of conditional relationship, and it can be seen 
that many formally conditional clauses may be understood concessively. This 
is particularly common with DK and O in BH, and the same is found in RH 
(see also Unit 28.7A): 

D-3tKD ŝ 3̂ bK-tc- -DDn bp VTV DK... nDnn nnin nnpb 
Even though you had studied Torah a lot... even if all the sages of 
Israel were on one balance of a pair of scales (Abot 2.8); 

nnin DipDD KbK nn n K . . . ^on bp -b ]m nm m 
Although you were to give me all the silver (in the world) I 
would not live except in a place where there was Torah (Abot 6.9). 

The reverse is also true, so that lb-SK can be used to indicate a simple 
condition: 

]bn ibK -nn ,npnn ,mbp Dinpi jrfhB nKbp mm ,n-Dn K^p ibm 
If one finds a vessel full of fruit, with terumah written on it, they are 
regarded as profane (MS 4.11), 

Here, the irreal value of IVK (see Unit 28.8A) has been lost and it expresses 
instead a straightforward hypothesis concerning something that, while excep
tional, is quite possible. 

4. A concessive aspect can even be signalled by -1 joining two clauses, 
usually according to the pattern (concessive) verbal clause followed by -1 and 
a nominal clause: 

nnt\m nrnm xnp'^ rm ,^':ww mm 'rm 
Let us imagine two women who have been taken captive, one of 
whom says. Although I was taken captive, I remain pure (Ket 2.6). 

Concession may also be expressed in RH by simple parataxis, without -1: 
bDn |D -bp nmp b:ip nmm jammvm no bD nnm Kn 

Although there are many things you have done to me, the incident of 
the golden calf takes precedence over all (SIX 1 [F 6]). 

the tribe of Levi was allotted no territory. This model of a praiseworthy tribe, 
sustained from outside so as to be free of the normal duties of life, has passed 
into other religions. 
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It should be noted that in this example, the concessive clause is in reality a 
nominal clause emphasized with the particle t̂ H. 

Although, as we have just seen, ivm can have purely conditional value, 
in its concessive function it signals an exceptional circumstance. It is quite 
normal for ^̂ QK to introduce a nominal or participial clause; between the 
main clause and the concessive clause, a real and formal subordination can be 
seen: 

it m IT rfb^ 'HDO ]n irm 
Even though they are in two different towns, the one (grain) neutral
izes the other (Ter 4.12); 

bv m; ̂ bB^i m% ^b yybm b^w ̂ bnn ̂ bm 
Even if the king greets someone (during prayer), they are not to re
spond, even if a snake is coiled around their feet, they are not to in
terrupt (their prayer) (Ber 5.1). 

But the fact that there are also instances of Î PŜ  with personal forms of 
the verb suggests that it is the unusualness of a condition or circumstance that 
predominates rather than its concessive aspect: 

-ipiH irK ,Ti?n nrrtra ina bm ni20^ ̂ "pm i r r i m mn "^bm 
Even if he leaves his house and goes to spend the sabbath with his 
daughter in the same city, it does not create a prohibition (Erub 8.5). 

See also Yeb 16.5, etc. 

There are three examples in the Mishnah, followed by participle, perfect, 
and imperfect, respectively: 

fQDiti]n03«l^|raip 

Their holiness (remains) even though they are in ruins (Meg 3.3); 

Although the school of Shammai said (Naz 2.1-2); 
it nnn 1 ? ^ v^n rm'W:^ 

Even if one were to say. This one's leg for that one's (Tern 1.3). 

A.-m'BbD^^: 
n n n ''^ yob^m rnivtin m nniani crsnjpn m bbmn 

nnira n^3Qni jjibmr] rbv ,^r3« •nnstfj'p^'inn? npam 
pbh t> i-'Dio D̂ toPD̂ nnlri 1T2 ̂ p -^Bbv nDbno v^f^ 

A person who profanes the holy things, who despises the festival 
days, who humiliates another in public, who breaks the covenant of 
Abraham our father (peace be upon him), who discovers in the 
Tor^ meanings that are not in agreement with the halakhah, even if 
such a person has (learning in) Torah and good deeds, they will have 
no part in the world to come (Abot 3.11). 
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IV Phraseology 

8. nl^3©n3nbn?^nnnbmKnfH^?-BbP 'although there is no evi
dence in its favour, there is an allusion to it in the text that says ...' contrasts 
strict proof (H-̂ K")) with an indication or an allusion Op\) and is used to in
troduce texts that have only an indirect bearing on a matter of dispute. In the 
Mishnah, the formula appears at Shab 8.7 and 9.4 and Sanh 8.2 (Bacher 
1899, 51-55 has a hst of biblical texts adduced with this formula in the tan
naitic literature). 

V Vocabulary 

|D nb DK vnn 'distance the heart from, decide against' 
in-- (pi.) 'unite, confer an honour or a name' 
©Kn nnn 'inclination of the head', indicating respect or honour 
-npZ-KlD 'worthy, appropriate, sufficient' 
vn 'hold back, refuse' 
YJfkn (ptc. ofy:^ [pi.]) 'noted, distinguished' 
unnn 'compassion, mercy', D-DnnnpiQIipPDQ 'refuse mercy', i.e. despair 

of mercy, cease praying 
nn© 'be slow, delay' 

VI Exercises 

0-ni© vn D }̂i©Knn o-n-on .©Kn nnS ^b^ bbsnnb ynrnv ]-K . i 
bKi© -pt^n ibBK .Dippb nnb m ^̂ il?*? ^mbbBran nnK nvm 

.p^OB! Kb ^npv bv jnn ©nj ibsm ,133-0- nb .nbiin 
nnnm ,nQK2© ^nnion bv ^nno Kin0 D0p npnn bp -^nnb DIK n-n .2 

Before a participle, the -2? can be omitted: 
ybnpn 'B ^K jmB3 bv 

Even if they (earthenware vessels) are bent, even if they are recepta
cles (Kel 23). 

B. p 'Bbv *]K, which constitutes a clause in its own right, 'though it be 
so, despite that, nonetheless', following a concessive clause serves to contrast 
with the main clause that follows. In the following text from Qid 2.3, both 
-3 bv variants are present: 

p -B bv mpnnb n;n nbn ,nnnK0 -B bv ,nbny\ 
raippnrK 

Even though she said. It was in my heart to become engaged to him, 
in spite of everything, she has not become engaged. 
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boo .rn n Dnmî ikp *:?D3I ?[0S3 boy '^oob boo FFP^ M 
Wl3 T>M RPB: boy\ oh i^RI rT'W ^l??*? 

' .T[3iDQ bD3 \'^mn boy .•?i023 nH{ 
.nt«ti&?^ 3 , r rpp on nmn ^B^ bo rnbra ^n lrt<j .3 

.THD^• '311 . n w " 3 T 1 3 n ,Tn{n':jj?nrannHt|''Dnl2Jf« .4 
,]TI'b9 T^NW ^mo bt>^B ybh\ yvi^ rmnb^ njion 

.D̂ DDpi nnovi rnion ym^iv yt^') 
m viv .imm bv .B'lo^bn iob m r o m ^nininp T T vn .5 

.nr3poy D-'Tno? ,nitoD r T ; T ^M^: ^bm 
.in. ;31*PS STH riD xrinDl» D'̂ ân p horn .6 

nnrasjD .mnni*? nrwo nriimn bo vn p H nnno: .7 
loiTD w^n^n m m p ,nD«n oi^i... ni^-mn i « r b^im^ ym 

loi: ^b ,ymb n:R\no nnnv loiyD 'B bv m ,ymb t^Kina unnv 
.mo\^mn\^b\^nnnv 

D^smtD r n ynomn bom lyyio bm ^pbno nrom rmi^ no ''^QDI .8 
ii'piD D'̂ ton̂ n ^D*i DT\nv ^m(2? T n i-o^oni ̂ or bm IHTDDD 

non r r o i nnn ,p ^̂ t̂  .T^nsr p r a ]^D^m f nj^^ f inn 
. [ T 'no D'^nn] iraa?*:? nnb^ 

.b^im" 'nv bv \<b\^ ^nm 'nim' ^b p bv .nbiv 'KI bob mtrnbt^ .9 
imm laba ,rn t^npn] n^Drf:? npn p b:)^v -p np ,pm^ b^ nD»n .10 

, j m 'rjy iBob mpDn n^iin^c? "̂ s 7i? /n^^ p n « ^pnt̂ ':̂  ntSD i^ 
.pc? ^2 -|in*7 p " ^ n m j n : ^ 

, n r m - a ,nDi^ nm .nr irnnn ,n 'HD t^npn] nnvo CD^DS?^ •rri}! .11 
• n n r D'̂ DC?:"} in'**?̂  0̂ 32? t^^m .rm IMROD nivo^b^ im 

no'nm: 'AR\Y\ ,u'pn m nn ^n .n*^^ ]D^O \^b\^ ^m ,ninn© m i ? n 
.nrvmoimvo 

om)' b̂ im nDTiQi no t̂̂  mt< Tn b^n noi« n^poDnn ]n "or n . 12 
mn ,crnDn in np^ ,vom t^b^ m bo^^ ^ns in np« , noit^i .I'^prai 

^b^ nrhov(] ,im}m ,vom ̂ b^ bo^^ , p B bi? .vom^ m bo^^ 
.['in 'int^npni ^vomn 

n-'ni ,nQi« t̂ inc? D̂*:̂  71ML nnb j ' n '1 "imQni w^n ivm VIB bi:A3 
«npn] ,VTV mm n«i i3pt m iDvn m .nvm bo m nbr 'v^omn o r n 
bo -mmo lymi ivm VIB *PI3 ff^'pn m noi .vamno nn^n ŝ t̂  ' T 

':?n m n^ r ,y'pn m nni ?i?n3D B bv it̂  ?i?:ii3Dn ]D p n cn-^wn 
,n':'3̂  > ' n ?-i''t3n it̂  ?TT3n p p n o^i^^mn ̂ n i K r a mpc^ 

.TT3n 
btmrn" IB-'mm phmn 'pn) ,nni« nspn n?i?*?H ̂ n btz? i3n iwb^ n. 14 

V7\: pDn y\^ ,oipan not^ b^o''00 .un^T^o afpan nnt nun:? yno^v 
^pbmmn bnn , r r ' i r^nni n3n n-̂ HnD^ o-'nEj; nmn RTMD jnno 

nKTOi D i ^ n BM^ m. m vmn] icmc nnv nob pbn mno im: no 
.npibnD 

-'«'" nnnnni ^00 nniiiiiin '̂ nz? -P m)v ,imb nm b\^ '̂  n n T i . 15 
'̂  B *Pi?i i3n̂  '̂  "3 *pi? ,nDiK t̂ intz; B b nt TWB nnot^ nD^ .m 

bv n'y\m nnnn "̂s D^I^13I b^M^ ,m vnw J'XD'D nnnDni iPO*' 
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UNIT THIRTY-TWO 

ADVERSATIVE CLAUSES 

I Introductory text (SDt 313 [F 355]) 

Kin -]inD ©mpn ©pD ib-SK. r n b D-nDn] i3n ]I©'»KD m3nr 
«]K KbK iDbD i r p b:b3 Kbi ,ib ]ni3 n n i rp b3b3 i r DK DnnDKD 

nK... i n n - nK -[3D K3 np ,nDK3© ,bDn p r b p nonn© I©D3 
©D3 IT KbK ?mn- 13D Kin© P I T Kbm .[n nD mt^nD] pnn-

nn-m DbD mD •'©S3 DnnD nb-2in ntimn ,nmm rmpw 
.['KDnDD-bnn] 

He cares for him like the pupil of his eye [Dt 32.10]. Even if the holy one, 

.Ĵ OD niniiiim 'HD mv , y n ,mn:n2^n crDn!^ rm Kb , i T i n 
Don i i r bp D*'3im -2 bp D-POI]© n bp ^WD ziiron TDD 

.mii^iKn r n 
HK ntODm CTiznpn HK bbnon ;p-nQn iTPbK n n nDK |KDD . 16 

nnnn m^D I T D ZT© S"PK .iriK DnnoK b© m n n nsDm ninpnn 
.Dbipn ]D m n n b Kn -nD 

P T © D"PK ,D-K-Dn -DK j^bm b n ] ,DnDn DDn ,n©D câ  nDi. 17 
.DnK -3D n i ^ nDnn bp ,D-Dnnn p ID^^P P B Kb nn-n i-bp nmm 
-D bp ^K. t r 'K- D-nDni... nbK -non nK Dnocn. nnnD DniDKi. 18 

niHDD D-3-i:iD 1-n ,pKb niiinb p K n ]D DDH^ nb3D -3K© 
.D^©nn DD-bp in- Kb in?nn©D© 

KbK j b p lb |-K ib-DK. n 'T D-nDn] D-n^D pKD DDnK K-K1Dn . 19 
.-n ,D-nKD pKD "[K-:iin© 

D-D-nK D-TO ib-DK© ,Dib© bin3. r n D-nDn] Dib©b mbK nKnpi .20 
bin: .Dib© D-D-n^ bKn©- b© DranbDD ibnK© ^ib© bin: .Dib© 

. ['K nD DTK] 1-DinDD Dib© ©IP ,nDK3© flib© mD-n2i Din -nn© ,Dib© 
nb©Ki ,Dib© DniK n-n n©D ^^KI .D-3nD ronD n D-?xiin© ,Dib© bin: 

. riD n D-nDni Dib© -non ]iD©n ibD ]in-D bK n n n p nDiDD D-DKbD 

Sources. 1. Ber 5.1. 2. Ber 9.5. 3. Nid 1.4. 4. Pes 8.7. 5.Toh 7.8. 6. Yeb 
16.5. 7. Mek 12.1 (L 1.4-5). 8. Mek 19.16 (L 2.222). 9. Mek 23.17 (L 
3.185). 10. SLv 9.2 (W 43c). 11. SLv 26.4 (W 110b). 12. SLv 26.26 (W 
112a). 13. SNm 25.6 (H 31). 14. SNm 42.2 (H 46). 15. SNm 72.1 (H 67). 
16. SNm 112.4 (H 121). 17. SNm 134.5 (H 180). 18. SDt 43 (F 102). 19. 
SDt 86 (F 150-51). 20. SDt 199 (F 237). 
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II Morphology 

2. The only exclusively adversative particle in BH is DblK (Gn 28.19), 
although -\ DK, and DK O (in antithetic relationship to a preceding negative) 
can also be used adversatively; as a restrictive, BH employs "̂ K and in earlier 
texts also bm (Gn 17.19). In LBH, bpK reappears as an adversative conjunc
tion, 'but' (Ezr 10.13). 

3. In RH, bm has become a full adversative and a new p^icle has de
veloped under the influence of Aramaic: K^K ([K and Kb). oblK has disap
peared. 

New restrictive or exceptive compounds are -0 "IDbn and -©D yTl. 

in Grammar and usage 

4. RH, like BH (see Lv 2.12), evidences widespread use of copulative -1 
with adversative value: 

nriD um ]m Kb im xnbi nn ro ranb ]ra 
He gave presents to his sons but to one he gave nothing (SNm 119.2 
[H 142]). 

A. The value of -1 is made clear by the flow of thought, when it joins two 
opposing terms or concepts: 

npn innn mn ib m b^n] |J?T 
A well-versed elder, with children but with his house already empty 
(Taa 2.2). 

B. Sometimes, a difference in tense between coordinated clauses (see 
Unit 17.12 with its quotation of Sot 7.8) underUnes the adversative context: 

"DbD ^bDi ^ntb m ynii |bpi im anirn npn OT DIK 

blessed be he, had asked our father Abraham for his eyeball, he would have 
given it to him, and not only the eyeball but his very soul, which was dearer 
to him than anything, as it is said. Take your son, your beloved Isaac [Gn 
22.2]. Is it not known that this refers to his beloved son? No, rather it refers 
to the soul, which is called. Beloved, as it is said. Free my soul from the 
sword, my beloved from the claws of the dog [Ps 22.21 ]. 

1. To God's loving care, Abraham responds with a love so great that not 
only does he hand over to God his son but his very soul, according to an in
terpretation that, in the hght of Ps 22.21, equates TH- with 'soul'. 

Note that in this interpretation, the meaning of a highly anthropomorphic 
expression has been reversed, so that it is no longer God who holds Israel as 
dear as the pupils of his eyes, but Abraham who is prepared to deliver even 
more than the pupils of his eyes. 
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]W¥nu nmbm iQninn nmn bn vnn mn jnn mnpn mnbnn 
h'nnbnn'in]nnnmfm^ 

A person makes various coins with the same seal and all look alike, 
but the king of kings of kings, the holy one, blessed be he, has 
coined every person with the seal of the first human being and no
body looks like another (Sanh 4.5). 

C. Given that in RH the personal pronoun already has a particularly em
phatic role (see Unit 1.7), when it is also introduced by -1, the resulting form, 
for example mn\ usually implies a contrast: 

nin^PDn bv nnm î K̂ mm bmw nnn m ]nmn 
If someone invites another for a meal, but the latter is not sure that 
the former can be trusted with regard to tithes (Dem 7.1). 

Such a contrast is even more patent with the vernacular construction -0 mm 
introducing a verb that contradicts a preceding claim, as amply demonstrated 
by the following example: 

,nnm,... rati mni r^m,... nnmm mm ,rp ^b nm rnw ]nn 
nD0 mm nm„.. rm mni , 3 y ] , . rm mm 

(If he asked) Where is my ox?, and he answered. It's dead, when in 
fact it was only lame or. It's lame, when in fact it was dead 
or. It's been captured, when in fact it was dead ..., or. It's lost, when 
in fact it was dead (Shebu 8.2). 

5. bm. 
'bm introduces a co-ordinated sentence which contains a new case in 

opposition to the foregoing' (Segal 1927, §503). In Abot, there is a rich dis
play of parallel but opposing sentences coordinated with bm: 

... n':^b nmn m nn nnn nnn nnnn ]-m ynmrm m^ 
nnnn mnw nnn nnn nm:n mi ynmw mw bm 

When two people sit together and do not exchange words of Torah, 
then this is a meeting of cynics ... but when two people sit together 
and exchange words of Torah, the Shekhinah stays between them 
(Abot 3.2). 

(See Abot 3.3,17; 5.17 for the same structure.) 
Frequently, contrasting positive and negative statements are coordinated 

with Kb bnK: 
ib-Kb nn] Kb bnK ]-na2^b nn] 

If (enough rain) came down for the plants but not enough came 
down for tfie trees (Taa 3.2). 

When the order is negative followed by positive, the meaning of 
bnK ... f KMb should be carefully distinguished from that of KbK ... ]"K (see 
below, §6). Whereas the former coordinates two clauses ('he didn't do that, 
but [bnK] he did this') the latter restricts the meaning of a single sentence 
('he only did/he did nothing but [KbK] that); see Sanh 1.5, etc. 

DK bnK and -n bnK introduce new hypothetical statements ('but if, but in 
such a case'): 
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... n p p n rp3 rcno ynp'b , T i ? ^ nnlnn npD?^ T O T '^U 
DnsD Wp': t̂ *p n̂nin n : ^ D» *pnt!̂  

If the people living in a city sell a square, with the proceeds they 
may buy a synagogue ... but if they sell a Torah scroll, they will not 
be able to buy books (Meg 3.1). 

(See as well Ket 5.9.) 

This particle has a basically restrictive or exceptive value. 
A. \^b\^ ...yv^Akb Cnot ... but rather') conresponds to BH Dt̂ ''3 ...K'P 

and usually expresses the lack of alternative actions available to a subject: 
'he did not do anything but', that is to say, 'he only did', such and such. This 
exclusive/restrictive force can be made yet stronger by adding 13*P3 'only' at 
the end of a clause: 

nl3D^ tno tb'ivo nn ^ n a mipn ^nom HD bo 
All that the holy one, blessed be he, created in his world, he created 
exclusively for his glory (Abot 6.11); 

o n D i 2̂2? \^b^ bBirnm inb ^bm .b^y)-* i^bn nio ir^Q 
fan i^npi ,13^5 

For thus we found it with David, king of Israel, that be learned no 
more than two things from Ahithophel, and then he called him his 
teacher (Abot 6.3). 

There is also an isolated example of t̂ *pK following D1*P?, in which the 
latter has an interrogative negative force (see Unit 25.7). 

B, ^b^ *'D \kb i t is not so, but rather; that is not true, instead' is a collo
quial formula that mixes BH and Aramaic: 

npb vbo2 \^b\^ o ^b ,nDiK nn p'^ ^n1© ,nDit̂  n? 
One said. Your ox has injured (another ox), and the other said. It's 
not true; rather, it hurt itself on a stone (BQ 3.11); 

\kb pp_ ]3 yvtym im,.. wmon m oovo nnbu 

The bread invalidates the lambs ... R. Simeon ben Nannas said. It is 
not so, rather, the lambs invalidate the bread (Men 4.3). 

€• t^b^ ... I**̂  in exegetical idiom expresses the equivalence of two 
terms: A is B, A means B, A is understood as B, etc. Abot 6.3, though late, is 
a superb example of its use and the rabbinic thinking that it embodies—in or
der to prove that nln? is to be identified with nnlD, Pr 3.35 and 28.10 are 
cited; from these it is deduced that 110,0 is identified with DiO; dien, Pt 4.2 is 
adduced to show that nidi is identified with nniri; hence, if T\00 is the same 
as DiD and 3iD is the same as nnin, it follows that liOO and nnlH must also 
be the same: 

X'lb '3 ^bmo] t^m unon iloo now ,nnin \^b^ i)oo y^i 

['3 'n '^bm] intprrbH '^nnin nob ^rra o'm npb -^o 
Honour is Torah, as it is said. The wise will inherit honour [Pr 3.35], 
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And the blameless will inherit good [Pr 28.10], and 'good' is Torah, 
as it is said, I give you teaching of good, do not abandon my Torah 
[Pr4.2]. 

Examples of such reasoning are widespread in the tannaitic midrashim: 
-ypw K ^ Dipn bon nb'vn 

Offence always means Infidelity (SNm 7.5 [H 11]); 
nnin r r n n f m 

Covenant means Torah (SNm 111.1 [H 116]); 
n r n KbK crb-bsfK 

Pelilim [Dt 32.31] are the judges (Mek 21.22 [L 3.66]); 
nensnKbKHTTDfK 

Abstinence implies separation (SLv 15.31 [W 79b]). 
KbK ... "IDib n o b n ]-K, a common formula associated with the school of 

Rabbi Ishmael, has to be understood in the same way. It does not reject the 
text introduced by b'Tl, but assigns it a new meaning; generally speaking, the 
formula may be rendered as 'this text only signifies that', 'it only teaches 
that', etc.: 

1Kb DK DbKi: nriK DK 'nwn ,ib IDK© KbK .iDKb > ' n ]-K 
Saying only means that he said to him. Tell me if you are going to 
free them or not (SNm 105.5 [H 104]). 

(Other examples from SNm are 103.6 [H 102]; 118.12 [H 141]; 125.3 [H 
160]; 138 [H185].) 

A contrast can be made even more striking by interposing the question 
b'T) np between b'Tl ]-K and KbK, resulting in the somewhat overloaded se
quence KbK ?'K,b"nnp.'K,b"nfK, the point being to emphasize that the 
meaning of a particular biblical text is not apparent: a makes no sense; what, 
then, is the meaning of a?; a can only mean that. This formula is applied 
when a is a term regarded as superfluous, for example, according to the text 
quoted in the last paragraph (SNm 105.5), "iDKb; in another version of this 
passage, at SNm 138 (H 184-85), the longer form of the formula is em
ploy^. In the following example, it is a superfluous Kin that is the object of 
interpretation: 

?Kin KDD ,b"nnD .Kin KOD Irn J-K .['ID'D- nnnDD] Kin KDD 
TDK -mv bp b-K- pon bnKD bns TDK ID̂ P̂ bp b'^rm Kin KbK 

f n©n bnKD >nD 
He will be impure [Nm 19.15]. 'He will be impure' makes no sense, 
so what is it that 'He will be impure' teaches? That he who can by 
himself prevent contamination in a hermetically-sealed tent contain
ing a corpse is the same as he who can by himself prevent contami
nation in a hermetically-sealed tent containing a (dead) insect (SNm 
126.10 [H 164]). 

The same terminology is also to be found in the Mishnah, as in the fol
lowing passage: 

nTtimnK bKncp- -jpi ntiD^T^r m ,Kp"pP n n ©nn Din ID 
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NMB mt> I^nbn ym .r« tD rfm] t^b NNM "^b rmti 
"^noK y jiD BWID". rrw inbn I'mh ,nol^ I'dyn HD̂  

That same day. Rabbi Akiba explained. Then Moses and the prople 
of Israel sang this song to Y., saying {Ex 15.1]. 'Saying* offers no 
te^hing. What meaning, then, could 'Saying' have? It teaches that 
the Israelites were responding to e^h of the words that Moses said 
(Sot 5.4). 

D. ^b^ does not always have to follow a negative. Thus, ̂ b^, or «*pH, 
even without a preceding negative, still has an obviously restrictive function, 
'except that, in contrast, however, in fact', attested in both Mishnah and 
midrashim: 

bonb u*t?p trmv bono n^ra vrWo "^MOD ' 3 1 
a»®2Q trho rnri?3i pmn nr Ji2 by nom stiwb u'vhp'i 

Rabbi Eliezer said, I heard that when they were building the temple 
they made curtains for the temple and curtans for the courtyards, 
except that for the temple they built outside and for the courtyards 
they built inside (Eduy 8.6); 

ODD D'̂ Dî în w'bii: nnm ^bt^ ff^m^m 0 ^ 1 2 
You will dispossess peoples greater and stronger than you [Dt 
11.23]. You too are great and strong, but, nonetheless, they are 
greater and stronger than you (SDt 50 [F 115]); 

,D''Kn(D 101 bob bi^i^'b Dr6 nrm rrn p jnnit^ n^nom 
|D nn^TVO m m r n ^bm ^bt^ 

The sages interpreted thus: manna transformed itself into anything 
the Israelites desired, except that what they saw with their eyes was 
only manna (SNm 87.2 [H 87]), 

a striking example of this construction. 
In the tannaitic midrashim, \^b^ and -m \^bt^ may begin an interpretation 

immediately after a text has been cited, as at SDt 159 (F 210): 
nimv mnm ^b¥i ,rr T NNOI] t> noi' ^b^ 

He is not to obtain for himself many wives [Dt 17.17], only eighteen. 
Here, an ellipsis of the complete formula ('not... but rather') should be un
derstood or perhaps an undertone of polemic against another, more pre
dictable, interpretation, present in some form in the mind of the midrashic 
writer—this is clear when \^b\^ is used in response to the explicitly-presented 
question IQLB TID'pri nQ or imi LOB: 

]inbi grprfp NIBH 7['O TO nn ios i MVT^O ,IAI7 NNBIN noi 
nwii-^NWD 

What teaching is provided by 'At its appoin^d time' [Nm 28.2]? In 
fact, this is a redundant term used so that a comparison can be estab
lished and an argument from analogy can be made (SNm 65.1 [H 
61]). 
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IV Phraseology 

9. KbK -b j-K is a formula from rabbinic dialectic, with the -b signalling a 
personal view, 'for me, in my opinion', which goes against the tone of the 
biblical text. The most frequentiy found context is 

... nplb niDbn ?f 3p n .'K KbK -b J'̂ K, 
where K and n are the two possible interpretations: 

niiinn nor niD Kin n:iin n n n mnn nn nn- n©K T ]nKn DKI 

In any case, the use of K^K at the beginning of an answer to a question 
always marks a contrast that is more or less amenable to translation: 

n n n ,n::q 1K inn ^Dnnn© K^K ?n1nnb o n n ]n HD 
'ininnKn nnn j-K'̂ nn̂ DD lt̂  ^HD / i lnn i ^nninqK? 

What difference is there between vows and voluntary offerings. It is 
that in vows, if they (the birds) die or are stolen, the obUgation (to 
replace them) remains, and in voluntary offerings, if they die or are 
stolen, then there is no such obligation (Qin 1.1). 

7 .-©inbni. 
Always with restrictive force, *only if, in the case that, provided that', 

the waw has lost all conjunctive value. The construction is, in effect, equiva
lent to a conditional particle, and is generally employed with the imperfect: 

]nn rmn jbvnb m". ̂ ^33 inbni nriDn ip crrirq t^n rripon n n 
Look, this money is given to you as a gift provided that your hus
band cannot use it (Ned 11.8); 

n b m nn-DD n - Kb© m b m uym] ib Kin nniD noiK nnn*' n i 
Rabbi Judah interpreted thus: He will be able to obtain more (wives) 
for himself so long as they do not lead his heart astray (SDt 159 [F 
210]). 

8. p p n . 
This expression introduces an exception: 

?ibbn nrrn rmnnn pn c-̂ ^n in© nnn bnb onb n r a n ]nn nn -BQ 
Why did the manna use to transform itself into whatever they de
sired apart from those five things? (SNm 87.2 [H 86-87]) 

Following a negative statement, it can have the same sense as KbK: 
mnn nvnm fin nninn ymnn ]-K 

One may only bring firstfruits from the seven kinds (Bik 1.3). 
In general, ]D fin comes before a noun and is not, therefore, strictly 

speaking, a conjunction (which joins clauses together). However, occasion
ally we find -©p fin introducing an adjectival or relative clause: 

f inn nKppn nKn Kpp^p f in n-Dpn bnmi nnm bnn 
Everything can be redeemed and consumed within (the city walls) 
except whatever has been contaminated outside by a primary source 
of impurity (MS 3.9). 
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V Vocabulary 

jinlK 'destruction' 
rln (hi. of n2 [BH m]) 'bring, drag' 
n o 'Media' 
©00 'reahty'; used adverbially, 'in reality' 
nninn n5©0'copy of the law'; in rabbinic idiom, nn1nn3©0 means 

rbv b:b: .T-n Km© pm inn© K^K b y^... [v 'nb nnnon] 
Dipo bno mnn nor mo mn mnn , y n oniQjn mvbo 

If he injured him with a stone in his hand so badly that he could die, 
and he did die, he is a murderer, he must be put to death [Nm 35.17] 
... In my opinion, only if he kills him with a stone is he to be con
demned to death; from where may it be deduced that this is also true 
if he kills him by rolling boulders or pillars over him? From the text 
that says. He is a murderer, he must be put to death, in whatever cir
cumstance (SNm 160.6 [H 217]); 

nrrn .©-K KbK -b ]-K . [nn'm onnn] on-Dsn ©-K nirm Kb 
bno ,©-K n:rm Kb ,noib mobn ?]''30 ms©nn n©K nns©oi 

... ]©nn -jbo 2ipn ib-oK ?©'K noK] nob ,]n DK .mpo 
No man will be able to stand against you [Dt 11.25]. In my opinion, 
it only refers to a man; from where may it be deduced that it also 
applies to a people or a family or a woman with her enchantments? 
From the text that says. No man (i.e. 'no-one*) will be able to stand 
against you. And if so, why does it say, Man? Because, even if he 
were like Og, king of Bashan ... (SDt 52 [F 118]). 

The second text here is developed in a manner that is frequently at
tested—if the first interpretation, which is literal and more restrictive, is not 
correct, why does the text say what it does say literally? A perfect opportu
nity is offered to look for a further meaning, which transcends the merely Ut-
eral. 

10. ...KbK? ...-©n©S"K 'but is it possible that...? In fact, ex
presses a reaction to a biblical text that is, if taken literally, absurd or scan
dalous (for example, the text referred to at SDt 359 [F 427] that might be 
taken to imply that Moses wrote all the Torah, including the account of his 
own death), with KbK introducing a more appropriate interpretation: 

?bKn©- nK K31© Dipon© n©s-K. ['tn 'K mnnn] i^nKnK3©n 
on KbK ?[n 'K n K b o ] n o K onnK nnnK n o m nnn Kbm 

oponnKD'^mi©© 
Because Y. hates us [Dt 1.27]. But is it possible that the omnipresent 
one hates Israel? For is it not said, I have loved you, says Y. [Ml 
1.2]? It is they who are are the ones that hate Y.! (SDt 24 [F 34]). 

(Further examples, including SDt 359, can be found in the exercise texts.) 
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VI Exercises 

noi rbv np^ î *pi im ]nb^ bv towD ,nQlî  yvan fai . i 
^'P\\!<bnh2ff:^^^^ }^m),DTO^n?^i^m"bvo ,nnln 

rbh im ]rpm ̂ v to^m rv^ bm ,rn T O n w ] DipD 'bo 
'b^noii nom^ .^^n jno upnbm l 3 n ^ to« ,rnin n n i 

um '3 i?3si ,-^110 -^bnn 'rrn nm nvB .mo'p p 'or fan nD« 2 
inm DipD n r t ^ ; 3 i ;b im .ntm f? 'nixjnm ubm 'b ] r a i n ^ 

15i2in ; 3 i "IQH D n̂sToWi O'DDO*??? n^in? irhn ,i7 ^mD^ 
ô niî l xrt n r 1 D̂D*pt$ ê 'pt̂  ]riH 3̂H1 ,i3DipD3 mv n n n 0 

nnn ̂ o bo b ]nh nmm]'n ̂ b 'nim .nr^nni nfalCD 
'Bb ,n-i1n Dipp3 ^"p^ nn ,n^to0 nr*?inDi nfalo n^nt^i 
t̂ p̂i on\ \kb] ̂ Qo \kb umb ft yiio yt^ nm^ innfas ru?©??? 

' \n5V3 Dfaio cr&PDi nnin H*pK j i l f tno i nfa'-to n^nî  
nn*?ni ,]b'\^b ]b'm ofan m D-D{2?iD ,nDi« npi?! p n|r*PK fan .3 

.nnfennnmnpsrt^^pc? 
n« nit^n^ cn^D 'PDH .n^in n?i onsn p fin ,D '̂pm f«I?;^D bon A 

.pi) ^Tn r]'n^^^ mmrw t̂ *p« .D'̂ pm 
inri '̂Dti yv^ " B D ,n2Dn 'PH ,1 ,noo ,i*p D'̂ nniH '̂•t̂ j n̂laD'p no: .5 

.p^ î? imfaiOT ^ B Q ,i*p pi?aiti î Ĥt ,nfaD*p mp p p 'p?^ ̂ nfti? 
oni?m /rcD^ ̂ V,npit^ Kim ? ra3^ nic? p^n ,pi(2fa nnt̂ V -6 

'.*ps5fai':^pD^p 
nD bm rn: jbv 'nm ,nm'm ̂ bgh^ ,nDd ]o yvap lb r6m J 

' fe^in^ ]00 ̂ y\in -^b neriin Dlpan ':Bb mnm nrm ,i^b n(ci?K 
.l3lKn t> nto1i?i r n n *PI? t^snra 

K*PK ,n'pt̂  ,nDi*p niD'pn ym ,rn 'H^ nxw] *.. n'pt̂  jiov bo innn .8 
.niD^*p Tioo pbn nmant^bvi .amio nnft T T O -{DIO© 

2}nn ,nQi*p niD'pn ymi. rn 'r niQc:?] o'om mno u'\^'^r rm urn .9 
«in p i jq'od: »*PI nc^p non ̂ b Dob imo t^rm mn .vh^ ,o'o\^n 
u'bnn] ;nnmoo wi'm t̂ -̂ îiD ,nn'0 nn'n' o'U)n on'pt^ ,nDit̂  
\^b ,nob n r o Rintz? mn xiineriDn ^nnft niQ^n f »2? .n 'no 

.iTODmb^nmpTKm 
n'v^i y^m 'B bv f^to ,inKz?n ̂ b¥i n'o r . rttD 't̂ D niDiD] i T n . i o 

npn ,nQit^i ,no 'KD nnnD3] I T D i^n^ ho npn ,nnn^ nD? ,nnn^ 
mcDt̂ nni in^n r 3int̂  mo ^DI -[*TI r^int^ -̂ P̂D̂ D D ^ D : n-KDi? lovn 

.ini2?n R'PR DipD ̂ 3:2 I T j-̂ t̂  m r 'no 

'Deuteronomy* (the 'second law') 
HTOB 'exit, farewell, death' 
v\ abbreviation of t^n'^pi?'31 'Rabbi Akiba' 
nrrns? 'sabbath rest' 
PQCp 'listen, obey'; in halakhic idiom, also 'interpret, permit' 
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i o niD©] -m DiKH -3KT Kb n rtm mn n n ,nQit̂  ̂ o n n n . 11 
. innnn ]-mn boK ,crmn pK p n 3 

- n KbK -b ]-m .ms-DD ̂ Kntzr n i n |-KI ymn bKn©- - n . 12 
,nmb n o b n ?D-nnni©Dn jD-n3i?n ,D-n2n n n n b ]-3D .bKn©-

.RTDD 'TKnpn]3-npQn 
.-nnb ibn© n n n © i b - K ,nDiK i r n . rnb nn Knp-i] D-m nnnnm. 13 
?©i:«D ]nmK b n - .nbi: KbK ]nmK ]-K , nnn Dnnnm ,D-nDiK D-nnK 

]nmK -nn ,rnb nn Knp-i] m-n-K p K nnnK nbnm ,nDiK Kin©D 
.nbi3 KbK ]nmK |-K ?D-inDnnnKi ,D-pD -3K no Kn .nnK © 1 : ^ 

... b n : nsi©n ppn- mnn oi-n n-m ,nDm© ,nn-n b© KbK nsi© f m . 14 
i?pn- ns^no-nbK '-T ,b"n . ippn -Q pn - -rK bnK .rr 'tn min^ri 

. r n ' T D N - n n n 
DPb n©PK nn N N K I I © ,D-P©nn KbK DPn ]"K . R K 'K- nnnon] opn -n-i. 15 
,]Kmp©ni... r m ' T nnnon] N T N opn -r^iKr K ^ I P XI'T- mcm^ ?ntn 

... N O ' t m?:^] -nnp-i -OP nb© ,nom© fl-n©n KbK -OP f K ;OP 
-nnpn , b n ]-K . rn n- nnnon] ?n©on -mpn nnnb cnKn- Kb p n m . 16 

nnnn nob ,b©o .n©o -nnpn nnnnn -n onnnn© nnnz? KbK ,n©on 
nrnon - n r m n r non o-enmoK ib n-n© o n n©n "(bob ?non 
,Dnnnn -n KbK onnnn -nnpn Kb ,-]bon onb nm . r B n o n n n o 

.n:i©Knn p n©p it ,r©pon n n o -rK ,noKn i^^i 
b n - n©on-nKb©n©o"^K .ro'KD-nnn]DnnKnK©-nnbbn^Kb .17 
onb n-nm o-n nK onb pnpi o-n^ioo oK-i^n© onK pm^-^ m pnb 

b n - n-n Kbi , n n n : i o-o: onb n©pi rb©n nK onb n m p n nK 
.on-r-n n : bp O N N K nnnn on-nbKjsnb -rm np KbK mrrb 

nK© ,nmn m©o KbK -b ]-K . rm r o-nnn] nmnn n:©D m ib n n m . 18 
nKi NK?n nmnn -nnn bn m mo©b noib mobn ?]-30 nmn n n n 

?nninn n:©o ,nom nob p D K .[tj- r D-nnn] CTOP^ nbKn o'^pnn 
n:i©D KbK bnpn o m o-Knp |-K ̂ o-noiK o-nnK .m]n©nb nmnp© 

.nnbn nmn 
mobn ?|-:io m©p ,-:P KbK -b ]-K . rn- n n o-nnni mn -:P ©-K DKI . 19 

-3P -m bp pno-b -a^ nnc^ ?-]p ,noK3 nob 40 DK .©-K DKI noib 
.m©pn p N N R 

?n©o D© m n ,nnini n©o no© n©D-K ,rn n b o-nnni n©D D© no-i .20 
Kin -nn ,noiK n-KO -nn .p©in- nnn -]b-Ki ]n-o ,n©o nnn ]Kn np KbK 
nK n©D ]m© n©D -K ,['0 'Kb o-nnn] nKtn nmnn nK n©D n n n n pern 

no nnin n©D mn© nobo KbK ?nnK niK ib-sK n n n n mn©n nmnn 
.mnn mn -{inn ©mpn ib noK© 

Sources. L Abot 3.3. 2. Abot 6.9. 3. MQ L3. 4.Neg3.L 5. Shab 16.6. 6. 
Shebu 8.4. 7. Taa 3.8. 8. Mek 12.31 (L 1.101). 9. Mek 13.4 (L 1.140). 10. 
Mek 21.16 (L 3.45). 11. SLv 1.1 (W 4a). 12. SLv 7.29-30 (W 39b). 13. 
SLv 26.38 (W 112b). 14. SNm 77.4 (H 72). 15. SNm 85.2 (H 84). 16. SNm 
103.6 (H 102). 17.SDt9(F17). 18. SDt 160(F211). 19. SDt 277 (F295). 
20. SDt 357 (F 427). 
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39.7 12,97 
42.6 18 

Ezk 
2.1 72 
8.12 72 
16.2 71 
17.2 72 
24.1-2 72 
26.2 72 
28.2 72 
33.7 72 
33.24 72 
39.17 72 

40.45 8, 22, 
35 

44.5 72 

Ho 
6.2 85 
6.6 34, 104 
7.16 8, 22, 35 
12.2 63 
Jl 
3.5 150, 151 

Jon 
1.7 37 
1.7-8 9 
1.9 18 

Zc 

14.3 119 

Mi 
1,2 251 
1.6 27 
Ps 
8.4 8, 105 
8.7 8, 105 
11.7 151 
22.21 245 
22.3070, 133 
22.32 139 
49.8 129 
49.8-9 129 
68.8 110 
68.10 8,105 
68.34 82 
119,136 222 
124.6 50 
132.12 8, 22, 
35 

133.2-3 14 

Jb 
1.10 18 
9,15 240 
15,24 109 
16.17 240 

32,22 183 

Pr 
Mil 
1.29 222 
3.35 247, 248 
4,2 247, 248 
11.10 230, 
235 

18.22 117 
24.17 12,96 
28.10 247, 
248 

Ca 
1.7 231 
3.7 9,31,32 
6.1 82 

Ec 
1.18 27 
3.14 230 
5.4 51 
6.6 213 
7.14 231 
7.22 18 
9.12 14 
9.15 40 
10.5 14, 131 
11.6 36 

Lm 
4.21 65 

Est 
1.189 
2,20 9,132 
3,14 109 
5.13 210 
7,4 213 
8.13 109 
9.26 36 

Ezr 
6.8 144 

Ne 
2.13 137 
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2.15 137 15.3 17 124,130 134,236 
8 17 1.6 68 3.1 21,83, 
9.6 18 Ben Sira 1.8 6, 10, 11, 150, 

30.40 36 122 232 
IC 37.29 12 1.9 152,239 3.2 25,29, 
12.31 70 1.10 100 33,55,61, 
14.1 70 Inscriptions 1.11 29, 118, 152, 191, 

Mesha: 8,63 124,239 220,246 
2C Arad ostra- 1.12 33,61. 3.3 246, 253 
15.16 184 con 24: 12 156 3.4 47,48 
2412 137 Siloam tun 1,133 3.5 29,43, 
30.10 137 nel: 8, 115 1.14 39,48 143, 191 
31.1012 Beth Shearim 1.15 43 3.7 32, 39 
36.16 137 tombs: 31 1.17 19,21, 3.7-8 47 

25, 26,43, 3.9 39, 104 
Mt Dead Sea 46,48,61, 3.10 34 
5.1-2 141 Scrolls 98 3.1143, 55 
7.2 134 General: 3, 2.1 33, 39, 3.1361 
7.24-25 49 18, 23, 50, 43,59,61, 3.14 237 
16.19 20 96, 99, 105, 167, 178, 3.1699 
19.12 167 199,215 205 3.17 11,29, 
19.18 20 CD 5.11-12: 2.2 29, 33, 49, 56,61, 
23.6-8 122 9 40, 50,61, 220,246 
25.14-30 198 IQH 171 41 39,43 
25.35-40 34 2.18-19:9 2.3 19,48, 4.2 61 
26.25 119 4.16-17:9 152 4.3 29,40, 
26.64 119 IQpHab 2.4 10,48, 123 
27.11 119 11.6: 160 122, 128, 4.4 41,57, 

Copper Scr 178, 233, 82,92,143, 
Mk oll: 3,9.50 239 223 
4.24 134 4QMMT: 50 2.5 51 4.5 46, 134, 

11QT61:31 2.7 27, 29, 239 
Uc Mur42.4: 43,45,61 4.6 46 
6.20-38 44 160 2.8 21,26 4.7 61 
6.36 151 5/6HevEp 5: 68, 126, 4 8 55, 123 
6.38 134 31 215, 240 4.9 147 
14.12-1444 Bar-Kokhba 2.9 39, 55 41043, 150 
18.28-30 44 letters 3,9, 2.10 33,55, 41140,79, 
19.12-27 198 31, 160 61, 123 150,167, 

2.11 113 171 
Jn Abot 2.12 55, 122, 412 123 
2.1-11 104 1.1 17 123, 167, 414 51 
9.7 131 1.2 29.108 171 415 123 
11.1 13 1.3 21,52, 2.13 57,123, 416 25,79 

234 128, 156 417 25 
1.4 100,113, 2.14 21,36, 420 10, 39, 

ICo 123 39,156 130,131 
11.23 17 1.5 29, 123, 2.16 21,42, 4.22 21,83, 
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109,113, BB 6.4 39,74 8.6 146 
150, 239 1,5 68 6.6 92 101 37 

5.1 104, 167 3.1 141, 162 7,1 90 10.6 216, 225 
5.2 11, 14, 3.3 141, 162 7.3 90, 124 

136,208. 3.10 229 8.7 209 BQ 
239 4.4 203 9.3 178 1.2 117 

5.20 123, 5.2 21 9.4 109, 111 2.1 199 
156,178 5.6 101 9.5 82, 137, 3.10 47,48 

5.5 47 6.5 74, 137 156,205, 3,11247 
5.8 41,43 6,6 8,72, 143 244 4.7 229 
5.9 74 7,4 70 5.1 207 
5,10 34 8,6 121 Bes 6.168 
5,1261 8.7 41,42 1.1 191 6.5 72 
5.14 61, 133 8.8 121, 165 8.1 168 
5.17 150,246 9.1 229 Bik 8,4 104 
5.19 25 10.8 102 1.2 209,212, 8,6 85 
6 69 229 9.1 148 
6.2 25, 68, Bekh 1.3 250 9.10 220 
69, 72, 74, 4.4 100 1.4 46. 223 10.5 58 
123 7.6 12 1.5 220 10.7 194 

6.3 247 1.9 173, 220 
6.5 81 Ber 3.1 99 Dem 
6.9 104, 165, 1.1 11,99, 3,2-8 3 2.3 48 
215, 240, 208, 233 3.3 116, 121 2.5 54 
253 1.2 113 3.4 117 3,3 225 

6.11 247 1.3 45, 72, 5.5 210 
199 BM 6.1121 

Arakh 1,4 113, 144 1,4 163 7.1 246 
2.1 100 1.5 56,68, 2.2 187, 203, 
9.4 98 108, 139, 205 Eduy 

143 2.6 88,209 1.1 165 
AZ 2,2 11.233 1.3 3 
1,361 2,3 42,43, 2.7 197, 209 1.5 223, 226, 
1,8 207 104, 117, 3.7 197 229 
2.161,139 121 3.10 199 1,1348 
2,3 59,61,97 2.5 61,215 4.3 2094,10 2,166 
2.4 59 3.125 74 2,2 68 
2.6 59 3,2 208 4,11 128 3,2 48 
2.6-7 145 3.5 99 5.5 125 5.153 
3,3 185, 191 4.3 168 5.9 47 5.6 147 
3.4 55, 110 4.5 150 5.11 166, 175 6.1 229 
4.123 4.7 202 6.6 156 6.3 35, 38, 
4.3 191 5,1 174,217, 6,7 110 105 
5.4 45 241,244 7.1 171 8.5 68 
5.8 41 5.3-4 174 7,2 208 8.6 249 
5,9 41 5,5 137, 138, 7.3 187,212 8.7 17 
5.12 51 205, 224 7.5 82 

6,2 119 7.945 
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Erub 8.4 51 7.6 83,85 Mid 
1.2 99 9.5 55 9.9 208,212 4.2 165 
1.8 82 11.2 234 
2.3 87 Ma* as rot Miqw 
2.5 85 Kel 2.7 234 9.4 12 
2.6 106, 144 1.7 208 
3.1 145 13.7 36 Mak MQ 
4.1 97,99 14.1 239 1.1 90 1.3 253 
4.2 13, 148, 17.6 197 1.3 89,212 3.6 68 

194 26.2 13 1.10217 
4.9 163 29.2 83 2.2 165 MS 
5.5 147 29.3 83 2.3 27, 171 1.1 47, 173 
8.5 241 29.7 83 3,10 90 1.6 165 
8.7 191 3.12 172 3.3 25 
9.3 220 Ker 3.14 133 3.6 99 
10.9 109 1.7 29 3.15 101,201 3.9 250 

6.3 220 8.7 74 
Git 6.9 69, 175, Makhsh 
2.7 23 229 1.3 208 Naz 
3.3 71 6.2 71 1.1 139,214 
4.4 104 Ket 6.8 53, 192 2.1 187 
4.6 60, 85 1.3 132 2.1-2 241 
7.1 174 1.7 74 Meg 2.3 117,184 
7.5 126 1.8 96 1.168 2.4 128,137, 
7-8 71 1.10 146, 185 2.1 121 140 
8.4 209 2.5 115 3.1 10,247 2.5 147 
8.8 234 2.6 46, 240 3.2 235 2.7 11,207 
9.5 25 2.9 171 3.3 241 2.7 209 

2.10 140 4.1 125, 128, 3.1 88, 117 
Hag 3.1 100 133, 139 3.2 23,64 
1.141,43 3.2 47, 115 4.3 178 3.5 191,212 
1.5 43, 104 4.6 23, 25 4.4 85,209 3.6 113, 123, 
1.8 95,96, 5.1 101 4.9 8, 124 209 
132 5.9 143,247 4.1 121 

2.2 92 7.1 83 Mei 4.3 90 
2.7 82 7.6 96 6.6 136 4.4 215 

11.4 101 4.5 214 
Hal 12.1 108,207 Men 4.6 108 
i.8 212 13.1-2 99 4.3 36, 163 4.7 139 
3.6 121 5.6 125 5.3 99 

Kil 8.5 197 5.4 121 
Hor 2 A 92 10.9 212 5.5 52, 191 
1.2 45 2.3 123,128 11.1 87 6.1 133 
1.5 121 4.1 87 11,8 125 6.3 53 

4.4 47, 83 11.9 85, 87 6.4 89 
Hul 4.8 48 13.7 37 7.1 37 
i.147 5.1 226 7.4 77 
8.2 79 6.4 148, 194 8.1 19, 37 



272 INDICES 

8.2 210 
9.2-3 66 
9.3 139 
9.4 66 

Ned 
3.2 216 
3.11213 
7.1 197 
7.5 104 
8.6 137 
8.7 18, 193 
9.1 208,212 
9.9 220 
11.1 145,220 

Neg 
3.1 253 
7.4 110 
14.12 165 

Nid 
1.4 66,244 
2.4 71,74 
4.2 145 
4.4 5 
4.5 85 
5.4 85 
9.7 89 

Ohol 
13.5-^ 165 
16.1 52 

Orl 
3.3 97 
3.7 54 

Par 
1.1 88 
3.5 12,92, 

115 
3.7 224 
5.5 19 

9.5 105,115 

Pea 
1.144,47, 57 

2.167,68 
2.6 17, 140 
2.7 50 
4.1 51 
4.4 46 
7.2 210 
8.4 27 

Pes 
1.3 191 
1.5 136 
4.1 106, 125 
4.4 150 
6.2 197 
6.6 53,74 
8.7 244 
9.9 53, 194, 
215 

9.1021 
10-16,65, 82 
10.2 6, 65 
10.5 11, 169, 
221,224 

Qid 
1.3 126 
1.7 92 
2.1 131 
2.3 242 
2.9 139 
3.4 217 
4.14 58,66, 
79, 85, 104, 
121 

Qin 
1.1 250 
2.3 41,86 
3.6 210 

RS 
1.7 50 
1.9 10, 50 
2.5 128,229 
2.8 192 
2.9 68,88, 

128 
3.1 171 

3.8 104,193, 
197, 209, 
212 

4.5 67 

Sanh 
1.5 246 
2.4 168, 239 
3.6 193 
3.7 85, 124 
4.4 92 
4.5 47,48, 

83, 104, 
156, 229, 
235, 246 

5.5 178 
6.2 139, 151 
6.4 193, 224 
6.5 210 
6.6 178 
7.3 205 
7.5 205 
7.10132 
8.2 242 
8.5 166 
8.6 166 
9.5 52 
10.2 79 
103 109,147 
10.6 131 
11.2 131, 143 
11.4 68 

Shab 
1.128, 50 
1.2 174 
1.3 21 
1.9 23 
1,11 41 
2.1 90 
2.5 167 
2.6 164,226 
6.1 131, 174 
7.1 168 
7.2 90 
8.1 233 
8.2 234 
8.3 234 

8.7 242 
9.4 242 
9.6 43 
11.6 209 
12.3 87 
16.141,54, 
74 

16.6 164, 253 
16.8 167, 171 
17.2 145 
17.3 203 
19.2 45 
19.5 86 
19.6 70 
23.3 47,48, 

174 

Shebi 
1.3 90 
2.2 100 
2.5 125 
4.10 236 
6.4 113 
8.3 54, 55 
9.4 210 
9.8 92 

Shebu 
3.1 55,128 
4.5 216 
4.9 128 
8.2 53, 246 
8.3 185 
8.4 253 

Sheq 
2.5 11, 167 
3.2 169, 199, 
200, 225 

3.3 133 
4.1 186 
4.3 186 
8.2 205 
8.7 205 

Sot 
1.1 163 
1.7 134 
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1.9 81,85 4.5 88 13.12 98 168 
2.3 24 4.6 100 14.1 131,202 1.6: 90,136, 
2.6 209 4,8 232 15.1 187 200,224 
3.8 9,132, 15.6 187 1.10: 140 

143 Tam 16.1 187 2.1: 135, 
4.3 150 1,4 208 16.2 55 233 
4.4 165 2.2-3 10 16.5 164, 2.3: 147 
5.2 124 2,3 193 241,244 3.1: 134 
5.4 249 3.7 165 16.642, 72, 3.2:97 
7.3 130 5.4 68 74, 138 3.4: 65 
7.8 3, 117, 3.7: 41 

134, 135, Tem Yom 3.10: 61 
245 7.5 54 1.1235 3.12: 72 

8.1 210 1.2 162 12.1: 126 
8.7 141, 162 Ter 1.3 156 15.10: 147 
9.6 133, 193, 2.2 US 1.6 121,220 Ter 2.13:118 
209 4.12 241 2.1 13 

9.9 207 5.4 209 3.2 140 Talmud 
9.12 95, 167 6.1.92 3.8 163 Arakh58b: 1, 
9.14 79 8.10 178 3.1021,32 45 
9,15 108, 5.2 68 Ber 16a: 82 

159, 166 Toh 5.6 34 jBer 9.13c: 
i.5 12, 115 6.1 139 76 

Suk 3.8 150 6.2 173 BM 59b: 72 
2.1 169 7.8 244 6.6 208 Erub 65a: 
2.9 79 6.8 192 117,206 
3.13 92, 169 Uqs 7.1 79,85 Ket4(M>: 132 
4.4 178 3.12 62,68 Meg 24b: 11 
4.10 34 Zab Pes 
5.143,66 Yad 2.1 104 lib: 41 
5.2 34 3.5 99 114a: 72 
5.4 135 4.3 147 Zeb Qid 18a: 132 
5.6 88,92 4.4 150, 194, 5.6164 Shab 31a: 21 

197 10.7 145 Sot 14a: 34 
Taa 4.6 197 
1.1 229 Tosefta ARN 
2.2 186,236, Yeb Eduy 1.1: 1 25,29 
245 1.4 137 109 2 34 

2.9 12 2.2 39 Ket 4 34, 104 
3.2 246 3.3 188 1.6:46 1143,48, 
3.4 85, 87 3.9 87 3.3: 52 143,175 
3.6 226 10.4 187 Kippurim 20136 
3.7 226 11.170 2.4: 136 38 29,76,79 
3.8 11,52, 11.5 46 Ncg2.7: 37 

Pesiqta de 55, 130, 11.6 187 Nid2.3: 136 Pesiqta de 
137,217, 13,1 55 Pea 421:79 Rab Kahana 
233, 253 13.7 25 Sot 427 80 

4.4 137 13,8-9 187 1.'2:23,26, 



274 INDICES 

PesR 15.3 141 22.20 156 24.2 164 
14 25 15.7 138, 239 22.22 150 24.12 220 
44 80 15.1190,113 22.25 128 25,36 143 

15.14 82, 23.8 126 26.3 191 
Mek 113, 121 23.17 244 26.4 131, 
12.1 45, 55, 15.18 41.79, 23.19 178, 191,244 
87, 92, 212, 164 202 26,6 113, 
244 15.26 121, 35.2 128 127, 133, 

12.2 25 138 138, 153 
12.3 28, 29, 16.3 175 SLv 26,8 82 
32,212 16.4 141, 143 1.1 171,205, 26.9 23,116, 

12.5 25 16.16 85 253 186 
12.6 28, 32 16.25 146, 1.2 43 26.12 113, 
12.8 239 229 1.3 38,96 116, 138, 
12.31 77, 253 16.33 71, 150 1.4 90, 229 185, 200 
12.33 101, 17.8 36, 39, 1.5 70 26,13 23, 25, 
104, 205 123 1.15 45 150,184 

12.36 212 17.11 19,39 3.2 205 26,14 143 
12.41 218 17.14 165, 3.5 92 26,23 128 
12.42 113, 171. 197. 4.23 197 26.25 135, 
138 236 6.15 85 178 

12.44 220 18.3 133, 151 7.29-30 253 26.26 244 
13.2 26, 29, 18.15 77 8.7 197 26.33 51, 150 
104, 181, 18.27 72,74 8.15 121 26.34 229 
184, 187, 19.4 74, 229 9,2 244 26,38 253 
191 19.9 175, 178 9.4 197 26.44 220 

13.3 227 19.16 244 9.23 167 26,46 218 
13.4 253 19.17 128 10.2 229 Sifra Ned-
13.9 227 19.21 171 10.9 205 abah 13.9: 
13.13 220 19.24 77 1019 218 145 
13.17 121 201 60 11.3 92 Sifra Baraita 
13.19 178 202 193, 197 11.44 156, de R, Ishma
13.21 21 20.23 74, 156 203 el: 205, 212 
14.2 21 21.11 227. 13.3 77 
14.5 52, 53. 229 14.2 113, 143 SNm 
55, 104, 188 21.14 232 14,17 153 1.2 130, 176, 

14.7 37, 82, 21.16 166, 14.47 239 227 
239 253 15.11 226 1.4 130 

14.8 220 21.17 92, 227 15.31 248 1.6 205 
14.14 150 21.18 171 16,19 178 1.10 21,208, 
14.15 178, 21.19 141 16,23 239 236, 237, 
191 21.22 248 16,32 235 239 

14.19 191 21.24 205 18.3 171 4.1 197 
14.21 21, 113 21.26 227 20.2 71,74 4.5 51, 188 
14.27 55 21.30 237 20.26 156 7.5 248 
14.29 71, 128 21.32 156 22,1 171 8 193 
15.1 34, 141, 22.3 43 22.32 128, 8.8 153 
143 22.19 217 178 10.2 188, 192 



INDICES 275 

10.4 201 229 106.2 218, 134.5 13, 34, 
11.2 185 78.4 29 219 76,77,79, 
11.4 166, 229 80,1 48, 113, 107.1 176 83, 125, 
14.1-2 176 121,143 107.12 97 173,212, 
15.2 52, 176 82,1 212 111.1 248 244 
16 139 82.2 76,79 112 141 136 34, 39, 
17.1 160, 171 83.2 83 112.3 121 115.171 
17.2 201 84.1 99, 154 112.4 25, 53. 138 125,248 
18.1 101,202 84.2 21. lOL 62,71, 121. 139.2 200 
19.3 52 104. 154 244 142.1 156 
21.3 233 84.4 171. 114 178 142.5 176 
22.2 148 197.217, 115.5 76, 96, 143,2 178 
22.3 43, 148 218 101. 104. 150141 
22.4 21 85.2 253 113. 138. 153.1 176 
22.6 39 86.1 21. 116 171. 184, 153.6 118 
23.174 87.1 191 200. 202. 155.5 207 
23.2 148 87.2 39, 76. 206.209 156 101,202 
23.3 21.57 135, 154. 116 141 157,168 
23.4 202 249, 250 116.1 9 157.8 176 
23.6 210 88.2 136 116.6 55 160.3 202 
25.3 74 89.1 176 117.1 76. 128 160.5 41,44 
25.5 42 89.4 212. 229 118.2 137 160.6 251 
25.6 244 89.5 39,48. 118.12 248 160.11 150 
26.2 74 121. 135. 119.2 175. 160.13 101 
30.2 48 175, 184. 239.245 161.1 166 
35 9 185, 191 119.3 24.92. 161.3 59, 237 
39.3 53 91.1 152 156 
39.4 55 91.2 76 119.6 55 SDt 
40 48 92.4 113 122.2 215 1 24.29.81. 
42.2 244 93 25 123.9 224 88. 105. 241 
44.1 143 95.1 85, 110, 123.11 218 2 133 
47 197 132. 156, 123.12 176 3 34. 138, 
49.2 148 193, 197 124.2 29 143. 225 
55 148 95.2 191 124.12 29 5 48 
58.1 83, 205 96.3 175 125.3 248 8 70. 133, 
60.1 232 98.3 205 126.10 248 197. 203 
60.2 163 99.3 81.85, 131.1 12,46. 9 34. 253 
61 134,239 193 48.76.77, 10 23, 32, 34 
66 109 99.4 195 128, 130, 11 79, 108. 
67.2 239 100 48 135, 150. 136 
68.2 216 101 115 184. 191. 19 19.79 
70.2 24 102.1 100 214 20 150 
72.1 244 102,2 60 131.2 164. 24 251 
73.1 176 103,4 71 205 26 188, 197, 
76.2 119 103.6 248, 132.2 215 216 
77.4 38, 68, 253 133.1 81. 28 150 
253 105.1 76 232, 239 29 85, 216 

78,1 34, 224, 105.5 248 133.2 98 31 92,205 
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32 92. 156 81 101 319 156 PRE 
34 125 86 244 321 146, 151 10 110,113 
36 205, 236, 96 213 328 116,124 12 104, 199 
237 112 224 329 85,129 16-17 34 

37 68,81, 115 191 333 111 
171,213, 116 72 335 220 Genesis 
229 117 143 336 74 Rabbah 

38 178 130 166 342 135, 153, 1,15 25 
40 143, 220 159 128, 183, 156 49 12 
41 85, 121, 249, 250 343 24,61, 50.2 6 

126 160 253 193, 220 
43 113, 135. 186 150 345 57 Exodus 
235, 239, 199 236, 244 346 217, 220 Rabbah 
244 217 148 347 217, 220 18.5 80 

45 156 222 141 352 164, 236 43.1 80 
46 110 233 60 355 101, 143, 
47 153 249 148 178 Numbers 
48 88, 92, 277 80, 165, 356 113 Rabbah 

122, 128, 253 357 72, 74, 13.15-16 68 
213 278 104 92, 121, 

49 150, 152, 300 104 207, 254 Ecclesiastes 
191,214 301 239 359 251 Rabbah 

50 249 304 68, 189 397 148 7.1-3 34 
52 251 305 113 
60 185 306 89,126, Seder Olam Targum 
63 171 229 Rabbah Neofiti 
64 39 307 116 3 126 Gn 35,9 34 
67 18, 39, 309 82, 85. 15 126 

138,197 143 Targum 
71 39 310213 Tanhuma pseudo-
75 239 312 189 Wa-yese' 19: Jonathan 
78 205 313 244 79 Ex 18.20 34 
80 191 318 68 Dt 34,6 34 

Hebrew and Aramaic forms 

Babylonian for 
Palestinian n- 14 

in ]«D 14 

Aramaism for H ; 231 
in feminine nouns 63 
in Greek/Latin loan
words 76 

n»63 

nn^33K90 
ntiO^3«203 
n«T)3D 69 
Q̂ PKT13D 69 

f13»Q© 14 
pnj^irra? 14 
-QK 130 

n3tj; 127 
n^m 10 
n;n« 10 
TDH 12 
rr3« 13,160 
nr-'̂ pnnrrnH 160 

bj^ 162,245, 246 
-3':J3«246 
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Vhbm246 'TOTVI 13,75 Hinnr̂ K 35 
in»86 ir» 35,37 
10H86 irHoi 193 

p3KnD 100 in» in»88 K''nlT'K37 
inKi..."rn» 90,202 ^nir» 35,37 

inHiinK-S3 88 -(pirH 37 
N-m 12 inKni3-Q60 cr^ 154 
*7Ti3^ 13 im3 90, 172 T« 172 
•IK 8,40, 72 cr©^D-TO 89 [D''K 12, 172, see also 

n«8 
J T O N - P ^ - B ^ . . . 

]lTO"inn™ 27 -cD]noin»3 176 ÎP-'K 35, 37 
01K]''H46 -VIM 160 1*7^213,217,240 
o-!»-*:5D 40 nirTK̂p 173 i':?̂ K51» 54 
•-[»*:KDim*?c?28,32 mn» 160 n̂ n̂ TR 148 
n3rf?DiKp47 ninK64 I'p̂ K 173 
i-arf?ai»"TD>^ «̂*p47 rti'm 64 -[*7Klt^ 172 
01»-]3 71, 72 W 160, 209 ]'?^»38 
DIH-̂ B 70,71 -C?-inK 161,206,209 TO^K 111, 173,210 
•"PJ-^npi 72, 137 nnH*:J209 iKT'rm2i6 
•"T»-̂ I31"11D 72 ^nnn^ 125,206, 161,206, 
]m 8, see also 01« 209 209 
Krm 123 ivm 209 111 

-©nn^Q 161,206, (interrogative) 172 
n-'HK 123 209, 222, 225 Y^b 172 
1« 53, 160, 161, 188, )} in'pcDnnfc«2 225 K̂D 172 

193, 225 ]nm 80 r̂ p̂ 54 K'p«ir«i«54 ... ]inntC! pCD̂PD ... 73D54, 172 
188 148 

r«/im 19,60, 124, ^1^53, 160, 194 nnK71,160 140, 144, 152, 172, 
-̂ IK 188 n©K̂ -inK 205 174,186 
'Pt33®TK 50 -e;nn»7l, 159 *PnH...f»246 

PPTK251 nrm 86,202 •1«]^40 
m« 127 r™i...nn« 202 "131fK40 
3mH20 nn^D 90,172 p2ni? {"'K 124, 174 
ibm 173 nDDinipnn»*7S? 102, irK 19 
T1» 12, see also T3» 201,227 nr» 19 
*̂?TK 172 'K- representing TK 19 

•^^245 Babylonian AY 14 irK 19 
]D1K 154 K̂ 35,60 ]rK 19 
"]DiH 123 (negative) 60, 172, nsrK 19 
OirpTK 75, 77 174 19 
•T©i?n:iDnKniH] 189 ira«^H60 îr» 19 
niK; as plural suffix. i*pm 173 CTOfW 189 
especially of Greek T« 172 i3Trr''Di*7]''» 36 
and Latin loanwords nr» 35, 36, 37,153 3"'2?KnD'»*?pK36 
6,64,76 nn» 35 

m l 7 2 nt̂ K 35 t̂ *pKirH"»̂ 54 
rfpm 115 mrK 35,37 plr». . .ca^na36 
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-<2?pT:''H 192,194 K>...fH{246,247 0»''D...l̂ *:?247 
«*p«irKl« 54 205 

201 •WD 223 
...-in-f?n;»n]'H... •KHDni 161, 192, 
242^ ' 148 201,216 

« inp ...c»^nQ36, 
148,248 ]imnn 148 201 
... ji-fpY'̂ iJf^ 148 pirH...D«nD 36 
... '»,ynrK 248 I*:J»7, 19,20, 22, 35 -2?pi3*'t< ...DHnip 

nŝ H 172 "̂ Knp̂ n'PD 23 201 
Op-'SD̂ B̂ K 169 t>T^ 109, 161,213, rmbv ... mno 
2r« 40 217 naDTHQD 201 

...CTH 46 mn'*PH65 -iQim*:'p... c3«nD36 
HTncrwi 26 urrt^ 65 -brp ...mnoAS 
T©:pncr«*:5 27 wnbm (vocative) 26 
-]« 172, 245 \^bt>^2\3 201 
N ' T D ^ 5, 57 ^"^T^^ 161,213,217 HQK 189 

123, 145 ^''*:JI^H217 t̂ QHl5 
t>D^ (pausal) 107 -iTr*:?K 13 mnoH 64 
'7D^'^ 145 N^SR^ 13 moî  64 
"̂ Dlt̂ Dnp̂ Pi? 234 "bl^ 45 nTQ« 141 
*7Dit<2;rDa*Pi? 234 ^b^p^ 173 
" 7 3 ^ 7 10, 145 K*?Q*:?Hi213,217,218 D̂HTl 122 
'?Dt> 10, 145 p«n 122 
"TIDVH 10, 131 218 -©]Q«52 
n'PDK] 139 ^"^d?^ 161,213 nOK i06, 123, 145, 
'\t>DVCn 124 "IT:?*7« 13 see also b''r\ 

«;r)D» 13,75 lu?*? 13 19« (pausal) 107 
•̂'PDH 77 [:»jJ63,64 IQK't̂  (sentence 

nSD« 195 •KT13D 69 type) 182 
-'̂ nSD̂ HQ 195 OH] 1130 69 i*?-)D«45, 163 

"7^ 124, 140, 152, m 126, 160, 161, 0*711? n-'miQ̂ D̂ D 36 
172, 174, 185 162, 193, 194, 201, n-iinnnDKib''«in 227 

nrar}':?̂ !̂  174 213,214,215,216, niD« 116,119 
'«ipn*7^68 240, 245 n-)Q«nnt?i 108 
*7l̂ 'l8,160, 163, 165 niobm 163,218 rnQ«n£r6,77 

R B ^ A 45 ^ M C B U T K 163,218 •l-TDKm3Dn 27 
]n̂ *:j«Q 45 Plt|J...̂ niQ'7CB<202 106, 145 
K> 6, 20, 162, 245, p...^niQ'?i3«202 I D T 123 
246, 247,248, 249, "Ptop̂ OH (sentence 'l̂ lDK l̂ (sentence 
250,251 type) 215 type) 182 

•t<...C»^ 188 -iDt<̂ K*?2;52 
249 ...OK 188 

»'?«W]^t^225, 250 1«'?C«̂ l216 210 
C»«i ̂ 3» 246 1"l3r6DlKlQ«'«*P47 

248 Q«l 192 IDl̂ KlQC? 126, 235 
t^>0^*7 247 •HD213 126, 235 
»^«'''Pf«225, 250 Q<̂ D245 "1D1« 123 
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' ^ ^ b 106, 145, 146, -D-̂ p-'Cl̂ H 76 
147 7,8,18 crnK^:ir 70 

-l^mb 145 ro-̂ ĵ 138 86 
T^i? 106, 145, 146, Tim 130 nP3-TK 86 
147 -©"nn 125 n^yn^B-^niK] 189 

-iDi*:'-nD*:?n i l l , 126, "3«0llB 130 
147 mni54 rrvji^ 90 

iDi*:5TD*pnnD 111, mXH^m 130, 225 0'n«78' 
225, 249 -*7"^nD 148, 194 n\ym 72 

"D!aj8,18 CTQ̂ mD̂ 'lK 72 
248 nio© "W 70 O'lH 227 
...•QT*:'T'̂ i?rK 148 -l̂ OH60 
nm':5nmnnQ 38 n«Dn"noKn'©^59 T-IKĤ  111 
"TDi'PcrcDmKnnQ 38 HDTDOK 77 on» 11 
IDlbD 172 oir;pso» 219 cm-DiK6 
"liQK 153 «;B0H 237 "P^ITD*^ 6, 77 
-iDlK 153 IQK 20 r?om 63 
noiKn^nKin 19,109, D"i;« 54 :;nK 169 
137 (noun) p « 

-iDlKKinp-) 20, 36 'B^b 160 p.«n^K3 70,133 
nDlKTO36 "5*?D 102, 160 n » p i i 2 7 
iDiKK̂ ncD̂ D':' 225 (conjunction) 19, 
lai^'Ti 153 199,213,217,218, nobn^nmn 187 
-IDIKHT 23 226, 240 crtDonD'H 82 
•^-TQl»2n 42 t>'^^\^ 54 
n̂ciKtrr 134 162,240,241 relative 1,8, 20, 50, 

IIDK 130 188, 
nniDK 130 '^«...nD 36,201 causal 222 

"Ŝ :?n̂  54,240, 241, comparative 198 
141,162 242 consecutive 231 

-)Q«Ti*:'̂ Kin 176 p̂ s*:?̂ )̂̂  242 determinative 51 
-iD»3n5^K*^n 194 -CD"S':'1?«1K 54,215, final 231 
-TDK3-13Dnn 194 241,242 temporal 205 
"lD«3na*?98, 232, ^"71^ 144,231 
249 -Dt̂ l̂CTK 53 
inm 54, 223, 224 242^ -*P-1©K30, 32, 50 
-}D«]2?"191*?1DT 242 OIS'ID-'SK 78 
-lD«3(2?Om3 224 ]rTSK 78 l'7nw3l 

173 ts^ 162,213,215, ^'7-\m3i 
'12iTTOK216 217,241 ^mnm 205 
1^245 l*:'''SK54,213,217, n©K-n«5i 
« ^ ] K 6 240 ^WQ 222 
«D« 173 K̂DQSJK 237 ^mnv'^D^ 210 
m 7 , 1 8 ••'GSiSK 77 "i©Knn^3 23l 
mî Kl 189 ')m]^,222 
-hmnn 194 -K^H"»60 -mo 38, 198, 205 

i3n3» 18 b)^ 160, 165 'm]Vd:^23\ 
ITO 18 TVbDIS^ 13,75 -KDRD222 
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imiv205 Di*P2f?Dn«3 116 »iiinoi'3 19 
'imbv 222 H3TOD207 rrminion 65 
imn2ibv222 tanzb*:J207 10^3 33, 77 
nmjpv 222 H'yirhi^ 24,66, p 7 1 , 159, 160, 167, 
imr&^b^bv222 111 202 

nnn 222 K13*?Tn^ill, 148 73... f3 202 
173 n«3 (participle) 106, "[3731P73 203 

m 5, 8, 18 131 lQ^i?p'Pir3 45,46, 
as masculine r»3Ul 167 

pronoun 18 f-»fcl''H3 70, 133 ]D:iP73*Pir3 45 
18,19, 23,51, «̂ 3il 42 1130*?... p 46, 167 

160,163, 164, 188 K-'On̂  12, 146, 148, 113rf?Dl«f3 47 
no«-n»5l 232 ii3rf?n55 7347 
-«n»23.51 «̂ 3'? 12,97 T3 71, 159 

»̂ 3D r̂6nrn 110 73 57 
'rrm 36 f«''3D2r 134 n p 57 
urn inlH23 0iD''*?'i3 83 ^3ir3 33 
nm 18 113 0*03̂ 3 172, 173 
n-mnr« 108 ii3""iir 70 -m :̂î 3 
jinni*^'Ti20 113 66 i':H2?1n»"'2i''3 59 
-̂ pnp̂ HQ 148, 194 732113 77 DnH'̂ *̂ 3 110 
nnm 50 TO 96, 114 "^^^2 176 
am 18 2r'3 96 rr3 54, 70 
umrm 189 no 42 pn-'s 54 

"TIAM 173 nT3 20 pn*»33i«i90 
in» 18 mn 20 nTn3nnn 195 
n3nHl8 ]rp 9, 154 nKon̂ 3 127 
-m 173 fiirn 172 n3«i©nn''3 43 
inK'pp 173 pn3D 172 ni^llDTQ 70 

*?t*icr3mn3 133 cnionn^?*:? 0*71.1 
222 nTn3 133 

nTn3nn^3 195 rr33 160 
n3lD3 172, 189 n^3n^B3 54 

bzo'^^ivlO, 133 n31tD3t̂ 'P© 172 •̂ n3̂ *7I?3 70 
"i^O 102 'PD3 60, 114, 129, 130 12^ni?*733 210 

160 *:̂ 13 130 1033 37 
141 rf?Q3 60,129 i*:̂ 33 12,96 

int^ 11313 60 7*703 129 *73 172, 174 
Drn̂ n3 59 m*?CD3 129 »*73 162, 163 
i*::̂ Dn3 12 *:?D3n*? 146 *73*73 195 
13 51 *PCDT*P 146 13*73 172 
13»2iT3 200 " 7 ^ 2 127 *̂73 172 
i<{i3 42,58,106 47, 57 *̂73D 
1̂3 165 0133 205 *̂73*7r 222 
3^ron»3 148 n»^3 57, 83 1̂ *̂73 
'?ipiD*:Ji3irDn»3 28 T3 165, 166 nF*73nrr3t̂  160 
tai 136 n p n o 198 1?*73 176 
Hsm 23 ^T3 165, 166 "1̂ *73 172 
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•^rh±^ 144, 231 fpna 14, 58, see also 
'^b^lV 205 irp^nb 12 

nD3 36 irpssf? 12 
1P3 58 Crl23l2? 82 

141,162 n9i?3 38 pKi3n*72?rnc?3l 
Q̂3 36 H13 57 «̂ 3̂ 42,45,46 

p 70 njR2?»n3 173 n-j3I?''Sn3n932?42 
01«-]3 71,72 -1=1/114,237 
c™""n70,7i rrmmrwm 141 Tr)3 114 
crm-^Bpi 72, 137 rri3 47,57 -13T2 119 
•-r»-^n"]n-p72 nln3 47,57 m 251 
]"-lfn3 47, 70 î n 14, 58, 227, see 
]nmBCT03} 101 Kin-|n32niprr i l l also ]*?na 
rTTP 70 "J13 42 nTt2 54,57 
Tir]3 70 ^ ? nyn 57 
nn 131 nÔ 'PS?? 70 nnn 57,59 
rrn: 131 "73503 160, 167 
003 6, 77 «'po*r3ra23i '3-ir}2130 
nno3 102 nD*T3D3 37 -©'D1T2 125 
-n3i?3 231 mra 120 02 7 
-i2?»nnp3 231 •̂ D'?©3 9, 37 *?nT3 211 
V7]1X}2 66 -©nrra 161,206, nr2 65 
nrio'Tiia 23, 24,66 209 bh HI 
11^3 90 n3 70 n'?2102 
^P3 70 *7ip-n3 72 •»n'?2 102 
ira^i?3 70 i r a 159 '-bk 102 
cnD*?];3 27,70 nn îi 115 
CTQ̂ D-̂ Pi?? 70 rrVsD 115 
3in*?in 70 rfPT'^ 124 
np^P3 70 33 65 n*7i3D 132 
n2wn "7^2 70 2:'>v 160 n'p̂ so 132 
n31W*?i?3 70 rf?2141 
crn3"':>3:3 70 n;3n 141 D2 19, 240 

^33 127 "DD2 213, 217, 240 
rr5-*:JiD2?nnln 17 n3a 12 mVD2 5 

*7*?iJ3l72 ' cr33 65 crionn̂ *:'''Q2 27,34, 
^niiV2 45 nT33 57 59' 
mnB3 120 ^12 63,80,98 ]'?D2 80 
2?n̂ S3 172 cr*7n3'm3 83 ]2 65 
n^3n^s3 54 *7n3nD^ 26 n32 65 
-nH:i3 ^i3]n:D27 m32119 
1n«2i3 59,109, 146 *:?™i|n:5 78 nn2 72 
•TO2i3"nn59 r6ii5 63 nr33pi?s42 
^r«2i3 110 nViisn nop 27 ]ii-i2 77 
'0^2 146 rf?12 98 ni2li2119 

1^3 160 ^12 119 012 28 
ni^3 42 na25i 112 60 
3OTDrp3 189 r2n 251 202211 
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nc?m2130 11211 nr'71195 
•©2 ]1l 111, 149 p*71 130 
crotpinnTD" 65 n2o p*7ii 130 

nnntf5n.i20 ip*71 72 
-131 pi*?! 11 01 
-n]rD 209 ... ]11*7Y*̂ I?7» 148 0̂ 01 83 

fc^i 22 ]11*7 111 01/3S1D 133 
-1131 57 ]1T*7 149 0^Qin3''S©61 
i m 11313 60 ]il3 114, 131 IQl/ 
1131*? "131? 4 ]1T3 114, 131 1011131110*7 37 
n'pol 227 111 195 0121 127 

n3i?nini 195 ppi 96 
P31D1-1*711 110 ^ni 176 p i p i 96 
"151 ^6 ,31 I P 54 
131D 132 -'7Kyn 144 Tmn -]i i 66 
ni31D97, 132 c o i l "111 66 
ri31D 132 HQ'7n 231 p » p i 2 7 
nil31D 132 010^1 77 Dl«-^33p-^ 72, 137 
131D 132 p 111, 118, 131 01«^D3pi3 72 
ni31D 132 p r r 3 54 1113 198, 199 
]n31Q 132 pn' '33»90 13113 172,199 
nil31Q 132 m i p 192 13113 199 
ni31D 96 m i p ...OHIO 36, ]3113 199 
131 40. 72 201 ^ p i 3 161, 199, 
^'T© 131 31 pi3^«...D»10 36 200 
1131 30 -^r i i r« ...ot^no -*7i3ii©-n«54 
1131 30 201 o i l 72 
"1131 30 -^piiri^ 192, 194 jipil 189 
*?J13i 30 p3̂ *7CriQt̂ «̂*7i2?li? tt?ll25, 141 
1131 30 210 C?11l13C?l''i;i 136, 
-]n3i 30 pri]o r̂r3Tî *7 116, 140 
n3l 30, 31 118 ]CD1 169 
DD131 30 ]l2»^inp3...]11*7 ... 
•/ID131 30 148 ' -1 (article) 31 
•/|13l 30 ]i3C?mp jn*7149 1-
13131 30 ninoQTi 154 ofl*7» 22 
131f»40 nitDDD'̂ ri 154 Palestinian for 
137*̂ ? 40 o^r io i«6 Babylonian K- 14 
1011131110*7 37 i n 76 for Palestinian final 
131*7 cr*7n 66 ]riipn 169 -e 14 
1C?» 131*7:? 222 T l 65 -1- in Nifal and 
i;«17«0'B*7i?Pll< l i p 65 Hifil infinitive 96, 
131*713? ,131^ p^nn 119 97,146 
10H^242 yrrn 76 1; 
Q'llQH-DnOTTIQO m«pn^n 76 in feminine nouns 
141,162 *71 63,69 

1131 1^33*711 82 in Greek/Latin 
^Dni31*7P 230, 231 ]̂ I?1*71 195 loanwords 76 
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in feminine partici TIQ36 "̂ nn 10 
ples 130. 131, 132 •TDlKTnD36 Tonn 
in rfpop (imperative) -*PKinnD 148 Tonnb 97 
15f inocTTsn 36 n47, 173 

in third person Kinp 192 K̂n 18 
singular feminine Kinp ...DKn{p36, KMIfK 35 
perfect 8 201 Kn̂ niDD 198,203 

-n (interrogative) KTriracnipn i l l K"'n© bo 41 
161, 192 Kinncn-5 19 "]Kn 24,172 

mn 192 Kin2rt'D41,51 "|Knoi 193 
KH 173 inc?' bo 2 ©n»n 26 
KH 173,241 KincniDD 203 n;n 
nricTKn 26 KinG?nQ5l -f-participle 1, 19, 
D^n^n (vocative) 26 K™q4l 137 

^m2 2 expressing contin
D̂KH 122 ")QiKKTnpi20,36 uous or repeated 

]D»n 122 IDIKKintD'S*? 225 action 108, 152 
-nnonKniDii? 19 expressing pluper

ji^nb 111 nDiKn̂ nKin 19,109, fect 116,137, 216 
nDbn2?n©Kn 187 137 expressing past con
HKDn 47,58 -I'PW 72, 161,215, ditional 109 
n'pixr 58 222, 223, 226 as copula in noun 
ninipnn 85 -lQK31*:?'Kin 176 clause 181 

n-)innnQKi':j"Kin 227 in imperative 152 
b^jnb 146 irnn in imperfect 122, 
^T*:? 146 rmn^ 232 123 

KOI 42 nin 152, see also Tn in Pi'el participle 
K'Dn'? 12, 146, 148, nn 153,173 132 
232 iTDin 28 with "TID^ 114 
K̂n*? 12, 97 nK în 58 rf:?ii?nm-m2?''D 36 
KO'2̂ n':'nrn no K'2iin iDiKnnKin 19,109, 

K'̂ iin̂  146, 148, 232 137 
iĵ nn*:' 12 K':»in^ 106 ©-liinOTn^n 136, 
vrpBUb 12 nKnm 14,58 140 
n;33n 141 ninin 58 nnn 105,115 
nian 12 nnin 14 n{n8,105,115 

Q-'mn 111 rK'i2n*:?c?rn©3l 
ni3Q 9, 132 TOW 111 Tn^ 123 
nn 251 nKTTI 195 n̂  122,123 
OTin 78 Tntn 235 Kn̂  123 
CDrin]nD 78 Tin 90 123 
n©3Q3':5nn 82 P'n 66 -̂ jpî nT'n^ 175 
-Ti of Hof at 97 133 ™2i3''nn59 
mn 18,20, 36 p'tm 163 nnn 123 
K̂m 246 -•pnm 163 nn 122,123 
-̂ Kim 53,246 -':jn5'!£Dp''Tnn*:J2l9 Knn 123 
K̂n nfK 35 cTDnn nn 123 
Kin no 36 tPDTT, 100 nnK 123 
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123 n-ionb 12,58,96, V 
'Ti^ 123 146 pronoun 18 
vrv 123 myb 12,58,96, affirmative 172 
IT 123 146 interjection 154,213 
K1.T 123 "Tcon 38 ]n2?-*73 41 
vnn 123 *7C3n ]n^4i 
mn 123 i*72?3n3 12 D/in*7©3i 
nrnn 123 nD*?Q3T13n 111 im3KQ]n© 14 
Tn: 123 192 ' pcfpD]ncD 14 

123 •x»«-n3»'7n 194 nnm 60, see also nm 
"n] 123 n'XT 22, 23 n«m-noH]n'o<59 
nrn*7 110 'Hi*7n mn 18 
•rnmo 59 ••Kl̂ prn 173,175 nm 38, see also n«3n 
nm 152 r?n 22 nm 20,153, 173,213, 
mn 152 nfpn22 215 
ni5, 152,153 i6n22 54 
nn 5,152 n7*7n 5,59,60 nim 127 
n n 152, 153 l*?! 5,99,110, 145 n:m 38 
nolHin 153 fp'-pn 45,163 nnnm 139 
-j'̂ inni 139 n3'7ncDn(p«n 187 nnnm 173 
rn 152 '•p\ 145 n»mn 154 
nn 5,152 •'*7-]*7H45 ^n^nm 153,154 
im 5, 152 -pb 10, 145 «2?m 
pm 152 1*7*7 10, 145 t«Dm*7146 
nmo 132 13*7*? 10, 145 «cr*7 146 
nmo 132 •|*7m 138 cr*79ion 173 
jyirn 26 p3nD'5-i*7m 110 3on90 
pm 12, 172 iinoii*7m 110 30''Q 90 
]7« 12, 172 3npii*7n 110 p 13*7 iron 242 
pm"? 172 cnnQnno*70*7m p̂ QOn 237 
]Dmn 172 133 *73non 102 
nDm 58 Y7lm 11, 110,136, nTi3i?n (vocative) 26, 
-]*?m 47, 173 139 173 ' 
I'p^mi'rn 172 l*:'mnn 139 n*7j;n 102 
*7mmom 26 l*7n 5,99 *7i;n*7rn 102 
npm 14,160,164 *7*7n 13 i*:^3 3in3nr*7yn*7i?p 
lim 14, 102, 160, *7*7nl3 102 

164 l'?*7n 2, 22 n*7P0 132 
•••©]5nB*n82 i*:̂ nDOin3 23 npi?n 102 
2?pm 58 ]'7n'l72 ni©im 
mpnm 27 l'?n*7172 mcirn*? 146 
or)n on 18 nw^b 146 
0Dn*7 12, 96, 146 non 18 I'Wn 90,100 
033̂ *7 12, 96,146 a^roxs] 139 T o s n 176 
rnDn 73 •fTon (vocative) 26 isn 123 
niDmi 58, 64 nm ]1i>Qn (vocative) TSl» 123 
rn^nh> 12,58, %, 26, 173 isr 123 
146 pnon 127 nc^n 58,60 
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n-i5p-iOBn59 ic?s^N''nnD47 K25ri 136 
miiDiosn 59,70 "rnm 10,110,136 nin 11.136 

»̂ 3D''rf?nnn N O Pin- (plural suffix) 
nHS*?p"osn'? 67 2?t̂ nrnn203 14,64 
nposn 58 -I'm 20 l*rnp»i 45 
Tpsn •'nDlK2ri42 
•Tpsm 12 srro 154 'D1 161. 193 
•Tpim 12 IR*pnn 127 IrKOl 193 
oiD-Tsn 33 ^ n n 95 -]Kn'D1 193 
»P"lBn 12,76 enpnn 83 nooi 193 
n'-npn 111 crpm nQ'BD'DT 193 
Kin-]n32rnpn ILL rD:pnQ44 pi 37 
©ipn 64 ypm 169 iDiKKrtpi20. 36 
MC7IPN 64 Tn97 nKD^T*?l203 
]mpn 26 'KfJi 175 
*:5pn -1 116, 137, 160, 188, ut^nt^m 161.192, 
^nb 97 200, 232 201,216 

adversative 245, 246 piQnnDi 101 
niHin':' 97 concessive 240 j1- in plural verb 122 
mK-i*? 97 consecutive 235 ]V (adjectival suffix) 
njnn 28 in llbyi 250 80 
msin':' 12,97,146 -I'TKin 72, 161,215, K 3̂1 101 
niDl*? 12,97, 146 222, 223, 226 1K:5D31 101 
:-n58 V cppDnKmn 101 
Tnn 73 as plural marker in npi2l9 
pnnn demonstrative 7 npi 111 
pn-N*? 233 in third person plural rf^iin 136 

'•^HI 20, 153, 173, 184, perfect 22 iDiin 136 
187,214 215, 226 fKI 189 3inDn-]*:>Dnsi... 176 

'nn 54 OHKÎ I 189 1 1 1 7 
'3»nn 54 IK*? OKI 216 m- (plural suffix) 64. 
NNN«nn 20 RNNI 11 65.76 
-©'in 173,215 -^ribyi 125,162, ni- (abstract suffix) 5. 
"WinDnn 194 213,250 14 59, 63.64 
-b'bvrT}] 147 'Km 172 

tinn 'NI 'H 172 nKt 8.22 
yVPfTi 111 nn, see nT nn? 

K̂OT 73 Kim 246 crna^ 31 
ncoon 72 -«7Kim 53, 246 2t 114 
crofn (vocative) 26, -l*?ini N , 110,136, 2pt 114 

173 139 IT 19,22. 35 
*TSOT 141 ••KfTIl 173, 175 IDIKm 23 
mnron 95 DTpsm 12 K2nT23 
xiprm 237 DTpnni 12 non? 138 
rnirn 58 'KT̂ '̂l (sentence ©llDnt 23 
niTin (imperative) type) 182 i:iir©nT23 
151 '1T1 58 nTmnT46 

nnni 47 ir^iinni 59 npnrn^r 202 
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33n 224 •''On 64 
rTTnD'7ii?3 23,24,66 nnn 119 m 
n?n ]ii?Dn (vocat ive) nnn 20, 81 mpnm 27 
26, 173 -s7*7t̂ -j2rfTan236 3m 47, 58 

nt 8, 22, 35 33 nlHon-3m 70 

n™iT 23 
-an 46,47 O'̂m 58 
i-an*?...p 46,167 D-m 45,46 

3nT*7©n>nD32 
ii3rf?Dn«p 47 "1̂ *7013 46 

nm? 47, 80 i-arf?n3jpp47 p2im 33 

-int T3n 227 
Tntn 235 T3n 227 

IT 8, 19, 22, 35 m̂ K̂ 'TD 33 •3n 
IT HH IT 46 ;i:n 127 •OT 100 
iTn -̂js 23 mn •3n 
31T 6̂  77 Tn 100 0-Q3n03n 83 
21T 7, 77 Tnnn 47 inoKcropn 27 
nl21T 140 1(31*7 crQ3mHn no 38 

TIT 54 3in 65 *7i*7n 57,59 
p 119. 227 3tn*7i?3 70 ni*7n 195 
nyT 102 n3in 65 

n*7-*pn 172 t't90 in3inn'«r 119,168 '7'?n 10 
TTn 90 m *7nn 10 It 195 nm yn 11 »nno«̂ *?n 12 

nDT 163 Tnn 14 r'?n38 
7nnp''nom*7116, *7in90 p*7n 
118 '71190 ip'7n] 47,99 

noT 100 '7in 65 
•n 

niDT 66 n*?ln 65 CTDn 38 
"IDT m\n 89 [T(3n-Qn82 
IDIT 134, 140 pn 172 nan 
nOT 134, 140 nn3 172 inra 139 

n3T3 99 fin3Q 172 
nDT3 134 rin*7172 non 189 
-IDT 242 p p n 162.250 nonnniQ- 65 
"inn*? IDT 242 -©Qrn245, 250 non 

nî llDT 67 nB2iin 13 mno 160,168 
3*?T 189 nsOT 13 non 
•DT211 TTn 14 Tann*7 97 
]DT 209,210 jTn 20 

won 86 
-e?]DT3 126, 161,206, pTn2l9 mn 86 
209,210,216 -3p''TrTn 163 mn 89 
-27]nT*7D 161,206, -*pn3lcopnnn*7 2l9 n̂ ôn 86 
209 ni?Tn' raQn86 

npnT 203 -4DnpTn3 7l 3!in 
i?"iT nm 4,135 33nnn 12 

ni?nT3131 
n ôn 1130 80 

n̂ riT 154 nlKQn''3m 70 mn 
n\'vi\ 154 non 64 •mnoic? 154 
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ion 3iDn:r 27 100 
jjion n-i'7''n2 27,34. 3lcin-i2r 27 HQ'38 
59 n3nD3^nniD 101 np! 12, 24 

p n 6 0 n3lD nnr 12 
fsn 148 -'7n3iDpnnn*:?2l9 

89 n3103 172, 189 c?3n 26 
ih n3i03K':?© 172 ©3nrf?47 
]nnp47.70 ':no 111, 114 n̂ rr 60 
in̂ inaĉ oDD 101 "ro 111, 114 i;r 211 
2in 148 Vt) 152 T 6 6 
3in 65 *7ino4 
HDin 65 ':^^83 TÔ cnn 111 
3nn 227 rrbo 63 T3 165, 166 
nnn 68 KQ0 81, 130 'T3nD 198 
nnn 68 nKDO 130 T> 160, 165, 166 
fnn 70 KQO 100 TQ66, 173 
r"in-]3 70 KQO[D] 81 Tbv 173 
CTKZ? "'©•jn 70 KQ03 97 Tbv 160, 165 
-[cn 60 " «Q03 97 IT*:'!? 165 
]n©n nKQCD 189 -n 169 
]i3CDm]n]n*:j 149 nKQ1CD3« 189 ran'T^^: 119,168 
TOT 60 nt«2ioi*?i 189 'T3 165,166 
ns:7n 60 OIJD24 'Tb 160,165, 166 

©©n 78 1̂ 0 42 "TbD 160, 165 
pn^nn 140 mĉ r̂T*?!} 169 
P̂ KnD 100 nr32 f]iPto 42 nT 151,172 

nDnn 59 -̂ Itp 189 nnnn 58 
inn 154 r*7pno 76,77 nnnn (imperative) 
onn 111 •no 172, 205 151 
•lnn*7111 •103 205 i:T 106,145 

nPT 108 
•r*pincD 70 V-v 106, 145 
n3a 83 representing VTb 106, 145 
K'PDD 76 Babylonian -e 14 nvib 106, 145 
nV3D20 representing »1 22 
3nr'?c?n'?3Q32 Palestinian ay 14 FTin*? 232 
mK*73D 76 as construct marker KT 123 
ntaD 76 in plural nouns 69 n' 123 
3̂12 47 '- KIT 123 

nn30 38 for Greek -ti 76 n^ 123 
nn9 8l gentilic/ordinal n- 122,123 
nni3n[mn]iQ"ii? 19 suffix 80 TT 123 

"int? 81 bz^" 145 -©p2ilTT 175 
liTCD 100 223 TT 123 

310 96 -l'T«in72, 161,215, •'P'Tî  77 
3"̂ IS 96 222,223, 226 •1" 65 
n3̂CDD 132 lOKn̂ P'̂ K'n 176 in dates 88 
310 247 nilnniQKi*7«in 227 DVU\' 89 
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nto- 114,129 010 T̂ - 27 
W D*2?*7© 88 "fV; 145 olQrn:r27 
CC^^DT 88 -tr 145 
Dim im« 23 •fT*7 145 i?'Ti-i2r. 27 
HmnDi'5 19 n-f?*? 145 np-'l06, 145 
DI- "̂DCD 70 n-pM 96 «T?̂  151 
nor 8 H ' T 111 «lp-123,151 
cro; 8,65 1*7 145 «ip- 123 
mTDO-"^ 72 C T - I N P R O N O M I N A L 7, 235 
mo; 8,65 S U F F I X E S 30 HTHQ 7 
nonnniD- 65 (PLURAL S U F F I X ) 63, Tl{58, 145, 165 
CTOTan niD*'65 69, 129 IT 145 
rre?(3rT rwr2 65 ( D U A L S U F F I X ) 64 I T * ? 145 

"D-D 173 nil*? 145 
-LPD66 ^̂ iiriDYi 26 -TT-1 11, 136 
fuin 66 7- (PLURAL S U F F I X ) 63. D-1-Itn 26 
]r 219 129 TO*̂ -!-!? 70 
no-'- 10. 14 W 14 nor-Tir 70,133 
-or 14 14 PT 13 
-[sr 123 TO-90 " T 58 
HT; (PLURAL S U F F I X ) 64 jl?: 222 Pi: 
m-- (PLURAL S U F F I X ) 14, -I2»^|ir 222 -npTH 27 
64 -0]ir 222 ^ 145 

nnr 81 13"; *?til2r 
pirn-81,164 n-)Q«ns;6,77 *?î 7rro© 82 
Î DD-inr 83 crorins'n82 *?»nero-Tno 133 
TIT 230, 245 o n r 97 -c?*?t l̂2rp-3n236 
"T-rrn 1^166 ^T42, 58,59, 119, er 

tJDrp 100 145.169 »ip0*?0-B0-I?30©-
R E P R E S E N T I N G inoin-T-H^- 119, 168 68 

P A L E S T I N I A N A Y 14 ^i^m 59,V09, 110 ]-»-0D(2r 134 
irr" 242 n«i6 145 D-no-i«eri42 
r: 65 rit̂ :a 59, 109, 146 fnolHcr 134 
miiDp 48 pptD- 134 
nicnp 48 in«2io 110 r-0-'72r"TQK-»*?©li? 
mr" 65 irmo 109,146 210 

2W 141 «2>ri 136 00; 145 
n?: 28 inî 25ra200 1*? OCT 45 
rTDTT 28 « I T 131 02?- 145 

•PID: 114, 129, 130, rT»2it 131 OCT*? 145 
172, 175, 176, 225 rmr 131 HOC?*? 145 

'TiypD 176 HHTt̂  154 02?1- 135, 141 
rbi"^ 114 »-2nrf7 146. 148, 232 2?TT0OTTn 136, 
-n*?!:; 114 ^^'r^^ 106 140 
rfriD-130 ocm-orpp 189 
n l̂DM14, 129, 130 i*P0ln«-2in 59 Tin©- 97 
CT'TID- 114 0 -̂22-0 110 O C T 111 
r*70- 114, 129 TT o-2nn 111 
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Tmjnn i l l ]to 172 \kb^'D^b241 
ny^ 28. 59. 122. '»T3 242 '3 ]ir 222 

141 ' 'P 242 '3*?p 222 
"13 160, 167, 198, '3 3i:5r 222 

diminutive suffix 63 199, 209. 233, 234 '3 nnn 222 
gentilic/ordinal -*?n3 Ii, 162, 231, -i]r3 209 
suffix 80 233 -©]i;3 78, 161,206, 

nrr 224. see also mr -©'13 11,47,71. 209 
125, 162, 225, 231, I3«:ii1'3 200 

bVTT^SU 164 233. 236 0'3 203 
bsn-j? 81 ^bm'^io 231 1>*̂ 3 172 

-mnois 161,206, p 37, 172, 199, 218, 
209 226 

inrr 47 rT'T13 63 1373113T3 203 
1113 198,199 13*^37 

"];r[- ((second person ••^-^B1113 72 p...'nip*?ca^202 
suffix) 5. 30 -(D1113 161. 199. '7P01133 219 

O 66, 144. 160. 172. 200 -*?3 40,41.51, 192, 
176, 198. 199, 202. 13113 199 209.210 
213.217 13113 172. 199 in distributives 88 
0.. .nM73. 148, p i l 3 199 inKiim^-^3 88 
202 ncfro n^b^sr^D 88 

imD 90, 172 bMriu^ll DllDl"^3 89 
nrwD 90,172 b)iT[]n'D 78 •lK-^40 
^bt^D 83. 213. 217 DTinplD 78 ^2TbD 40 

161.199 n:n3 nniKD-^ 40 
1X133© 82 i*:Wifoyt'?D23 

102 rm:: 63 Dip(3-^3 6,41.42 
•K3 213 p3 114 -er^3 4i 
]K3 14, 172, 173 nri3Ji3 105 [»rin2r*P3 4i,5i 
R 172 ]r3ii4 inc? bD 2 
]»3b 172 nap 58 «ncr43 41 
1«3Q 28, 172, 173 013 6.65 ]n2r*:'3'4l 
*̂?̂ K11»?D78, 173 ]12mi013 6. 65 -©]Q?̂ 3 161.206, 

]KDQ"Tir 83 nlol3 6 209 
38, 198,205 ]'n3K2̂ moi3 65 ^i?^3 23,24 

133 105 criio 65 Kr»̂ nr̂ 33 210 
®»113!D242 '3 51. 192.205.213. -^nv^bi 161,206. 
T133 247 214,222.231,240 209 
3«Ti33 69 D»'3 245 iwnilk'?3*?jp222 
•Kn33 69 ca '̂'3...K*?247 ^!D56 
TJ33 5, 57, 59 p*?i?'3 222 CTto40,41. 161, 175, 
•KPKT133 69 P 0 3 213, 217,240 192, 193, 247 
'713:33 176 '31 161, 193 mbDn^s^b4\ 
I'DD 173 1r»'31193 iq te 172 
'T îa-rDK'pr! 194 THnpi 193 bh2> 5, 54,172 
lC»i0133nO 194 19'31193 m^/V^'^0 54 
ra3 169 ID^BQOl 193 bt>3 5 
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-S*?D 102, 160 nib*7i?l72 of infinitive 58, 96, 

HDD 37, 172 inno 64 97, 110, 144, 146, 
nDDTnQonrwt̂ Pi? 102, 

mn-iD 64 
162, 231,234 

201,227 113 219 as final conjunction 

nODB 37 n i3 58, 64 162, 231,232 
nnD IV 31 

ni3[ni 58,64 
with pronominal 

1DD 198 ni31*7 12.58,96, 
suffix 44,45 

161, 198, 199 146 -tD...-'?218 
piDD 161,203 niO-*? 12, 58,96, 1*7 (to it) 51 
vriDD 198 146 1*7 (for onese l f ) 45 
niDD 198 -©3 11,38,52,59, 1*7 (proleptic) 19 

ÎDD 198 116, 126. 161,205, 1*7 51 
HDiDO 198 206, 207, 216 1*7 47 
nlQD 160, 198 KK-ra 59, 109, 110 '*7 250 
-DPiDD 161, 199 K3ra3 207 -*7lCDt̂  30, 32, 50 
»TOnt2D203 -C?3̂ « 162,240,241 -*7...]-3 167 l̂ mcniDD 198, 203 -©3'? 11, 125, 126, -*71...p 167 
imD3 198 161,206, 207,216 -*7n3 11, 162, 231, 
nnioo 198 

t̂3n©3'7 207 
233 

-[niDD 198 -*7K*7-n 144 
-niDD 198 t^D2 12,96 -*7«'7©..,-*7 53 
]/arraD 198 i*7ipi3 12 -*7K*7CD1 ...-*7 161, 

p 172, 173, seejKD -C?02?3 161, 199, 200 202 
p 172, 198, 199 1C?3 114 -*70 144 
pi 37 T2D1 38 -*7-3«lQ 148, 194 
"TDi«wn pi 20,36 303 -*7miO 194 
p^OD 161,203 3ni3 105 .*7ir»<10 148, 194 
p*?:? 222 3in3 105 -*7«iniQ 148 p-S'̂ I '̂̂ tli 242 in3 -*7ns3«io 195 
1333 44,47, 198, 199 D-p-î 'p©nin3:?3tD -*7rp ...OHIO48 
11333 199 32 -*7'*79ni] 147 

11333 itr 199 
3in3 28, 105 -*7n30*7i? 162, 231, 

3in3»ipO»'?Q «̂ 
234 

0333 99 218 .*7ni0 147 
0331'? 12, 96, 146 

3in31«3 148 
-*?101P 147 

033'''7 12,96, 146 
10*713Tpl«3 28 

-*7Tni? 109, 126, 147 
1'P33 149 lQ'?Q3in3n 111 -*7Dnp209 

l'?113nn033 27 1*P*?10-3̂ 3 23 
-*71312il 214 

11303 140 t>^32Tonr'7vn'7VD -*713112rn»54 
^3 64, 237 102 

-*71310 pinn*7 219 
a'S3ni«''©3 54,59 ... 3irDni*?oisil76 

1*71Q«45, 163 
193 163 iiinin3 27 -*71*7K 45 
11S3 38 ©n3 66 1*71*7145, 163 
in«2i3 109, 146 

1*7-np'l 45 1H13 66 1*713p45 
n 3 2 0 3 as preposition 18, 30, 1*732r45 
r i 3 i 73 37, 50,51. 160,163, 1*7 IK 173 

nib 164, 165 1*7173 
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1 5 ^ IDl*? 106, 145, 146, 
13':'3 172 147 

b^B'"^ 144 -tD13'73 245 nDl*:JTD*7P 111, 126. 
124. 140. 144. -©13*:»31 125. 162. 147 

152. 172. 174. 185. 213, 250 •iQi*7TiD*?PnQ249 
213,218 Kn*? (=»'3n'7) 12,97 101*73 172 

firrpn-'DTK*? 116, 
-^B-IB 13 2?3in*?47 

118 1^3'? 13 fnS 172 
n3rf?Di«"iqt^'K*:?47 'n*:53^ 144.231 n9'n*?60 

rT33̂  189 ^mbrb 12 
210 03*7 237 crtpn*? 111 pT*P 111 -'^B 58 

NWVIVB 124 p-Y? 111 *7Dy*7 146 
n2?i?nK*7174 K 'P ' '-6 219 033̂ *7 12,96, 146 
V H T < ' D 1 K B 2 4 7 Pi?!'? 106. 145 V N Y B 12,58,96, 
M ' D . , . ^ ' 7 247 JIHTT*? I l l 146 
K ^ ^ 3 « 2 4 6 bmrb 146 i?nQ̂*712 K ^ C W 6 . 2 1 6 K'3.7*7 12. 146. 148. "3113̂*7 77 
^bim 144. 231 232 T*7 160, 165,166 

-•K'p-l^K 53 
^^i^PIARB 12 'T*:' 160, 165, 166 

- 3 K ^ 5 2 . 2 0 2 jrpsn*:' 12 ]1T*? 149 
53 iTTin*:' 232 LLITB 106. 145 

-3Kb©1 . . . - 3 54. 161. V C ^ T B 146, 148, 232 1*7̂ *7 145 
202 )^'''^'\7\BU 106 n*T*?5 

b ^ B ^ . . . - B 53 Tonn*:? 97 •7̂*7 5 
B I K B M . . . B 161. prn*:?"ll0 B'bS 
202 pn*? 172 ' B ' B S 

K^3 162, 163 0331*7 12, 96, 146 1TP̂*7 13 
Vbn 192 pnon*:? 12.58.96. Pl2?P̂*7 146 K'P© 106, 144. 152. 146 ]PŜ *7 237 
231.235. 236 pnb 172 IT*? 145 

nto'pK'vJ© 106 mTb 146 V&SRB 145 
K':j©b-3e?3 231 P12?9n*P 146 ]'P̂ *P1»r*7 145 
K ^ n 3 231 n̂ eSp'osn*:' 67 ]n̂*7 « ^ IP 207. 208 V T B R B 12 fP̂ *7lH©̂ *7 145 

IK*? 6. 172. 174 bprp97 ] ^ D B 172 
iK'?iD«'i2l6 vmrb 97 13*7 37 
Xvh 172 Pl3in*:> 12.97. 146 

'31*73*7 12 
'713H*7 10, 131 P ^ M N B 233 -©3*7 11, 125. 126, 
-linK':' 173 1*P213 161, 206, 207, 216 
- M B 209 K̂f:? 175 »3P2b*7 207 T C P H C T H ' : ' 27 K̂ll*? 175 NI*;^ 145 
BBTIH 10,145 ^Kl> 175 robb 10,145 
- m ^ 106, 145, 146, r\f> 219 

147 *73l*P 10. 145 niD'7D» 163,218 ŜK̂  160 ]103l*7 172 «̂ »...*'n-ri?*7DK202 
3^45 'bb 109,213 •|3..,mD'7D«202 

]D 13*? iron 242 3*71*P 176 131D*>HD-im!q225 
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in'? 10,130 crs*7172 in»D 102 
iin*? 130 0312*? 97 141 
o-in*?ir2in3141 D-pi2*?219 10Kn222 
in*? 10,130 r*?24 finon 172 
M & 7 1 3 0 R M B 145 
'7I?lD*?13in?l«3 28 -(DDTip*? 206 -C?T3n 52 
nn*?*? 232 np*?54 ni2n9,132 
-©in*?n52 np*? 5, 10, 106, 145, i*pi3n 132 
in*?n3TOi 111 149 i*?i3n 132 

in*? 37 np- 106, 145 i*?3n66 
inwin*?98,232. i*7~npi 45 i;3n54 
249 np-*7 106, 145 i?3n*?*?o 54 

in*? 231 nnp*? 106,145 pom 
in*? 36 Kip*? 146 poinii*7n 1 1 0 
inl i i3inin '?37 mip*p 146 l o i n 141 
inn*? 173 m»i*? 97 l o i n 132 
noni*?! 141,172 nioi*? 12,97.146 m o m 97,132 
-n*?36 nil*? 145 [-lom 132 
-n*? -nm 9 145 m i o m 132 
-n*?CD 9, 37 nn'pinKC?'? 145 10m 132 
-n*?cDn 37 nos?*? 1 4 5 ' n io in 132 

t«*?n*? 146 160, 167 r i o i n 132 
m«*?n*? 146 P2?*? mioin 132 
in*? 77, see also *?n] n i o m 96 
IQ*? 13 ... l i inai pc?*?p... 110 24 
l'?i?n[*?l 141, 172 148 l o i m o B i n m 101 
l*?i?n*? 172 iintf? 97 raD:?innra3Pns nin 
pn*? 160, 231 ro*P5l 101 
ic?«ipn*? 231 D5D*? 11, 160, 167 m m 68 
i;isn*? 119,172 D-noc©*? 167 i l i n 111 
1123*? 199 l^rh 159, 160 -in 251 
D00'?7 :io©mpin*7149 ©lin 20, 25, 65 
OOC*? 42, 77, 78 nn*? 10,90,106,145. 2;iiniT 23 

U U Y B 42,78 146 2r.mnn-o*?-o*?TT 
3"11I?*? 66 nn*?i™D'? 145 133 
JIH'ISSH 173 D-Oim 25,65 
>^9no*?li;'?24,66, 0- in pronominal niDiin 25,65 
111 suffixes 30 nlc;iin-no70 

ITi?*? 13 i«n82 n u n 9,132 
ylh 160 nni«n 192 1935, 36,40,41,51, 
in̂ ijp*? 45 nnit«3-*?o 40 161, 172, 200, 201 
Kl3*?Tnr*? I l l , 148 intf̂ n 209 0̂ 1901 161, 192, 
-5*? 160 inn*?Q?inKn 225 201,216 
^D-S*? 161,222,224, -nn-»n 111 w n p ...DKnn36, 
225 fKO 172 201 
"^T»mi2?-S*?225 in-*?«n 45 -c?pir« . . . o« in 

''B*?71,159 r*^n 45 201 
-̂32*? 71, 159 o©lniin«n 176 inlm*?p... ca^nn36 
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-brp . . . •«nD48 
-2?"1Dfn*7p ...DKHD 
201 

f|K...rTQ201 
-b'^i^nn 194 
-*7i]«nD 194 
-^pariKnn 194 

148 
-*7rBDKnD 195 
' T n n p 198 
Kin no 36 
inp 36 
-TQlHinD36 
TOCrTS-l36 
-©no 36,41. 51, 187 
K"in©nD5l 
Kin©Q 41 
i n m 2,41 
[Krn©Q 41 
]n©Q 41 
m2?i?*?nD 146 
nK-in9 37 
n^Kino 35,37 
nn^K-inD35 
-iQtjrrKnnn38 
iKnnD37 
lQ1*70''QDn')KinQ38 
ini*7TQ*7nnp249 
y n n o 248 
3^c:»?nD'*7fK 36 
103 36 
oniDKTrn3iT{03 
141,162 

nD*7̂ 3(2?3 37 
HDOI 193 
10*7 36 
1011131110*7 37 
1Q^B0 37 
I Q ^ B Q O I 193 

m i o 132 
T I O 132 
p n o 172 
-TO of Hofal 91 
p n 3 i o 132 
*71Q 160 
*7io*7pirn 146 

010 

010*7^3 27,70 
D^Q1O''7P3 70 

1I?10 42 
m i r i o 42 

K>1Q33 
3n'KKt3 3 3 
n3©''K^'Q33 

DipiQ 132 
noipiQ 132 

nio 57 
nion 215 
m 114 
rant 138 
no'3K 138 
oTTOirFnn 142 
ii2ionQ70 
crnoioi 139 

mo 57 
m 13,78 
iriTQ 5 
c p ' T Q 133 

i n o 
inorr 139 
r0m 149,203 
norro 160,168 
i^no 89 
pno 169 
i n o 173 
ino*7173 

inno 237 
i?30Q 47 
1 9 0 172 
1QQ[*71 141, 172 
13̂ 130 132 
K00[0] 81 
]*'*71B11D0 77 
lQ*7tD*701n3O 9,31 
'0 35, 36,40,41,51, 

124,153 
-2?^0 36,41,51,187 
0*711? T i l lORtD'O 36 
1]*7DK!̂ Q 124 
1*7^^0 124 
131''n!^Qf7pK36 
' 0 - ™ 3 6 
'03 36 
0̂*7 36 

^Q*7-8DK3 9 

'Q*7©3 9,37 
'dim 37 

T O 66,173 
3©1''0 
3OT0rp3 189 

'Q-'Q 173 ' 
' O p 66 
1^0-p66 
30^0 90 
Oliro 57 
i r 0 78 
i r ro 57,141 
irrQ*7-[ioo 141 

]»30 28, 172,173 
j K S o m r 83 
- | ' T K I ] K 3 Q 7 8 , 173 

DipO-*73P6,41,42 
-*70 before infinitive 
144 

K*70 
K'P0*7 146 

rriK*7p*7 146 
K ^ K i n ^ 106 
1 ^ 1 2 7 
1*703 127 
1*703 97 
l'?03 97 

1*70 
1*701 (vocative) 26 
l*:^*?2?3l 
•'3*^^10*701*;;^ 82 

ni3*X) 33,64, 66 
mi3*70 14,64 
nr3*7Q 14, 64, 66 

*7*70211 
10*70 
-©10*70 52 
10*703iron 111 

nip*70 2 l l 
poo 5,43 
nl3iOQ''r^ 154 
i p i i 4 , 5 1 , 1 6 0 , 164 
12:̂ 3 14,51,102, 160, 

164 
'300 160 
©00 251 
p 14 41,66,67,89, 

106, 144, 160, 164 
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of comparison 81, 83 D*7ii?n]ipn-25D60 110 111 

]1Qip-̂D 41 no-BO 37 iiriD 132 
Pfin 162,250 nrO-BQOI 193 K©Q54 
]Dinr 81,164 -©-BQ 52, 161,222, K©0*7*73 54 
TiTip-ilj 102 223 -©0 52,67, 161,206, 
rnp 54 03100 97 207 
r]n54, 172 i?noQ -©0pn245,250 
n^pp4i I?n53Q*7 119, 172 D1©0 11, 14,24,160, 
•©np 224 166, 167, 175 
mron 1*7013*1... imp 12,114 -©D1©Q 161,222, 
-©]nonnK3 176 irip 12,114 224 
p "13*7 HK iron 242 KS33 98 

1L«K?D1©Q224 ]-20 54, 172 K̂ ori 101 131©D83 
:?3Q 242 nKUiQ] 115 rr©o np r*̂ Q3 115 n-©onniQ-3 65 
mo'71? 160, 234 •-por»̂ :iQ7i 101 iin©Q 97 
raQ*7i?K*7(r? 52 m321 101 lin©Q 98 
-*7n50*71? 162, 231, 0-10*7 iriiQD 141 niin©o 98 234 ni:io 57 in-©Q2ll 
-̂ nDQ*7i? 125, 162, ni:ioiosi 59,70 '7©(3 37 
231,234 npo]- 48 *7©Q1*7©Q 37 
*73iKC?/*73lK2?n30*7i? 112*0 no 70 -*7©Q 32 ' 
234 niî Qio© 70 1*7©0 32 

-|00 13 |--.:iQ 242 -0*7©D 37 
ncQ 17 mSKQ 119 •©051 

ni?o 5,24 *73pQ 140 •©0 11,14, 160, 166, 
nii?Q 24 ]-©ipD 97 167,224 
0*7)̂ 0 173 ]-©ipo 97 -©QD0 224 
Oi?Q 43, 165 lipo 6, 64 •©np 224 

Qiro 100 mnpo 6,64 n3©0 17 
^^nm 14,43,96, OlpQ 33,51 

niirnn3©o 252 132 OipQ-*73Q6,41,42 -©n^O206,209 
no5?iQDm2i?mBnio 1313© DipO 125 -no of Hitpa'el 132 
101 ^po pOKHO 100 

yVD 160, 168 *7pQ1133 219 -jino 160 
n*7i?Q 132, 154, 172 ni-pQ 4\ 

1©S333!nn3 47 n*7i?D[*71 141, 172 ppQ 102 nmo 160 
p^Q"? 172 Kipol7,64 KTno 7 

n*7i?o 3in3«ipO«*70*7» ©-no 154 
i*7K3 3in3nr*7rn*7i?Q 218 nono 43 
102 »ipQ*7D-B0-i?3©©- ino 127 

n*7i?Q 132 68 pro 237 
1D2il?Q 45 m«ipQ 64 fnon 127 
ncDi?0 5,26, 141, 185, ©KlQ 162 no--pnQ44 
226 n-*7aiQ 13,75 ino 38, 97 
n-{2?«n3n©i?Q 141 110 111 
B?niE50 73 10110 43 ]- in pronominal 
-DSD 13110 3101 niD 101 suffixes 30 
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]; (adjectival suffix) 
80 

HKD 38 
rtpm 139 
K-'n; 63,78 
HK-̂DD 63 
r r m 131 
333 189 

^DTr)52 
nisn 9,132 

133 160, 199 
133D44,47, 198, 199 
"'13P 199 
n33DlTP 199 
•)133*7 199 

n'*733 115 
in*?33115 
pi3 114, 131 
113 102 
T i n p 113 102 
n i lQ9 , 132 
«13 123 
313 
13122? CnpQ 125 
T13 123 
1'7K313 96 
313 54 
'13 123 
m3189 
11*713 96 
1113 57 
nill3 64 
n r i i 3 64 

13T3 99 
13T3 134 
1̂3 73 
rtlt3 73 

PT3 66 
p^n66 
D̂ p̂ TP 133 

PT3 203 
1T3 57, 127 
ITf! 127 

ni?i?3131 
ip*7n3 47,99 
1013139 
1313 18 

I?©'Trm3 27 
*7l53/i52' 
*7O301» 50 
r'n*70i3 46 
*7Q13 96 
*710 152 

KCXD3 97 
KQQ397 
]1T3 114131 
010'3 13 

p n o l o 132 
03D3 99 
0D3 
0'13I?©OD'OD3 101 
rifT'3nG'OD3 101 

133 58 
1103 
11031 139 

*7Q3 13, see alsop*7 
*TQ3 13 

l'?03 127 
"[*?03 97 
I'POS 97 
KK03 98 
Ĥ 031 101 
lK2i03 115 
nK!i03115 
D'por»^'031 101 
•no*7ir:j03141 

03 
1*7K1]'031*73 23 
1̂ 03 
p 13*7 IK ir 01 242 

*7p03 
*7p0311iO 27, 139 

1®P3 131 
191?3 131 
nm: 131 
rrm 131,134 
n''*^3115 
13S3 127 
ir^3 99 
i?-©l*7 12 
I?1S'*7 12 

2?2:45,46, 169 

vnmrri 154 

nmriv 154 
nl2^rT*7|? 169 
ltDS333!rrm 47 

r^-p3 63, 131 
m 58 
1H13 
1H131 154, 173 
-CDlKiri 153, 154 

K©3 73, 75, 145 
m 145 
t«f*7 145 
]n̂ *71K9̂ *7 145 
rmb 145 
rD*7inHCD*7 145 
rm: 115 
«C?31*7 146 
m^b 146 
«'©173 

«̂ ©3 78,91 
m«̂ c?3 5 
crS3nW2?3 54, 59 

*7H©3 99 
-©2?3©3 52 
17©3 54,57 
iinncD3 98 
p]nn©3101 
-n3ofM/pa'a/96, 

132 
T2n3 114 
rn3 203 
Tti 203 
2?t«i r n i 2 0 3 
P3 90,106, 145, 151 
in̂  106, 145 
p 151 
]r\b 10,90, 106,145, 
146 

nn*? 10, 90, 106,145, 
146 

]nn*7146 
n:i*7inw*7145 
]''n'*7iw|r'7145 
]i3©m]n]rf7149 
3ii?n3101 
o '̂prD 28 
in3 20, 38, 97 
i^m 20 
13Tn!"'01*7fK 36 
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nnn 97 *7pO!nil© 27, 139 0*?i5?3© 82 
nriD 38,97 f31-X) 172 •'715?*? 173 

m; 154 11? 13 tCllO*?15?*?24,66, 
crm 1 5 4 ono 172, 176 111 

• n o n i i n o 176 
DVi5?D 173 i n p •*?15?1 ]ipn-3SQ60 

HHon-n 127 inD3 102 0-0*7(5? 65 
3:;^ 90 nio^5? 62,65 
3on90 rOKr 227 115? 
30 - D 9 0 13P 1115? 114 
-130 102 nit nTi3i?-13113 70 15;i5? 127, 227 
TOO 140 riJ-1313? 133 -3115? 6, 11 
11303 140 rpn«]-i3li?70 11333115? 199 

130 43 ami? 
O-B130 43 ni13I?n (vocative) 

P5?P|11 111 *7209I 26, 173 r5?0 160. 168 
PP 120 niTnii3r-i3ir 70 -13-5? 219 
nolo 20,187 1131? 102 ©23-135? 219 
noiOTOis20 nT3i? 57 10-5? 120 

«lio 138 ni;3i? 57 1-5? 
T O 28 ni3P 38,57 1-5?-]3 70 
jD-0 119 .1134? icsn 59 1-5?ipil3 102 
iro 169 113i?-D131i?3©42 l1©-5? 89 
lip-ip-0 227 1131*?-135? 4 335? I l l 
*730 102 1315? 31? 11 i p r 195 
*73nD1 102 15)111? l'?31? 139 1-©3P 173 

IJP 160 *75? 18, 147, 160, 163. 
-]Q0 4,91, 141 OK 15? 205 164, 222, 226,240 
-|100 141 1©Kli?205 '?5?i*?pn 102 
nrro*?-[100 141 -n*?31I? 205 *?5? 10*713in31K3 28 
*7ir5 76 -©-1311? 161,206, *7P*?3p 195' 
i i rp 78 209 *?5?*?3p 46 
K-ilrr) 78 10315? 37 *?5?in:81,164 
HTIĴ O 111 -©15? 52,71, 125, *75?iin- 81 
ijpo 126, 159, 161,206, '?5?niirr 81 
i5noi-̂ '7in llO 208.209,216 -*?-'?5?r-ii] 147 
po 169 K*?CD15?207,208 ... 1Ql*?'?|-*?5?]-H 148 
] ^ 169 ]-i3-*?eriQK-K*?©i5? 

... ]ll*?T|'''?i?p« 148 IBO 58 210 1©K*?5? 222 
*?gDO 13 15? 1©K131*7î  222 
*XBO 13 ni©S3-15? 154 1©KnilK*?3*?5? 

PSO 237 nii5? ir̂ *?5? 173 
p-scn 237 n n r IT 23 32*?5? 160 

p s ^ 172 ]-15? 173 -©ni31*?5? 230, 231 
11Q*PpS0 76, 77 115? 173 T*?jDl60,165 
ISO 58 tf7i5? 5, 24,65 T*75? 173 
n'rpo 176 rf?15?T111QK©-a 36 1T*?"5? 165 
^^9 lTrtD'?l5?3 23,24,66 -T*?5; 160,165 
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RRK2©3''T^P 169 23pnn 12 063199 Kb 41 
'Db^ 222 np67 rra? .̂K*? 124 
aQDin^nn»*7iP 102, rr©i?n*PH 174 
201,227 'i*7©iT28 TOPnt^*p 174 
pbs "D 222 p,:I? rrm!^^bo 106 
nibW 172 ^n^I^ ^61, 199,200 ni©^nD 146 
]ObVS\ y:th 160 psni?]^ 124, 174 
rabr 160, 234 PQ?24 rr î? 134 
-brmbv 162,231, piOP 140 rm^b 146 
234 I S ? nior*:? 146 
nnbp^'w52 - Q P N I T 70, 133 TO^Bl 
^mbv 125,162, nws2131 
231, 234 p r p ^ 132 n̂ iJD 131 

cr:ii?''2nn70 rrcDi?3131,134 
234 cr r ^ ' : ^ I ? 70 i©P90 
'^bv 160 nis 23,45 i©i?86 
^bv 161,222, 226 •ia^v 19 n-)©!? 86 
-27...*7I?218 45 
ro*7P 160,166, 167 iD^rpn'^irD 45,46, pS3 100 
-fDODbV 161, 166, 167 38 
222, 224 45 T©9ner027 
-^rmbv 161,222, taam^ 45 N I T D I ? 63 

224 '•2ip 19 
'«3n*7P 162 ]DKrp3*7]p 45 "T©P43 
-©^Hri'?^ 231,234 ^i?*?^ 23,24 T©J?n 90,100 
ns-*7r3{z?RNTN 17 "^?4 
nyjnbi) 27 nn̂ i? 67 "i©Kni?':o3 2lO 
| ID*7I? 73 3pi? 222 TW 109! 138 

" T W D P I ? 222 -*:?Tn? 109, 126, 147 
n*?l3n 136 "DJpS) 222 -^Tm 126, 147 
*?33''7il? 70,133 td^pr 14 K13'?Tn9^111, 148 
bvvhvp 102 nn'pi? 14 H T N R l(^ 

i*7«D3ronT*?i?n'7PQ «7pi?U1 252 CTTnp 109 
102 I R N 252 N I T N P 109 

rf?i?D 132 nv^pp 60 
n'>i? 120 T?r20 nt®67 

3-pp60 n^*?P''CH>rf?67 
p̂ *7I?nni?©27 31^96 n p 

33ni>96 rri©3115 
'TbV2 172 3nrra 101 T I B 219 

n*T*7r 195 poni> 76 ns 160 
nh 160 nB-*:3:p3©niin 17 

r®npn*?2i? 139 013"t3'*?^ 12,76 
iQiU 135 n©p 131,202 p*rQQ1*?S 76 
•bin)S 147 -3...TOP 73, 148, mS'TB 43 
nirnsniKTriiDip 19 202 nsiTiQD rB39"?is nip 
TDiin 136 12, 115 101 

rmDS 12,115 rrP39"iB 43 
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nns 120 013 91 242 
mns -3»ons 130 ]l2iQ 242 
mnB2 120 -3011s 130 niiij 189 

nTDS 252 013 176 pTO--i 120 
nos 24 -13 48 0*7^78 
TOS 47 10-13 57 15;̂  102 
T o s n 176 niCTlS 60,63 1532i 48 

313TS 76 013 ISK 119 
"'̂ -S 75, 77 •1311713 142 ms-io 119 
]-0«TB 77 0313 91,%, 97 -J - l^ 4, 63 
eriTs 0313- 97 -©Jl^ 110,25 
©1TS3 172 0313*7 97 10-125 63 

prrs 189 orm 97 ll5i 48 
[nvyf:s 40,41 03_13 (imperative) 97 1̂125 91 
TO'pS 77 10313 78 1125 78 
]-o*:i 77 013 237 125-0 78 
po'TS 13,33,77 0013 102 

5313 
*7*7snn 95 0^15313 142 •pnn 67 
010*73 78 53133 99 opin 67 
*7S*7B 43 53131*7 12 D-op 65 
K->OS 78 5313-̂ 7 12 
]S 160, 231 ÎIKIS 75 *753*70p 195 
Kpn3S 60 pi3 219 *70p 17, 195 
ni) 127 •-p-B*7 219 *753*73p46 
n3D3 127 0-*7pl3 77 *73p-K*7«233 

0-B C31S 57, 73 *70pO 140 
»npo*?D-BD-r32?er 231BO 73 I^VP 57 
68 leTB 20 530p 54 
D-Bnop43 ltl©13 23 530p 127 
OB 96, see also 0313 1010TO13 20 nop 65 
OB 20 53i2?3 13 •-lOp 65 
rf7l03 67 *7eB227 niiop 65 
pi0S83 pins 0-310p 77 
K-p-03 127 13lin31T 23 CTlip 81 
5?C© 13 «11"]110231ipn 111 
pOB 120, 169 IKTK l i 154 •Ip 
lKS'?p-03n*7 67 no:i 169 - ' 7 blip 209 
0133 89 i:^ 63 -tpDlIp 161,206, 
0-0^3 89 1^3 160 209 

•-!:» 63 -2?OTlp*7 206 
OTpsm 12 •-ii::i63 •ipiO 132 
orpom 12 p-lK 80 noipio 132 
nps 149 •-p-î *7©nino530© IKQlp 
K-,0D31S 91 32 HTQipiTO 173 
llirilS 24,77 01^83 ê np 
no i is 237 lO-niS 169 ]-C£3ipO 97 
113 227 -11-2* 57, 59 oipm 83 
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ympn 97 Qjpc^ 237 n«-i66 
©IjP 81 i*7r75p45 n«n©50 
r'p48 nap n^nno 37 
-*?rp ...DKnD48 in3rf?n^p3 47 TKino 35,37 
-birnp 209 ip3p2ir H T K i n O 35, 105 
-©O-np 161,206,209 OOP 96 131*7 TH"! no 38 
-©OTip*7 206 rpp 12,20 iKn© 50 

©Tip 81 n^p IKino 37 
n^pQ4i noi*7D-QoniKnno 38 

iDim^Tip 30 r^*P]0 4l nKn 154 
b^pTQ 12 nKTK:5 154 
rap 12,22,28,57, T:ip*?n»ion 146 -iKno 66 
96,114 «TP 63, i46 nKTn 154 
•p 12, 114 Tttinp 114 -©nKnrr 153,154 
pDip^D 41 m i p ' 12, 114 niKnn*7 97 
Dri'p 12,96, 114 ir-ip 12, 114 niKn*? 97 
D'pDrmQJ! 101 Klp- 123, 151 TKn 73, 242 
HD-p 44 Kip-123 ...noi*7TKir«---
po^poin© 14 K-Jpn 123 242 
pD-̂ pQ© 14 KiprrtK 68 ©Kn 
cr!prD 28 n p n 123 ©Kn rnn203 
q ip 175,216 ^npb 146 ©Kno 162 
-mwp 52,216 ninp*? 146 ]i©Kn 

Dnnip 13 pK-ip 131 p©Knoio6,65 
T r q p 77 r-)-p 131 p©KnnonK 27 
T3Jpp 195 ]nipn 26 p©Knn|itf?o... 148 
n o p 77 piip©: 134 p©Knnpno... 148 
]''©1Tp 83 «ip- 151 on 6 5 ' 
pO-p 77,78 n«-ip3 63, 131 D-on 65 
pnSD-p 77 n»np 57 a-onn-|n^ 66 
HD-p 57 0"Tp 114, 165 nion 65 
no-p 77 oip")-i*?n 110 KTpi?-on252 
T;TP 57 3ip 65 i jn 252 
'Wp 83 0-3-ip 65 non 28,43 
pTp 78 -©{O-ip 52 nonn 28 
TDim^̂ p 30,48 Dllip 13 niOTf7 12, 97, 146 
nnlm'Tp... c^np 36 nmp 13 nion*? 12,97,146 
•hrp . . . •Kna48 pnp 77 no-n 100 

-̂"iQm*?p ...ca^nn 
n p 73 nono 43 

201 'npbm 10 iron 89 
nQim*7ip 30 no-np 169 n r o n 6 l , 127 

Of7p 11 T-ip 57 -iron 88,89 
^ P T i p 57 i30n89 
bprp 97 I T 48 -:>on88 

Obp 195 Donp% no-n 177 
'Bbp 189 0©p 219 *7n65,169 
n^-op 227 nnir^ 77 •-^n65, 169 
Krop 83 D-'?n 65 
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n3"f?cr*?n 66 -© 202 
i o n 89 relative 1,8, 14,20, -©nn*P3 245 
pn 102 30, 36, 37, 50,51, Ẑ? 13*731 125,162, 
n y r n 120 67,71,188 213,250 
nl':>m2 demonstrative 52 -<r?*T3©3 125, 161, 

in»iJJ0 231 162,222,225, 231, 
CTDni 242 as conjunction 110, 233 
pnn 116, 125,138. 146, »*P©'T3©3 231 
pn-n*:? 233 159 -©^ntn 125 
«13n 177 causal 52, 161,222. int^33irDn-[*:>o-Qi 
-Q"! 56, 57 223 -©]no 176 
' t ^ l 195 consecutive 52. 162, -©«ini53,246 
irn 252 231.236 -©*:?t^i©^]nnn 236 

exegetical 52, -©n»i3n 153,154 
i r 27 final 52, 162.230. ^2?ni 173,215 

inn n:i*' 27 231.232 -©]P?*?3 161,206, 
i?"i introducing direct 209 
i?-i...crr«46 speech 52 -^]0n 126, 161,206, 
i?i?"l introducing object 209, 210, 216 
nr-TD 132 clause 51 -©3 11.38. 52, 59, 

nQCTTS-l 36 temporal 52.205 116, 126,161,205, 
n^-] 208,215 -(27TK53, 160. 194 206, 207. 216 
'i:iT^rm2i6 ...-©1» 188 -«?n3 11.47.71, 
n^l 131 -CDinn 161.206.209 125. 162.225. 231. 

175 -JDimb 125.206. 233. 236 
-5Dp:ji"]nn^ 175 209 -©n3i i? 161.206. 

175 -©"iriKO 161.206. 209 
-*?13I:J5-I 214 209.222, 225 t̂ ':>©n3 231 
-^i]i:in 214 1310*?© ini!«3 225 ^-|113 161,199, 
Pl 172 - © n m 7 l . 159 200 

111 -©T» 37 -©IP 78, 161,206, 
ni2n48 -©WK 161,206. 209 
rmiy' 48 209^ -©^3 41 

'ptpii i i -©«*?« 249 -©103 161. 198, 199 
-©1^» 52 -©ni03 161, 199 

r2rnOT3 27 -©]nl3''« 192.194 »11©niO3 203 
- © p i r « ...D^no «''n©nlQ3 198, 203 

ntDl2?83 201 ^]:3i?3 161, 199,200 
13© 20 -©'*P1*P»217 -©3T« 162,240,241 
"ID̂ -̂TQT© 154 -©^s*?rpi»54 215. -©3*:> 11. 125, 126, 
nî D-lDC? 70 241, 242 161,206,207,216 
rfprmiTj?^ 139 -<9n«23,51 -©...-*?218 
n"li)CD64 .*?is-li©-nHt54 -©̂ S*? 161,222. 224, 
cnij© 64 -©q?m37i 225 
1̂2? 13 -©]n 54 101»»11©''D*?225 

n-)72?9l -©p...-©p3 161 -^'-Ebll, 159 
-©pai 54 -©0 52,67,161,206, 
•4P]ni...-©p3 90, 207 
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- © D fin 245, 250 K 'P©'T:KD2 231 

-Cp-D36,41,51,187 nam2A2 nrr:»E7 252 
tfTii^n-mnca^-D 36 50© 
-©-P3D 52 50 -©lora 52 
-©ni? 36,41, 51, 187 ]-Ki2n*7©i-n©3i 50^86 
-©no'pD 52 I20?poipo 125 D-p-n̂  *?© niFD 5?3© 
-©-BD 52, 161,222, p2KD]n© 14 32 
223 ri^mo 14 100 86 
-©rn©3 52 ]-D»pQ|n© 14 nin© 86 
•̂ Dnp 52,71, 125, pcrpo© 14 nn3P-s^n^42 
126, 159,161,206, nmD 50 nsa©86 
208, 209, 216 !a^©223 
K'p©n5;207,208 -5© 82 rQ©-t|̂ lD 33 
-©*7P 161,222, 226 .3K*?©52,202 n3©nnnn 195 
^...'7i?218 -3K*?©....3 53 OT90 
.©n3D*7P 125, 162, -3K'?©l.,.-3 54, 161, nn©242 
231,234 202 n̂ Ki© 43 
-©nn3n*?p 230,231 DDB© 82 noKwrrrs 43 
-©-KT)*?]? 231, 234 •"pliJO© 82 31© 173 
-©THi? 126, 147 n3n33©82 3-©»nQ-*?fK 36 
-©7n^ 110, 125 cna2© 82 ni© 120 
-fDornp 161,206, 'TKncTOT 82 mkpl20 
209 nQ*̂ P3©nnin 17 01© 13,160,175 
-©onip*?206 K*P© 106, 144.152, 160,167 
-©03Tp 52,216 231,235.236 •1©D 11, 14,24,160, 
-jo^tnbp ...DKnn ni^-K*P©52 166, 167,175 
201 pn-*?©-npK-K*p©ni? -©Di©D 161,222. 
-©pnp 52 210 224 
-®il25nn-n- 175 n3i03K*p© 172 nC«3©D^D224 
.©-171251214 nwsbtkb^ 106 -^umbV 161,222, 
Ẑ? nra© 52, 125 m2hv^b^52 224 

^ • © D 161, 199,200 niiDi© 67 
-©090 224 *?»©3 99 pi© 54 
-©0©*7i? 161, 166, 12,96,114 ni©63 
222, 224 n«© 12 O-n™ 63 
-©cn©Q 161,222, n© 12 'pp03nm©27,139 
224 12,96, 114 nn© 
-©cn©'?r 161,222, 1«D28 njmn 95 
224 T© 28 rrnTO43 
nDK3©D1©D224 -U© 83 nnn© 97, lOi 
-©ni?©o 161,206, -©nra© 52, 125 nnrw! 97 
209 ̂  n3p211 nnn©*? 97 
-©n^*7D 161,206, fn3i©Dnioi3 65 nnnm 97 
209 *T3©67,222 nnn© (imperative) 97 
-©ni?fQ 206,209 160,167 nnrop 98 
nobn^n^i 187 -^*73©3 125,161, mnnro 98 
-vm 54, 223,224 162,222,225,231, nnnp)©3 98 
n-KnfK©-5*?^^K 233 nrr© 28 
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n©*7© 86 lOto 129 
nop 105 n©*?©i n©*7©"*73 88 rrx^ 129 
nrp© 28,59 n ^ 8 6 P"TQ2? 129 
biO/-h^ 1,6, 9,28, 30, ©*P© 89 ninocD 129 

31,32, 50,51,71, D̂©*?© qn-'-iol© 154 
76 EJ)** Q*©*7© 88 -ID©'-pi© 154 

W^lfw DT 88 ©02? 102 
I T 28 cr©*7©Dim89 m (noun) 65 

ntbt2fv^]n2a 9,31 n-©*?© 88 •'D©65 
D©51, 173 nm 65 

32 n]© (verb) 83,127, 
rmb^m'TDlS, 32 •©D 51 i35 
1*PQ'?C7 3 I •© 13, 160 nD© 142 
Dcnnfp© 31 •^•©D 161, 199,200 nu-RDO 83 
•nDT*?© 31 •©*? 11, 160, 167 LPTD 86 
r«m"'7C?rn©3l CTD©0©*7 167 cr3© 0̂ 3© 88 
'2lb^ 31 aSD 11, 14, 160, -D©86 
1*^31 166,167, 224 '3© 86 
i':̂ in«^Kn 59 -©D©Q224 n-:© 86 
n*?© 31 0©n 10 224 n;3© 86 
•T?©31,32 mO©'©3K70 nT3© 86 
7*70 31 DDbs 160, 166, 167 13i?© 101 
'*7© 30,31,32 -^DUbV 161, 166, cn33?©ocr0D3 loi 

222, 224 ni?© 5, 209, 210 
«Q© 13, 125, 162, -©ni?©3 161,206, 

172, 192,231,235 209 ' 
•/[P*po31 HiQ© 13, 231,235 -©n;?©*73 161,206, 
13*?© 31 iioi^n/not^^Q© 126, 209 
"]i©a32 235 -©ni?©0 206, 209 
'*7©D32 'KO© 14 n3''53© 61 
'D*P©Q 37 'tOD 14 D^0inD^S©61 

nm*?© 131 no© 173 I S ® ' 
•n«*7©im*7© 28,32 cro© Dî ZQi© 133 
o^'rhD 67 UOBn (vocative) 26, *7Di 
ij)*p© 173 *7̂Q©n 141 
•i*:Hp*PDn«n 116 ->Q©''0© 82 Tip© 140 
•i*p©')on 173 D̂ Q©''0© 83 :?p© 237 

n*?© €raDntJb 167 i?pn©n 237 
•nK*7©1m*?©28.32 po© 89 nipn© 57 
yrvbD 63 ni*]© 86 ©©86 
rfPIWTTi?© 139 n3Q©86 n©© 86 
0*?© 102 n ^ 86 rX2?©86 
rr*p© 63 rqb© 86 nn© 
2r*7©89 PQ©252 nn© 105,115 
^©'*:i?89 '»I?Oi© 130,225 H'o-̂ rrnD 173 
m©̂*7© 88 'DiJOT© 130 nin©89 
©*7© 86 D n̂©86 
©*7©86 inp©7,18 'n©86 
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H'TO 67 rnn 123 ...noi'?niD*?n]-» 
np-ra 48. 57 nrnn 123 248 
ĤD 83 Din 173 r»>'nnD/»>'n|-» 
Pirn© 83 lin 159 . . .K^248 
^mn: lOi -|1n 159, 160 nQl'?Tio'?nnQ249 ^mn: lOi 

"Jinn 159 nninT)Q'?n26,27, 
n- -]irf? 159,160 4 
in feminine nouns 63 -|inD 160 T0'?n24 
in feminine demon nnin 247 i7*?nl27 
strative 22 ns-*:'i02?nnin 17 ir*?nn 127 

-n-of nninniD*:jn26,27. ninri2i5 
Hitpa'el/Nitpa'al 44 
participle 132 nninnnDKi'?-»in 227 --Kyi*?r 162 

H; in third person nninn'K'nDK3i':?-Kin -©-KriW 231,234 
singular feminine ...ono 176 n^n 65 
perfect 8, 105. 115 nnm nno 27 ni*?sn 65 

Ht in in feminine nninn n3©Q 252 •-*?sn 65 
constmcts 69 nnin'pi? 27 ppn 

H: in feminine oinn 102 D^i?n]ipn-BQ60 
participles 9. 106. rfrnn 10.173 ]pn 54,169 
115. 129. 131. 132 o-nonn^nn 142 ]-prn 169 

n- in second person nnn 71,159,160 nspn 189 
singular masculine n©«nnn222 • inn 7 
perfect 8 -onnn 222 op-nn 67 

122 nnno 160 opnn67 
]D«n 122 o-jinnn 142 biyrf\l, 221 

m îp'pnKian 146 pirn 64 noi2?n 
'̂ •n 169 'no*? pirn 146 noicDn -*?i?o/7po 70 
*73n 169 nipirn 64 OÎ TOn 203 
m n 173 ViWT\ 89 i?©n89 
nn- in second person y n 111, 175, 235, i;©n86 
singular masculine 248 :?©n 86 
perfect 8. 105 y n n o 248 nr©n86 

Knn 123 -i*?n 140 niKDn86 
inn 123 o^n 127 TOn 154 
-nn 123 24, 25 33nnn 12 
-nn 122,123 n(3l*?TiQ*?n 111, 126, 33i?nn 12 
n-nn 123 147 

Verb conjugations (binyanim) 

Afel 122 
Hifil 9, 10, 12, 57, 58,95,97, 100,122, 132, 146, 223 
Hitpa'el 7,13, 22,44,45. 58,95,96,97, 100, 101, 114, 132 
Hofaimufal95,91An 
Nifal 7, 12,45,46, 58,63,64,95,96,97,98,100,114,115,131,134,146,154 
Nitpa'al 7,13,22,45,95,96,97,98, 100,101,114,132 
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Types of verbal root 

ayin-waw 57, 58,96. 106. 114 130, 131 
ayin-yod 57,96, 114 
lamed-alefM. 57. 105. 106. 114 115. 123. 131. 146 
lamed'he 12. 105. 114 115. 123. 130. 131. 132. 146 
lamed-yod 57, 58, 105, 106. 123 
pe-alefm, 145 
pe-nun 95, 145. 152 
pe-yod5S, 145.151 

Forms of the paradigm verb 'PDp 

105. 107, 108. 114 *7iopn 107 
n'poj? 107, 114 '*7tDpn 107 
rhop 107,114 r'TDpn 106, 122 
rfPiSp 105, 107, 114 biSpH 106, 107 
rwb^p 105,107,114 Tb^p¥i 105,107, 122 
rfTOjpi 232 1*:ip- 106. 107. 122 
rtej? 107 t>'^' (pausal) 107 
^rt^j? 107 ]t^>' 107 
t^\07 1*?opn 106, 107,122 
r\f^ 106,107, 151 tmpr\ (pausal) 107 
crfTop 107 p*?Opn 106, 107,122 
]rf7^> 105. 107. 114 nrtipn 18. 106, 107. 122 
tfTK^ 107 107 

105 *?9p3 133, 134 
b^-* 105, 106, 108, 145 n^3105,107 ,122 , 131 
*7^^ 107 *7kDp (imperative) 106,151 
*Pbplll6 (imperative) 151 
*7bpn 232 107,151 

Nitpa'el 96 
Nittafal 95 
Nufall, 95.96 
Pa'ol 10 
Prel 12. 22, 57, 58. 95.96. 97. 99. 100. 114.132 
Pi 97 
pries 96.97 
P//pe/96.97. 114 
Pi>W%.97 
Po'lel 114 
Pu'al7, 14 95.96, 97, 98, 114 132 
Qal/Pa'al9, 12, 57, 58, 63, 95, 97,98, 100, 104,107, 114,129, 131, 134. 145, 151 
Safel 96,97, 101 
Shafel 96, 97. 101 
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t^> 106,107, 151 
imp (pausal) 151 
b^ 114, 129, 130 

105, 131 
b^ (infinitive absolute) 105 
bbp*7 145 
b'i^^b 107 
*:njDp 10 
b^ 105 
*P"'0p 105 (infinitive construct) 
b^p 105 (infinitive construct) 
bdp 129 
b^p 107, 131, 133 

b^ 114, 129, 130, 133 
^rop 81, 105, 108 (participle) 
nWp 130 
n^'P 130 
rtHDp 107 
D^^bcnp 107 
nfpoip 107 
'7}0p63,80,97, 13L 134 
n*?^: (Nif *al participle) 63 
n*:^] 63,131 
':̂ op0 9 
rVp'tppo 9, 132 
rfPOpo 9, 132 

Noun patterns (mishqalim) 

*:J9p80 
b^ 57,58 

b^^p 57,58,63, 131 
*Top 63, 80 
b'^p 80 

rfrCDp 5, 57, 58, 59. 
63 

nb^p 5, 57, 63 
14, 58 
14 

I'ptDip 58 

'T^pn 57, 58,64 
b^r\ 57,58,64 
n'?Qpn5, 57, 58,63, 
64 

Akkadian sa 50 
Phoenician '5 50 
Punic i- 50 
Ugaritic an 8, 18 

Forms from other Semitic languages 

Greek forms 

-ai 6,76 
eK navxoq zp6%o\3 6, Kaxnyop 77 dvcCKmoap 76 42 KaxriYope© 77 

a%eaxaX[i£voq 131 'EXXr\X 13 Katriyopô  77 anoipaoiq 77 empxCa 12,76 KXe.ftG\>^pa 12 
dpxeiov 76 emTpcMCcx; 78 KoiT<ov 77,78 dpxi-6 êt>yo<; 7,77 it6a0o<;78 
ap%iiudex 6,77 -n6,76 ia}p€pv^tn<; 77 
Pd0i<;6,77 idiflwî  78 

K<oe<ov78 Pn^a 33, 77 *Iop6dvtî  13 Xi^q 237 
potjA îyrrî  83 KaOeapa 77 Xnaxi\(; 7,42,77,78 
5id 167 KdX«^ 189 Xi\3Lr\v 13,77 
SiaOiiKii 76, 119 KaX«a<;77 Xo^ov 172 
SpctKcov 189 KaX«»̂  eCicâ  6,77 jiapyapiTt̂^ 13,75 
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\iEZ(>6KoX\q 77 icXateia 77 aiKapiKov 227 v6^o<; 13 TcoXijwxpxo^ 12,76 op-iXn 13,75 
^evo^l3, 75, 77 K6Xz\ioq 78 otoXtj 13,75 6\jf<oviov 237 TcpaYnxxteia 91 a-ovnyopia 78 
h'^oq 76 Kpa\zmpxo\ 13, 33, GV>vr\yopoc, 78 
naidayayyoq 76 77 (pavo^ 20 
icav6oKeiov 60 TcpdOopov 24, 77 mb(; TOO) dv8p<Dic(n) icapa6{SooM.i 17 icpoGoicov 75 72 
Kapdyckryzoq 11 Kxykax 75,77 vtnapxoq 33 
mpaXaftpavo) 17 jc'6pyo(; 77 hnaxxKoq 169 

iteipaTTĵ  77 oav5dXiov 76 wKeavô  75,77 

Latin forms 

-ae 6, 76 familia 78 palatium 11 subsellium 13 
burgi 11 fascia 127 praetorium tabella 20 
carrus 11 gradusll 13,77 tabula 20, 76 
centurio 11 iudex 6, 77 primipilus 11 triclinium 76, 
decurio 169 libellarius 13 speculator 11 
denarius 76 librarius \3 76,77 
dimissio 11 libumus 11 strata 11 

English glosses 

abandon 12 torn of 198 acquire the right to 
abilities, with one's according to the first 66, 163 
own 45 argument, you act deliberately 90 

able 111 should only argue act with premedita
abode 28 148 tion 90 
abode, by this 26, 173 according to the first acts of kindness 34, 
about to, be 135 form but according 104 
above 141, 172 to the last, you add?, what does this 
abrogate 195 should not interpret/ text 36 
absolutely 23, 24, argue 148 administrator 78 

172 according to usual admonish 28 
absolutely nothing practice 172 adorer 70 

175 account of, on 165, adorn oneself 219 
absorb 176 166, 167 adulteress 20 
abstain 48, 127 account?, on whose advantage 38,60 
abstinence 57 9, 37 advice, take 127 
academy 122 account of what?, on after 52,67, 125,206, 
accept 46 37 207 
accident 73 account, settle an 149 after, immediately 
acclaim 195 account, taking into 206,209 
accompany 169, 219 166 again 172, 173 
according to the cus- accuse 77, 195 against 102 
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against, argue 28 angle 67 arrive at this teou^ 
age 65 announce 73, 203 logical deduction, I 
agree 120 annul 127, 195 do not 118 
air 12 annulment 47,57 arrogance 13,73 
(Rabbi) Akiba 14, any amount 41 artisan 154 
252 anyone 40 as 162,167 

alas 153 anyone who(m) 51 as a reflection of 168 
alive 111 anything 40 as compared with 165 
all 40,51 apart, set 60 as customary 199 
all of it 24 applaud 195 as if 83, 176,213 
all the time that 206 applicable, be 54 as imagining 140 
all who(m)51 applied?, when is this as is the custom 72 
allusion 242 rule 141 as it goes out in 200 
allusion, although apply to?, what does as it is 203 
there is no evidence this 141,162 as it is said 54,223 
in its favour, there is appointed time 42 as it should be 66 
an 242 appointment 111 as, just 200 

along with 165 approach 169 as much as is re* 
alongside, rank 73 appropriate 242 quired for/ 
already 173 appropriate to, as appro{m^e to 167, 
already been said. much as is 167, 198 198 
note that it has 194 aptly 66 as much as is suffi

already know, since Aramaic 63 cient for 198, 233 
we 225 archives 76 as much like this as 

also 19 area 102 like tfiat 203 
alter 142 argue according to as soon as 78,206, 
alternately 172 the first argument. 209 
although 54,217 you should only 148 ashes, among the 160 
although there is no argue according to ascent 120 
evidence in its the first form but ac ask about oneself 99 
favour, there is an cording to the last. askforoi^self 99 
allusion to it in the you should not 148 assault 7,77 
text that says ... 242 argue gainst 28 assembly 149 

always 173 argue the case your assign 169 
among 167 self, behold, you can associate 83 
among the ashes 160 20 associate with 83, 
amount, any 41 argument, without 101 
amplification 56 Scripture needing to assumption that, on 
analogously 172,198, have said it, i could the 71,213 
200 have deduced the at any time th^ 209 

and coming 11 same thing through at the same time 90, 
and going 11 logical 210 172 
and going down 11 argument, you should at the time in which 
and if not 216 only argue according 206 
and in the smic sense to the first 148 atonement 38 
it says 20,36 arise 12 att^k 77 

and so you find your arm 189 attend 169 
self fulfilling 101 arrange 169 attorney, defence 77 
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attribute merit to 219 be in use 54 behaviour of human 
authority 48, 91 be it like this ... or beings, the habitual 
authorize 237 like that 90 72 
authorization, without be judged 149 behold 20,47, 173 

172 be permitted 97 behold for you 173 
authorized 111 be practised 54 behold, you can argue 
autumn rain 127 be probable 66 the case yourself 20 
available to me?. be raised 44 being, celestial 142 
what possibilities be revealed 115 being, first human 27 
are 198 be rich 100 being, human 47 

average 33 be rigorous 97 being, living 111 
be slow 242 being responsible for 

Babylonia, immigrant be su-ong 219 one*s (loss of) life 
from 70 be submerged 237 47 

back 65 be suspicious of wife being, terrestrial 142 
back to front 119 163 beings, the habitual 
backwards 172 be the cause of 28 behaviour of human 
bald 12 be tolerant 97 72 
bandit 77, 78 be weak 211 beings, way of human 
banquet 111 be whipped 54 137 
barber 58 beans 195 belonging to 30 
barley 64 bear false witness beloved 20 
base 6, 77 211 beloved are the Is
basis 67 beast with defect 27 raelites, how 236 
basis for?, what is beautiful 38 below 83, 141,172 
his/their/your 37 because 52,72, 125 bench 13 

bath 120 because of 14, 165, benefit from 38 
bath, ritual 6,64 167 benefit (from them). 
b e l , 5 because of a capital the prohibition on 
be about to 135 offence 169 them is a prohibition 
be applicable 54 because of that, the on (deriving any) 59 
be compared?, to text says 126 benefit of, for the 167 
what might it 37 become betrothed 83 benevolence 66 

be condemned 47 become great 98 bestiality 61 
be covered, let one become intimate with betake oneself 45 
self 100 96 betrothal 83 

be cut off 12,96 become rich 90 betrothal (musical 
be divided 99 bedroom 77,78 instrument) 78 
be dry 189 before 52,206,207, betrothed, become 83 
be established 22 208 between 167 
be exterminated 58, before Scripture says. bind 20,54 
96 I obtain through de birth, give 145 

be found 115 duction 210 bite 54, 57 
be free 127 beg 227 blemish 119 
be freed 98 beg you to, 1 154 blink of an eye 111 
be fulfilled 28 begin 10,110 blood, flesh and 29 
be great 98 beginning 10 bloodshed 61 
be guilty 47 behalf of, on 165 body 42,45 
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bone 23,45 by which? 36 child of impurity 189 
born 111 by whom? 36 child to be circum
both sides, on 172 cised 146 
boundary, city 102 Caesar 77 chit 189 
bow down 95 Caesar, pro- 76 choice, house of 195 
bowl 12 cake, fig 227 choose 42 
brassiere 127 call 12 circumcised, child to 
brazier 237 called 63 be 146 
bread and stick 219 calHng 131 circumstance, what
bread, fig 227 cancellation 72 ever the 41.42 
bread, piece of 237 canopy 78 cite 42 
break up 12 cantor 20 citizen 70 
breast 211 capacity for, with the city boundary 102 
bridge 169 111 city gate 75,77 
bring 12,42,97, 251 capacity of, in the 24, city square 77 
bring about 28 167 civilization 141 
bringing 47, 58 capital offence, be clarify 42 
brother's widow. cause of a 169 class 28 
marry 38 capital sins, seven 42 clear, make 114 

burden 195 captive 83 clearly 172 
bum 13 careful 237 close to death 141 
bum incense 100 carefully enunciate clothes 75 
business 91 96 cock 7. 227 
busy 140 carob 227 coercion, without 45 
but 245 carpenter 70 coin 24,47, 65 
but if 246 carriage 77 colleague 46 
but in such a case 246 carrot and stick 219 collect payment 99 
but is it possible carry 42 comfortable 189 
that...? In fact,... cauldron 237 come, in the world to 
251 cause 24, 28 24 

but rather 6,20, 247 cause of, be the 28 come to the land of 
but, nonetheless, he cautious 47. 80 Israel, one who has 
53 cease praying 242 70 

butcher 83 celestial being 142 coming 131 
buy 5, 10,149 central 33 coming, and 11 
by 162, 165 centurion 77 coming near 169 
by force 172 centurion, chief 77 command 91,102 
by God 26 chair 77 commander 169 
by heaven 26, 173 change 123. 142. 195 commanding 59 
by mistake, do 90 change for 91 commandment 57,59 
by one's own en change one's mind comment, witiiout 
deavours 165 127 172 

by oneself 45, 165 change, small 237 commentary 20,25 
by the service (of the channel 67, 189 commit oneself 46, 
temple) 26, 173 chapter 219 47 

by this abode 26,173 chief 6 common 33 
by way of 167 chief centurion 77 community 169 
by what? 36 chief judge 6,77 companion 46 
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compared?, to what contamination 189 crowd 76 
might it be 37 continually 173 crown of the law 27 

compared with, as continue 28 crucify 78 
165 contrast, in 249 cmsh96, 169 

comparison 58, 201 controversy 149 cry out 195 
compassion 242 conversation 28 cubit 189 
compassionate 80 convert 70 cup 6, 65 
conclude 111 convinced that 140 custodian, paid 154 
concluding formula. cooking 176 custodian, unpaid 154 
quote a 111 coppers 237 custom, as is the 72 

conclusion 67 copy of the law 252 custom of, according 
condemned 47 cor 65 to the 198 
condemned, be 47 cord 211 custom of, that which 
condemning oneself cordiality 43 is the 54 
47 comer 67 customary, as 199 

condiment 169, 237 comer, intermpt for cut 5, 59,96, 154, 
condition that, on the 67 203 

125,213, 234 correct 54 cut off, be 12,96 
conduct 219 correct?, is it not 36 cut one's hair 141 
confer honour 242 correction 90 cutting 59 
confer name 242 corrective punish cynical 24 
confess 58, 151,172 ment 90 
confession 58 correspond 44 damage 203 
confiscated property corresponding to 47, daughter of the voice 
227 198 72 

confiscator 227 corresponding to that dawn 43 
conflagration 72 which 200 day 65 
confuse 96 councillor 83 day, on this very 23 
connect 219 couple 77 day, this very 23 
consecrate oneself 83 courtesy 27 day, that 19 
consecrated property covenant 76 day, thirtieth 88 
64 covered 119 days 8 

consider 78, 102 covered, let oneself days, thirty 88 
consider equal to 73 be 100 dead of precept 70 
considered 237 cowhand 58 death 57,141,252 
considering that 215, crazed 83 death, close to 141 
218 creation 57, 141 death, laws concern

considering that... it creation, order of 141 ing crimes punish
follows that 202 creation, work of 141 able by 154 

considering that the creature 47, 57 death, placing oneself 
Torah says 227 creditor 70 under sentence of 47 

consisting of 32 crimes punishable by death, witnesses to 
consul, pro-76 death, laws concern crimes punishable 
consult 99 ing 154 by 154 
consummation 83 crimes punishable by debt 65 
contact 54 death, witnesses to debtor 58 
contact, sexual 102 154 decapitate 203 
contaminate 100 crosswise 172 decay 102, 127 
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decide against 242 127 ditch 70 
declare guilty 100 descendants 154 divide by three 89 
declare impure 100 descent 58 divide into five parts 
declare innocent 100 desirable 139 89 
declare pure 100 desirable object 148 divide into nine parts 
declaring 52 desire 127 90 
decrease 43 desiring 131 divided, be 99 
decree 5, 54, 57, 59, despair of mercy 242 divine presence 28 

127, 185 despise 42, 141 division 203 
decree, I 130 despite that 242 divorce, document of 
decreeing 59 destroy 169 7 
deduce 192 destroyed 148 divorcee 130 
deduce logically 20 destruction 251 divulge 102 
deduced the same detail, examine in 96 do by mistake 90 
thing through logical detain 111 do for the fourth time 
argument, without determine 54, 91 89 
Scripture needing to Deuteronomy 252 do good 96 
have said it, I could devour 176 do inadvertently 90 
have 210 diagonally 172 document (of di

deduction, before different 83 vorce) 7 
Scripture says, 1 difficulty 83 doorpost 5 
obtain through 210 dignity 69 doubtfully 172 

deduction, I do not diminish 100 dough 120 
arrive at this through diminution 57 drag 251 
logical 118 disadvantage 60 dragon 189 

deduction that?, is it disciple 24 drawing of water 43 
not a 194 discrepancy 203 dress up 219 

deed 5, 141 disease, venereal 102 dried fig 119 
deeds of love 59 disgrace 119 drought 42 
deeds of mercy 27, disorderly way, in a dry, be 189 

104 172 dry food, liquid and 
defect, person/beast dispute 99 47 
with 27 disputes, laws con dry, wet and 47 

defect, priest with cerning financial duty, fulfil one's 119, 
physical 70 154 168 

defective (one) 70 dissension 203 dwell 145 
defence 78 dissolve 169 dwelling place 65, 
defence attorney 77 distance the heart 111 
defence, lawyer for from 242 
the 78 distancing 90 each and every 88 

defy 83 distinct 83 each one 88 
delay 67, 242 distiiKtly 172 each, one 88 
deliberately, act 90 distinguished 169, each, two 88 
demand 42 242 earth, spread 100 
demanded 140 distress 102 eat 10, 145 
depart 54 distressed 78 eating 57 
depending 140 distribute 169 effort 60 
deprive oneself 48, district 102 eight 86 
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eighth 89 everyone 40 farewell 252 
either case, in 203 everything 40 father 5,63 
ejaculation, one who evidence 73 father of impurity 
has had an involun evidence in its 189 
tary 70 favour, although fault 119 

Eleazar 13 there is no 242 favour, although 
elevation 5 evidendy 153 there is no evidence 
Eliezer 13 examine in detail % in its 242 
emissary 63, 131 example, for 172 favour of, in 165 
empowered 111 except that 249 fear 7 
emptiness 47, 58 exception, without 24 feast 111 
empty 60 excess of, in 82 feed 119, 227 
endeavours, by one's exclude 146, 148, feet 65 
own 165 232 fence 28 

endure 28 excommunicate 73 festival, pilgrim 65, 
engraved 68 executioner 76,77 169 
enjoyment 60 exempt 24,47 fever 169 
enough 234 exit 33, 59, 252 fifth 89 
enslave 101 expansive, the mea fig bread 227 
enter 12,96,99 sure of mercy is 101 fig cake 227 
entrance 57, 83 expel 189,242 fig, dried 119 
enunciate, carefully experienced 189 fight 66 
96 expiate 163 figure 189 

envy 169 expiation 38 financial disputes. 
epoch 65 explained 73 laws concerning 154 
equal 120 explicit 73 find 12 
equal to, consider 73 expound 42 find ourselves in
equally 90,2(X>, 203 extend 111 formed, we 141 
equivalent 120 extent that, to the find yourself fulfill
era 65 208,209,210 ing, and so you 101 
escort 219 exterminated, be 58, fire 72 
essence 20, 42,45 % first form but accord
establish 12,22, 54, extermination 58, 64 ing to the last, you 
96 extraction 58 should not interpret/ 

established, be 22 extremely 82 argue according to 
establishing 57 eyeball 111 the 148 
eternity 5, 24,65 eye, blink of an 111 first human being 27 
even if54,2l3,217 first place, in the 162 
event 5 face 75 fistful 227 
event that, in the 206, faces to Scripture, five 86 
209 there are seventy 68 five parts, divide into 

ever 66 fair price, for a 120 89 
ever, for 173 fairest 82 fix 54 
every case, in 6,41, false witness, bear flagellation 211 
42 211 flask 33 

every, each and 88 false witness, incite flesh and blood 29 
every place, from 6 211 fleshy one 70 
every three 88 family 154 fly 227 
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follow 192 free 111 general 12, 76 
follows that, consid free, be 127 general rule 5,54 
ering that... it 202 free (p^on) 47,70 generalization 5,54 

foods freed 98 generally 172 
food, liquid and dry freed, be 98 get into 99 
47 freely 189 girdle 127 

foolish 83 friend 20 give 10, 90, 145 
foot 65 from 14, 102 give a tithe 43 
for 165, 225 from every place 6 give birth 145 
for (the benefit of) from here 28 give in marriage 73 

167 from here onwards given that 215, 223, 
for (the purpose of) 78,173 224, 226 

167 from now on 173 given that it says ... I 
for (the sake of) 167 from the moment at might understand 
for a fair iH-ice 120 which 206 225 
for a lower pnc& 120 from the time that go 5, 10,99,145 
forever 173 206 go away 45, 163 
for example 172 from there 51 go back 123 
for how much? 37 from when? 111 go down 145 
for it is said 223 from where? 54 go for a walk 111 
for me 250 front 75 go out 42, 59, 145 
for the good order of fruit 48 go out ^ d see 154 
die world 60 fulfil an obligation 42 go out from (the 

for the maintenance fulfil one's duty 119, power of) oi^'s 
of the world 60 168 obligation 168 

for what is right 120 fulfil the law of levi- go to and fro 99 
for what reason? 37 rate marriage 38 God 65 
force, by 172 fulfilled, be 28 God, by 26 
foreigner 13 fulfilling 5 God, O 173 
forgive 163 fulfilling a precept. goes out in, as it 200 
form but according to loss that comes from going (down), and 11 
the last, you should 59 going out 131 
not interpret/argue fulfilling, and so you good 189 
according to the first find yourself 101 good, do % 
148 fulfilment 5 good order of the 

formula, quote a fulfilment of mercies world, for the 60 
concluding 111 34 goodness, impulse of 

forty lashes 90 fulfilment of scrip- 27 
found, be 115 ttires 22 gourd 195 
foundation 67 fumigate 100 government 48 
four 86 furrow 127 governor 33 
four-year old 88 future world, in the grade 169 
fourteenth (of Nisan) 66 gradually 173 

189 grain 5 
fourth 88 garden 65 grant 237 
fourth time, do for garden, vegetable 65 gratefully 172,189 
the 89 garment 13 gratitude to, show 

fraud 195 gate, city 75,77 219 
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grave 65 he sat down and inter house of choice 195 
graveyard 65 preted 136 house of study 70 
great 63, 80 he set about interpret household 78 
great, be(come) 98 ing 136 householder 70 
great synagogue 27 head 120 how? 24,172 
greater reason, with head, inclination of how beloved are the 
201 the 242 Israelites, such that 

greatest 82, 83 heap up 211 ...236 
Greece 219 heart 45 how far? 37 
grow 98 heart, distance the how much less! 201 
grows, that which 242 how much more! 30, 
211 heaven, by 26, 173 48, 102, 201, 227 

growth 211 heaven forbid 174 how much? 37 
guide 54 heavens, highest 83 how much?, for 37 
guilty 47 hedge 28 however 249 
guilty, be 47 height 154 human 71 
guilty, declare 100 help 223 human being 47 

her(s)3l human being, first 27 
habitation 59 here 14, 172 human beings, the 
habitual behaviour of here, from 28 habitual behaviour 
human beings, the here I am 54 of 72 
72 here onwards, from human beings, way of 

habitual manner, in 78, 173 137 
the 199 here, over 172 humankind 47,71 

haftarah, recite the here you are 47 humankind, son of 71 
176 here you have 173 humankind, way of 

haggadah 12 hey! 154 the sons of 8 
hair, cut one's 141 high priest 27, 78 humble 141 
hair, let down one's highest heavens 83 humiliation 73 

142 highway 77 hundred thousand 
hair offering, make highwayman 77, 78 177 
the Nazirite 141 Hillel 13 hushed voice, in a 45 

half 89 himself 19 hypothetical world 65 
halfway 33 his 31 
halisah, perform 38 hiss 60 I 7, 8, 18 
hand, stretch out the hissings 57 1 am not 19 

111 hold back 60, 242 1 beg you to 154 
hands on, lay 91 holidays 42 1 decree 130 
hands, raising of 54, holy one, blessed be 1 do not arrive at this 
59 he 19.I l l through logical de

harden 97 honour 5,69 duction 118 
harm 66,219 honour, confer 242 1 interpret 130 
harvest olives 4 honouring 57, 59 I learned, if 218 
has it not already hope 43,102 I might understand. 
been said? 194 horn 48 given that it says 

have time 127 hostel 75 225 
having leamt 218 hour 5,210 I obtain through de
he is not 19 house 54,70 duction, before 
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Scripture says, 210 impurity 189 213, 224, 250 
I order that 125 impurity, child of 189 in the event that 206, 
I specify 130 impurity, father of 209 
I swear (that) 52, 125 189 in the first place 162 
i.e. 172, 208 impurity, primary in the future world 66 
if 30, 52, 117,206, source of 189 in the habitual man
213 impurity, secondary ner 199 

if, as 83, 176,213 source of 189 in the name of 14,24, 
if, but 246 impute to 102 166 
if, even 54,213,217 in 13, 160, 162 in the r61e of 162 
if I learned 218 in a disorderly way in the same way 37, 
if it is not a written 172 203 
text 218 in a hushed voice 45 in the same way as 

if it is true for this ... in accordance with 199 
it is even more true what it says ... 1 in the same way that 
for that 36 might understand 200 

if not 213, 217 225 in the stomach 160 
if not, and 216 in case 13, 125,235 in the world to come 
if only 173 in case you interpret 24 
if, only 125, 250 126 in this worid 24,66 
if such a thing were in contrast 249 in turn 172 
possible 176 in detail, examine 96 in use, be 54 

if this is so 36,48. in either case 203 in virtue of 24 
201 in every case 6,41, inadvertently, do 90 

if you learned 218 42 inasmuch as 224 
if you would like 214 in excess of 82 incense, bum 100 
if ...or if 53 in fact 249, 251 incite false witness 
imagine 102 in favour of 165 211 
imagining, as 140 in his own way 199 inclination of the 
immediately 66, 173 in its usual way 172 head 242 
immediately after in my opinion 250 include 42, 146,148, 
206,209 in order that 11,47, 232 

immersion, one puri 52, 225 including 217 
fied tfirough ritual in order to 11, 125 increase 28,43, 97, 
70 in place of 165 100 

immigrant from in private 45 increase in value 211 
Babylonia 70 in public 102 indeed 19 

implicitly 172 in reality 251 indemnity 203 
impossible 60 in relation to 162, indication 242 
impostor 195 165 infant 64 
impression 127 in ruins 148 infer 192 
improve 211 in secret 102 inferior 142 
impulse of goodness in such a case, but infertile 148 
27 246 infattned, we find 

impulse of wicked in that case 117 ourselves 141 
ness 27 in the capacity of 24, initial investment 48 

impure 130 167 initi^ve, on one's 
impure, declare 100 in the case that 117, own 45 
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inn 60 70 labourer 227 
inner room 77 Israelites, how ladle 237 
innocent, declare 100 beloved are the 236 land of Israel, one 
inside 160.172 it being the case that who has come to the 
inspector 76 226 70 
instant 111 it is necessary that land, settled 141 
instead, that is not 125 land, uncultivated 66 
true, 247 it is not so, but rather land, unpopulated 

institution 127 247 141 
instruction 14, 58 it is offered 134 landlord 70 
insult 73,83,% it is read 134 lantern 20 
intelligent 149 it is said 134 Laodicea 219 
intention 58 it only teaches that lashes, forty 90 
intimate with, be 248 last, you should not 
come 9 interpret/argue ac

interpret 136, 252 Jabneh/Jamnia 12, 24 cording to the first 
interpret according to jealousy 169 form but according 
the first form but ac Jethro 47 to the 148 
cording to rtie last. join 6,91 last year 173 
you should not 148 jointly 90,172 latter 80 

interpret, 1130 Jordan 13 law 13, 54, 57, 59 
interpret, in case you Jose 14 law, copy of the 252 

126 judge20, 58, 77, 111 law, crown of the 27 
interpret, lest you 126 judged, be 149 law of levirate mar
interpret, sit down jug 33,63.78,211 riage, fulfil the 38 
and/to 136, 140 just as 200 law,$tudy of the27. 

interfM-etation 25 just one word, with 44 
interpreted, he sat 60 law, yoke of the 27 
down and 136 laws concerning 

interpreting, he set kab65,67 crimes punishable 
about 136 kabbalah 17 by deadi 154 

inteiTUpt for the cor keep91,127 laws concerning fi
ner 67 kind as, of the same nancial disputes 154 

interruption 58 168 lawyer for the de
intestines 65 kindness, acts of 34, fence 78 
investigatitm 20 104 lay hands on 91 
investment, initial 48 king, O 26 Lazams 13 
involuntary ejacula king of kings 83 lead 60 
tion, one who has kingdom 14,33,64, leaning (m 141 
had an 70 66 learned 130 

irregularly 119 knife 65.75 learned, if 1218 
is it not a ckduction knot 227 learned, if you 218 
that? 194 kosher, make 38 leamt, having 218 

is it not cwrect? 36 know 145 leave 96.127 
is it not ratho-? 54 know, since we al legend 12 
is it possible? 172 ready 225 lengthen a form of 
Israel, one who has words 111 
come to the land of less thmi 83 
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lesser reason, with lordship 57 S2ane200 
201 loss 58,60 meanwhile 172 

lest 235 loss of life, being re measure of mercy is 
lest you interpret 126 sponsible for one's expansive, the 101 
let down (one's hair) 47 measure of punish

142 loss of precept 70 ment is restrictive. 
let no-one say to their loss that comes from the 101 
neighbour 47 fulfilling a precept measure, practical 

let nobody say to 59 189 
anyone 47 loss that results from Media 251 

let oneself be covered transgression 59 meditate 73 
100 love 119 Mediterranean 26 

let us suppose that love, deeds of 59 meet 99 
215 meeting HI, 149 

levirate marriage, ful made from 32 mentioned 130 
fil the law of 38 maintain 96 merit, attribute 219 

liberation 219 maintenance of the mercies, fulfilment of 
liberty 48.68 world, for the 60 34 
life 45 make a sheaf 54.211 mercy 242 
life, being responsi make clear 114 mercy, deeds of 27, 
ble for one's (loss make kosher 38 104 
of) 47 make oneself wise mercy, despair of 242 

like, if you would 100 mercy is expulsive. 
214 make public 102 the measure of 101 

like this 36 make suitable 38 mercy, refuse 242 
like this as like that. make the Nazirite metal 43 
as much 203 hair offering 141 metrqx>lis 77 

like this ... or like make use of 38 mezuzah 5 
that, be it 90 make X like Y 148 middot 101 

like Y. make X 148 mammon 5 midrash 65 
limit 127 manner, in the habit midrashic text 65 
line, walk in a ual 199 mind, change one's 
straight 219 mantle 63 127 

liquid and dry food many 65 mindful 140 
47 market 54 mine 31, 32 

listen 252 marriage, fulfil the mint 47 
little 2,43 law of levirate 38 Mishnah 17 
live permanently 237 marriage, give in 73 mistake, do by 90 
living being 111 marry brother's mitigate 97 
load 42 widow 38 mix 13.78,96, 195 
long as, so 208, 209, masorah 17 mix with 101 
210 mature 80 moment at which. 

long {M-ayer, recite a 
may 139 from the 206 

111 may I (etc.) do so- money 5, 24,43 
longevity 72 and-so? 194 moon 189 
look 173 maybe 235 more than 81,82.83 
loose 20 meaning 52 morning 43 
lord 70 mealing, widi the morning prayer 43 
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mortgaged property none whatsoever 175 offering for sin, one 
101 nonetheless 242 70 

mortification 219 norm 24 obligation 65 
mother 5.63,64 normal jniest 78 obligation, fulfil an 
mouse 195 not 6, 60 42 
move 54, 83 not a written text, if it obligation, under 47 
much 43,65 is 218 obliged 63 
multiplication 57 not, and if 216 observe 102 
multiply 12, 28 not... but rather 247, obtain through deduc
murderer 58 249 tion, before Scrip
must 139 not correct?, is it 36 ture says, 1 210 
must, one 117 not, he is 19 obviously 153 
my 31, 32 not, 1 am 19 occupied 140 
myself 19,44 not, if 213, 217 occupy oneself with 

not interpret/argue 24 
name 13 according to the first occur 90 
name, confer 242 form but according ocean 75,77 
name of, in the 14, to the last, you of 1,9, 28, 30,51,69 
24, 166 should 148 of itself 45 

nature as, of the same not rather?, is it 54 of necessity 172 
168 not say, so that you of the same kind as 

Nazirite hair offering. do 126 168 
make the 141 not, she is 19 of the same type/ 

Naziritehood 64 not so, but rather, it is nature as 168 
near 141 247 of what concern is it 
necessary 4, 110 not, so that 235 to? 195 
necessary that, it is not specified 176 offence 65 

125 not, there is 19, 174 offence, because of a 
necessity 48 not, they are 19 capital 169 
necessity, of 172 not to, so as 125 offer 42 
neighbour, let no-one not true, instead, that offer, there are those 
say to their 47 is 247 who 134 

never 66 not, until 208 offered, it is 134 
night 5 not, you are 19 offering for sin, one 
nine 86 note that it has al obliged to present an 
nine parts, divide into ready been said 194 70 
90 noted 242 offering, make the 

nindi 89 nothing 40 Nazirite hair 141 
Nisan, fourteenth of nothing, absolutely olives, harvest 4 

189 175 on account of 165, 
nonetheless, but, 53 now 173 166, 167 
no 60 now on, from 173 on account of what? 
no-one 40 null 60 37 
no-one say to their on behalf of 165 
neighbour, let 47 0 (God) 173 on both sides 172 

noble 120 O king 26 on condition diat 125, 
nobody say to any obey 252 213, 234 
one, let 47 obliged to present an on one's own 45,47, 
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167 172, 195 permission, with 172 
on one's own initia our(s) 31 permission, without 
tive 45 outer 33 172 

on the assumption outgoing 33 permit 20, 24,38, 
that 71, 213 outside 172 252 

on the spot 173 over here 172 permitted 38, 97 
on this very day 23 over there 172 permitted, be 97 
on whose account? 9, overriding 165 person 40 
37 own abilities, with person/beast with de

once 207 one's 45 fect 27 
one 72, 86 own, on one's 45,47, pemtah 131 
one another 46 167 phylactery 65 
one each 88 own initiative, on physical defect, priest 
one must 117 one's 45 witii 70 
one obliged to pre ox 63 piece 59 
sent an offering for ox to be stoned 27 piece (of bread) 237 
sin 70 pig 14 

one purified through pact 119 pilgrim festival 65, 
ritual immersion 70 paid custodian 154 169 

one seah, space oc palace 33,77 pillage 20 
cupied by 127 palm (of hand) 64 pirate 77 

one who has come to palm (of tree) 176 place 33,51,173 
the land of Israel 70 parable 37 place, from every 6 

one who has had an parable, recount a 37 placing oneself under 
involuntary ejacula participate in 83 sentence of death 47 
tion 70 pass three times 89 platform 77 

one word, with just pass through 237 pleasant 189 
60 passage 28 please 154 

oneself, by 45, 165 passage teaches, the plot evil 211 
only 172, 247 111 podium 77 
only if 125, 250 path 67 poison 111 
only signifies that, patriarch 91 pool 67 
this text 248 pay tithe 90 port 13,77 

only this 203 payment 203 possession of, take 
only when 213 payment, collect 99 66, 163 
opinion, in my 250 pearl 13,75 possibilities are 
opposite 47 peas 195 available to me?. 
oppressed 78 penitent 70 what 198 
opprobrium 9 people 70,72 possible, if such a 
or 188 pepper 43 thing were 176 
order 102 perform halisah 38 possible? is it 172 
order of creation 141 perhaps 235 possible that.., ?, but 
order of the world. peiii^s? 172 is it 251 
for the good 60 pericope 20 possibly 172 

order that, I 125 period 219 postpone 67,127 
order, without 119 perish 102 pour wine 78 
ordinance 189 permanently, live 237 power 48, 91 
other way round, the permission 48 |H-actical measure 189 
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practice, according to proclaim 73, 203,232 punishment is re
usual 172 produce 211 strictive, the mea

pr^tised, be 54 profaning 57, 59 sure of 101 
praise 141,211,219 prohibit 20 punishment of stripes 
pray 95 prohibition 60 211 
prayer 65 prohibition on them punishment, reward 
prayer, morning 43 is a prohibition on and 219 
prayer, recite a long (deriving any) ben punishment, suffering 

111 efit (from them), the that results from 90 
praying, cease 242 59 pupil 24 
precept, dead of 70 prolongation 72 pure 195 
precept, loss of 70 proof 73, 242 pure, declare 100 
precept, loss that prophet 63 purified through ritual 
comes from fulfill prophetess 63 immersion, one 70 
ing a 59 property, confiscated purify 100 

prefect 120 227 purpose of, for the 
prefecture 12, 76 property, consecrated 167 
premeditation, act 64 purse 203 
with 90 property, mortgaged push 60 

preoccupation 195 101 
prepare 54, 169 property, unmort quality 24 
presence, divine 28 gaged 101 quantity, the smallest 
present an offering prophets, read from 41 
for sin, one obliged the 176 quarter 89 
to 70 prosecutor 77 quote a concluding 

president of the San- proselyte 29 formula 111 
hedrin 90 protection 28 

pretext 195 protest 127,195 rain, autumn 127 
price 83 provide for 91 raise 145 
price, for a fair 120 provided that 125, raised, be 44 
price, for a lower 120 209, 250 raisin 120 
priest, high 27, 78 provisions 78 raising of hands 54, 
priest, regular 78 prudent 47 59 
priest with physical prune 96, 100 raising up 5 
defect 70 public, in 102 ramp 169 

priestess 63 public, make 102 rank alongside 73 
primary source of public way 66 rank one thing with 
impurity 189 publish 102 another 148 

principal 48 pulse 195 rape 72 
principle 20 punishable by death. rather, but 6, 20 
private, in 45 laws concerning rather?, is it not 54 
IMivate way 66 crimes 154 rather, it is not so, but 
privately 47 punishable by death. 247 
prize 20 witnesses to crimes razor 13 
pro-Caesar 76 154 read from the 
pro-consul 76 punishment 43,90 prophets 176 
probable, be 66 punishment, read, it is 134 
problem 83 corrective 90 read, there are those 
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who 134 remnant 28 role of, in the 162 
reading 17, 57,64 removal 90 room, inner 77 
ready 109 repeat 127 root 20 
reality 251 repetition 17 rose 7 
reality, in 251 repository 140 round, the other way 
reason 24 representative 78 172,195 
reason?, for what 37 reprobate 73 ruins, in 148 
reason why he/they/ rejM-ove 73 rule 24,68, 102 
you?, what is the 37 request 38 rule ^plied?, when is 

reason, with greater require 42 this 141 
201 required for, as much rule, general 5,54 

reason, with lesser as is 167, 198 rumour 72 
201 requiring 140 run away 45 

rebelliousness 111 rescue 219 
receive 195 reserve % sabbath rest 252 
receive strokes 54 respect 169 safekeeping 72 
received 140 respect to, with 162 said 130 
reception 57 respond 28 said about?, what are 
recipient 140 responsible for one's these things 141 
reciprocally 47 (loss of) life, being said, as it is 54, 223 
recitation 57 47 said, for it is 223 
recite a long prayer rest 28 said it, I could have 

111 rest, sabbadi 252 deduced tiie same 
recite the haftarah restrictive, the mea thing through logical 

176 sure of punishment argument, widiout 
recognition 58 is 101 Scrii^e needing to 
recognize, you should retrilHition 43 have 210 

153 return 4, 173 said, it is 134 
recompense 20 revealed 102 said, note that it has 
reconsider 127 revealed, be 115 already been 194 
recount a parable 37 revenge, take 99 said?, why was it 98 
redemption 219 reward and punish said, you 119 
reduced 14,96 ment 219 sailor 58 
refectory 76 rich 38 sake of, fc -̂the 167 
reflection of, as a 168 rich, become 90, 100 same 23 
refuse 67,242 right, for what is 120 same as that, treat 
refuse mercy 242 right to, acquire tfie this the 202 
regard to, with 166 66,163 same kind as, of the 
regard to that which, righta>us 80 168 
with 51 rigorous, be 97 same meaning, with 

register 76 ripen 127 the 200 
regular priest 78 ritual bath 6,64 same nature as, of the 
reject 141 ritual immersion, one 168 
relation to, in 162, purified tte-ough 70 same sense, and in 

165 robber 6,20,42,58, the 20,36 
remain 12,44 227 same time, at the 90, 
remember 99 robbery 20 172 
remembered 140 rock 65 same type as, of the 
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168 school 28 serpent, wicked 27 
same way, in the 37, scorn 9, 154 serve 102 
203 scorpion 60 service (of the tem

same way as, in the scrape (clean) 119 ple), by the 26. 173 
199 scribe 13 session 59 

same way that, in the Scripture 17 set about interpreting. 
200 Scripture needing to he 136 

sanctifying them have said it, I could set apart 60 
selves 97 have deduced the settle an account 149 

sand 65 same thing through settled land 141 
sand dune 65 logical argument. settlement 59 
sandal 76 without 210 seven 86 
sandal, lake off 38 Scripture says ...be seven capital sins 42 
Sanhedrin, president fore 210 seventy faces to 
of the 90 Scripture, there are Scripture, there are 

sat down and inter seventy faces to 68 68 
preted, he 136 scriptures, fulfilment sexual contact 102 

save 91 of 22 shame 9. 96, 154 
say 19,45, 145, 153 scroll 66 Shammai 14 
say, so that you do seah, space occupied shape 189 
not 126 by one 127 sharecropper 227 

say, that is to 52, 172, seal 111 shave 141 
208 season 65 she is not 19 

say, there are those second 86 sheaf, make a 54, 211 
who 42, 134 secondary source of shed 65 

say, this is what he impurity 189 shed (tears) 189 
used to 20 secret, in 102 sheep 2 

say to anyone, let no section 20 ship 77 
body 47 see, go out and 154 should be, as it 66 

say to their neigh see?, what did he/ show 97 
bour, let no-one 47 they/you 37 show gratitude lo 219 

say, you ought to 153 seeing that you know showing 52 
saying 141. 146 218 side 63 
saying?, what is it 36 seek 25 sides, on both 172 
says, although there select 42 sign 119 
is no evidence in its senator 83 signifies that, this text 
favour, there is an sense 24 only 248 
allusion to it in the sense, and in the silence 48, 57 
text that 242 same 20, 36 simply this 203 

says, because of that. sentence of death. sin 38 
the text 126 placing oneself un sin, one obliged to 

says, considering that der 47 present an offering 
the Torah 227 separate 169 for 70 

says, given that il 225 separated 69 sins, seven capital 42 
says, in accordance separately 45 since 67, 206, 207. 
with what it 225 separation 57. 58, 60. 224, 226 

scale (for weights) 64 63. 203 since we already 
scalpel 13 serene 189 know 225 
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single 102 specify, 1 130 suffering that results 
sink down 237 spice 169 from punishment 90 
sister 64 spilling 61 sufficient 234, 242 
sit at (table) 90 spleen 4 sufficient for 167 
sit down and/to inter spoken well, you sufficient for, as 
pret 136,140 have 6, 77 much as is 198, 233 

sitting 59 spoon 64 suitable, make 38 
sitting down 176 spot, on the 173 sun 189 
six 86 spread earth 100 superior 142 
sixth 89 sprinkling 195, 203 supply 96, 119, 237 
skipper 77 square 89 support 69, 91, 141, 
slash 59 square, city 77 169 
slow, be 242 square, town 54 supported 69 
small change 237 stand 44 suppose that 173 
smallest quantity, the standing up 176 suppose that, let us 
41 step 13 215 

so as not to 125 stick, bread and 219 supposing that 206 
so long as 208, 209, still 173 surpassing 83 
210 sting 60 surround 90,219 

so that 47, 52,71, stitch 211 survivor 28 
125,225 stock, unsellable 67 suspect 60 

so that not 235 stomach, in the 160 suspected (oO 60 
so that you do not say stoned, ox to be 27 suspicious of wife, be 

126 stoning 176, 177 163 
so-and-so 41 store room 72 sustain 91,96 
soiling 12 straight line, walk in sustenance 78 
some (of) 41 a2l9 swallow 176 
someone 40, 72 stranger 75, 77 swear 52 
somethmg 2. 41 stretch out the hand swear (that), I 52, 125 
son 70 111 sword 65 
son of humankind 71 strike 66, 176 synagogue, great 27 
sons of humankind. strip 227 
way of the 8 stripes, punishment table 76 

soon as, as 78, 206, of 211 tablet 20, 76, 189 
209 strong, be 219 tailor 58 

soul 45, 169, 245 student 130 take 5, 10, 145, 149 
source of impurity. study 20, 24, 25, 65 lake advice 127 
primary 189 study, house of 70 take off sandal 38 

source of impurity. study of the law 27, take possession of 66, 
secondary 189 44 163 

space occupied by stupid 83 lake revenge 99 
one seah 127 substitution 195 lake tithe 43, 90 

spade 13 submerged, be 237 take upon oneself 46, 
speak 97 such-and-such 41 47 
speaking 57 such that, how taking 47 
specified 176 beloved are the Is taking into account 
specified, not 176 raelites, 236 166 
specify 91 suffer 211 targum 1 
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task 146 stead 247 thing 40 
tattoo 127 that is to say 52, 172, think 45,73, 102 
tavem 60 208 thinking 140 
teach 232 that which 51 third 88, 89 
teach about, this text that which grows 211 (a) thirtieth 89 
is there to 28 that which is the cus thirtieth day 88 

teacher 65 tom of 54 thirty days 88 
teaches that, it only the habitual be this 8, 19,22 
248 haviour of human this is what he used 

teaches, the passage beings 72 to say 20 
111 the measure of mercy this text is there to 

teaching 52 is expansive 101 teach about 28 
tear (one's clothes) the measure of pun this text only signifies 

142 ishment is restrictive that 248 
teat 211 101 this very day 23 
temple 54, 195 the other way round this very day. on 23 
ten 86 172, 195 those 19 
tenant 227 the passage teaches though it be so 242 
tenth 89 111 Uiought 140 
terrestrial being 142 the prohibition on three 86 
test 90 them is a prohibition diree, divide by 89 
testament 119 on (deriving any) three, every 88 
text 28 benefit (from diem) three times, pass 89 
text add?, what does 59 three-year old 88 
this 36 the smallest quantity through 165 

text, although there is 41 throw out 189 
no evidence in its the-one-that-spoke- thumb 13 
favour, there is an and-the-world-was thunder 72 
allusion to it in the 29, 36 Tiberias 38 
242 their(s) 31 tie 227 

text, if it is not a writ then 117, 173 time 89, 210 
ten 218 there 51, 172, 173 time, appointed 42 

text is there to teach there are seventy time, at the same 90, 
about, this 28 faces to Scripture 68 172 

text, midrashic 65 there are those who time, fourth, do for 
text only signifies offer 134 the 89 
that, this 248 there are those who time, have 127 

text says, because of read 134 time in which, at the 
that, the 126 there are those who 206 

than 165 say 42, 134 time that, all die 206 
thankfully 172 there, from 51 time that, at any 209 
that (demonstrative) there is not 19, 174 time that, from the 

19 there, to 51 206 
that (conjunction) 51 there, over 172 times 89 
that (relative) 8, 20, dierefore 37 times, pass three 89 
30 thermal waters 38 tire of 141 

that day 19 these 7,19,20,22 tireoneselfout21l 
that is not true, in they are not 19 tithe 90 
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tithe, give 43,90 168 voice 72 
tithe, take 43, 90 voice, daughter of the 
to 37, 50, 51, 58 udder 211 72 
to and fro, go 99 uncover oneself 12 voice, in a hushed 45 
to the extent that 208, uncultivated land 66 voluntarily 189 
209,210 under obligation 47 vow 102 

to there 51 understand, given 
to what might it be that it says ... 1 wait 127 
compared? 37 might 225 walk 5, m 

to what? 36 understand, in accor walk about 5,99 
to whom? 36 dance with what it walk, go for a 111 
tolerant, be 97 says ... 1 might 225 walk in a straight line 
tomorrow 173 understanding 57 219 
Torah says, consider unfit item 67 walking 59 
ing that die 227 unique 230 wander 237 

torch 20 unite 54, 219, 242 war 78 
totality 54 unmarried 102 warn 154 
totally 23 unmortgaged prop watchful 140 
towards 102 erty 101 watchtower 77 
town square 54 unpaid custodian 154 water, drawing of 43 
trade 145 unpopulated land 141 waters, thermal 38 
transfer 83 unsellable stock 67 way 54 
transform 91, 142 until 52, 125,206, way as, in the same 
transgression 38, 57 208, 209 199 
transgression, loss until not 208 way, in his own 199 
that results from 59 upper gate 27 way, in its usual 172 

translation 7 uproot 4 way, in the same 37, 
transport 54 urn 189 203 
treasurer 119 use 60 way of human beings 
treat 102 use of, make 38 137 
treat this the same as uselessness 47 way of the sons of 
that 202 usual practice, ac humankind 8 

tree 38 cording to 172 way, private 66 
trembling 111 usual way, in its 172 way, public 66 
tribunal 54 usufmct 60 way round, the other 
trinket 148 usurper 227 172, 195 
tme for this ... it is way that, in the same 
even more true for value, increase in 211 200 
that, if it is 36 vanity 47 way, whichever 203 

truly 52 vegetable garden 65 we 7,18 
turn 123,127 venereal disease 102 we already know. 
turn, in 172 verse 28, 83 since 225 
turn out 101 very 82 we find ourselves in
tutor 76 Vespasian 219 formed 141 
twist 227 vestibule 24 weak, be 211 
two 86 village 57 weaken 154 
two each 88 virtue of, in 24 wealth 5,43,63 
type as, of the same violent 227 weariness 60 
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well, you have spo (the place) where 13, with one's own abili
ken 6,77 51 ties 45 

wet and dry 47 where? 12, 35, 172 with permission 172 
what! 36 where?, from 54 with premeditation. 
what? 35,40,51 where is? 35 act 90 
what are these things whether ...or 54,90 with regard to 166 
said about? 141 which (relative) 8, with regard to that 

what?, by 36 20,30 which 51 
what can I do? 198 which? 35 with respect to 162 
what concern is it to? which?, by 36 with the capacity for 
of 195 which is to 30 111 

what did he/they/you which, that 51 with the same mean
see? 37 whichever way 203 ing 200 

what does this apply while 206,208, 209 with whom? 36 
to? 141, 162 whipped, be 54 withdraw 20 

what does this text whidier? 35 withdrawal 60 
add? 36 who (relative) 30 within 13 

what is he? 36 who? 35,40,51 without 54, 162 
what is his/their/your who(m), all 51 without authorization 
basis for? 37 who(m), anyone 51 172 

what is it? 36 whom?, by 36 without coercion 45 
what is it saying? 36 whom?, to 36 without comment 172 
what is the reason whom?, with 36 without exception 24 
why he/they/you? 37 who(m)ever 36,41, without order 119 

what is this like? 37 51 without permission 
what might it be com whose account?, on 172 
pared?, to 37 9, 37 without Scripture 

what?, on account of why? 37 needing to have said 
37 why was it said? 98 it, I could have de

what possibilities are wicked 24 duced the same 
available to me? 198 wicked serpent 27 thing through logical 

what reason?, for 37 wickedness, impulse argument 210 
what?, to 36 of 27 witness, bear false 
whatever 36,41, 51 widow, marry broth 211 
whatever it might be er's 38 witness, incite false 
41 will 135 211 

whatever the circum wine 65 witnesses to oimes 
stance 41, 42 wine, pour 78 punishable by death 

wheat 64 wise, make oneself 154 
when (conjunction) 100 word 102 

11,38, 52,59, 117, wisest 83 word, with just one 
125,206,209 with 54, 160, 162 60 

when? I l l , 173 with, along 165 words, lengthen a 
when?, from 111 with greater reason form of 111 
when is this rule ap 201 work 27,60 
plied? 141 with just one word 60 work of creation 141 

when, only 213 with lesser reason world 5, 24,65 
whenever 206, 209 201 world, for the good 
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order of the 60 
world, for the main
tenance of the 60 

world, in the future 
66 

world, in this 24,66 
world to come, in the 
24 

worthy 127,242 
wrap 219 
written text, if it is 
not a 218 

Yannai 14 
Yavneh 24 
year 65 
year, last 173 
yesterday 173 
yoke 7,77 
yoke of the law 27 
you 8, 18 
you are not 19 
you have spoken well 
6,77 

you ought to say 153 
you said 119 

you should not inter
pret/argue according 
to the first form but 
according to the last 
148 

you should only ar
gue according to the 
first argument 148 

you do not say, so 
that 126 

you should recognize 
153 

your(s)31,32 
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